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PHILIPPINES - TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER FOR ENERGY MANAGEMENT
 

III. PROJECT SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION
 

A. 	Goal and Purpose
 

The primary purpose of this project is to promote and accelerate the
 
adoption of energy-efficient technologies and operational practices by
 
energy consumers who are heavily dependent on fossil fuels and
 
electricity, especially in industry and commercial buildings.

Secondarily, the project seeks to establish a strong institutional
 
capacity to undertake and manage conservation-related investments and
 
progrems, especially in the private sector. This capeity will be
 
developed among energy consumers, suppliers of equipment and services,

lenders, and government policy-makers. The project's ultimate goal is to
 
increase the efficiency of energy use among conventional energy users in
 
the 	Philippines, thereby reducing dependence on 
imported oil, conserving

foreign exchange, and improving the overall economic and financial
 
position of the Philippines. Achievement of this 7oal will alleviate
 
some of the major underlying causes of the country s current economic
 
crisis.
 

B. 	Summary Project Description
 

The project's elements are designed to overcome existing constraints
 
to the widespread adoption of energy-efficient technologies and
 
operational practices. The key components are:
 

1) 	a program of technical assistance, training and i~nformation
 
disseminaj ion, studies, and policy analyses;
 

2) 	a financing program to demonstrate the technical, financial and
 
economic feasibility of specific energy conservation measures and to
 
facilitate their widespread adoption.
 

The project will be aimed principally at, and implemented largely by,

the private sector, most notably private industrial and commercial energy
 
users, financial institutions, and suppliers of conservation-related
 
equipment and services. The GOP's role will be to devise and put into
 
effect policies, develop performance standards, enforce regulations,

provide fiscal and tax incentives, and carry out information
 
dissemination programs in support of the project's goals. 
 The 	project

will complement existing efforts of the GOP to promote energy
conservation, by enhancing the private sector's ability to respond to
 
market forces and government policy.
 



Pr141of responsibillty for GOP conservation programs r with the 
asteprincipal counterpart government agency for the projectl' Several

non-governmental entitles will assist the, BCU.i carryfigutky
activities, of the project 	 n u e 

The',technical assistance-progrm will includethe services of a.U.S.consulting. teamidth'o n ienior.consultant in resid 
short-minh specialists bro"1ht in toassiston specific problems and 

op prtintis' ad:some ul '~ti me ,Phi11ppine project-staff.oh'he
technical assistance,econtracior will'bchargedowithas $i mithe TTEI4 
staff i'i preparing annual Lbudgets andaction plans, developing criteriaoppotniti~ad brseand procedures for evaluating and Implementing',deionstration subprojects,
providing technical assis'tance on designandanalysis of; specific
subprojects, and leading the training, data collection, informatio 

-dissemination and policy research components of the project. This 
n. h 

Z 	 portion of the project will be largelygrant-funided and will have a total
budget (including the GOP contribution) of approximately $3.4 million 
'over five years. 

The demonstration financing program, 1loan-funded by AID at $2.6
million and supplemented by1 an estimated $1.3 million In conitributions
from fi ms undertaking demonstrations, wll, serve to introduce into the*Philippines a wide variety of energy-efilcf_-ent technologies that are 
proven and commercially available elsewhere but not widely used in this 
countryat present. Theyare technologies and operating practices that
offer the economic and technical potential for significant national 
energy and foreign exchange savings, as well as attractive financial 
paybacks to individual users. 

Demonstrations are needed to overcome a
number of 	critical
 
constraints to energy efficiency in the industrial and commercial sectors
of the Philippines. These constraints exist despite the fact that theGOP has already made a strong commitment to improve energy demand 
management and has taken concrete steps to promote this goal. These 
,steps include.gradual adjustment iof energy prices, particularly since
1980, to pass on real energy costs to final consumers, and creation of a* :Bureau of Energy Utilization (BEU) inthe Ministry of Energy to monitor
 
energy consumption patterns and encourage conservation through a program

of training, energy audits, and information dissemination. These demand
 
management efforts have complemented programs on the supply side,

implemented by the Bureau of Energy Development (BED)' and the National
Electrification Adinistration (NEA). 'As a result of these demand-side
efforts'total energy consumption in the Philippines grew at an innual~ 
rate of cnly 1.2% between 1978 and 1984, while'GQNP grew at 2.18%.
Furthermore, the BEU estimates that its conservation programs resulted in
savings ranging from 1 to 15. ofenergy consumption in participating
industries, largely through law-cost housekeeping" measures. , 

~ 

* 
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That greater savings have not been achieved is due to a number of
 
factors, including:
 

- energy-consumers' lack of awareness of technologies for energy 
conservation; 

- skepticism about the economic and technical performance of
 
conservation technologies;
 

- lenders' reluctance to undertake what they often perceive as 
high-risk loans; 

- competition for scarce investment capital with more typical 
corporate investments such as capacity expansion; 

- loan "packaging" problems resulting from the small size of many 
conservation investments; and 

- a shortage of domestic suppliers of both egui
needed to implement conservation measures. T/pment and 

services
 

The TTEM demonstration subprojects will be aimed directly at
 
overcoming each of these constraints. The ultimate success of the
 
project will be measured by the extent to which it stimulates both
 
successful demonstration projects, and, more important, extensive
 
replication outside the scope of the project itself with financing by

other donors (notably the development banks) and commercial investors,
 
including the internal financial resources of the energy users
 
themselves. For that reason, evaluation of the project should continue
 
for several years beyond the project termination date.
 

As observed later in this paper and in Annex J, demonstration
 
programs similar to the TTEM effort have successfully stimulated
 
conservation investments in other countries, notably the United States,

Western Europe and Japan. Experience in the developing countries is
 
lacking; the TTEM project is thus a pioneering effort. However, the use

of demonstrations isbelieved to be appropriate and effective as a
 
conservation catalyst because the TTEM demonstrations will go well beyond

showing technical feasibility. They will seek to provide start-to-finish
 
evidence that energy conservation investments are viable and highly

attractive from financial, economic and institutional points of view.
 

1/ In addition to the above factors, the current economic situation has
 
placed a tight constraint on foreign exchange needed to import equipment.
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To accomplish this, the demonstrations will include:
 

- publication and dissemination of clear, comprehensive feasibility 
studies leading up to financing of these demonstration 
subprojects so that other potential users can learn from the

analysis and apply its methodologies to their own situations; 

- opportunities for direct observation of the technologies and 
operational practices at work through on-site visits; 

- access to actual performance data based on post-installation
monitoring and comparison with pre-installation data; 

- use of demonstration sites for on-the-job practical training
(supplemented by related classroom training); 

- circulation of case studies and journal articles documenting the 
results of the demonstrations; 

- personal contact between energy consumers participating in the 
program and others who can profit from their experience, through
seminars, workshops, trade association membership, and other 
mechanisms; 

- experience for lenders in financing energy conservation measures,
 
resulting in greater receptivity toward such loans;
 

- opportunities for Philippine architecture/engineering firms,

manufacturers and equipment vendors to increase their
 
capabilities through the project's demonstration and technical
 
assistance components, leading to expanded markets;
 

- improvement of GOP inter-agency coordination necessary to 
stimulate conservation; and 

- identification of remaining policy-related constraints on 
conservation projects, leading to a better, more market-oriented
 
business investment environment conducive to such projects.
 

The likelihood of widespread adoption of the demonstrated
 
technologies will be enhanced by choosing technologies that are proven

and commercially available and thus relatively low in risk, and that have
relatively low initial cost and ongoing management, maintenance and 
operational requirements. Financial evaluation of the candidate
 
subprojects will be based on conservative assumptions and real market
 
conditioirs (including market interest rates) rather than the slightly

more favorable incentive terms available under the TTE, project.

Subproject success will be enhanced by providing all required technical
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assistance and training associated with each technology. And finally,
the project as a whole will be implemented in progressive phases designed 
so as not to outpace the gradual development of the capabilities of all
 
the key actors in the project, including the core TTEI team. 

Candidate technologies to be demonstrated during the first phase
include combustion monitoring and control systems, flue gas heat recovery 
systems, insulation, power factor control systems, steam distribution 
system maintenance procedures, and energy management systems for
 
bul dings.
 

Potential targets for the demonstrations include all subsectors of
 
the industrial and commercial sectors. Inthe manufacturing sector
 
alone, there are an estimated 3,000 establishments with more than 20
 
employees and nearly 7,000 commercial, institutional and industrial
 
buildings estimated at over 800 square meters or more. Since the
 
project's objective is to save as much energy, capital and foreign

exchange as possible, participation by enterprises in the industrial
 
sector has not been limited in any way, such as by size or ownership

pattern. These factors may be taken into account, however, in evaluating

and making decisions on individual subprojects.
 

C. Implementation 

The major participants in project implementation will be the
 
Government of the Philippines (GOP), Philippine private-sector

organizations, and a U.S. consulting team. The implementing agency will
 
be the Bureau of Energy Utilization (BEU). Inaddition to the BEU, other
 
GOP organizations involved will include the Ministry of Trade and
 
Industry's Board of Investments (BOI), the Central Bank of the
 
Philippines (CB), Ministry of Finance (MOF), the National Economic and
 
Development Authority (NEDA), and Office of Budget and Management (OBM).

The major Philippine private-sector organizations participating directly

in the project will be three trade associations (the Philippine Chamber
 
of Commerce and Industry, the Energy Management Association of the

Philippines, and the Bankers' Association of the Philippines) and,
 
initially, four private banks. In addition, private energy users,

vendors, academics, and professional and trade associations will
 
participate in specific subprojects and through project advisory panels.
 

A project team, with assistance from a general contractor, will be
 
responsible for day-to-day project implementation including

administrative support and monitoring. The team will receive guidance

from a Steering Committee made up of representatives from the major

organizations cited above. The project team will work with local
 
end-users, A&E finnrs, vendors and financial institutions indeveloping,

implementing, monitoring and reporting on subprojects. Loans for the
 
subprojects will be administered through local private banks to end-users.
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D. Budget Estimates ($000) 

AID Private 
Grant Loan GOP Sector Total 

1. Technical assistance 1,289 218 160 - 1,667 

2. Studies/workshops/ 
information dis
semination 586 72 77 190 925 

3. Demonstration - 2,660 - 1,352.1/ 4,012 

4. Comnodities/monitor
ing instruments 50 50 3 - 103 

5. Project operations/ 

management - - 492 - 492 

6. Project evaluation 75 - - - 75 

Subtotal2/ 2.000 3 732 1.542 

Total $5,000 732 1,542 $7,274 

1/ Assuming a minimum 25% financial contribution by users to each subproject.
 
_/ A 10% contingency factor has been built into each line item.
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~.Reconwendation 

It is recommended that a loan of $3.0 million and a grant of $2.0 
million be authorized for the Technology Transfer for Energy Management
(TTEM) Project. All statutory requirements have been met and the Project
Identification Document (PID) issues have been answered.
 

IV. PROJECT BACKGROUND
 

A. General
 

The Philippines is highly dependent on energy imports, primarily
 
crude oil. In1984, these oil imports represented about 56% of its
 
primary energy requirements. Indigenous energy sources accounted for
 
about 42% of primary energy requirements in 19b4, although tWis share has
 
grown significantly in recent years (see Table 1).
 

More specifically, the Philippines consumed the equivalent of
 
93.6 million barrels of oil in 1984 of which 52.7 million barrels were
 
imported oil costing $1.5 billion. Increased oil *prices are a major
 
reason for the 40% drop in the external terms of trade since 1972. As a
 
result of this drop, the Philippines had to export 19% more in 1984, on a
 
volume basis, than it did in 1972 to purchase the same quantity of
 
imports.
 

Until 1972, the cost of oil imports never accounted for more than 12%
 
of the total cost of imports. By 1984, they accounted for 23%.
 
Consequently, since imports exceeded exports, the country had to allocate
 
nearly 27% of its 1984 export earnings to pay the fuel bill (see Table
 
2). Until 1983, the Philippines had little trouble financing its trade
 
deficits. However, the picture changed dramatically when a commercial
 
debt moratorium was declared on October 17, 1983. Now, the foreign
 
exchange required to pay for imports isnot only costly but difficult tn
 
obtain.
 

Given the present shortage of foreign exchange, the country can ill
 
afford increased oil imports. Thus, any increases in energy use, which a
 
resurgence inthe country's economic growth implies, must be provided

from domestic resources or must be offset by greater efficiency in the
 
overall use of energy. 

[A complete description of the Philippines' energy situation
 
including supply and demand data, institutional setting, the energy

development program and the USAID energy assistance strategy in the
 
Philippines is contained in Annex F.]
 



Table I
 
Primary Energy Consumption, 1981-1984
 

(In million barrels of oil equivalent MBOE)
 

Oil 

Imported 
Local 


Non-oil 

Commercial 

Coal 
Geothermal 


Renewable
 

Norconventional 
Hydro 

Agro-Indust rial 
Waste 

Bagasse 

Total 

1981 


68.53 

67.16 
1.37 


24.72 

0.91 
4.75 


0.34 
6.38 

6.12 

6.22 

93.25 

1982 


68.48 

65.53 
2.95 


27.26 

1.11 
6.25 


0.08 
6.65 

5.82 

7.35 

95.74 

1983 


68.19 


63.54 

4.65 


30.28 

3.54 
7.03 


0.07 
5.12 

9.05 

5.47 

98.47 

1984 


56.21 


52.67 

3.54 


37.37 

5.67 
7.81 


0.08 
9.01 

8.23 

6.57 

93.58 

1981 


73.5 


72.0 
1.5 

26.5 

1.0 
5.1 

0.4 
6.8 

6.5 
6.7 


100.0 

PERCENT 

1982 


71.5 

68.4 
3.1 


28.5 


1.2 
6.5 

0.1 
6.9 

6.1 
7.7 


100.0 

OF TOTAL 

1983 


69.2 


64.5 
4.7 


30.8 


3.6 
7.1 


0.1 

5.2 

9.2 
5.6 

100.0 

1984
 

60.0
 

56.3 
3.8 

39.9 

6.1 
8.3
 

0.1
 
9.6 

8.8
 
7.0 

100.0 

Source: Bureau of Energy Utilization. 
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Table 2 
Balance of Trade and Oil Importation 

(CIF in million US $) 

1975 1977 1979 1981 1982 1983 1984 

Total exports 

Total imports 

Balance of trade 

Oil imports 

2,097 

1,790 

307 

231 

2,608 

3,776 

(1,168) 

833 

3,739 

4,270 

(531) 

1,040 

5,291 

6,613 

(1,322) 

1,597 

6,567 

8,475 

(1,908) 

2,534 

5,830 

8,263 

(2,433) 

2,151 

5,830 

7,979 

(2,149) 

(2,081) 

5,391 

6,428 

(1,037) 

1,473 

Oil imports as 
Percent of imports 12.9 22.1 24.4 24.1 29.9 26.0 26.1 22.9 

Oil imports as
Percent of exports 11.0 31.9 27.8 30.2 38.6 36.9 35.7 27.3 

Sources: Economic Research - International Central Bark 
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B. 	Problem Statement
 

The modern sector of the Philippines is the principal consumer of
imported fuels and electricity. The modern sector is composed of those
firms or groups in the economy that provide goods and services using

equipment and processes comparable to those in the major developed
countries. 
The 	modern sector covers such activities as manufacturing,

commercial establishments (e.g., hotels, department stores, office
buildings), transportation, and electricity generation and transmission. 
The modern sector includes firms of all sizes. In 1984, this sector was
responsible for approximately 90% of the nation's total commercial energy
consumption, which was approximately 93 MBO0E/ More than 60% of the
primary energy consumed was lost in conversion, transmission, heat 
transfer and stack losses, as compared with approximately 49% in the 
United States. 

The 	reasons for this energy loss are:
 

o 	old and inefficient equipment resulting from past industrial and

construction investment decisions made when fuel and power costs
 
were a less important factor; in fact, such decisions were
 
generally made on a least-cost capital basis.
 

o 	inefficient management and operational practices.
 

These losses not only decrease productivity per se, but also severely

drain financial resources. In 1984, imported oil accounted for 56% of
 
total commercial energy consumption, cost a staggering $1.5 billion,
claimed 27% of total export revenues and exceeded the trade imbalance of
 
$1.0 billion by 42%. Itis clear that the heavy dependence on imported

oil is a major factor in the country's current economic crisis.
 

The 	1983 shares of total commercial energy consumption in the
 
Philippines break down as follows: 
 industry 63%, transportation 22%,

commercial and residental sectors 15%. 
 (Amore detailed description of
 
inefficient consumption, with specific examples in the industrial,

building and commercial sectors, electricity generation and ,
transportation, is contained in the Project Ilentification Document.)
 

Energy inefficiency places an enormous strain on the balance of 
payments. These costs, however, are not limited to actual foreign
exchange losses. Long-term costs occur when energy costs constrain 
investment in productive activities. The long-term opportunity cost ofinvesting to reduce demand is lower in most cases than the opportunity
cost of external borrowing to pay for current oil consumption. Relieving
the growing burden of energy costs by achieving greater energy efficiency
could expand investment and growth in the modern sector of the
 
Philippines and improve living standards throughout the country.
 

I/ 	Million barrels of oil equivalent.
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C. Potential Benefits of Energy Conservation
 

The present pace of economic growth and industrialization in the

Philippines makes it imperative to give high priority to improved
productivity. 
The benefits of such efforts could be substantial. For 
example, the GOP has projected an onnual growth rate of 4% for commercial 
energy consumption through 1992, and with only a 15% reduction in energy

consumption per unit of industrial output, annual savings in the
 
industrial sector alone would reach $285 million in 1985, $295 million in
 
1987, $415 million in 1990 and well inexcess of $400 million in 1992
 
(assuming a constant average oil price of $30 per barrel).
 

Ignoring the timing issue, overall conservation potential has been
 
estimated by ADB consultants at about $500 million per year with
 
relatively quick payoff investments.
 

An order-of-magnitude estimate of the financial and economic benefits
 
of these potential conservation investments can be seen from Table 3.

Annual gross financial savings of $492 million are estimated against an
 
investment cost of $1,208 million. Assuming an average fifteen year

equipment lifetime, these aggregate numbers suggest'a financial rate of
 
return of about 40%. But the savings are essentially all foreign exchange

and hence the benefit side (annual savings), with a 20% shadow price of
 
foreign exchange, would be measured at $590 million. Of course, the
 
investments are also largely foreign exchange (assume two-thiras), hence,

the economic measure of the investment cost isnow $1,365 million but the
 
economic internal rate of return is 140%.
 

D. The GOP Energy Conservation Effort
 

Intent on-reducing its oil dependency as soon as possible, the
 
government has given high priority to indigenous energy resource
 
development and demand management. The National Energy Development

Program calls for a close public and private partnership to reduce oil
 
imports to an equivalent of 42% of total commercial energy consumption by

1986. Approximately 80% of the reduction will come from the use of
 
indigenous resources such as coal, geothermal and bioenergy sources, and
 
20% will be obtained through effective energy demand management in the
 
modern sector.
 

The GOP has instituted a number of demand management measures
 
including improved pricing policies, programs of fuel substitution and
 
energy conservation.I/ The measures are aimed at passing increases in
 

1/ Energy conservation, or efficiency, in the context of this paper does not
 
mean curtailment of energy use through reductions inoutput of goods and
 
services. Rather, itmeans the generation of more goods or services with
 
the same or reduced input of energy by optimizing all production factors.
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Table 3
 
Energy Conservation Savings Potential and Investments in the Philippines
 

Annual National
Cost Savings 

National
Investments 

(S Millions) (S Millions) 

51.3 20.8 

9.7 27.0 
16.0 9.U 
42.0 142.0 
53.0 156.U 

172.0 354.8 

36.0 55.0 

35.0 0.2 
3.6 0.6 

74.6 55.8 

27.8 0.3 

21.0 60.0 

0.4 0.4 

49.2 60.7 

127.0 730.U 

70.0 3.0 

197.0 733.0 

492.8 1,204.3 

A. Industrial Boilers 

1. Combustion control 
2. Flash steam, condensate recovery,

economizers 
3. Insulation, steam traps, repair leaks 
4. Fuel switching (oil to coal)
5. Fuel switching (oil to waste) 

Subtotal 


B. Utility Sector
 

1. Boiler/turbo generators upgrade 

2. Turbo generators: achieve 

design heat rates 

3. Combustion control 


Subtotal 


C. Heaters including furnaces, kilns, dryers
 

1. Combustion control 

2. High temperature heat recovery

recuperators, heat exchaiges

3. Low temperature heat recovery

waste heat boilers, low temperature
 
heat exchanges 


Subtotal 


0. Electric Energy 

1. Cogeneration 

2. Self generation-diesel, 

electric energy use 


Subtotal 


Grand Total 


steam, 

Source: BEU/ADB 
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energy costs on to consumers through price increases and taxes on higher

consumption; promoting conversion to coal through price guarantees, some 
financing, linking repayments to energy cost savings, and increased
 
hydroelectric and bioenergy resource development.
 

To promote energy conservation, the Bureau of Energy Utilization 
(BEU) was created in 1978, in the Ministry of Energy (MOE), to develop
and implement a national program for energy conservation geared towards 
judicious and efficient energy use. The BEU's main thrusts to date have 
been:
 

1. 	Information dissemination on conserving energy in industry,

buildings, households and transport. This effort isassisted by two
 
private sector organizations, the "ENERCON Movement", an affiliation
 
of business executives and technical experts, and the Energy

Management Association of the Philippines (ENMAP), an association of
 
energy managers of large energy consuming establishments. 

2. Education and training, including free short courses on general
 
energy management and more technical courses on topics such as
 
electrical energy conservation, boiler and furnace operations and 
energy audits. 

3. 	 Energy audit services to industrial plants and commercial buildings. 

In 1980, the government passed the Omnibus Energy Conservation Law 
(BP 	No. 73). Pinong the provisions of the law are: (a)reporting

requirements for facilities consuming more than one million liters of oil
 
equivalent per year; (b)employment of an energy manager and preparation

of a management plan for facilities consuming more than two million
 
liters per year; and (c)development of energy use standards for
 
industry, appliances, vehicles and buildings.
 

In1982, energy conservation investments were included in the
 
Priorities Plan of the Board of Investmemcs, providing for such
 
concessions as duty-free import of energy-saving capital goods and tax
 
credits for locally manufactured equipment for energy conservation.
 
Under the World Bank-supported Structural Adjustment Program, the 60P has
 
also taken steps to reinforce the present energy program through

appropriate changes in energy pricing policies and a continuing review of
 
its 	overall energy investment plan. 

As a result of these efforts and world oil price movements,
 
noticeable gains in fuel substitution and energy efficiency have been
 
made. A shift from gasoline to diesel since 1973 has been dramatic in
 
both public transport and private vehicles. Savings in 205 surveyed

industrial and commercial finms have ranged from 1-15% because of
 
improved operating practices and better "housekeeping", which generally

invulve little investment. A large portion of this savings may result 
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from recent lower industrial activity related to economic slowdown. Muc'; 
more energy conservation remains to be accomplished. Savings on the
order of 10-40%, depending on the sector Involved, can still be achieved
through better management practices, increased training and information
dissemination, and capital expenditures on energy-efficient technologies
and management systems. 

E. Constraints
 

As noted above, energy conservation successes realized so far have
been obtained through "housekeepingo improvements which are relatively 
easy to implement and require little or no capital. These near-term
improvements have consisted of simple changes in proceo~jres and practices
such as pre-heating of boiler water, plugging steam leaks and modifying
thermostat settings. These changes, however, were only implemented by a
 
limited number of businesses. Incontrast, subsequent stages of
 
conservation will require measures to modify (retrofit) or replace energy

using equipment and processes, design new buildings with improved

lighting and cooling systems, improve plant layout, install new
 
management systems and recovery and recycling devices for waste streams,

and reduce costs through fuel substitution, process cascading and
 
co-generation.
 

The adoption of most of these options will require from the private
 
sector: 
 (1)increased awareness of potential savings; (2)introduction

of improved technology processes and equipment; and (3)capability to
 
analyze the potential financial returns from energy-saving investments
 
and savings. They also require access to better information and more
 
technical and financial support than the current programs and agencies
 
provi de.
 

Energy use in the modern sector is often as much influenced by the
 
attitudes of management and employees as it is by the efficiency of
 
machinery and production processes. Since the advent of *che energy

crisis, industrialized countries have developed and implemented. numerous
 
technologies, practices, and innovative management systems for the
 
efficient use of energy. The adoption of th-se technologies and systems

in the Philippines has been slow; consequently, much of the potential

savings to be realized through energy conservation and substitution have
 
not yet been achieved.
 

While energy conservation remains an important goal of government

leaders because of its rapid positive impact on the nation's balance of
 
payments and security of energy supply, it is not necessarily the highest

priority of -idustrial, commercial, building and transport owners/ 
managers, or of financiers. This is because owners and managers may
realize the costs of energy inefficiency, but are reluctant to invest
their scarce discretionary internal capital, credit lines and foreign
exchange for little-known technologies or systems. Major energy 
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conservation investments are difficult to finance when financial
 
institutions are unable to evaluate properly their economic returns,

foreign exchange to finance imported energy conservation technologies is
 
difficult to secure, and alternative financing mechanisms such as
 
shared-savings ventures are little known. This situation ismade worse
 
by a paucity of experience with projects which demonstrate the technical,
economic and financial feasibility of such investments in the
Philippines. Once demonstrated and accepted, private sector leaders
 
should be more willing to implement and promote conservation investments 
on their own.
 

Analysis of conservation alternatives indicates that many of them
 
have very attractive financial returns (see Annexes Gand H), with

economic returns that are 
even higher. Why then are these conservation 
technologies not being adopted solely on the basis of market forces? 
As
 
suggested previously, the problem isone of imperfections in the market
 
structure and other issues that static financial analysis does not
 
reflect. One of the market imperfections is a lack of information.
 
Potential end users do not ,now about the technologies available; there
 
is no Energ User News for a , ant manager to pick up and read weekly.
There are few relevant publications available from federal and state
 
energy offices, and there is no set of well documented examples in the
 
trade press. Even if end users know about the technologies from a

vendor, they are reluctant to trust the technology cost dnd performance

data supplied by the limited set of suppliers, particularly in light of
 
the lack of other information. They want to be able to hear and cee this
 
information from satisified customers, preferably ones in the Philippines

with similar equipment. Moreover, inmost industries inwhich energy

costs are not the dominant input cost, firms lack the incentive to invest
 
their own managerial resources to get this information and/or try a small 
test--the transaction costs are too high.
 

Financial institutions can be reluctant to provide loans for new
 
technologies of which they are ignorant. This too is a constraint.
 
Finally, the size of the market is limited because of a 
lack of adequate

information, thus limiting development of a vendor community. This and
 
other limitations such as the vendors' own capital shortages have
 
prevented vendors from undertaking demonstrations or providing attractive
 
financing to users. Hence vendors have not been the strong

change/technology diffusion agents they could be in a 
better developed

market.
 

Information based on demonstrations (complemented with other 
activities such as information dissemination) will overcome many of these 
barriers. Given the economic benefits, there is strong rationale to 
overcome these market imperfections through demonstrations with AID/GOP 
support. To the extent the economic returns are larger than financial
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returns, there may also be an argument for other incentives such as loans 
at favorable rates. These may be pertinent particularly in situations
where industrialists have other opportunitie; for their capital (perhaps 
at higher financial returns than the conservation investment), but where

these other investments are not as ittractive economically, i.e., are not 
as much in the public interest. Favorable loan rates and other 
incentives could overcome this distortion. 

V. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

A. Introduction
 

Conservation enjoys the advantage of a much shorter lead-time than 
most options for increasing energy supply. Market forces promote energy
conservation by lowering production costs through adoption of

technologies that are financially and economically feasible at both the 
enterprise and the national level. 

This project is based on the premise that introducing a more 
systematic and.comprehensive approach to adopting hew and improved

technologies will contribute directly to overcoming the Imperfect market
situation and to greatly widen adoption of these technologies. The 
project emphasizes institutional development, information dissemination 
and technology transfer to energy users, their intermediaries (equipment

suppliers, architectpral and engineering firms, professional and trade
 
associations) and their financiers.
 

B. Goal and Purpose
 

The goal of the Technology Transfer for Energy Management (TTEM) 
project is to increase the efficiency of energy use among users of energy
(especially fossil fuels and electricity) in the Philippines, thereby
reducing dependence on imported oil, conserving foreign exchange and
 
improving the overall economic and financial position of the Philippines.
 

The project emphasis on institutional development and technology

transfer supports a process that takes time to achieve. The project is
 
designed to achieve both immediate demonstration results and to support

the process of leveraging these demonstrations and other activities to

provide a multiplier effect over time. This multiplier effect is 
expected to take hold during the latter years of the project when the 
worst effects of the current economic crisis are over and more foreign
exchange and other resources are. available for investment in 
energy-saving technol ogies. 
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The primary project purpose is to promote and accelerate the adoption
of energy efficient technologies and operational practices by energy
consumers who are heavily dependent on fossil fuels and electricity,

especially in industry and commercial buildings. Adoption of these
 
technologies will reduce commercial energy consumption, reduce oil
 
imports (thus improving the balance of payments), increase productivity

and improve economic growth prospects.
 

The second purpose is to establish a strong institutional capability

to undertake and manage conservation-related investments and programs,

especially in the private sector. The project will also seek to
stimulate additional energy conservation investment by private energy
users and financial institutions and other international donors such as 
the Asian Development Bank (AIB) or the World Bank.!/ 

The largest share of project activities, including project staff 
efforts, will emphasize the expansion and improvement of capabilities of 
private energy users, manufacturers and vendors of equipment, technical
 
service firms, and financial institutions to accelerate technology

transfer. The skills of the project staff will be upgraded through

training, consulting services and limited procureme'nt of conmmodities such
 
as a 
micro computer with software designed for energy conservation
 
technical and economic anelysis, and energy efficiency measuring and
 
monitoring instruments to improve their ability to quickly and
 
effectively design and implement energy conservation activities.
 

As a result of this project, energy users will be more aware of the

conservation options available to them and will be better able to analyze

and make the technology investment choices that best meet their needs.
 
Moreover, private-sector equipment suppliers and service firms will be
 
better prepared to help consumers improve energy efficiency.
 

C. Project Activities 

The TTEM Project consists of financing for technology demonstrations,

and a technical assistance program that includes studies, training, and
 
information dissemination.
 

1/ For example, the ADB Energy Office has already expressed an interest in
 
providing up to $120 million in loan funds for energy conservation in the
Philippines upon achieving the purposes of the TTEI 
 Project.
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In the following sections, each type of activity is described and 
examples of typical subprojects are given. The actual subprojects will 
be selected by the TTIN project staff, based on proposals from energy 
users, suggestions by vendors and service organizations, and the project
staff's own experience and analysis. These activities will be carried 
out in different industrial and commercial centers in the country. The 
examples presented result from analyses of the current Philippine energy
situation and of specific energy conservation technologies carried out 
during the priject design phase. These examples are actual candidates
 
for an initial set of activities to enable the project to start up
quickly in the first year. Later project activities will be identified 
and scheduled through an annual planning and budgeting process by the 
project staff. Annexes G and H describe these proposed activities in 
substantially more detail, giving reasons for the focus and purpose 3f 
each, and their projected costs and benefits, and the market constraints
 
that require their inclusion in the demonstration program. Section VI,
 
Project Organization and Management, describes the organization and
 
management plan, the duties and responsibilities of participating

entities, and procedural guidelines for project activities. 

1. Technology Demonstration
 

a. Technologies
 

Technology demonstrations form a major portion of the TTEM effort,
 
with total funding estimated at $3.9 million, of which $2.6 million is 
from a USAID loan and an estimated $1.3 million from private
contributions of participating energy consumers. Inaddition, 
approximately $1.9 million will be generated by the project itself 
through loan repayments, or "reflow funds".J The demonstrations will 
address two major constraints to energy technology transfer: a lack of
reliable information on technologies and their costs and performance, and 
a resulting hesitancy on the part of management and financiers to provide

financing. Experience in other countries indicates that demonstrations
 
can be effective ways of promoting new technologies for improved energy
efficiency. As observed in Annex J, demonstration programs similar to

the TTEM effort have successfully stimulated conservation investments in 
the U.S., Western Europe and Japan. Since experience is lacking in 
developing countries, the TTI3wI project is a pioneering effort. 
Technology demonstrations should serve as catalysts to conservation 
investments by demonstrating not only technical feasibility, but also
 

l/ Section VIII and Annex N present the sources and uses of funds in detail,
 
and Annex M analyzes the reflow of funds, Only first generation fund
 
reflows are considered here. 
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financial, economic and institutional viability. The demonstrations
 
should provide the impetus to accelerated technology transfer, includinq

the promotion of local manufacture of equipment with the support of the
GOP, the private sector, and other donors. 

The project will support applications of energy conservation 
technologies that are currently not widely used in the Philippines.
Demonstration projects of commercial scale will be initiated in
cooperation with industrial and commercial fims, and building or hotel 
groups which are prepared to share cost and performance information. 

Table 4 summarizes the costs and savings for typical applications of
 
these technologies, and estimates the payback to the user and the foreign

exchange benefit. Annex h describes these factors in depth and provides

supporting data. The initial technologies are: 

o 	Combustion monitoring and control systems. These systems

improve boiler and furnace efficiency by allowing more precise

control of combustion air. This will primarily consist of 
mounting electrochemical oxygen analyzers in a flue to achieve 
virtually instantaneous measurement information, enabling

operators to know when to make air-to-fuel adjustments.

Increased use of such systems was the recommendation of a major
BEU/ADB energy audit study. 

o 	 Flue gas heat recovery systems. These systems reduce fuel use byrecovering energy that would otherwise be wasted from flue 
gases. The heat contained in the gases is recovered by
installing metal or ceramic heat exchangers (depending on
 
temperature and gas composition) and used to preheat fuel boiler
 
water or combustion air.
 

o 
 Increased use of insulation in industrial processes. Insulation
 
materials reduce energy losses from boilers, steam pipes, tanks,
and similar equipment by providing a barrier to the flow of heat 
between a heat source (ahot object) and a heat sink (acooler
 
object).
 

o 	Power factor control systems. These systems improved plant power

factors through improvement of plant equipment operation and the

use'of capacitors to balance the inductance in the electrical
 
system. Such control systems reduce wasted electrical power and 
thus utility oil consumption.
 



Table 4
Costs and Savings for Typical Application of TTEM Technologies 

During First Two Project Years 11
 

Ainual Savirgns 
Annual Operation Annual
Capital Investment 

(Single Installation) & Maintenance energy Net (P)
Technology Equipment 

Combustion monitor
ing 	and control system

Small $ 
Large 

Flue gas heat
 
recovery systems 

Ircreased use of
 
insulation in in
dustrial processes 

Power factor control
 
equipment 

Steam distribution 
system maintenance
 
procedures 

Outside air temperature 

compensation for 
chiller systems 

Building energy
management systems 

Increasing roof insula

340 

5,100 

51,000 


4,000 

72,300 

23,800 

12,000 

17,000 

tion in existing bldgs 47,500 


Installation M Supelies, Savings Value (P) SavJs Payback 

P22,500 P 1,400 2,5004/ P 235,000 P233,600 6 days

P145440 22,500 14,400 12,5002 1,150,000 1,136,000 10 days
 

60,000 3,000 3,000 2,484 I 231,000 228,000 3.1 years 

1,000 - - 460YI 40,800 40,800 1.5 mos.
 

10,000 2,400 - - 2,037,800 2,035,400 6 mos.
 

600 10,000 - 11,030Y2 1,021,000 1,021,000 2 weeks 

60,000 30,000 - 33,000!1 39,600 36,600 6.2 years 

36,000 4,800 - 189,300 / 227,160 222,360 1.2 years 

22,600 - - 1492/ 17,400 17,400 6.9 years 

1/ 	Additional technologies which TTEM will consider after the initial phase: commercial building cogeneration
with absorption chilling; small industrial cogeneration (less than 1 MW); vapor recompression in the
processed milk industry; cold extrusion in the tire industry; electric and chemical heat pumps In the
vegetable and processing industry; task lighting and daylighting; high-efficiency electric motors; advanced
heat exchangers (e.g., heat wheels, heat pipes); and automatic electricity demand limiters. 

2/ Million British Thermal Unit.
3/ 	 Kilowatt Hour. Note: $1.00 = P18.00
 

0 
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o 	Steam distribution system maintenance procedures. Proper

maintenance of steam traps and repair of steam leaks reduces
 
energy losses. 

o 	Outside air temperature compensation for chillers. The system
involves installation of basic automatic controls in chiller 
systems to reset chilled water temperature. These compensation
devices raise the chiller water temperature, thus reducing the 
commercial building electricity demand. 

o 	 Building energ' management systems. These involve the 
installation of an energy management system (EMS) composed of
 
microprocessor-based devices to control and optimize energy use 
in a building or facility. These systems use a variety of 
technologies from simple time clocks to elaborate computers to 
reduce energy demand, and have become very common in the 
industrialized countries. 

o 	Increased roof insulation. The system installs of roof
 
insulation under common concrete deck roofs. Such insulation
 
reduces the heat loss through roofs, a maaor source of loss in
 
commercial buildings.
 

These initial technology demonstrations were selected on the basis of
 
the minimum criteria discussed below. Future demonstrations will use the
 
same general criteria, with appropriate modifications based on lessons 
learned.
 

o Potential for extensive use in the Philippines. Discussions
 
with users and vendors indicated that fewer than 25% of the 
potentitl applications have actually been undertaken to date.
 
The technologies are usable inmany Philippine industrial plants
 
and are not limited to a narrow subsector. This will maximize
 
the savings to be realized through replication.
 

o 	Attractive paybacks. The technologies selected offer a simple
payback ranging from 11 days to 8 years for both the user u,id 
the foreign exchange cost. Most paybacks are one year or less.
 

o Low technical risk. All technologies have been demonstrated in
 
other countries, leaving little or no technical risk in their
 
demonstration in the Philippines. The primary remaining risk is
 
whether they can be properly designed, installed, and operated

and whether they will prove economic in the Philippine
 
application.
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b. Financing 

Loan funds will be used to support feasibility studies, equipment

purchase, and installation costs associated with the technology

demonstrations. 
 Funding will not be provided for standard commercial 
purchases of technologies. Several financing methods may be used,
depending on borrower preference, the relative importance of the
demonstration to project ooals, and the level of risk involved. In the
first phase of the project straight loans (i.e. loans made on 
conventional terms), loans with repayments tied to savings, grants (in

limited exceptional circumstances) and various combinations of these 
alternatives will be used. (See Section VI (C), Subproject Management,
for description of the financing methods.) 

The loans for demonstrations will be made at rates at the favorable 
end of the range of prevailing commercial rates in order to make it
possible for the company involved in the demonstration to cover the cost 
of monitoring and evaluating the new technology's performance and
 
payback, and to cover the cost of possible site disruption resulting from
 
installation and visits by observers.
 

The participating companies will be required to provide a significant
portion of the cost from sources outside the project fund. This

requirement will ensure that they have a significant financial stake (at

least 25%) in the successful operation of the project, and will allow
 
more demonstrations to be undertaken.
 

Table b shows estimated costs of loans, grants, and administration
 
related to the demonstrations. 
The total costs of the individual
 
demonstration projects reconmrended for initial funding range from $57,900

to $251,000. Section VII (B), Economic Analysis, and Annex M discuss the 
economic performance and demonstration project payback inmore detail. 

After a successful demonstration, other companies will have the
 
information they need to make investment decisions.
 

The demonstrations will result in:
 

- publ.ication and dissemination of clear, comprehensive feasibility
studies leading up to financing for these demonstration 
subprojects so that other potential users can learn from the
 
analysis and apply its methodologies to their own situations;
 

- opportunities for direct observation of the technologies and 
operational practices at work through on-site visits; 



Project No. 

of Installation 


A. Industrial Equipment 
Combustion moritoring 

SMALL 250 
LARGE 250 

Flue gas heat recovery 5 
Increased use of insulation 

in irdustrial processes 200 
Power factor control 

equipment 20 
Steam distribution 

maintenance procedures 350 

B. Building System Maintenarce 
Procedures
 

Outside air temperature 
compensation for chiller
 
system 1 


Buildirg energy management
 
systems 50 


Increased roof insulation in
 
existing buildings 1 


Savings: Total Energy Savings: 7,567,040 mfoBTU 

(5 years) 13,049,810 KWH 


Table 5 

Projected TTEM Demonstration Projects 
1986-1990
 

Investment Cost Total Investment 
Per Unit ($) Required 

Domestic Domestic 
Foreign Purchases & Foreign Purchases & 

Purchases Installation Purchases Installation 

340 - 85,000 
5,100 52 1,275,000 13,000 


51,300 3,243 255,000 16,215 


65 294 13,000 58,800 


72,250 540 1, 445,000 10,800 


1,700 573 595,000 200,573 


12,000 3,243 12,000 3,243 


17,000 1,9 a6 850,000 97,300 


540 5,946 540 5,946 


Average Annual Savings: 	 1,513,408 mmBTU 

2,609,962 KWH 


Net Annual 
Payback Erery Savins 

(Days) tLess &MCst 

11.2 2,280 "BTU 
31.4 12,129 m8I1J 

1584 2,457 "uBIU 

45 460 mrBTU 

240 	 190,000 KWH 

15 11,030 mmJTU 

2916 29,757 KWH 


576 184,111 KWH 


2592 14,500 KWH 


$9,035,046
 
112,228
 

Total Energy 
Sav 

Equivalent) 

570,000 
3,032,250 

12,285 

92,000 

3,800, 100 
e 

3,860,500 

29,757
 

9,205,550
 

14,500
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access to actual performance data based on post-Installation

monitoring and comparison sites for on-the-job practical training
(supplemented by related classroom t;atinig); 

circulation of case studies and journal articles documenting the 
results of the demonstrations; 

personal contact between energy consumers participating in the 
program and others who can profit from their experience, through
seminars, workshops, trade association membership, and other
 
mechanisms; 

experience for lenders in financing energy conservation measures,
 
resulting in greater receptivity toward such loans;
 

opportunities for Philippine architecture/engineering firms,
 
manufacturers and equipment vendors to increase their
 
capabilities through the project's demonstration and technical
 
assistance components, leading to expanded markets;
 

improvement of GOP inter-agency coordination necessary to
 
stimulate conservation; and
 

identification of remaining policy-related constraints on
 
conservation projects, leading to a better, more market-oriented
 
business investment environment conducive to such projects.
 

One of the project objectives is to develop and demonstrate
 
innovative financing mechanisms that will help to overcome the reluctance 
of energy users and commercial lenders to finance these investments 
themselves. Thus, the demonstrations will not only demonstrate energy
conservation technologies, but also introduce financing vehicles for 
energy conservation investments that are being used extensively in the 
industrialized world but not in the Philippines. These vehicles include: 

o Loans with repayments tied to savings. The loan repayments are a
 
specified fraction of the actual monitored savings until the 
principal plus accrued interest is paid off. In this way, the
 
user risk is zero on the loan portion of the investment and 
assured immediate cash flow benefits from any energy savings
achieved. Generally, these loans are made at a premium interest 
rate to cover the additional risks to the lenders. 
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o 	Shared savings plans. These plans are becoming increasingly

popular in the Tndustrialized countries for both industrial and
 
commercial applications. Savings resulting from an energy
conservation investment are split between the user and an
 
investor who supplies most or all of the capital required. The
 
investor also receives the tax benefits that result from the
 
investment, and generally manages the operation of the investment
 
to ensure the greatest possible savings.
 

o 	Energy service agreements. Inthis option, an energy service
 
firm agrees to supply energy services--such as process steam or
 
air conditioning and lighting--to a user for agreed terms on
 
price, availability, and quality. The service firm selects,
 
finances, installs, and operates the equipment. Ifone firm
 
serves several clients within a region, economies can be realized
 
through efficient use of skilled manpower.
 

o 	Joint ventures. A joint venture generalizes the shared-savings

scheme above but differs in that under a joint venture, the user
 
shoulders more of the financial risk, while the external investor
 
provides most of the equity capital. Under this arrangement, a
 
separate entity is set up to manage the construction and
 
operation of the energy conservation project. Usually, the
 
energy user retains control over these activities while the
 
investor receivesmany of the tax benefits. Revenues to the
 
project, which are determined by the reduced energy costs to the
 
user, are first used to pay off debts and operating expenses,

with the residual split between the investor and the user.
 

Discussions with Philippine banks and venture capital organizations
 
indicate their strong interest in participating in the project and in
 
exploring these financing mechanisms. The first innovative mechanism
 
applied will be loans with repayments tied to savings. As the simplest

mechanism, this one will prepare participants for the financial
 
evaluation, contract negotiation, and monitoring required for the more
 
complex financing mechanisms. As financial institutions, borrowing

companies and the project staff gain experience, more complex financing

mechanisms will be tried. The project will help financial intermediaries
 
interested in these mechanisms to evaluate the technologies and structure
 
financing, while providing funds for demonstration subprojects.
 

c. 	Summary
 

The technologies to be demonstrated have already been tested, proven,

and made available in the United States and other countries.
 
Nonetheless, their application to the Philippines will, inmost cases, be
 
innovative. Successful demonstrations are expected to be replicated in
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other plants, buildings, and commercial units and centers as plant
equipment and building stock ischanged or replaced. Successful
 
demonstrations should thus provide the impetus to accelerated technology

transfer, including the promotion of local manufacture of equipment with
 
the support of the GOP, the private sector, and other donors.
 

2. 	 Studies. Seminars, and Workshops 

Studies, seminars, and workshops will develop data on energy use and 
approaches to energy conservation, provide information on new 
technologies to be used by energy consumers, upgrade capabilities of

equipment and service suppliers, aid in policy formulation and investment
decision-making, and promote greater receptivity to conservation among
commercial energy consumers by increasing their knowledge of the benefits 
of energy conservation. To achieve this, the project will support the

activities of BEU, PCCI, ENMAP, and other business or manufacturing 
groups. These activities will benefit owners, managers, supervisors, and
 
technicians in the industrial, energy production, commercial, and 
building sectors as well as financial groups and government managers.

Total funding for studies, seminars, and workshops, will be $1.0 million. 

These activities could include:
 

o 
Studies to measure energy intensities of representative

enterprises and deternine the potential for energy conservation 
and substitution in industrial processes and building design.
lhese baseline data can also help in developing performance
standards and least-cost energy strategies, including analysis of
 
the long-term industrial, building and urban development

outlook. They can also provide benchmarks for comparison of the
 
Philippine experience with that of other countries.
 

o 	Special technical studies on heat processing equipment, practices

and processes, and electricity use and management.
 

o 	Seminars and workshops on specific topics such as: energy

consumption monitoring in industry, buildings and commercial
 
establishments; new monitoring and control techniques; electric
 
and thermal load characteristics; payback and life-cycle costing;

thermal energy systems optimization; waste heat recovery and 
cogeneration; new equipment and management systems; improved

instrumentation; and, improved operating and maintenance
 
practices. The project will also promote technology booths at
 
workshops to enable suppliers to display equipment relevant to
 
the 	workshop subject area.
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o Surveys of, and seminars for, private entrepreneurs seeking to 
establish or expand conservation-related businesses, such as
 
conducting energy audits; manufacturing, importing or 
distributing conservation equipment; and providing design,

engineering, maintenance and other services to energy-consuming 
clients.
 

o 	Analyses of policy issues related to energy conservation,
 
including energy pricing, tax incentives, investment code
 
provisions and other topics.
 

o 	Dissemination of technical and promotional publications such as
 
industry-speci fic technical manuals, conservation case-study

materials, and policy analysis documents selected from a large

body of U.S. industrial and government literature.
 

o 	 Dissemination of the technical and economic results of the 
technology demonstrations.
 

These activities are also designed to support institutional
 
development through extension services, short-term training courses
 
to upgrade skill levels and apprenticeships, and visits to plants and

commercial enterprises where energy-efficient equipment and processes 
can be demonstrated. Existing BEU and ENMAP training courses will be
 
improved and expanded. The training courses will be industry-,
 
process-, and system-specific and will address problems of individual 
industries and businesses that are not covered in present courses.
 
For example, an energy management workshop that focuses on retrofit
 
or energy conservation technologies could be a valuable follow-up to

the 	more general energy management workshop currently offered for 
engineers and technicians in the sugar, cement, and pulp and paper

industries. A special course could teach plant owners, managers and
 
engineers to prepare feasibility studies and loan applications, to
 
evaluate and develop innovative financing agreements, and to monitor
 
the results of energy-saving investments.
 

Training programs suggested for the initial phase of the project by
 
Philippine energy users, vendors, service firms, and government experts
 
include:
 

o 	 Industrial boiler operations 

o 	 Industrial energy auditing
 

o 	Commercial building "housekeeping" practices
 

o 	 Commercial building controls 

o 	 Commercial Luilding energy auditing. 
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These courses will be widely applicable and will provide hands-on

operating experience and minimize the theoretical emphasis of many

existing courses.
 

3. Technical Assistance 

Technical assistance supports the demonstrations, studies, seminars,

and training activities. Two types of tecbiical assistance activities 
will be provided by the project: first, assistance to Philippine energy

users, equipment vendors, and service firms Interested in applying a 
particular energy conservation technology. This service will provide
consulting services in response to requests to identify attractive
 
technologies or to assist in their evaluation or implementation.

Generally, from one to four hours of engineering time will be provided

free to the requesting firm; additional time will be available at a cost 
to be determined by the project's Project Director. 

The second type of technical assistance will provide technical,
financial, and administrative expertise through a long-term U.S. 
consultant stationed in the Philippines and supported by short-term U.S.and Filipino consultants. The long-term consultant will assist in project
implementation on a day-to-day basis and will serve in an advisory andteaching capacity. He will be responsible for Identifying short-term
consultants and, with the project staff, for identifying staff training
needs and appropriate placements in training programs such as short 
courses, seminars, workshops, apprenticeships in the Philippines and U.S.,study missions to U.S. plants, buildings and research facilities, as well 
a. government organizations such as the National Bureau of Standards
(NBS), Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) and Oak Ridge National Laboratory

(ORNL). 
Funds available under this component will cover training costs.

The consultant will have to be aware of the technologies, institutions and

people who represent the state of the art in energy conservation.
 

The short-term consultants will undertake special studies, conduct
 
training, assist in reviewing project activities and provide suggestions

for long-term institutional development. Both short- and long-term

consultants will also extend USAIU's ability to maintain an on-going
 
energy management policy dialogue with the GOP and will assist BEU in
 
policy analysis and formulation. 

D. Policy Dialogue 

The GOP has alroady done much to create a policy environment inwhich
 
an efficient, affordable energy system can be built. 
To promote energy

efficiency, the GOP has made substantial changes in its energy pricing

structure, especially in eliminating subsidies for oil products. The

record is less progressive for electricity pricing, but progress in this
 
area is evolving with strong encouragement from the World Bank and the
 
International Monetary Fund.
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Other policies necessary for building more productive private

enterprises through energy efficiency remain to be firmly established.
 
These may include investment tax credits, establishing foreign-exchange

priority and exemptions from certain taxes or import duties for
 
conservation equipment, development of equipment or building performance

standards, and public support for research and development. The GOP has
 
made an excellent start in some of these areas. GOP policies could also
 
foster the development of local private firms to manufacture

energy-efficient equipment, provide engineering and energy auditing
services, and invest in conservation-related improvements through

creative financing arrangements. 

The grant portion of the project will promote an informed policy

dialogue with the GOP on these points by supporting policy-oriented

studies and seminars. In addition, the technology demonstratlins funded
 
by the project loan will provide actual case studies showing where
 
current policies act as constraints or where policy changes have produced

positive results. 

VI. PROJECT ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT
 

Indiscussions with the project design team, Philippine private- and
 
public-sector energy experts identified a number of organizations whose
 
participation iscritical to the project's success. In addition, they

made suggestions for the project's own organization.
 

Each of the identified organizations has reviewed the proposed

project organization and agrees to its logic. The proposed organization

has been kept as simple as possible, given the number of participants and
 
multiple project objectives. While each group will actively participate

in implementation, each will also directly benefit by developing

capabilities to play an expanded role in energy conservation after
 
project completion.
 

A. Organizational Guidelines
 

Four considerations have guided project organization. First, the
 
project has to bring together all major participating groups whose
 
decisions affect the use of energy conservation technologies (See Figure

1). These groups include private-sector energy users,
 
architecture/engineering firms that recommend, design and install energy

conservation technologies; energy conservation equipment vendors;

financial intermediaries, such as commercial banks, who can provide

capital for energy conservation investments; and government organizations

whose regulations and policies affect the economic performance of energy

conservation equipment and the users' ability to purchase it.
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Figure 1 
Interrelationships of the Participants
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Second, the project has to improve the private sector's ability to
 
deliver energy conservation technologies. This will be done by building
 
on existing institutions such as the Philippine Chamber of Commerce and
 
Industries (PCCI), the Energy Management Association of the Philippines

(ENMAP), the Bankers' Association of the Philippines, and the commercial
 
banks. No new institution will be created. The TTEM Project will spread

its expertise through demonstrations and training programs developed with
 
these participating organizations.
 

Third, the project is organized to respond flexibly to the Philippine
 
energy market by involving users, vendors and other private-sector

organizations in formulating policies and priorities. These will be
 
reviewed on at least an annual basis and changed as necessary to respond
 
to the fluid situations in both world energy markets and Philippine
 
capital markets.
 

Finally, the project is designed to leverage USAID funds by

stimulating additional investment by the private sector and international
 
aid organizations. 
The $3 million available for lending is insufficient
 
by itself to significantly reduce annual oil imports. Rather, the funds
 
will be targeted at stimulating additional Philippine investments by

reducing barriers to these investments through demonstrations, training
 
programs and information dissemination efforts targeted at senior
 
management, the financial community and energy professionals.
 

The following section describes the participating organizations and
 
the project organization. Further detail on these topics, and on the
 
organizations' curre.nt capabilities, can be Found in Annex K.
 

B. Project-Level Organization
 

1. Key Participants
 

Nine private and public organizations will play critical roles in the
 
project. They are described below.
 

a. Non-Government Organizations
 

The Philippine Chamber of Commerce and Industries (PCCI) is the major

voice for Phi lippine industry. At present, PCCI has approximately 1,050
 
corporate and associate members, with a full-time staff of 29. 
 Itoffers
 
an excellent information network through its publications (such as the
 
monthly magazine "Philippine Business"), has an ability to convene task
 
forces to address specific problems, and is becoming increasingly active
 
in educational work and management training. For this project, PCCI will
 
serve as the primary communications channel to and from senior Philippine 
corporate executives, spreading the results of the demonstrations, 
assisting in structuring and conducting workshops and seminars, and 
providing feedback 
from the private sector on the project's effectiveness.
 

http:curre.nt
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Members of the Energy Management Association of the Philippines

(ENMAP) are primarily corporate and plant energy managers and engineers,
 
most of whom have completed a formal course in energy management.

Founded 5 years ago, ENMAP has 368 members and seven regional chapters.

ENMAP is establishing committees to address the energy problems of
 
specific industries incollaboration with the major trade associations.
 
It is negotiating with the Philippine Licensing Board to develop

professional requirements and a licensing examination for energy managers

and engineers, and developing energy auditing courses and capabilities

for regional ENMAP chapters. ENMAP will play a major role in the project

by providing technical evaluation of subprojects. Its membership will
 
also help identify demonstration, technical assistance, and training

needs. Finally, ENMAP will use its information channels (such as its
 
publication "Energy Manager" and its workshops) to disseminate
 
information obtained from the demonstrations.
 

The 8ankers Association of the Philippines (BAP) is the major trade
 
association and spokesman for private banks and Philippine subsidiaries
 
of foreign banks. Through its various committees and its nomination of
 
members to represent the banking community to government and other
 
groups, it is very influential in helping to develop government and
 
commercial financial policies and in disseminating information to the
 
entire banking community. The BAP will contribute effectively to project
 
success by encouraging banks' participation and by continuing its ongoing

dialogue with the GOP on laws and policies affecting banking.
 

The roles planned for these groups are the result of numerous
 
meetings and design discissions. The role of each entity and its
 
relationships with the others will be spelled out in memorandum of
a 

understanding, which will be a Condition Precedent to initial loan
 
di sbursement. 

b. Government Agencies 

Six Philippine government institutions will play major roles in
 
encouraging the use of energy-efficient technologies in the project. The
 
Bureau of Energy Utilization is responsible for developing and
 
implementing a national program for energy conservation, as described in
 
Section IV and Annex L. The BEU has 142 employees and an annual budget
 
on the order of V7 million.
 

The BEU will be the overall project coordinator for the GOP. The BEU
 
will delegate day-to-day management of the project to the Project

Director and his staff, and will assign some of its most experienced

personnel to assist in project implementation. Thus, BEU's involvement
 
in the operation of the project will be limited. 
The BEU will, however,
 
as the agent for the GOP responsible for the overall implementation of
 
the project, have tie final authority for approval of demonstration
 
subprojects, and will provide documentation necessary for disbursement of
 
funds by the Centrai Bank.
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BEU costs for administration of the project have been included in the
 
counterpart budget for project operations and management, as shown in
 
Section VIII and Annex N.
 

The National Economic and Development Authority (NEDA) formulates
 
both short-term and long-term GOP development plans and identifies and
 
coordinates all development policies and measures. Italso coordinates
 
the review of all GOP projects requiring foreign assistance as well as
 
the 	implementation of all foreign assisted projects. In the TTEM
 
project, NEDA will indicate GOP priorities and suggested criteria in
 
selecting subprojects. NEDA will also play an important role in
 
formulating and developing regulatory policy changes needed to promote
 
energy conservation.
 

The Board of Investment (BOI) of the Ministry of Trade and Industry

is responsible for the "techniira evaluation" of any investment that
 
makes use of government incentives, requires direct importation of
 
foreign goods, or entails foreign investment. BOI will help to provide a
 
perspective on foreign exchange priorities, and promote incentives for
 
future use of energy saving technologies.
 

The Central Bank (CB) manages the monetary, credit, banking, and
 
foreign exchange systems of the Republic of the Philippines. The CB does
 
not make loans directly to individual borrowers, but rether provides a
 
number of financial management services to programs that are funded
 
jointly by the GOP and by foreign governments and International lending
institutions (e.g., accrediting the banking institutions participating in
 
the programs, disbursing moneys to the banks, and auditing the loans to
 
ensure proper handling by the banks and proper use by the borrowers).

One such program managed since 1952 by the Cb is the highly successful
 
Industrial Guarantee and Loan Fund (IGLF), initiated by DLF and continued
 
by the World Bank.!/ The CB will administer the TTEM loan fund in a
 
manner similar to its role inmanaging the IGLF program.
 

/ 	The Industrial Guarantee and Loan Fund (IGLF) was established in 1952 by

the GOP and the U.S. for the purpose of encouraging the establishment and
 
expansion of viable cottage and small- and medium-scale industries
 
nationwide. 
 Under this program, the CB uses a network of financial
 
Intermediaries to serve as conduits in channeling IGLF assistance to new
 
and existing industries under a loan guarantee program. The program has
 
been quite successful and the fund has been replenished three times by

the 	World Bank, currently at $130 million.
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The Ministry of Finance (MOF) has public finance responsib-lities
incmuding: administration and enforcement of :ustoms laws; enforcement

of the National Internal Revenue Code and other tax laws; treasurymanagement; administration of special laws involving claims against thenational government including management of public debts; and development

and administration of securities market. The MOF will formulatefinancial policy measures and provide assistance to enhance the economicviability of various energy conservation projects. 

The Office of Budget and Nanagement (OBM) is charged with the primaryresponsibility of planning, executing and controlling the national 
budget. Thus, it assumes functional supervision over the various
agencies in the entire government organization. In particular, thisoffice regulates the distribution of government resources and sees to it
that they are expended on programs and projects that support nationalgoals. OBM's role in the project is essential to ensure that policies
and procedures formulated in the budgeting and accounting of funds comply
with national requirements. 

c. Project Management Structure 

As noted earlier, the project is structured to bring together all
major participating groups, improve private-sector capabilities in energy

conservation,adapt quickly to changing needs, and promote leveraging of
USAID funds. The structure includes a Steering Committee, a project
staff, a Subproject Selection CUrnittee, advisory panels, and a fund
management unit. The project organization is shown in Figure 2. 

The Steering Committee will provide overall policy guidance and

oversight to the project. 
 The private sector will be represented by
PCCI, ED4MAP, and BAP. 
 The public sector will be represented by MOE, BOI,
NEDA, MOF, OBM, and CB. 
 The Project Director will be an ex-officto and
non-voting member of the Steering Committee, and the USAID Energy Officer
 
will 
serve as a technical consultant. The Steering Committee will be

responsible for (a)approving the project annual plan and budget, (b)
approving criteria used for subproject evaluation and selection, (c)

approving financing terms offered under the project, and (d)reviewing
project performance. The Steering Committee will not be involved in theselection of subprojects or in the day-to-day management of the project. 

Each member of the Steering Committee will become a permanent linkbetween the project and the organization or agency represented by
coordiniating TTEM activities with his respective organization and
representing TTEM to his management. It is therefore important that the

individuals on the Steering Committee be at the Director level of their
organizations to ensure effective coordination and representation. For

example, ti;e MOE will be represented by an official designated by the

Ministry of Energy. The ENMAP representative will be the organization's

President. The PCCI representative will be the head of its energy
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committee. Steering Committee members will not be compensated for theirparticipation, except for honoraria that may be provided in accordance

with Office of the Budget Ministry (08M) guidelines.
 

The Steering Committee will initially be chaired by the Ministry of
Energy representative. If the Committee wishes to rotate the
chairperson, itmay do so by election. 
The chairperson will convene the
Steering Committee and will communicate with project staff on behalf ofthe Committee. After initial start-up and organization, which mightrequire monthly or bimonthly meetings, the Steering Committee is expected
to meet only two or three times a year. 

The Project Staff is composcd of a Philippine Project Director and
several full-time and part-time professionals and support staff,
including a U.S. technical assistance contractor providing a long-term
resident consultant and short-term specialists. Day-to-day operations
will be the responsibility of the full-time Project Director hired

specifically for this project.
 

When it is fully operational, the project staff will have four
full-time equivalent senior project officers and six junior o,"ficers.
Each demonstration subproject, training course, or study will become the
responsibility of a subproject officer, and some staff members may manage
multiple subprojects as workloads and capabilities permit. The staffwill draw on the U.S. contractor and outside Philippine consultants (fromENMAP, FCCI, A/E firms and others) for technical, administrative andfinancial advisory support as necessary. Each subproject officer will
lead the initial 
subproject design and review, monitur performance, and
ensure effective information transfer on the subproject's costs and
 
benefi ts.
 

The project staff will be assisted by advisory panels composed of
 
representatives of vendor, user, and professional groups, government
agencies, and educational and research organizations. The advisory
panels will be constituted on an ad-hoc basis by the Project Director or
Steering Committee to provide advice on activities targeted at specificsubsectors or industrial/commercial groups (e.g., commercial buildings,
sugar refining, textile or food processing industries). 

Working with the project staff will be a Subproject Selection
Committee responsible for subproject selection, subject to final approval
byU7The Project Director will convene the committee whenever a
sufficient number of proposals reviewed and evaluated by the projectstaff are ready for approval. The committee to be headed by the BEUDirector will consist of five members: Project Director, Chief of the
Conservation Division of BEU and one representative each of ENMAP and theU.S. senior consultant. The ENMAP representative will be recommended by

the ENMAP president. 
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Finally, the CB will act as the fund management unit , administering
the TTE loan fund on behalf of the BEU inaccordance with a master 
agreement between the BEU and the CB. The Department of Loans and Credit
will use one of the IGLF desks and procedures modelled after the IGLF 
program to administer the fund. Portions of the loan fund (excluding the
reflow of funds from the payment of principal and interest on TTEM loans)
to be used for local costs will be kept in a non-interest bearing

account, from which funds will be disbursed, upon BEU approval, to

accredited banks for re-lending to preapproved borrowing companies.

Loans extended for foreign exchange procurements will be disbursed
 
directly by USAID through a purchasing services agent. Any funds
 
released by the CB to accredited participating banks will also be
 
maintained in a non-interest bearing account, and the CB will be
 
responsible for ensuring the proper handling of funds by the
 
participating banks. 
With the approval of the BEU, the CB is authorized
 
to withdraw sums from the fund for administration, promotions, and
 
research. These sums may not exceed 1 % per annum of the highest

outstanding loans during the period immediately preceding. The rate of
 
interest and other financing terms required of qualified financial
 
institutions participating in the project will be determined from time to

time by the Steering Committee within the guidelines established in the
 
Demonstration Loan Fund Policy Manual, as developed by the CB and BEU and 
approved by AID. Initial financing terms are discussed below in 
subsection C(4). 

Inorder to quickly and accurately describe the purpose and use of

the TTEM loan fund, one of the early tasks of the CB and project

consultants will be to finalize a Demonstration Loan Fund Policy Manual
 
which defines the fund's purpose, policies, lending rates and terms, and
 
lending and repayment procedures. The manual will also contain copies of
 
all necessary processing forms. The manual will be distributed to
 
potential subproject participants during the initial project phase. A
 
preliminary draft of the manual appears in Annex I.
 

During the first two to three years of the project, only a limited 
number of private commercial banks will be accredited, based on the CB's 
experience with the IGLF and the suggestions of private-sector
representatives interviewed by the design team. As experience is gained

with the project, particularly with subproject financing, the number of
 
accredited banks can be increased.
 

Major transactions occurring among the TTEM participants (i.e., flows
 
of funds and technical assistance) are shown inFigure 3.
 

C. Subproject Management
 

1. Management Guidelines for Energy Conservation Demonstration
 
Projects: Experience of Other Countries
 

A review of the programs in six industrialized countries (Federal

Republic of Germany, France, Japan, Sweden, United Kingdom, and United
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Figure 3
 
Simplified Flow of Funds, Commodities and Technical Assistance
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States) designed to provide financial assistance to energy conservation
 
research, development, and demonstration programs offered a number of

guidelines that are pertinent to structuring the TTEM Project in the

Philippines. Annex J discusses the guidelines in detail; the following
discussion summarizes major procedures in the following areas:
 

o Subproject application
 

o Selection criteria
 

o Financial assistance
 

o Implementation assistance
 

o Subproject management and monitoring
 

o Information dissemination.
 

Subproject Application. Most of the programs studied assist
 
applicants with proposal preparation to ensure that worthy projects,

particularly in small- and medium-sized industries, are not refused
 
support because of the inexperience of the proposer. This support

usually takes the form of technical assistance in evaluating the costs
 
and performances of the proposed systems and administrative assistance in

preparing the application. 
Normally, this is done with "in-house" staff;

however, academic and other technical experts can be used where special

expertise is needed.
 

Selection Criteria. The selection process in several countries is

biased toward small- and medium-sized firms, which are less likely than
 
large firms to have the financial capability to undertake projects on

their own. The subprojects also often aim at promoting near-term, low
to medium-risk technological development and demonstration opportunities,

ensuring a high practical benefit from the assistance programs. Other

criteria used for evaluating proposals include: a demonstrated need for
 
public-sector support; the potential national energy savings or
 
alternative energy production that may result from a technology; the
 
expected financial return on the technology (determined by such measures
 
as expected internal rate of return); the probability of project success;

and the expected contribution to economic development, including

increased employment, industrial production, and export opportunities.

Industry representatives often participate in setting selec.tion
 
guidelines and establishing priorities for technological assistance.
 

Financial Assistance. The assistance programs studied use a
 
combination of mechanisms, including grants, cost-sharing, preferential

loans, and loan guarantees. Grants and cost-sharing tend to be provided

for projects in higher risk categories, while loans and loan guarantees
 
are used for low*r risk projects. Inmost loan-related programs, there
 
is a three- to five-year deferral of loan payments, and the size of the
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loan payment may be contingent on the value of energy savings or
alternative energy production realized in a project. In some programs, a
loan may be entlreey forgiven if a project is not commercially
successful. The typical ceiling on grants and cost-sharing is between 25

and 50% of project costs. Loans or loan guarantees may be extended to a
higher fraction (e.g., 70 to 801) of project costs. Except for certain 
feasibility studies of high-risk projects, the award recipient is
required to have a substantial economic interest at risk in undertaking a
project. The recipient is expected to finance independently his
contribution to the project. The project organization usually bears the
complete cost of any monitoring, measurement, or reporting activities

that are required for participation in the financial assistance program. 

Implementation Assistance. Some form of technical implementation
assistance is usually provided recipients of financial assistance. The 
extent of this assistance varies by program. Insome programs, technical
 
assistance may be provided at the government's expense from national
 
laboratories or independent engineering firms during subproject

construction or operation if an award recipient is encountering

difficulties. 

Subproject Management and Monitoring. The responsibility for

technically directing and managing a subproject remains with the award
recipient as the sponsoring program organization never retains any equity
interest in projects it supports. However, as part of the agreement for
receiving assistance (particularly for grant and cost-sharing
assistance), the recipien* agrees to perform specified activities
according to schedule. Reports are periodically filed with program

administrato~rs indicating the award recipient's progress in carrying out

the project. In several programs, the government pays for-an independent

review of project progress and measurement of project results in terms of
 
energy savings. The administering agency may take a stronger role in

project direction if technical difficulties are encountered or if an 
award recipient fails to meet project obligations.
 

Information Dissemination. All of the programs reviewed provide some
method of disseminatini: project results to interested parties. The
financial assistance agreement generally requires that an award recipient
provide free, open access to the project site for agency representatives
and others. Recipients must also provide project design and engineering
information, and data on the results of a project. The government is
permitted to disseminate this project information freely to interested
parties. 
Inmost programs, there is a formal procedure for disseminating

project information through government or private-sector publications,

workshops and conferences, and inspection days, when interested people

may visit the si-te of a supported project. The government bears the cost 
of disseminating project information and results. 
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2. 	TTEM Subproject Management Process
 

Based on the management guidelines presented and discussions with
 
Philippine energy users, vendors, financiers, and government officials,
 
an eleven-step subproject management process has been developed. 
The
 
steps in this process and the key participants are presented in Table 6
 
and summarized below.
 

o 	 Step 1: Preliminary Proposal Submission. A proposal will be
 
submitted debcribing the candidate energy conservation system,

indicating the type and level of loan or grant, developing

preliminary estimates of the expected costs and savings, and
 
providing a justification fcr support from TTEM funds. 
 In the
 
project's first six months, these proposals are expected to come
 
principally from the TTEM staff, based on the suggestions made in
 
this paper and those made in previous Philippine energy studies
 
and audits. Later, more proposals will come from energy users,

equipment vendors, and A/E firms. 
 rTEM staff can assist in
 
proposal preparation through discussion and advice. 
 In the first
 
six months of operation, a brochure will provide guidelines on
 
proposal preparation, and workshops will assist private fims
 
wishing to submit proposals. It is possible that a proposal

reflecting prior extensive effort or not requiring extensive
 
analysis will 
skip this and the next step and go immediately into
 
Step 3, detailed proposal submission.
 

o 	 Step 2: Preliminary Proposal Review. 
This step, a preliminary

screening by the TTEM staffs will be based on general guidelinies

provided by the TTEM Subproject Selection Commmittee. The staff
 
will review estimates of system costs, estimated savings, net
 
savings to the Philippine economy, and technical and Ccconnic
 
risks. Proposals that meet minimum requirements established by

the Subproject Selection Committee will be considered further for
 
selection, those not doing so will be eliminated or sent back to
 
their sponsors for further development.
 

o 	 Step 3: Detailed Proposal Submission. Projects passing the
 
preliminary screening will be the subject of a detailed
 
subproject proposal prepared by the sponsor. 
This preposal will
 
entail significantly more work and cost than the preliminary

proposal of Step 1, although the content will be similar. For
 
example, a full energy audit of the facility may be conducted
 
during this step with the possible assistance of project staff.
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Table 6
 
TTEN Subproject Management Process
 

Process Step 

1. Prelimlnary proposal submission 

2. 	 Preliminary proposal review 

3. 	 Detailed proposal submission 

4. 	 Detailed proposal review 

5. 	 Subproject selection 

6. 	 Subproject design 

- selection of project officer/ 
management team 

- detailed engineering 

- financial structuring 

- information dissemination 
strategy
 

7. 	Subproject financing 


8. 	Final subproject approval 


9. 	Local Procurement and construction 


10. 	Subproject montoring 


11. 	Information dissemination 


l/ 	Lead responsibility is first in line
 

Key Participants 1/ 

Users, vendors, A/E firms, TTEm staff 

TTEM staff 

Users, vendors, 'A/E firms, TTEM staff 

TTEM staff 

TTEM Subproject Selection Committee 

TTE4 Project Director 

Users, A/E firms, vendors, TTEM staff 

Users, participating banks, iTEM staff
 

TTEM staff
 

Participating banks, users, CB, TTEM
 
staff, USAID
 

TTEM Subproject Selection Committee, BEU
 

Users, (vendors, A/E), bink, USAID
 
(foreign procurements), TTEM staff
 

TTEM staff
 

TTEM staff, users, vendors, Steering
 
Comittee members, trade associations
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o 	Step 4: Detailed Proposal Review. The project staff will carry

out 	a detailed review perhaps with aid from outside experts when 
proposed technologies are beyond the staff's expertise. This
 
step will produce a formal report summarizing the major

subproject characteristics, to be presented to the TTEM
 
Subproject Selection Committee. 

o 	 Step 5: Subproject Selection. The Subproject Selection
 
Committee wi1l select the most attractive spbprojects, using

selection criteria approved by the Steering Committee and the
 
individual subproject analyses. Proposed selection criteria are

discussed in more detail below. In the selection process, the 
Committee will rank the proposed projects from most to least 
attractive. This ranking will be compared with available funding

to determine which projects will actually be funded.
 

o 	Step 6: Subproject Design. Projects selected for funding will
 
enter a detailed design and engineering phase. At the same time,
 
a subproject staff officer will be designated and will have
 
primary responsibility for structuring thq TTEM contribution to
 
the subproject and enhancing the probabilities of its success.
 
Normally, he will have simultaneous responsibility for more than
 
one subproject and he will be assisted by the technical,
 
financial, and administrative expertise of other staff members as
 
needed for the specific subproject. Detailed engineering designs

and 	final cost and performance estimates will be prepared by the
 
subproject proposer. Depending on the proposer's requirements,

the TTEM subproject officer may simply review this design effort,
 
or support itmore actively with technical assistance or
 
funding. Overall outlines of the financial structuring--such as

the 	terms of the loan and grant expected from the TTEM
 
payment--must be agreed to between the TTEM subproject officer
 
and the sponsor with the understanding that such agreement is
 
subject to approval of the Subproject Selection Conmittee and
 
endorsement by the BEd. The subproject officer must also develop 
an information dissemination strategy for the results of the
demonstration, including an analysis of the technical, financial
and economic viability of the demonstration and an identification 
of the primary audience and the most effective avenues for
 
reaching it. 

o 	Step 7: Subproject Financing. Once the design iscomplete, the
 
sponsor, assisted by the project staff, will negotiate fiiancing
 
terms with the participating banks. Inaddition, details will be
 
finalized on foreign currency purchases, the loan recipient's

contributions, and legal covenants governing factors such as
 
access to the facilities and dissemination of information. 
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o 	 Step 8: inal Project Approval. The eighth step is subproject
approval by the TTE Subproject Selection Committee and 
endorsement by BEU. BEU will then instruct the Central Bank to
 
release funds to the subproject for local currency costs and 
initiate procedures with USAID for purchase of offshore
 
commodities payable in foreign exchange. 

o 	 Step 9: Local Procurement and Construction. The host company is 
responsible for this step, although th TT.M subproject officer 
may provide technical assistance when necessary. 

o 	Step 10: Subproject Monitorin.Z. Normally, monitoring is carried 
out both before and after the installation of the equipment, so 
that detailed data can be collected on actual system installation 
costs, energy savings, operating costs, and reliability.
Instrumentation may be installed at TTEM expense. Depending on
 
the 	subproject, monitoring may last from a few months to several
 
years. The demonstration sponsor will be responsible for
collecting on a regular basis performance and energy saving
information on the subprcject. 

o 	 Step 11: Information Dissemination. In this final step, the 
subproject officer will follow the strategy outlined in 
subproject design (Step 6). He will coordinate the efforts of 
the energy user, equipment vendors and trade associations to 
disseminate widely the results of the demonstration. He will 
prepare or have prepared an analysis of the technical, financial
 
and economic viability of the demonstration plus various papers,

reports, brochures, and other communications for presentation to
 
the Project Steering Committee and at trade shows, conferences,

workshops, training courses, and seminars. These publications

will summarize the nature and results of the demonstration and
 
identify factors affecting proper design, installation, and
 
operation. He will assist companies or others wishing to install
 
similar systems, and collect data on later installations and
 
operating experience where available. Economic calculations will 
be presented as they would actually be seen by other energy
conservation investors. For example, although the demonstration 
may have been financed with grants or loans at favorable interest 
rates, the economic analysis prepared for other potential users 
will evaluate the economic performance using normal market rate 
loans.
 

3. 	 Demonstration Subproject Selection Criteria 
Discussions with Philippine energy experts and a review of studies on
 

Philippine energy use indicate that there are many attractive subprojects
suitable for demonstration. The problem, in fact, will be to select the 
most attractive from those suggested by users, vendors, consultants, TTEM 
staff, and other interested parties. To achieve an initial ranking of
 
relative subproject attractiveness, a two-step procedure is suggested.
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The first step isa simple decision on whether to proceed further.
 
This will depend on whether TTEM has the manpower and funds required,

whether the proposer iswilling to share information, and whether the
 
subproject is likely to stimulate similar investments by the private
 
sector resulting in energy savings. Ifthe answer to these questions is
 
positive, the second step of doing a more detailed quantitative analysis 
can be carried out based on the important parameters of the subproject
 
costs and benefits, risks, economy-wide costs and savings, and benefits
 
to the TTEM loan fund. Subproject costs and benefits can be evaluated 
using relatively simple criteria such as the payback period to the energy 
consumer and the foreign loan payback period. Discussions with 
Philippine energy users indicate that more sophisticated criteria
 
incorporating the impacts of taxes and government incentives (such as tax
 
credits or import duty allowances) are not normally used at this stage 
because of the difficulty of determining what incentives will actually be 
approved for a subproject and when. An economic analysis estimating the 
economic internal rate of return (EIRR) under normal lenaing interest 
rates and terms should be performed to determine if the investment is 
economically viable. The minimum acceptable EIRR will be determined
 
annually by the Steering Committee. For the first year, itwill be 20%. 

The risk parameter can be divided into technical risk (will the 
technology work and generate measurable energy savings?), financial risk
 
(will itbe cost-effective, and can itbe financed?), and institutional
 
risk (will regulatory or social faccors adversely affect it?). These
 
assessments will be made on a "low," "medium," or "high" scale with "low" 
risk subprojects being more attractive than "high" risk subprojects.

Evaluation of these risks requires experience and sound judgment on the
 
part of the project staff reviewing the proposed subproject.
 

Evaluating economy-wide costs and benefits is similar to evaluating
 
the costs and benefits for a particular site, but also requires estimates
 
of the replicability of the subproject (how many additional subprojects

will be stimulated by the demonstration?). This evaluation will require
 
a market study of industrial or commercial sectors to which the proposed
 
energy conservation systems are applicable. Judgments must also be made
 
on whether and how a demonstration will actually stimulate other users to
 
implement the technology. The indirect costs and benefits likely to
 
result from the subproject, such as the potential for local 
manufacturing, exports, and rural development, can be judged as well.
 
From these estimates of total economic costs and savings and of TTEM
 
project costs for monitoring, training, and information dissemination, an
 
overall EIRR for the demonstration effort can be estimated.
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Finally, the costs and benefits to the TTE Project must be

evaluated, most simply by using a simple benefit-to-cost ratio such as
 
energy savings per peso of TTE4 funding and project manpower costs.
 
Thus, subprojects entailing a higher user contribution to total project

costs will generally look more attractive in these terms than those
 
requiring a large TTEM contribution. These selection criteria are
 
summarized in Table 7. 

A four-step process is used to rank the proposed demonstration
 
subprojects on the basis of these criteria. 
First, the TTEM Subproject
Selection Committee must determine the relative importance of each 
selection criterion and assign it a numerical weighting. For example,
foreign exchange savings, technical and economic attractiveness to users, 
technical risk, and number of replications are expected to be most
 
important in determining the attractiveness of a subproject proposal and
 
could be given each a weighting of 10.0. Economic risk, user

contribution, and energy savings per TTEM investment dollar (or peso)

could be considered slightly less important, and could be given each a

weighting of 7.0. Institutional risk and indirect costs and benefits
 
could be considered least important, and could be given each a relative
 
weighting of 5.0.
 

Next, each subproject proposal is scored on each of the criteria and
 
given a relative score from 0 to 10. A composite score for each proposal

would be the multiple of each criterion weighting by the criterion score
 
and summing across all the criteria. A "perfect" subproject that scored
10 alongeach dimension discussed above would have a maximum score of 710. 

In the third step, the proposed subprojects scores are compared with 
scores for other projects, the resulting rankings are examined by the
 
Subproject Selection Committee, and adjustments are made in the ordering

to reflect factors that this simple model could not readily handle, such
 
as a special priority which they wish to give to an export-oriented
 
industry.
 

Experience in the United States and other countries indicates that
 
this type of scoring model is effective, easy to understand and operate,

and flexible in responding to changing priorities since criteria can be
 
added or deleted and relative criteria weightings and scoring methods can
 
be changed.
 

4. Subproject Financing Terms
 

A major objective of the TTEM project is to develop and demonstrate
 
in the Philippines innovative financing mechanisms for energy

conservation that might overcome the reluctance of energy users and
 
financial institutions to finance these investments themselves. 
The
 
financing instruments being considered for the first phase of TTEM
 
include straight loans, loans with repayments tied to savings, grants

(for limited high-risk projects) and various combinations of these.
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Table 7 
Subproject Selection Criteria for Technology Demonstrations
 

o 	DECISION TO PROCEED
 

- Does TTEM have resources for subproject (manpower, funds)?
 

- Is user willing to freely share information? 

- Will a successful demonstration stimulate additional energy
 
conservation investments?
 

o 	SUBPROJECTS COSTS AND BENEFITS
 

- What 	is the technology's technical and financial attractiveness to
 
potential users?
 

-	 What is the economic performance of the technology?
 

o 	RISK 

- Will the technology work reliably and demonstrate energy savings? 

- Can it be shown to be cost-effective? 

- Will regulatory or social factors adversely affect it? 

o 	ECONOMY WIDE COSTS AND BENEFITS
 

- What is the economic internal rate of return of the subproject? 

- How many replications of the technology should the demonstration 
stimulate? 

- What indirect costs and benefits to the nation should result, such as 
potential for local manufacturing, exports, and rural development? 

- Are replications financially sustainable at conventional commercial 
lending rates? 

- Is the propcsed investment economically viable using shadow pricing of 
all inputs and outputs? 

o 	TTEM COSTS AND BENEFITS
 

- What 	are users or vendors willing to contribute?
 

- What 	are the expected energy savings per TTEM investment?
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Straight loans for technology demonstrations will be made at the 
Manila Reference Rate (MRRLL/ plus a fee to the commercial bank for
administering the loan (not to include loan risk). Loans with repayment
tied to savings will be made at MRR plus the bank administrative fee plus

a premium for the lowered risk to the borrower. Other reference rates
 
and terms may be set by the Project Steering Committee within the
 
guidelines established in the Demonstration Loan Fund Policy Manual. The

reference point and the relationship of the lending rates to the
reference point will be reviewed in the development.by the Central Bank 
and the Bureau of Energy Utilization and approval by USAID of the 
Demotstration Loan Fund Policy Manual. 

The financing terms for the project's demonstrations will reflect the
economic and financial conditions in the country at the time the loan is 
made. This is necessary in order to ensure that rational choices are

made based on the opportunity cost of using the capital and that the real
value of the loan tdnds are maintained over time (or at least the 
decapitalization is minimized).
 

The lnan rate stated above is a minimum rate, calculated as
 
sufficient to allow the demonstration loan fund peso reflows to fully

amortize the project dollar AID loan to the GOP, taking into account the
 
risk of develuation of the peso against the dollar during the period that
 
demonstration loans are outstanding. 
It is intended that demonstration
 
loan rates and terms be established at a level which will fully cover
 
foreign exchange risk to the GOP for the project and that the
Demonstration Loan Fund Policy Manual will be established to do so and
 
will be revised as necessary to continue to do so during the life of the
 
project.
 

Annex I is a draft of the policy manual for the TTEM fund. The
 
Steering Committee may add additional financing instruments or modify or

delete existing ones as the project progresses. 

Grants are the simplest form of assistance and by far the most 
attractive to users. In the initial years of the project, grants will be
few since the subprojects will generally be low in risk. These grants
will be earmarked for expenses beyond those that the user would normally

incur in implementing the technology, such as detailed monitoring and
information dissemination. Later, as the project takes on riskier 
efforts, the grant might be expanded to reduce user risk. However, in no
 
case will a 100% grant be given; the user will always be required to
shoulder a significant portion of the project risk. Grants will be 
limited to 500a of a subproject's cost. Total grant funds will be no more

than 25% of total project loan funds in any given year. The maximum 

'/	The Manila Reference Rate (MRR) refers to the weighted average of the
 
interest rates paid on deposit substitutes, such as money market

placements, by the top ten Philippine commercial banks with the largest
volume of deposit substitutes, as published by the Central Bank of the
 
Philippines.
 

http:development.by
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grant in the first year of operation will be $75,000. Grants will bechanneled from the TTEM fund through participating banks, who will
receive a handling fee of no more 	 orthan 1/2%, be granted directly to
the 	user by the Subproject Selection Committee, whichever seems most
 
economical. l 

Straight loans (i.e. loans made on conventional lending terms)
expected to be the most common form of financing for technology 

are 

demonstrations. 
These loans will be offered at thc favorable end of the
 range of current commercial rates and for longer terms (up to 5 years)
than usually available as incentives to participate. 

For purposes of calculating the financial viability of the project
the 1983 average MRR of 15% has been used as the lowest MRR likely to 
occur during the life of the project as Philippine economic conditions
return to normal. The commercial bank administrative fee has been 
estimated at 3% and a 5% premium has been used for loans tied to
savings. These rates, which are exemplary only, appear in Table 8, in

the analysis below and in Annex M.
 

If the financial institution assumes 100% of the business and credit

risks associated with a project, it will be allowed a maximum spread of
 
7%. In the event the participating financial institution assumes none of
 
the risks the maximum spread allowed will be only 3%. A financing

institution may choose, however, to share the risk with TTEM. 
 In this
 
case the spread is adjusted accordingly. For example, if the financial
 
institution assumes 50% of the risk, then the allowed spread is 5%.2/

During the first year of the TTEM project each subproject straight loan

will not exceed $20U,000. As noted above, interest rates and loan

ceilings can be changed by the Steering Committee within the guidelines

established in the Demonstration Loan Fund Policy Manual. 
 The 	loans will

be repayable in pesos. At present, effective "market" rates for

short-term loans (less than I year) are in the mid thirties and th re is
generally no long-term lending available for commercial borrowers.3/
 

A second loan option is to tie loan repayments to savings. In this
 
option, which is de-signed to give energy consumers additional incentives
 
to invest in conservation measures, the annual 
savings from the
 
technology are monitored and split between the energy user and the TTEM
project fund. 
For example, the user m'ght initially put up 20% of the
 
capital investment and the TTEM Project 80%. 
 The savings are split, with
 
80% going to the project fund and 20% to the user until the loan is paid
 

1/ 	 It should be noted here that while funds may be provided to final users in 
grant form, these grants will come from the USAID loan to the GOP and 	 thus 
are 	not an AID grant-financed project contribution. 

2/ 	 Refer to Table 8 for the spread allowed at various levels of risks,
assuming a MRR average of 15% over the previous four week period. 

3/ 	Interest rates quoted by banks are usually around 33%. 
 However, fees
 
legally added by the banks significantly increase the effective rate.
 



Table 8 
Prrposed Financiro Tezis11 

Spread (percent) 

Type of Finarcirg 
Who takes 

risk? 
TTEX 
Furd 

Commercial 
Bark 

Central 
dank 

Loan Rate (LR) 
to Borrower 

Loan 
Origination 

Fee WE) 
Maximum 
Amount 

Grant . . 1/2 5 75,OW 1-_ 

Straight Loan Bank 10 7 1 18 1 200, OO I/ 

(MR~R * 3 points) TTFE4 Furd 4 3 1 18 1 200,OOXL I 

Shared 12 5 1 18 1 200,OO! / 

(50/50) 

Loan with repay-
ments tied to 

Bark 12.5 9.5 1 23 1 200.000-3/ 

savings 

(H4PR+ 8 points) TTE)I fund 17.5 4.5 1 23 1 200,OOQ/ 

Shared 
(50/50) 

15 7 1 23 1 200,000I 

1/ This table assumes that the average Manila Reference Rate (HRR) over the four weeks prior to the loan agreement is
1%. For purposes of analysis of project finarcial viability the 1983 average 14RR of 159 has been used in this ard
other tables ard calculations as the lowest HIRR likely to orcur as Philippine economic corditions return to hemal in
coning years. A bark administrative fee of 34 has been estimated for purposes of these calculations. All interest
rates and fees used in this table are exemplary only and actual rates ard tees may be adjusted at the TTEX Project
Steering Committee within the guidelines established in the Demonstration Loan Fund Policy Manual.

2/ This is also limited to 5(9 of the total sutproject cost. 
Y/ This is also limited to 75% o the total suproject cost. 
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off. To the extent possible, the user will also receive tax benefits such
 
as duty free imports or local tax credits, and is thus assured that his
 
investment will result ina positive cash flow. Inreturn, he would pay a
 
higher interest rate than that for a straight loan to compensate for the
 
greater risk to the financing institution as well as the additional
 
administrative costs. This loan would have a variable term that depends
 
on the size of the projected annual savings and thus how quickly the
 
principal and accrued interest are paid off. The Subproject Selection 
Committee shall review subprojects made under this arrangement which are
 
not paid off after seven years (or some earlier period to' be negotiated 
between the user, TTEM, and banks), and decide on the treatment of the
 
remainder of the loan including the possibility of a write-off if the 
circumstances so justify. The loan must have a finite life because a
 
poorly performing investment may never pay off, and could result in
 
significant problems in identifying and allocating future savings as
 
processes are changed. Moreover, most industrial users would be extremely

reluctant to agree to a completely indefinite payment schedule. Itmust
 
be emphasized that the user's maximum effective interest rate is capped;
 
if the subproject is very successful in saving energy and pesos, he only
 
pays until the principal and accrued interest are paid off, often a year
 
or less for conservation investments.
 

Because of unfamiliarity with this type of financing and additional
 
administrative costs, the returns to the commercial bank and/or to the
 
TTEM fund must be greater. If the TTEM fund assumes the full loan risk,
 
with a MRR of 15% the TTEM fund will receive 17.5%, with 4.5% going to the
 
commercial bank and 1% to the CB, giving the borrower an effective 
interest rate of 23%. Ifthe commercial bank takes the full risk, it will 
receive 9.5% with the TTEM fund receiving 12.5% and the CB 1%. The 
effective rate to the borrower is the same: 23%.
 

Intermediate sharing of risks will have the commercial bank's spread
 
adjusted proportionately. For example, a 50/50 split of the loan risk
 
will give the commercial bank 7%, the TTEM fund 15% and the CB 1%.l_/

The commercial banks will be allowed a one-time 1% loan origination fee on
 
both types of loans to cover their administrative and credit evaluation
 
costs. During the first year of the TTEM project, these types of loans
 
will not exceed $200,000. The rates and terms of the loans as well as
 
loan ceilings may be modified from time to time by the Steering Committee
 
within the guidelines established in the Demonstration Loan Fund Policy
 
Manual.
 

l/ Refer to Table 8, for the spread allowed at various levels of risks,
 
assuming a MRR average of 15% over the previous four week period.
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VII. DETAILED PROJECT ANALYSIS
 

A. Technical Feasibility
 

The 'echnologies demonstrated by this project will, in general, have
 
little or ao technical risk, particularly in the initial year. All

proposed demonstrations already identified have been well demonstrated in

industrialized countries but have had limited used in the Philippines
because of a lack of reliable information on the costs and benefits, a
lack of experience in proper evaluation, design, and implementation, or alack of funds. Generally, these proposed technologies and procedures are
 
not complex, can be easily understood and operated by appropriate industry

or business personnel, and can be implemented with a small amount of
 
training.
 

In later stages of the project, demonstrations with slightly higher

technical risk may be undertaken. However, because of the limited funding

which will effectively preclude any significant R&J efforts, the TTEM

project will limit its efforts to technologies that have already been
 
demonstrated as technically viable elsewhere. 
 The major technical risks
 
will be only those required to prove the technology"s viability in the

Philippines with the speclf4c systems, processes or fuels used by

Philippine industry and com.arcial buildings. 

As described in Section VI (C)above, selection of demonstration
 
subprojects will be carried out with the help of explicit selection
 
criteria which will evaluate the relative cost effectiveness, risk, and

potential energy savings of the proposed subprojects. Thus, the limited

funding will be used for those efforts which are the most cost effective

from a user standpoint and have replicability potential from a national
 
standpoint. In short, the TTEM project will draw on an array of proven

energy conservation technologies which exist and which have not yet been
 
widely applied in the Philippines.
 

The training and information activities of the project are traditional
 
approaches which have proven successful in innumerable azsistance
 
projects. 
The project will focus on improving the capability of
 
government and private-sector personnel to evaluate, design, finance, and

implement the technologies. Consequently, technical constraints will not
 
impede the implementation of the project, and the proposed design is
 
technically responsive to the problems of energy conservation in the

Philippines. Considerably greater detail on technical feasibility,

including preliminary assessments of candidate technologies, can be found
 
inAnnexes G and H.
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B. Economic Analysis
 

1. Potential Demonstration Subprojects
 

Since the TTEM project will consist of a large number of demonstration

subprojects whose final designs will not be determined until the project
is implemented, economic costs and benefits cannot yet be determined

precisely. However, if the demonstration subprojcct$ generally are

assumed to be similar to the eight technologies suggested by Philippine

interviewees for the Initial phase, estimates of the economic return on
investments for the proposed demonstration subprojects can be made. The

analysis ismade using present parameters. The economic internal rate of
 
return (EIRR) for each individual technol, y can be estimated with the
 
following assumptions:
 

1) The shadow price (that is,economic value) of foreign exchange is 1.20 
over its market value. 

2) The economic values of local materials and domestic labor used for 
installation and for operation and maintenance (0&M) are the same as
 
their market values.
 

3) The net value of oil savings is $5.97/mmBTU. This iscomputed on the
 
basis of the 1984 average crude oil acquisition cost of $28.84/bbl,

divided by 5.8 mmBTU/bbl, multiplied by the 1.20 shadow price of
 
foreign exchange.
 

4) The net value of electricity savings is $0.043/kwh. This is computed
 
on the basis of the present average Meralco rate (excluding charges)

for large industrial users and assuming that fuel cost accounts for

only 66% of the basic rate of P1.15/kwh. Itis then divided by the

P21.O0 peso/dollar exchange rate, multiplied by the 1.20 shadow price

of foreign exchange.
 

5) The peso/dollar rate used is V21.00 
= $1.00; while the prevailing

exchange rate is V18.50 = 
$1.00, this is deemed to be not reflective
 
of market forces. 

6) The operating life of the system is 15 years plus one-year

installation period. 
This is the period of time the technology will
actually be in use before its retirement because of normal wear and
 
tear and/or technical obsolescence.
 

7) The annual energy savings for each technology are based on an estimate
 
of the potential energy savings resulting from a single application.
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With these assumptions, the EIRRs of the different technologies or
 
proposed subprojects vary from 3%to over 3,336% (see Table 9). Thesubprojects with extremely high returns (eoj. combustion monitoring 
systems and steam system maintenance) are primarily "housekeeping'
projects having little capital investment but with potentially large 
energy savings. Two proposed technologies, i.e., outiide air temperature

compensation for chillers (OATCC) and building roof insulation (BRI), have
 
relatively low EIRRs of only 1%and 5% respectively. These returns are

well below the opportunity cost of capital (estimated to be about 20%),

and thus these subprojects would probably not be under'taken without more
detailed study to determine if the actual EIRR is in fact much higher than 
that estimated in these preliminary analyses. The other subprojects have
EIRR estimates of over 20% or higher, and thus appear economically viable 
and attractive.
 

A sensitivity analysis shows the same trend (see Table 10). 
 Given various
 
scenarios where (1)investment cost.; are increased by 20%; (2)annual energy

savings are reduced by 10%; and (3)a combination of scenarios 1 and 2, the

EIRR of most of the proposed subprojects remain attractive. (Again, the
 
exceptions are the two technologies, OATCC and BRI. The EIRR of OATCC even
 
becomes negative inall three scenarios. This implies a real need to review 
more closely the potential for getting greater economic benefits from these 
types of technology before further investments will be made.) In general,
there are good reasons to expect that the proposed subprojects could achieve 
results that would justify investments iln these technologies and potentially
yield a reasonable rate of return on the investment. 

2. Overall TTEM Project 

There is a need to determine whether the TTEM project's economic
 
impact justifies the resources to be used during its five-year life. To 
estimate its overall EIRR, the project's cash flows must be divided into

their uses, the economic value of each use must be determined, and the
economic value of the resulting potential energy savings from such 
investments must be calculated. The uses of TTEM project funds can be
 
divided into the following categories:
 

Total energy system investment. This is the total investment in energy

conservation equipment made by the TTEM project and by the energy user.

Of this amount, 900 is assumed to be for foreign exchange purchases (with
 
an economic value of 1209 of market costs); and 10% is for local materials 
and labor for installation (the economic value of both are the same as 
their market costs). 

-- GOP contribution. This primarily includes personnel and commodities,

including office space. The economic value is the same as the market
 
value.
 



Table 9
Econic IRR for Proposed Energy Conservation Technologies 

Market Value (S)Domestic Economic Valum Cs) 

Technology 
Foreign Domestic 

Purchases Purchases 

Instal- Foreign Domestic 
lation O&M D&4 
Costs Costs Costs 

Annual 
Energy 

Savirgs 1/ 

Total 
Investment 

Costs 2/ 

Annual 
OM4 

Costs 3/ 

Annual 
Fuel 

Savirgs 1 

Annual 
Net 

Savirs Y' 
EIRR 

(Percent) ./ 

Combustion monitoring 
systems:

Small 
Large 

340 
5,100 

-
-

-
52 

-
1,000 

1,316 
1,216 

2,500 2/ 
12,5002/ 

408 
6,172 

1,316 
2,416 

14,925 
74.625 

13,609 
72,209 

3,336 
1,170 

Flue gas heat recovery systems 51,000 - 3,243 - 162 2,484 7/ 64,443 162 lA,82 14,667 22 
Industrial insulation 65 240 54 - - 460 7/ 372 - 2,746 2,7 738 
Power factor cortrolequipment 72,250 - 540 - 130 * 87,240 130 110,151- 110,021 126 
Stearn system maintenance 1,700 - 573 - - 11,0340 7 2,613 - 65, 849 65,849 2,520 

Outside air temperature
compensation for chillers 12,000 - 3,243 - 162 33,000 8/ 17,643 162 1,419 1,257 1 
Buildirg energy managemert systems 17,000 - 1,946 - 259 189,300 _8 22,346 259 8,140 7,881 35 
Building roof insulation 540 5,676 270 - - 14,500 8/ 6,594 - 624 624 5 
_l/ See Arrex H (Part C) for details on now the anrual energy savings for
2/ each technology were corputed.

Computed as (1.20) (Foreign Purchases) + (1.00) (Domestic Purchases)
+ (1.00) (Installation Costs).

3/ Computed as (1.20) (Foreign O&M Costs) + (1.00) (Domestic DM4 Costs). 
- Net value of oil savings is $5.97/nmxrtu.

Net value of electric savings is $0.043/Kwh.
5/ Anrual net savings equal arnnual fuel savings less annual OM costs.

/ Computed on the basis of 15 years' operating life of each system.
Million British Thermal Unit. 
Kilowatt Hour. 

* See Table H1 for footnote. 



Table 10 
Economic IRR Sensitivity Analysis of Potertial TTEM Subproje ts 

(In Percent) 

Investments 

Base Case 
Investment 

Increase by 20% 
Energy Savings 
Drop by 10% 

Go Up by 20% and 
Savings Drop by 109 

Combustion Monitoring System 

snall 
Large 

3,336 
1,170 

2,777 
975 

29710 
1,024 

2,256 
854 

Flue Gas Heat Recovery Systems 22 17 20 15 
Industrial Insulation 738 616 627 523 

Power Factor Control Equipment 126 105 109 91 
Steam System Maintenarne 2,520 2,100 2,4191 1,826 

Outside Air Temperature Cowpensationfor Chillers 11 (1) (2) (4) 

Buildirg Energy Management Systems 35 29 30 25 
Building Roof Irsulation 5 3 1 
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-- Other costs. These include AID grant and loan funds and contributions
 
from the Philippine private sector for technical assistance, training,

studies, and information dissemination. Approximatrly 80% of these
 
costs require foreign exchange, e.g., for funding U.S3. technical
 
suport contractor for technical assistance, while 20% a,e spent

in-country for personnel and service. 
 The external expenditures are

valued at 120% of the market value, and the internal expenditures

valued at their market cost.
 

5) Estimated annual energy savings accruing from the project are based on
 
the proposed number of TTEM Demonstration Subprojects and their
 
corresponding annual energy savings (volume), shown in Table 5.
 

The mix of TTEM demonstration projects are expected to be concentrated
 
on subprojects with high economic returns with only a very limited
 
number of subprojects having low EIRRs to be undertaken. However, it

is estimated that only about 60% of the proposed number of subprojects

could be undertaken for the available amount for investment, assuming

a 10% inflation factor during the five-year project life. Corres
pondingly, the project's estimated annual energy savings would be only
60% of what would have been generated in investment for all proposed

subprojects were made.
 

Table 11 sunnarizes these flows for the TTEM Project Base Case
 
Scenario, calculates their economic value, estimates the economic value of
 
the net savings resulting from the project energy conservation
 
investments, and calculates the net project economic value flows.

EIRR calculated from these flows for the entire TTEPI project is 164% 

The
at a


100% success rate for each investment. If it is assumed that only 80% of
 
the total energy system investments will be successful (i.e., a 20%
 
failure rate), the level of energy savings to be derived from the project

would still yield a very high 140% EIRR. This economic return exceeds the

NEDA-supplied social discount rate of 15%, and the Philippine opportunity

cost of capital of 30%, and thus, the Project should be an attractive
 
economic investment, particularly if it focuses more on high-return
 
subprojects.
 

In reality, the project's EIRR or economic impact may be much higher

than this for two reasons. 
First, the 2 average years payback estimated
 
for the energy system investments may be a maximum acceptable payback

period in the current economic situation. Many of the suggested

subprojects have much faster paybacks. 
Thus, the average subproject will
 
probably have a better economic return, resulting in a higher overall
 
EIRR. Second, this analysis does not consider "spread" effects of
 
additional replications of the technologies resulting from the technical

assistance, the demonstrations and training. Potentially, these can lead
 
to savings many times those of the subprojects funded directly by the TTEM

project. 
These spread effects should increase the overall EIRR
 
substantially.
 



Table it
 
Summary of TTEN Project Costs dnd Beneits-/
 

-

Year 

FOREXI 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
a 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

Energy 
System 

Investment 

P21 - $1 -
1,290 
1,804 
141 
152 

-
-

-
-

-
-
-
-
-

G0P 
Contribution 

90 
129 
131 
125 
120 

-

-
-

-
. 
-
-
-
-
-

Other 
Costs 

-
566 
473 
442 
295 

-
-.. 

-
" 
-
" 
-
-
-
-
-

Total TTr04 
Project 

Expenditures 

656 
1,892 
2,377 

561 
353 

-

-
-

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

($000) 
Economic Value 
of Total TTEA 
Expenjitures / 

747 
2,200 
2,772 
634 
846 

-

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

Economic 
Value or 

Net Savir s3/ 

-
-

5,488 
10,976 
16,464 
21,952 
27,440 
27,440 
27,440 
27,440 
27,440 
27,440 
21,952 
16,464 
10,976 
5,488 

Not TTEN 
Project Ecor qc 

Value 
V20 

(747)
(2,200) 
2,716 

10,342 
15,618 
21,952 
27,440 
27,440 
27,440 
27,440 
27,440 
27,440 
21,952 
16,464 
10,976 
5,483 

Economic Value or 
Net Savirgs at 2C( 

Failure _/a 

-
4,390 
8,781 
13,171
17,562 
21,952 
21,952 
21,952 
21,952 
21,952 
21,952 
17,562 
13,171 
8,781 
4,390 

Net Economic 
Value Flows 

Failure 

(747) 
(2.200) 
1,618 
8'n 

12,325 
17,562 
21,952 
21,952
21,952 
21,952 
21,952 
21,952 
17,562 
13,171 
8,781 
4,390 

EIRR 
EIRR 

or Overall TTE4 Project at lOMK success rate . 164% 
or TTE)4 Project assumirg 2CM failure rate of Investment 140X 

tn 
I 

1/ Project costs and benefits are valued In cortant prices; i.e., the 1M Inflation factor has been removed from the stream or costs;
reflows are likewise excluded.2/ Computed as (1.18) (Total Energy System Investment) + (1.00) (GOP Contribution) * (1.16) (Other Costs). The factor 1.18 Is derived as follows(0.90) (1.20) plus (0.10) (1.00). The ractor 1.16 is derived as follows: (0.80) (1.20) * (0.20) (1.00).3/ Based on tihe estimated annual energy savirgs to be derived from the proposed TEM sutprojects (See Table 5), usirg the net value of oil savingsof $5.97 mmTU a.d electricity savlrgs oa S0.043/KWtH ami assumirg 60% or the sutprojects would be undertaken.41/ Equal to (economic value o net savings) less (ecorinic value or TTHEProject expenditures.

I/ Equal to (0.80) (economic value ot net savirgs). 
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C. Social Soundness Analysis
 

The TTEM project addresses itself to the private industrial,
 
commercial and financial communities. It develops institutional capacity

to: 
 heighten Philippine awareness of energy conservation potential,

provide technical assistance in adopting energy saving technologies and
 
offer credit facilities to assist financing of conservation measures.
 

The industrial and commercial sectors of the Philippines, while not
 
fully modernized in all areas, generally share many of the values,

orientation and basic techniques of modern industrial and financial
 
management. There is 
no reason to believe that Philippine managers would
 
resist energy saving and therefore money saving and profit-enhancing

investments, provided they know what the possibilities are, have adequate

technical assistance to realize what improvements are available, and can
 
access credit facilities where necessary. On the contrary, rising energy

costs and problems of the reliability of the energy supply are a 
matter
 
of great concern in the community. Thus, the program does not appear to
 
raise issues of socio-cultural feasibility.
 

1. Project Beneficiaries
 

Energy consumers in the industrial and commercial sectors are the
 
primary beneficiaries of this project. These sectors are high energy
 
users, together representing 65% of the Philippines' total primary energy

consumption. Particularly in the industrial sector, energy use is
 
concentrated in a relatively small number of large consumers having

similar processes or technologies. For example, 315 industrial firms
 
each consuming more than one million liters of oil 
per year represent 79%
 
of the industrial sector oil consumption and 53% of the national oil
 
consumption. Much of this consumption is in boilers, furnaces, and

kilns, most of which can benefit from energy conservation measures such
 
as combustion monitoring and control equipment. Thus, demonstration,

training, and financial 
 programs focused on these consumers and
 
technologies offer the greatest potential energy savings per dollar or
 
peso invested. The food processing, sugar, coconut and vegetable oil,
 
paper, and textile industries in particular are expected to benefit from
 
the proposed energy conservation measures through a reduction of energy
 
costs which will improve their productivity, competitiveness, and
 
profitability.
 

Secondary benefits will 
accrue to those private- and public-sector

individuals and organizations who participate in the project's technical
 
assistance efforts, training programs, seminars, and workshops. These
 
participants will improve their ability to evaluate, design, and
 
implement cost effective energy conservation measures. The project will
 
enhance the ability of trade associations, particularly ENMAP and PPCI,

to meet their members' needs for assistance in energy management. It
 
will provide indivi:lual participants with skills which will improve their
 
value to current and prospective employers.
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Tertiary benefits will accrue to energy consumers outside the group
 
participating directly in the project as they use the technical and
 
economic information provided by the project to make their own energy
 
conservation investment decisions. In addition to making these firms
 
more productive and competitive in Philippine and world markets, their
 
savings will help reduce energy imports, thus freeing scarce foreign
 
exchange earnings for productive investments in both the moderid and the
 
rural sectors. This will contribute to GNP growth and improve the well
 
being of all Filipinos.
 

2. Receptivity 

Few firms have instituted adequate energy efficiency programs In the
 
Philippines at the present time. The impediments to wider adoption of
 
energy efficiency measures, as discussed e~rlier, have included lack of
 
awareness of available energy efficiency technologies, of the favorable
 
returns on investment they offer, and of the steps needed to achieve
 
energy conservation.
 

A recent energy use study funded by the Asian Development Bank, along
 
with discussions between the project design team and leaders, managers,
 
engineers, owners of industrial firms, comercial units, and financiers
 
indicate strong interest in participating in an energy conservation
 
program.
 

Good lines of communication are needed to stimulate participation.
 
The Philippines has well-organized industrial, commercial and
 
professional associations to communicate the project's objectives ard
 
activities to possible clients through meetings, newsletters and other
 
means. The PCCI, ENMAP, and the BAP will be especially effective at
 
stimulating participation. Analysis of the business and industrial
 
communities indicates that owners and managers will react positively to
 
energy conservation measures and technologies which are proven to provide
 
energy and cost savings in only a few years.
 

•3. Ripple Effects
 

Because the project creates an institutional capacity to encourage 
widespread action for energy conservation, its effects extend far beyond 
its immediate beneficiaries to the rest of the industrial and commercial 
sectors and ultimately to other sectors including agriculture,

transportation and services. Energy efficiency measures and technologies 
are expected to spread to the several thousand industrial and commercial 
units of the Philippines. To help accomplish this objective, almost 
$1.0 million of the project budget has been earmarked for promotion, 
extension services, seminars, and other activities designed to reach 
beyond the groups actively involved in technology demonstrations. In 
addition, the project staff will be prepared to answer all inquiries
which deal with energy efficiency and arrange visits to demonstration 
projects for interested groups or individuals. BEU, PCCI, EN.AP and 
other participating organizations will help with these tasks. 
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D. Administrative Feasibility
 

1. General
 

As part of the project design effort, the study team conducted over
 
150 interviews with representatives of more than 70 Philippine private
and public-sector organizations. The team used the results of these
 
interviews to evaluate the ability of Philippine organizations to
 
Implement energy conservation programs, to identify specific
 
organizations that could help with the project, and to obtain the views
 
of these organizations on the proposed project organization. The study

team's assessment of institutioal capabilities is presented in Annex K,

and the organizations interviewed during the design effort are listed in
 
Annex L.
 

The Bureau of Energy Utilization (BEU), the Philippine Chamber of
 
Commerce and Industry (PCCI), the Energy Management Association of the
 
Philippines (ENMAP) and the Central Bank (CB) are the four organizations
 
most essential for project success. The first three organizations have
 
been working together on energy matters and their cooperation will be
 
greatly enhanced by this project. The Central Bank will be a new
 
partner. As part of the project design, many hours of consultation
 
occurred with key individuals in these organizations, both individually

and as groups. Their concerns and perceptions have been incorporated in
 
the project design, which they have reviewed and endorsed.
 

Given the number and diversity of the actors involved in the TTEM
 
project, the administration of the project is potentially complex. For
 
this reason, the project design team has taken special care to see that
 
the roles, relationships and procedures are clearly established in
 
advance. Overall project planning, budgeting and policy determination
 
will rest with a Steering Committee comprised of senior representatives 
of five GOP agencies (the Ministry of Energy, the Board of Investments,
 
the National Economic and Development Authority, the Central Bank and the
 
Ministry of Finance); three non-governmental organizations (the

Philippines Chamber of Commerce and Industry, the Energy Management

Association of the Philippines and the Banker's Association of the
 
Philippines), and, in a non-voting capacity, the Project Director who
 
will serve as secretary of the committee. The USAID Energy Officer will
 
serve as an advisor to the committee. The chairmanship of the Steering
 
Committee may rotate.
 

Oversight of day-to-day project management will rest with the Project

Director and TTEM staff. Further details on the roles and relationships
 
of both committees appear in Section VI, Project Organization and
 
Management.
 

Detailed procedures for subproject selection, financing arrangements, 
dissemination of the results of demonstration subprojects and other key
TTEM activities are found throughout this paper. The point here is that 
an unusual level of pre-project effort has been directed at creating
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workable administrative arrangements, and a clear consensus exists among

the key actors that these arrangements will be effective. Finally, theProject Director, with assistance from the U.S. resident consultant, will
 
be charged with responsibility for coordination among the parties to
 
ensure administrative efficiency. 

The remainder of this section summarizes the institutions involved
 
and their responsibilities; their capabilities to carry out their
 
prescribed work are described in Annex K. Overall, the Institutions
 
involved are eager to participate in the project and'are capable of
 
meeting their responsibilities. Where deficiencies exist, such as in the
 
number of experienced technical personnel in some specialized areas,

additional capabilities will be available for the project through either 
the U.S. contractor or other participating Philippine organizations, thus

ensuring the project can provide effective technical assistance. The 
institutions' own capabilities will be gjreatly strengthened by the
 
project. 

2. Institutions
 

a. Bureau of Energy Utilization (BEU) is one bf two main operational

subdivisions of the Ministry of Energy and is the focus of the GOP's 
efforts in this project. BEU will be responsible for providing the GOP
 
contribution in the form of personnel, facilities, and services. 
 To
 
ensure project success, it has agreed to assign some of its most
 
experienced personnel to the project. The MOE representative will serve
 
as the first chairman of the Steering Committee, and the BEU Director and
Chief of the BEU's Conservation Division will serve on the Subproject

Selection Committee as chairman and member, respectively. Key BEU

personnel will provide technical assistance to both project and
 
subproject evaluation, design, and implementation efforts.
 

The BEU Conservation Division has a staff of 30 employees with
 
experience in project and program development and implementation. The
 
staff has been responsible for successfully implementing numerous
 
conservation activities. It has, with assistance from the Asian
 
Development Bank (ADB) and the United Nations Industrial Development

Organization (UNIDO), initiated training for energy managers and
 
auditors, evaluation of energy conservation opportunities in the
 
industrial and commercial sectors, energy audits, data collection on
 
industrial energy consumption and on conservation measures being

implemented, drafting of energy consumption standards, and establishment
 
of a fuel and appliance testing laboratory. Inconjunction with ENMAP,

BEU offers introductory and advanced training courses for energy
 
managers. 
 The BEU staff has been able to carry out these activities
 
successfully and has received high praise for its accomplishments.
 

Inadequate technical expertise among the BEU staff, however, has
 
constrained its activities. This problem is being alleviated through

training programs funded by BELU, AID, ADB, and UNIDO. 
however,

additional progress remains to be made. 
The TTEM project will address
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this constraint by providing training programs for project staff in the
 
Philippines and in the United States. 
Inaddition, a significant portion

of the U.S. contractor's effort will be providing consultants with

specific expertise inenergy technologies, financing, and program

planning and implementation to buttress and provide on-the-job training
 
to BEU staff.
 

b. The Philippine Chamber of Commerce and Industry (PCCI) is the

major voice for Philippine industry. At present, PCCI has approximately

1,050 corporate and associate members, with a full-time staff of 29.

offers an excellent information dissemination network through its 

It
 

publications (including the monthly magazine "Philippine Business") and

its ability to convene task forces to address specific problems, and is

becoming increasingly active in educational work and management

training. For this project, PCCI will provide a 
member of t;,e Steering

Committee and will serve as the primary communications channel to and

from senior Philippine private-sector executives, disseminating the

results of the demonstrations, assisting in structuring and conducting

workshops and seminars, and providing feedback from the private sector on
 
the project's effectiveness.
 

Inmeetings involving USAID and top PCCI officials, PCCI indicated a
 
strong interest inparticipating actively in the TTEM efforts. 
As in its

role in USAID's Small and Medium Enterprise Development (SMED) Project

(492-0359), PCCI is eminently qualified to fulfill its obligations and
 
ensure the TTEM effort responds to private sector needs and concerns.
 

c. The Energy Management Association of the Philippines (ENMAP)
comprises corporate and plant energy managers and engineers, most of whom 
have completed a formal course in energy management. Founded five years
ago, ENMAP now has 368 members and seven regional chapters. At present,
ENMAP isestablishing cornittees to address the energy problems of
 
specific industry subsectors incollaboration with the major trade asso
ciations of those sectors. Itis negotiating with the Philippine

Licensing Board to develop professional requirements and an examination
 
for licensing energy managers and engineers, and it is also developing

energy auditing courses and capabilities for regional ENMAP chapters.
ENMAP will play a major role in the project by providing technical inputs
to the evaluation of subprojects. Itwill also serve as a forum to

identify demonstration, technical assistance, and training needs through

its membership. ENMAP will use its information channels such as its
 
publication "Energy Manager" to disseminate cost and performance

information obtained from the demonstrations. Finally, ENMAP has offered
 
to identify experienced technical personnel 
to serve on the project staff.
 

ENMAP's major constraint is its lack of a full-time staff. 
However,

it has performed quite effectively over the past five years, using
volunteers and paid consultants for specific efforts and is confident it 
should have no problems meeting its responsibilities; in fact, several

firms contactd by ENMAP have offered to detail energy managers to the 
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project on a short-term basis. In addition, the project will have funds
 
to pay short-tern ENMAP consultants, where they are required for specific
subprojects. 

d. The Central Bank (CB) provides a number of financial management

services to programs that are funded jointly by the GOP and by foreign
governments and international lending Institutions (e.g., accrediting the
 
banking institutions participating in the programs, disbursing moneys to
 
the banks, and auditing the loans to ensure proper handling by the banks
 
and proper use by the borrowers). The Central Bank'has extensive
 
experience managing such funds and has earned particular praise for its
 
management of the highly successful Industrial Guarantee and Loan Fund
 
(IGLF). This fund was originally set up by USAID and later expanded

significantly by the World Bank. The World Bank uses formatnow the IGIF 
(and has used CB staff as consultants) as a model for introduci,:v similar
 
programs in other developing countries. The CB's role in administering
the TTEM loan fund will be similar to its role in managing the IGLF
 
program, and will be administered by the same CB office. Therefore,

funds administration will present no problems because of the CB's
 
impressive experience with the larger program. Inaddition, a separate

loan pclicy manual isbeing developed for this project in order to assist
 
private banks and end-users in understanding the loan fund's policies and
 
loan and repayment procedures. A preliminary draft of the manual appears
 
as Annex I.
 

3. Conclusion 

Three of the four major participants have worked successfully

together in similar efforts, both formally and informally, for more than
 
five years. The fourth, the CB, nas demonstrated its ability to perform

the kind of tasks required of it in this project. Each has taken direct
 
part in project design, particularly the administrative, management, and
 
financial arrangements, and each feels these arrangements are conducive
 
to project success. Each of the organizations is considered sufficiently

capable to implement the project now, and their capabilities, as well as
 
those of other groups involved, will increase as a result of training and
 
experience as the project progresses.
 

In short, careful pre-project design on organizational and

administrative arrangements has produced feasible roles and relationships
for TTEM project participants. 

E. Energy Impact Analysis 

While the TTEM project isexpected to have highly beneficial effects 
on Philippine energy use in the industrial and commercial sectors, 
detailed projections of potential energy savings cannot now be made. 
However, some estimates on these impacts can be made based on the 
suggested set of initial projects. These first projects (see Annexes G
and H, and Table 12 below) represent the energy conservation technologies
the project will demonstrate.
 



Technology 


Combustion monitoring 
and control systems
 

Small 

Large 


Flue gas heat
 
recovery systems 


Increased use of 
insulation in

industrial processes 


Power factor control
 
equipment 


Steam distribution
 
system maintenance
 
procedures 


Outside air tem
perature compensa
tion for chiller
 
systems 


Building energy 
management systems 


Increasing roof
 
insulation in
 
existing buildings 
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Table 12
 
Potential TTEN Demonstration Projects


Payback Period
 

Estimated 
Primary Estimated foreign 
type of user exchange
 

energy saved, payback payback
 

oil 11.2 days 1 week
 
oil 31.4days 3 weeks
 

oil 4.4 years 3 years
 

oil 1.5 months 10.4 days
 

electricity 8 months 2.2 months
 

oil 15 days 1.3 months
 

electricity 8.1 years 4.7 years
 

electricity 1.6 years 1.2 years
 

electricity 7.2 years 7.3 months
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The proposed demonstrations focus on saving oil or electricity.!/
By improving efficiency (e.g., boiler combustion monitoring and controlequipment) or reducing losses (e.g., flue gas heat recovery systems),most of these measures offer attractive user paybacks ranging from
remarkably a

short eleven days to 7.2 years and thus will be cost effectivefor the energy consumer. In addition, most offer attractive foreignexchange paybacks ranging from one week to 4.7 years and thus representeffective investments of the country's foreign exchange. Therefore, thesuggested subprojects will conserve scarce energy resources and fureignexchange, reduce oil imports, increase productivity, and reduce operating
 
costs.
 

F. Environmental Analysis 

The technical assistance component of the Project will consist ofanalysis, training and information transfer, none of which will have a
direct effect on the environment. 

The loan component of the Project will primarily fund demonstrations
 
of equipment and process modifications to show the applicability andfeasibility of energy-saving technologies in the Philippines and will
bring environmental benefits to the country. The equipment to bedemonstrated, varying from pre-heaters and heat recovery units to climateand lighting management systems and instrumentation, will have neither
individual nor cumulative adverse environmental impacts. Indeed, any
environmental effects stemming from the project will be positive, as
increased efficiency means more complete fuel combustion, a reduction in
fossil fuel use, and less pollutants discharged to the environment.
 

Inaccordance with regulation 16, since none of the components of the
Project will have adverse environmental impacts, neither an Environmental
 
Impact Statement nor an Environmental Assessment is required.
 

VIII. FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND PLAN
 

A. Source of Funds
 

Total elpenditures, including reflows, over the five year-life of the
project are estimated at $9.1 million. will makeUSAID $5million
available to the project, the GOP approximately $.7 million, and the
 

I_/ Since over 580 of the 1982 electric power generated was by oil,

electricity savings will be almost entirely oil savings. 
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private sector $1.5 million. In addition, the reflow of funds from TTEM 
loans is estimated to account for another $1.9 million. The USAID
 
funding will consist of a $2million grant and an $3 million loan. The
 
loan is to be repaid (indollars) over 40 years in semi-annual
 
installments with a 10 year grace period. Interest on the loan is 2%
 
during the grace period and 3% during the repayment period.
 

The GOP will contribute $0.7 million* to the project, mostly in the 
for of in-kind support such as personnel detailed to the project and 
administrative and logistic support. The 1985 component of GOP 
counterpart funds is already included in BEU's 1985 budget request.
Private-sector" recipients of demonstration assistance will contribute at 
least 25% of the initial cost of each demonstration subproj ct, for an
 
estimated total of $1.3 million over the five-year period.±/ The
 
private sector representatives on the Steering Committee (PCCI, ENMAP, 
BAP) and the advisory panel will also contribute time and logistic 
support to the project, particularly for information dissemination. 
Their in-kind support is estimated at $37,038 per year. Finally, the 
loans will generate substantial monies as they are repaid, conservatively

estimated at more than $4 million over the life of the project (see
Annex M for a detailed analysis of the reflow of loan funds). 

Project expenditures by year and by sources of funds are summarized 
in Table 14. The project will be incrementally funded. At this time, 
USAID is expected to allocate $3.4 million for fiscal year 1985--$0.8
 
million for the grant and $2.6 million for the loan.
 

B. UsesofFunds
 

The funds will be applied to six major activities over the course of
 
the project, as shown inTable 15: technical assistance; studies,
 
training and information dissemination; purchase of commodities and
 
monitoring instruments; demonstration financing; project operations and
 
management; and project evaluation. The bulk of the USAID grant
 
($1,875,000) will be used to finance technical assistance and training

activities (93.8% of the total grant). A small portion of the grant

($50,000) will be used to purchase project start-up equipment, mainly
 
vehicles, several programmable calculators, and some basic instruments
 
needed to conduct energy audits. The balance of the grant ($75,000) will
 
be used for project evaluation. Most of the grant (96.1%) is expected to
 
be used to purchase dollar-denominated goods and services (see Annex N).
 

Most of the USAID loan will be used to finance demonstration projects

($2,660,000 or 88.67% of the total). The balance ($340,000) will be used
 
to hire project staff, including several senior project officers, and
 
purchase instruments and other equipment. A portion of the loan is
 
expected to be used to purchase
 

Dollar equivalent of GOP contribution at V18.5 = $1.exchange rate. 

/ Annual operating and maintenance costs will also be the responsibility of 
the user. 
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Table 13 
Projected AID Obllgations-(o00s) 

"U.S. Fiscal-Year- 
5 Ma Total 

Loan 2,567 433 3,000 

Grant ".800 1 ;200 -2$000 

Total 	 J67 1-633 5,000
 

Table 14
 
Estimated Annual Project Expenditures by


Sources of Funds
 
(00Os) 

Y--E,.A R 
z •4 ... Total 1/ 

AID Grant 388 385 394 354 479 2,000
Loa140 1,161 1_699 - _ 3,000 

Subtotal 528 1,546 29093 354 479 5,000 

GOP 	 90 142 158 167 175 732 
PRIVATE SECTOR 	 38 
 393 625 226 260 1,542 2/ 

Total 	 .656 2 L876 747 9147,274 

Note: Exchange rate: F18.5 - $1 

1/ 	 See Table 14, Estlmted Project Expenditures by Type of Output. 

2/ 	 Assuming a 255 financial contribution (on the average) to user for each
subproject and $37,838 annual contribution to studies, training and
i nfomation dissmination. 
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Table 15 
Estimated Project Expenditures by Type of Project Specific Inputs
 

($O00s)
 

L. Technical assistance 


2. Studies/Workshops/
 
information di s
semination 


3. Demonstration 


4. Commodities/monitor
ing instruments 


5' Project operations/
 
management 


6. Project evaluation 


Total2/ 


...........SOURCESOFFUNDS ..
 

AID Private
 
Grant Loan GOP Sector 1/ Total
 

1,289 218 160 - 1,667
 

586 72 77 190 925
 

- 2,660 - 1,3521/ 4,012 

50 50 3 - 103 

- - 492 - 492 

'75 - - - 75 

200 3 732 1427 

I/ Assuming a 25% financial contribution (on the average) by users for each 
subproject and $37,838 annual contribution to studies, training and 
information dissemination. 

2/ A 10% contingency factor has been built into each line item. 
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peso denominated goods and services, the final proportion of which will
depend on the need for U.S. manufactured equipment in each demonstration

subproject. (A preliminary budget for the U.S. technical assistance
contractor, details of estimated project expenditures by type of input,
and estimated annual expenditures by source of funds and type of input

are shown in Tables Nl, N2 and N3 in Annex N.) 

C. Disbursement" Procedures 

The five major activities of this project using, AID loan and grantfunds* as outlined in Table 16, will use standard AID methods of funding. 

(1) Technical assistance will be committed under a host country

contract. 
Payments, whether in dollars or local currency, will be made

directly to the contractor by USAID. 

(2) Studies, training and infomation dissemination will either be:
 
(a)paid for by the GOP using its own appropriated funds subject to
reimbursement by USAID; or (b)paid directly by USAID under a 
host
 
country contract with TA contractor(s).
 

(3) Commodities, including an estimated $100;000 to provide the

project staff with vehicles, a computer and instruments to monitor
 
projects and an estimated $2,660,000 for demonstration subproject

equipment, will be procured primarily from U.S. suppliers through a
procurement services agent. Procurements within the Philippines will be

made by the GOP subject to reimbursement by USAID or purchased directly
by USAID under a purchase order with payment made directly to the
supplier by USAID. 

(4)A fund to be established at the Central Bank will cover the local
 
currency costs of the demonstration subprojects. Added to these local
 costs will be the foreign exchange costs of the commodities procured for

subprojects. Operating procedures for the fund will be set forth in a
manual and approved by AID prior to any AID disbursements for
 
subprojects. 
Moreover, operating procedures for the procurement offoreign commodities through AID and the PSA and proper accounting of the
foreign exchange costs as part of the total loan to users through private
banks will be included in the loan fund policy manual to be prepared by
the CB and BEU. 
AID will advance funds to the Central Bank to maintain a

balance of 30-90 days of cash requirements.
 

The Central 5ank, upon formal advice by the Bureau of Energy

Utilization, will transfer cash from the fund to qualified participating

financial 
institutions for the local currency costs of subprojects. AID
will advise the participating financial institutions, BEU, MOF, OB, NEDA

and the CB of all foreign exchange costs paid directly to suppliers of

subproject commodities by AID. 
The foreign exchange purchases will be

converted to pesos at the prevailing rate on the date of payment and

added to any local currency disbursements to determine the total amount

of the subproject loans. 
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Table 16 
Methods of Implementation and Financing


($O00s) 

Method of 

Implementation 


TA-HC Contract 


Studies/Training -

HC.Contracts 


Commodities - HC 

Contract 


Commodities: PIO/C 

with US PSA or fund in 

Central Bank to finance 

local currency costs of 

subprojects 


Evaluation AID direct 

Contract 


Method of 'Approximate
 
Financing Amount
 

Direct payment (perhaps
 
under Direct L/COM) $ 1,507
 

Direct payment (perhaps
 
under Direct L/COM) or
 
Direct Pt1mbursement 658
 

Direct payment
 
50
 

Bank L/COM with Direct
 
L/COM to PSA and perhaps
 
some Direct L/COMs with
 
suppliers; and periodic
 
advances to fund CB to
 
keep balance at between
 
30-90 days cash requirements 2,710
 

Direct payment
 
75
 

$ 5.000 
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Borrowers will make loan payments to the participating financial

institutions, who in turn will remit the pesos to the Central Bank fund.

Repayment terms, including the interest rate structure and determination
of who assumes the risk, are discussed in Section VI and Annex I. AID
will closely monitor the first round of subproject loans. AID will notbe involved in monitoring the resulting reflows. Heflows into the
Central Bank fund are to be used for approved activities consistent with 
the goals of this project. 

(5) Project evaluation costs will be funded under an AID direct
 
contract with payments being made directly by AID. 

The Mission believes the GOP has demonstrated over the past five 
years that ithas the ability to prepare host country contracts inaccord 
with AID Handbook requirements. We continue to support the use of host 
country contracts. 

The Controller's Office and the USAID project officer will monitor 
releases of pesos from the Central Bank fund to ensure that local 
currency costs are reasonable and that adequate records are maintained
 
for audit purposes. We will require the Central 'Bank and participating

financial institutions to maintain separate records for project funds.
 

IX. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 

A. Implementation Strategy 

The project will be implemented in three phases. In the first, thc,
objective isto structure the project and start developing a successfu,
track record. To achieve this, efforts will focus on attracting
competent, motivated personnel and coordinating the operation of the
 
administrative, financial and technical components. Subprojects will be

limited to a few with broad applications and low technical risk, many of
which will originate with the TTE4 staff, based on previous studies of

Philippine energy problems. Because of the low risk, financing will
 
normally be through straight loans and loans with repayments tied to
 
savings. Relatively few grants will be awarded.
 

Inthe second phase, a more comprehensive program will be developed.
Increasingly, subprojects will be suggested by energy users and equipment

vendors and insome instances may target particular industrial subsectors
 
such as tire or textile manufacturing. As the project staff iscompleted

and becomes more experienced, itwill undertake more subprojects with

larger elements of risk. Because of this greater risk, a larger grant
component for demonstrations is likely to be necessary.
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The final phase will seek funding from other agencies such as the
Asian Development Bank, the 	World Bank, other financing institutions andprivate-sector firs, to continue the program beyond the life of the
project. Many of the procedures and assumptions of the first two phases
will need review at that point to determine the best method of operating
a future fund. It is probable that some additional private sector groups
and 	individuals will be prepared to offer technical and 	financial 
services to Philippine companies by that time.
 

B. 	Implementation Steps and Schedule
 

The project has been defined Inclose consultation with all the key
project participants, who have endorsed the project administrative 
structure, scope of activities, and operational guidelines. Thus, no
major problems are anticipated in implementation, which will begin with
preparation of an annual budget and plan to be approved by the Steering

Committee, and procurement of the services of a 
U.S. technical assistance
 
contractor and a Procurement Services Agent (see below, Procurement Plan).
 

1. 	Role of U.S. Technical Assistance Contractor
 

The contractor will provide technical and management support to the
 
project. Inparticular, itwill provide the core technical staff (both

Filipino and U.S.) and will be responsible for training project staff as
 
needed. The contractor will be hired by the BEU under a 
host country
contract and will report directly to the Director of the BEU or his 
designee. The duties of the contractor will include assistance to the
 
project in the following areas:
 

o 	Preparing annual detailed work plains and budgets.
 

o 	Jointly with BEU, identifying and hiring project staff.
 

o 	Developing and recommending final subproject evaluation criteria
 
and selection procedures. (Preliminary criteria and procedures

have been developed and can be found in Section IV (C).)
 

o 
Training project staff in subproject evaluation and
 
implementation including :ystem design, financing and
 
installation, and desigring, organizing and arranging special

training.
 

o 	 Identifying technical assistance needs and organizing courses,
 
seminars and workshops to meet these needs.
 

o 	Organizing data collection to support the policy research needs
 
of the TTEM project.
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The contractor will provide five full-time consultants to for the
 core of the project staff, who will be selected Jointly with BEU:
 

o 	 One full-time U.S. technical consultant with broad work
experience in the energy conservation field and a background inimplementing energy conservation programs In the industrial and

comercial sectors. 

o Three full-time Filipino senior project officers with experience
in industrial and commercial building energy conservation,
including energy auditing and hands-on experience in project
development and implementation. 

o 	 One full-time Filipino senior financial analyst with experience
in venture capital financing and computer based financial
simulation, preferably in a major universal bank. 

In addition, the contractor will provide access to a number ofshort-term U.S. consultants (approximately 0.5 person-year per year) andFilipino consultants (approximately two person-years per year) as needed,with the following qualifications: 

o 	 Industry expertise in process engineering and energy
conservation, including energy auditing, particularly in the
following subsectors: sugar, coconut and vegetable oils, other
 
food processing, textiles, pulp and paper, logging/wood products,
cement, mining, chemicals, steel and metal processing, glass and
ceramics, commercial centers, hotels, and apartment and office
 
buildings.
 

o 
 Experience in the design, construction, operation, and 
maintenance oF energy conservation projects such as building
energy management systems, and efficient combustion technologies
and 	electrical systems. 

o 	 Experience in preparing and conducting a variety of technical 
training courses for plant engineers and maintenance personnel.
 

o 	 Experience in the use 	of innovative energy conservation financing
mechanisms such as split savings contracts and loans with
 
repayments tied to savings. 

The 	contractor will also provide some support services directly from 
the 	home office. These services will include tracking technical

information relevant to the project, organizing and coordinatinc training
programs, arranging study tours and visits to U.S. facilities for TTEHstaff, and procuring some basic equipment and materials necessary forstarting project activities. The initial contract will be for three 
years, with two opti,,nal one-year extensions. 
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2. Action Plan
 

Project implementation must be flexible to meet changing needs. 
 The

project context islikely to change over time as new technologies are

introduced, energy markets change, and the structure of the Philippine

economy evolves. Thus, for project effectiveness, activities and focus 
must be continually reassessed, especlally inthe annual planning and

budgeting cycle. A work plan will be submitted annually inOctober to

the Steering Committee for approval, and subsequently to B.U and USAID

for concurrence. The plan will be prepared by the project staff under

the guidance of the Project Director, and will include at a minimum a
review of the previous year's activities a description of the overall
 
thrust of TTEM activities in the coming year and the operating budget for
the project. The plan must also address any proposed changes to
subproject selection criteria and financing terms, as well as the use of
reflow funds. Implementation of project activities will proceedaccording to the approved annual plan and funding level. The annual

budget and implementation plan may be revised periodically with the
 
agreement of the Steering Committee, BEU and USAID.
 

3. Schedule of Major Activities 

A schedule of major activities over the five-year duration of the

project is shown in Table 17. The Project Agreement is expected to be
 
signed by mid-May 1985; the U.S. contractor will be hired and the project

organization constituted by October 1985; and the project will be ready

to finance demonstrations by November 1985.
 

C. Procurement P'(,,1, 

1. Re.sponsi,-1.-. fgenlcy 

Drtini the life of the project, up to $3 million worth of commodities
 
are expected to be financed by USAID. Much of that amount will be used
to procure and install energy-saving equipment and allied technologies.
These purchases will be conducted through a U.S.-based Procurement
 
Services Agent (PSA). 
 The BEU will be responsible for contracting for

the Prc:urement Services Agent and for approving procurement orders 
(PIm/l;s) to the agent. 
 The BEU Director or, his authorized representative

will be delegated the authority to sign PIO/Cs for BEU. The Director of

External Assistance at NEDA will sign the PIO/C for the government.
 

To familiarize BEU personnel with USAIL procurement procedures and
 
the proper use of the PSA, the USAID Supply Management Officer will

conduct a one day training seminar at BEU within one month of the signing

of the Project Agreement.
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Table 17
 
Schedule of Major Activities
 

Pre-Start-bp Activities
 

o Project Paper approved MNy 1985 

o Signing of Project Agreement may 1985 

o Project announcement by sponsoring organizations June 1985
 

0 U.S. contractors' proposals updated, evaluated and
 
contract awarded 
 July 1985
 

o Standard project-wide CPs satisfied September 1985 
o Project start-up, including arrival of U.S. consultant October 1985 

o Conditions Precedent to disbursement of funds met hovember 1985 

First Quarter - Start-Up 

o Fiialize Loan Fund Policy Manual with CB 

o Prepare guidelines for proposals
 

o Prepare detailed work plan and budget for first 12 months, with review 
Steering Committee 

o Develop and finalize proposal evaluation criteria and subproject
selection procedures in consultation with Steering Coemittee 
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o Organize office: hire core staff (project director, 2 senior project
officers, 1 senior financial analyst)
 

o 
 Initiate subproject identification
 

o 
 Initiate public relations efforts with key industrial, financial and
 
commercial trade associations
 

o 
 Develop staff training efforts, project evaluation procedures and
 
Information dissemination techniques 

o Initiate energy use data base to guide project identification, evaluation
 
and selection
 

o 
 Organize workshops and training sessions on conservation financing with
 
banks, industries, project staff.
 

Second Quarter - Test Procedures on a Limited Number of Projects
 

o 
 Structure advisory panels; define role, responsibilities
 

o 
 Complete initial subproject identification efforts
 

o 
 Select limited number (2-C) subprojects for more detailed evaluation
 
(preliminary technical and financial evaluation)
 

o Recruit additional staff 

o 
 Select initial subprojects for implementation (1-3)
 

o Initiate project implementatioi
 

- Detailed engine ;ing
 
- Financial structuring
 
- Design of monitoring program
 
- Design of information dissemination
 
- Conmodity procurement
 

o 
 Refine subproject selection and implementation procedures, and prepare
 
operations manual
 

o Develop and initiate TTEM studies
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6-12 Months - Expand Organization
 

o 	 hire and train additional staff 

o 	 Expand project identification, evaluation and selection efforts 

o 	 Begin constructions opc(:,ation, monitoring and information dls=mlnatlon 
efforts on initial projects 

o 	 Prepare first brochure or newsletter on EM efforts (background,
 
procedures, accomplishments to date)
 

o Initiate workshops and seminars on various technical and financial topics 

o 	 Prepare work plan and budgets for next two years and submit to Steering
Committee for approval 

o 	 Develop or purchase software for: 

- Project evaluation and financial analysis
 
- Project tracking 

o 	 Prepare office procedures and personnel policies manual 

o 	 Prepare first annual report 

Second Year
 

o 	 Expand scope of TTLM efforts 

- Initiate new subprojects
 
- Continue monitoring
 
- Expand infomation dissemination, public relations efforts
 

o 	 Bring energy users and equipment vendors more actively into project
identification and implementation 

o Prepare training courses on energy conservation technologies and
 
maintenance procedures
 

o 	 Initiate sectoral energy conservation training programs, workshops and
seminars with such organizations as EWAP and trade/professional 
associations 
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Review subproject selection criteria and loan terms 

o 
 Prepare work plan and budget for subsequent 2 years
 

o 	 Prepare second annual report 

o 	 Complete and disseminate initial TTEM studies
 

Third Year
 

o 	 Continue subproject identification, evaluation, se'ection,

implementation, information dissemination and training efforts
 

o 	 Assess continuing need for U.S. technical assistance 

o 	 Review selection criteria and loan terms 

o 	 Prepare work plan and budget for next two years 

o 	 Prepare third annual report 

o 	 Initiate discussions with other financing sources (ADB, industrial firms 
and trade organizations) 

Fourth and Fifth Years 

o 	 Continue subproject identification, evaluation, selection, 
implementation, information dissemination and training efforts
 

o 	 Prepare complete evaluation of TTDI costs and benefits 

o 	 Iniciate assessment of future need for TTEM project follow-on 

o 	 If needed, prepare transition to new structure or continuation of old 
(goal, funding and activities)
 

o 	 Review subproject selection criteria and loan terms 

o 	 Prepare fourth and fifth annual reports 
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2. Procurement Services Agent (PSA) 

BEU has advertised for a PSA through a Request for Proposals in the
Comerce Business Daily and the AID-Financed Export Opportunities
Bulletin. After contracting for the services of a PSA, the BEU willprepare PIO/Cs, with the assistance of USAID staff, to initiate actualprocurements. Comodities so purchased will be financed under either aUSAID Issued Direct L/Com or an AID/W issued L/Com to a bank designatedby the PSA and by subsequent commercial Letters of Credit. The PSA feeswill be paid under a separate USAID Direct L/Com Issued to the PSA. ThePSA will be appointed by BEU within 90 days of the signing of the ProjectAgrement. The PSA will handle procurements in accordance with therequirements of USAID Handbook 11, Chapter III. The PSA contractor willalso ensure that USAID marking and shipping requirements are met. 

3. Technical Assistance Contractor 

The technical assistance contractor will be selected according to
 
standard AID competitive procurement procedures and a 
host country
contract will be awarded. Advertisement has been made in the Commerce
 
Business Daily and Requests for Technical Proposals have been made
available to interested parties by the Embassy of the Republic of the
Philippines. The contract will be awarded within 90 days of the signing

of the Project Agreement.
 

4. Other Procurement 

A limited amount of commodities will be purchased outside the PSA.Approximately $100,000 has been set aside for administrative supplies andequipment for use by the project staff, much uf which will be purchasedlocally. All of the commodities purchased in this category shall be the 
property of BEU.
 

5. Source/Origin 

The authorized source/origin for imported commodities purchased withLUSAID funds under this project is AID Geographic Code.941 and the
Philippines for loan funded purchases, and AID Geographic Code OOU and

the Philippines for grant funded purchases. 
 Preference will go to U.S.,then Philippine and then Other Free World technologies. This designation
is made because one objective of the project is to introduce applicableU.S. energy technologies to the Philippines. The authorized source for
 
ocean and air shipping is AID Code 941 and the Philippines for loanfunded procurements and AID Code 000 and the Philippines for grant funded
procurements. The 50-50 shipping regulation will be met. At this time,
there is no need for source/origin waivers. 
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Local procurement of office equipment and expendable supplies as well
 
as small value (less than $5,000 per unit item) commodities and building
materials is authorized. Such procurements will be conducted in 
accordance with Chapter 18 of USAID Handbook lB. 

6. 	Proprietary Procurement Authorization
 

Because of the commercial opportunities which can grow out of the
succeusful demonstration of energy saving technologies in a large market 
such as the Philippines, manufacturers of such equipment are often 
willing to finance part of the cost of the equipment inorder to enter apotentially lucrative market. The Bureau of Energy Utilization from time 
to time receives unsolicited proposals from manufacturers willing to
 
finance a 
percentage of the cost of the equipment. To take advantage of
 
such opportunities and the savings inherent in such procurements,

proprietary procurement of equipment and allied technologies is
 
authorized incases where 50% of the cost of the equipment is financed by

the supplier. Inorder to ensure real cost savings to the project, such
 
procurements will be reviewed by the USAID Supply Management Officer and
 
M/SER/COM to establish that the supplier is in fact providing the
 
equipment and/or technology with at least a 50% discount from his normal
 
prevailing export price.
 

X. CONDITIONS, COVENANTS AND NEGOTIATING STATUS
 

A. 	Conditions Precedent to Initial Disbursement of Funds
 

The standard conditions precedent tu disbursement regarding the 
opinion of the .ecretary of Justice, the statement of names of the
representatives of the Borrower and BEU (including specimen signatures of
each person specified insuch statement) 3nd evidence of their authority

will be included in the loan agreement. Inaddition to the standard
 
conditions, the following conditions precedent will be met prior to
 
disbursement of AID loan financed assistance are proposed:
 

1. 	 Formal designation of the members of (a) the Steering Committee for
the first year, including its chairperson; and (b)the Subproject
Selection Committee. 

2. A memorandum of understanding between PCCI, ENMAP, BAP and the BEU
 
detailing the role and responsibilities of PCCI, ENMAP and BAP in the
 
implementation of the project.
 

3. 	 A master agreement entered into between the BEU and the CB detailing
the role and responsibilities of the CB and the TTEM fund
 
administration and lending procedure.
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4. Completion of a loan fund policy manual by the Central Bank and BEU.

The manual will be similar in format to the IGLF manual and the draft 
manual provided in Annex I of this Project Paper, and will include

definition of the reference interest rate and parameters or mechanism 
for determination of the relending rate relative to the reference 
rate. 

Before any grant funds can be disbursed for technical assistance, the
 
following conditions must be met: 

1. Formal selection and procurement of a U.S. technical assistance
 
contractor and of a U.S. Procurement Services Agent. The contracts will

be bid and awarded in accordance with USAID regulations as described in

USAID Handbook 11 which details the responsibilities of the GOP in
 
adhering to USAID procedures.
 

2. The GOP, through the BEU, will provide AID with a letter reiterating

its commitment to continue a 
policy dialogue and policy formulation which

influences the adoption of energy-saving technologies and supports the

objectives of the project. 

Before any funds can be disbursed in ;4given GOP fiscal year the 
following conditions must be met: 

Annual Budget and Plan: The TTEM Steering Committee will provide a

detailed annual budget and implementation plan to BEU and AID for 
approval. This will form the basis for project objectives during the
designated year. rhis plan shall describe the types of technical 
assistance, studies, training, information-dissemination and

demonstration activities to be undertaken. It will also specify the 
criteria that will be used to evaluate and select demonstration projects,

together with the terms and coneitions of the financial assistance
 
available in the coming year, including but not limited to in§;:;rest rates
 
and repayment periods.
 

B. Covenants
 

1. USAID and the GOP agree to establish an evaluation piogram as an 
integral part of the project. Except as the parties otherwise 
agree in writing, the program will include, during the
 
implerentation of the project, and at one or more points

thereafter:
 

o Evaluation of progress toward attainment of project objectives;
 

o Identification and evaluation of problem areas or constraints 
that may inhibit such attainment;
 

o Assessment of how such information may be used to help overcome 
such problems, in this or other projects; and
 

o Evaluation of the overall development impact of the project. 
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2. The GOP through BEU will assure that the project has adequate

staff working full-time or on an ad hoc basis to implement the
 
TTEM project in an effective and Umiel7 manner.
 

C. Negotiating Status
 

All the above conditions and covenants have been discussed with
 
appropriate GOP officials, and no problem with their inclusion inthe
 
Project Agreement is anticipated.
 

D. Audit
 

The Commission on Audit (COA) will review, in accordance with
 
standard GOP procedures the activities of this project. isBEU audited
regularly by the COA under its audit procedure which consist of two
 
components: a 
financial audit which is done monthly and a performance

audit at the end of the calendar year.
 

All accounts, activities and transactions pertaining to revenues,

receipts and expenditures as well as to use of government funds and
 
properties, grants in aid, etc. are reviewed, analyzed, examined and are
 
audited inaccordance with PD 1445 (State Audit Code of the Philippines)

and various COA circulars. 

Likewise, the agency's accomplishments for the year are reviewed and

assessed by comparing them with the performance target formally presented
and submitted at the beginning of the year taking into consideration the
 
funds approved and actually released.
 

The systems and procedures as well as auditing and accounting

practices are also evaluated. A formal report is rendered by the COA
 
branch office to the Control Office which in turn is referred to the
 
Agency head for comments and action as necessary.
 

In view of the established procedures of the COA and their

satisfactory reputation, AID has determined that an external audit by an
A.I.D. contractor is not required for this project.
 

X1. EVALUATION PLAN
 

As a pioneering effort infinancing demonstrations of energy

conservation technologies to encourage their wide dissem;ination in a

developing country, the TTEM project experience will be of particular

interest and value to a broad audience inAID, other donors, and other
 
countries. The technical assistance and institution-building aspects of

the project will also be of interest. Itis important, therefore, that

the project receive careful evaluation both during and after its lifetime.
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The 	essential questions to be answered in evaluating the project are: 

1. 	 Has the project met its basic objective of improving energy

efficiency in the economic 
 sectors of the Philippines that are
heavily dependent on fossil fuels and electricity? 

2. 	 Are there measurable improvements in the Philippines' balance of 
payments position, foreign exchange reserves, and ratio of oilimports to export earnings that can be attributed at least in 
part to the impact of the project? 

3. 	 Have the technologies demonstrated in the project been accepted
for 	use by. substantial numbers of energy consumers outside the 
group directly involved in the demonstrations?
 

4. 	 Has the private commercial lenditq community increased its 
receptivity toward financing conservation-related investments,

and 	has the level of such lending increased measurably as a
 
result of the project? 

5. 	Has the GOP established a strong and permanent capacity to
 
promote efficient energy use in the Philippine economy, boththrough the BEU's increased capability to carry out its mandateand 	a general GOP policy environment favorable to conservation? 

6. 	Isthere evidence that energy consumers are beginning to finance
 
conservation-related improvements under standard or innovative

non-subsidized market mechanisms, as a result of the removal of 
constraints on such investments by the project?
 

7. 	Have private sector enterprises in the Philippines, especially

manufacturers and importers of energy equipment, trade
 
associations and architecture/engineering firms, begun to develop

markets and provide services in conservation-related areas such
 
as energy auditing and monitoring, design, retrofits, and
 
maintenance of energy-using systems?
 

8. 	Have other donors made financial commitments to continue funding

conservation investments based on the 	leverage of the project's
demonstration program?
 

9. 	Is technical and economic information about viable ways to 
achieve energy efficiency broadly available to consumers as a
 
result of the project?
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Some of these questions cannot be answered in the short run, and a
 
retrospective look at the project's impact needs to be taken not only at
 
the end of the project, but also several years later. In the more
 
immediate future, attempts will be made to measure progress in each of 
the areas. A minimum of three evaluations will be conducted: a mid-term 
evaluation at the end of two project years. an end-of-project evaluation 
in 1990, and a retrospective review in 1991 or later.
 

Ineach instance, a team composed of U.S. and Philippine personnel

with expertise in energy efficiency technologies and practices, finance,

and organizational development will carry out the evaluation. Sources of
 
information the evaluation teams will 
use will include:
 

- Macroeconomic and national-level energy supply and demand data;
 

- Annual project budgets and work plans;
 

- Feasibility studies, monitoring data, reports and articles 
related to the demonstration subprojects financed under the 
project; 

- Technical/financial/economic analyses conducted by the Project 
staff of each demonstration subproject after it is operational 
for one year. 

- Training curricula, workshop and seminar proceedings, and reports

generated in the project's technical assistance program;
 

- Appropriate financial records of the Central Bank and the lending 

institutions involved in the demonstration finance program;
 

- Progress reports of the technical assistance contractor; 

- Publications and materials such as manuals, brochures public 
service ddvertisements or posters produced under the project to 
promote energy efficiency. 

Throughout tIe project period, the BEU and the technical assistance
 
contractor will make efforts to improve baseline data on industrial and
 
commercial energy use and to monitor changes resulting from demand
 
management activities. This information will form part of the basis of
 
the answer to the first question raised above.
 

A budget of $75,000 has been allocated to the mid-term and
 
end-of-project evaluation efforts. It is expected that the Mission and,

funds permitting, the Central Office of Energy (S&T/EY) will jointly

finance the later retrospective review, and that S&T/EY and/or the AID
 
Policy and Planning Coordination Bureau's evaluation unit will undertake
 
broad dissemination of evaluation results for maximum usefulness to
 
others.
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ACT: AIr-6 INFO: DCM CP//8
 

YZCZCML0595
 
RR RUEHML
 
rE RUEHC #6771/01 3091040
 
ZNP UUUUU ZZH
 
R 950649Z NOV 83
 
FM SECSTATE WASHDC
 
TO AMEMBASSY MANILA 5S'75/5976<-------
2T
 

UNCLAS STATE 316771
 

AIDAC
 

P.O. 12356: N/A

TAGS: APLD
 
SUBJECT:1) APAC PID REVIEW
 

1. SUMMARY:
 

-
APAC, ON OCTOBER 7, 1983, REVIEWED PID FOR TECIINOLOGY
 
TRANSFER FOR ENERGY MANAGEMENT PROJECT WITH USAID
 
REPRESENTATIVES M. KILGOUR AND L. ERVIN IN ATTENDANCE.
 
APAC SUPPORTED PID CONCEPT OF PROMOTING PRIVATE
 
ENTERPRISE SOLUTION AND ENCOURAGED PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
 
TO ENSURE PROPER ROLE OF BUREAU OF ENERGY UTILIZATION IN

ACHIEVING THIS CBJECTIVE. CONCERN, HOWEVER, WAS

EXPRESSED OVER (1) FOCUS AND BENEFICIARIES OF PROJECT
 
ACTIVITIES(BOTF PUH..IC AND PRIVATE), (2) LENDING
 
INzTITUTIONS, AID (3) PROJECT'S. CONTRIBUTION
 
(PARTICULARLY'GIVEN LIMITED RESOURCES) TO GOP ENERGY
 
CONSERVATION STRATEGY. 
 AA/ASIA HAS GIVEN APPROVAL TO
 
PROCEED WITH PROJECT DESIGN. AUTHORIZED
 
REPRESENTATIVE(S) SHOUwD APPROVE, AUTHORIZE PROJECT AND
 
SIGN AGREEMENT. APAC COMMENTS AND GUIDANCE FOR PP
 
rEVELOPMENT FOLLOWS BELOW.
 

2. ROLE OF BEU
 

- APAC ASKED THAT PP CLEARLY IDENTIFY TIHE ROLE OF TUE
 
BUREAU OF ENERGY UTILIZATION (BEU).
 

-- WE ARE CONCERNED THAT WHEN PROJECT IS IMPLEMENTED,

BEU WILL VIEW THEIR ROLE AS MORE OPERATIONAL,(I.E. DOING
 
TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATIONSENERGY AUDITS,ETC.) INSTEAD OF
 
DEVELOPING THE CAPABILITY OF THE LENDING INSTITUTIONS OR

THE A AND E COMMUNITY TO CARRY OUT THE OPERATIONAL SIDE 
OF THE PROJECT.
 
-- ]E UNDERSTAND THAT BEU'S ROLE WILL BE FOCUSED ON

POLICY REFORM AND INFORMATION DISSEMINATION. TITEREFOUF.,

PP SHOULD INDICATE (1) WHAT POLICY REFORMS (E.G. GOP
 
PRICE, TAX, AND FISCAL POLICY CORRECTIONS TO ENCOURAGE
 
T-NERGY EFFICIENCY) WILL "OME FROM PROJECT SUPPORT TO
 
VFU, (2( "SPECIFIC PLAN zOR DEVELOPING A AN; E CAPABILITY
 
IN ENIERGY AUDITS. AND (3) HOW DEMONSTRATIONS WILL BE
 
STRUCTURED TO STIMULATE FURTHER PRIVATE INVESTMENT.
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5. 

3. ,ROLZE AND BENEFICIARIES 0F PRIVkT? SECTOR:' 

k~PAC, NOTED-VARIANCE -BETWEN -tH PROJ-fCT'S,'SMALL AMOUNTOF' FU NDING AND ITS -GOAL TO 'PROMOTE THE ADOPTION OF
*ENGERT EFFICIENT TECBNOLOGIE5. THER EFOR E APAC ASKING 
THE FOLLOWING:
 

- PROJECT"DEVELOPMENT SHOULD ADDRESS HOW PROJECTATI-VITIES .WILL
ACTUALLY LEAD TO WIDE-SCALE INVESTMENT
 

" Irt'
MORE EFFICIENT TECHNOLOGIES WITHIN THE FUNDING ..


PROPOSED@'
 
* PPSHOULD DESCRIBE THE STRATEGY INTENDED TO ACHIEVE

DESIRED. RESULTS" INCLUDING ROLE OF ORGANIZATIONS OTHER
THAN BED (E.G. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE ANDOTHER PRIVATE
ASSOCIATIONS) 

-PROJECTDEVELOPMENT 
 SHOULD PROVIDE FOR NECESSARY
 
FOCUS: AND CRITEEIA TO SELECT ELIGIBLE FIRMS III KEY
SEC.TORS (I.E. TRANSPORTATION, INDUSTRY BUILDING, AND 

COMMERCIAL SECTOR'S),
 
--PROJECT DEVELOPMENT SHOULD ADDRESS THE RANGE OF"
CONSTRAINTS TO IMPROVEENERGT EFFICIENCY IN SPECIFIC
 
INDUSTRIES WITHIN ONE:OR MORE SECTORS.
 
S PP SHOULD CLEARLY STATE WHICH INDUSTRIES WILL ,E

TARGETS FOR DEMONSTRATIONS."
 

4. 'JUSTIFICATIONS FOR EQUIPMENT LOANS:
 

- PP SHOULD GIVE GOP'S JUSTIFICATION FOR PROVIDING LOANFUNE3 (AND AT PREYERtNTIAL RATES) TO FIRMS FOR
DEI*_NSTrATION P-RPOSES FORAND GENERAL ACQUISITION. 
-: 
 WE SUGGEST JUSTIFICATION 'SHOULD BE DEVELOPED FROM
 
REASONS GIVE,N BY USAID -REPRESENTATIVES DURINGAPAC.. OUR

U.NDERSTANDINP IS THAT LOANS ARE CATALYST TO 
(i)
INTRODUCEtBUSINESSES TO OTHER USES OF LIMITED CAPITAL TO 
PROMOTE GROWTH, (2) CR2ATE DEMAND FOR ENERGYCONSERVATION EQUIPMENT TO ENCOURAGE SUPPLIERS* TO BUILD
.Tr'iTT 
EOUIPMENT, (3) ENCOURAGE CONSERVATIVE BANKERS TO
 
USE EXISTING LENDING PRACTICES FOR EQUIPMENT PURCHASES,

AND (4) DEVELOP A AND E CAPACITY TO PREPARE AND
 
IMPLEMENT CONSERVATION PROJECTS.
 

5. LOAN FUND, FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS: 

-APAC 
 IS UNCLEAR ABOUT WHAT PART BEU AND LENDING
 
INSTITUTIONS WILL PLAT IN THE PROPOSED LOAN FUND FOR
CN-SITE DEMONSTRATIONS OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES' AND GENERAL
ACUISITIONS BY ENEFICIARIES. 

..CONSEQUENTLY, PP SHOUID STATE (1) TERMS OF GOP FUNDS
 
MADE AVAILABLE TO SUBLENDLRS, (2) TE MS OF,'SUDLENDER

LOANS TO ULTIMATE USERS, AND (3) USE OF FUNiDS GENERATED
FROM INTEREST SPREAD. IN CONSIDERIMG THESE ITEMS,
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PROJECT DEVELOPMENT:SHOULD ASSESS THE FOLLOWING: 

(A) AVOIDPLACING UNDUE BURDEN ON LENDING INSTITUTIONS, 

(E) AVOID PROVIDING UNDUE BENEFITS TO LENDING
 
INSTITUTIONS ,
 

(C) DEFINE REPROGRAMMING OF LOAN FUND REFLOWStAND
 

(D) AVOID SUBSIDIES TO BORROWER( BUT IF'BELOV MARKET 
.	 RATES ARE PROPOSED, PP.SHOULD.PROVIDE JUSTIFICATION 

LINKED TO THE BROADER PROJECT PURPOSIS). 
6. REIATIONSH'IP'TO CDSS AND SECTOR STRATEGY:. 

-APAC RECOGNIZED THAT,'PROJECT IS -IN ADVANCE OF 
REVISED AID 'POLICT*-'PAPER AND ,NEW "ENERGY SECTOR 
STRATEGY I. .APAC ALSO -RECOGNiZED-TEE AMOUNT OF 
INFORMATION AVAILAB3LE:'AND THE ROLE,'OTHER DONORS 
ARE PLAYING 1N THE: PILIPPIN ES.' ENERG
 
CONSERVATION FIElD'-"_ -NEVERTHELESS -;PAC -AGREED
 
TO PERMIT PROJECT"':D]EVELOPMENT.GO.-YORWARD TO
 
AVOID DELAY PEFORE USA'ID/MANTLA.CDSS.,,IS,
 
REVIEWED.-. SEU.lTZ>"
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if~'ef.,efl0fif 	 al.ab ef.to prects.fnc !l a s;isifit~ dion ' ;{ 4-3... 

poet.rB.applicabl
to projects.Tisetn
istede c 	w sriaplibole hro al 

)'. RJCOTCHECISC CEI if , if ......funded: from specific sources only: 
fTf 

I
ifi 'f 	 , ST N A D if if', ..
.applies 	 to all projects funded
 

with Development Assistance Funds, 
 i,
 

B.2. applies to projects funded with o{
 
Development Assistance loans, and B.3.4
 
applies toprojects funded from ESF.


:! isdivde int,I twoRarp F ts. PrEt A.:
 

CROSS REFERENCES: 	 ISCOUNTRY CHECKLIST
 
UP TO DATE?HAS Yes
 .. is.dividdit ~rparts. tee
w nmi A.
STANDARD ITEM i ... ofud 	 ~i... inc e narteianadplcase tallbenCnresoafotfto 	 ,: ...:"'
CHECKLIST BEEN 
REVIEWED FOR THIS i 

PROJECT? 	 Yes
 

A. GENERAL L,.ITERIA FOR PROJECT
 

1.FY 1985 	Continuing Resolution.
 
Sec. 525; 	FAA Sec. 634A;
Sec. 653lbJ. i 

(a) Describe how authorizing

and appropriations committees
 

~'of Senate and House have been Congressional Notification
 
or will be 	 notified concerning 
the project;
 

(b) isassistance 	within.

(Operational' Year 1bBudget),
country or international
 
organization alloc~ation
 
reported to' Congress (or not
 
more than'$1 million over,',that
 
amount)? Yes
' 

$100,000, 	will there be
 
(a)engineering, financial or
,othe -plans nececsary to carry
.out the assistance and 	 Yes
 

I "" 
4'if i .;:4']i '' i" " -, ""' > " i ,r f 4, 7. : ifi i f ifY ' if . ."if" ; i ' . " , g ;4 "'i, '"ififififififif 	 ;,

"
 
" 'if"if4i.iii"ffii ff~>I)iiii. t t ,.ififif'if'ifiifir ' 4 ' U t. I ;> Jt:;, < " , -, J ....7 ifif' 4 " JI *,fff , , # , 4i .fifif if 4iffi_., ixi<r, '44. :if'ifif?"; ",'' 'if+,', . S '> . ;' 4,> ,.' ,,, . 4 if 7 iffi >.. 
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(b) a reasonably firm estimate
 
of the cost to the U.S. of the
 
assistance? 
 Yes
 

3. FAA Sec. 611(a) (2). If
 
further legitlative action is
 
required within recipient No further legislative action
 
country, what isbasis for is required.

reasonable expectation that
 
such action will be completed

in 	time to permit orderly 
accomplishment of purpose of
 
the assistance?
 

4. 	FAA Sec. 611 (b); FY 1985
 
Continuin 9 Resolution Sec. 501.
 
If for water or water-related
 
land resource construction, has
 
project met the standards and 
criteria as set forth in the 
Principles and Standards for N/A

Planning Water and Reated Land
 
Resources, dated Octob-r 25, 
1973? (See AID Handbook 3 for
 
new guidelines,)
 

5. FAA Sec. 611(e). If project is N/A. Project consists of
 
capital assistance (e.g., technical assistance with loan

constrction), and all U.S. 
 fund available to facilitate
 
assistance for itwill exceed demonstration of new technology

$1million, has Mission
 
Director certified and Regional

Assistant Admiistrator taken
 
into consideration the
 
country's capab ili ty
 
effectively to maintain and
 
utilize the project?
 

6.FAA Sec. 209. Isproject
 
susceptible to execution as
 
part of regional or
 
multilateral project? Ifso, No
 
why isproject not so
 
executed? Information and
 
conclusion whether assistance
 
will encourage regional
 
development programs.
 

7.FAA Sec. 601(a). Information
 
and conclusions whether project
 
will encourage efforts of the
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country to: (a)increase the (a) Yes
 
flow of international trade; (b) Yes
 
(b)foster private initiative N/A
 
and competition; and (c) (d Yes
 
encourage development and use (e) Yes
 
of cooperatives, and credit (f) N/A
 
unions, and savings and loan
 
associations; (d)discourage
 
monopolistic practices;
 
(e)improve technical
 
efficiency of industry,
 
agriculture and commerce; and
 
f)strengthen free labor
 

unions.
 

8. FAA Sec. 601(b). Information 
and conclusions on how project Project will use primarily U.S.
 
will encourage U.S. private energy conserving technologies
 
trade and investment abroad and (equipment, processes and systems),
 
encourage private U.S. and U.S. consultants will bid for
 
participation in foreign project services.
 
assistance programs (including
 
use 	of private trade channels 
and 	the services of U.S.
 
private enterprise). 

9. 	FAA Sec. 612(b), 636(h); 
FY 1985 Continuing esolution 
Se. 507. Describe steps The project agreement will contain 
taken to assure that, to the a requirement for at least 25% 
maximum extent possible, the contribution from host country 
country is contributing local government and private sector 
currencies to meet the cost of sources. 
contractual and other services, 
and foreign currencies owned by 
the U.S. are utilized in lieu 
of dollars. 

10. 	FAA Sec. 612(d). hoes 
the U.S. own excess foreign 
currency of the country and, N/A 
if so, what arrangements have 
made for its release? 

11. 	FAA Sec. 601(e). Will the
 
project utilize competitive
 
selection procedures for the
 
awarding of contracts, except Yes
 
where applicable procurement
 
rules allow otherwise?
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'12. FY 1985 Continuing Resolution 
5.~ec. vbl -If assistance is 

fo thepr ny 
:S~plusonwrld arkts'-at' 
the ... the rsutheg
productlvo "capaclty becomes 
operative. andaIssuch 
assistance l ikely to cause 
slpstantial injury to U.S. 
producers ef the same, similar 
or competing commodity? 

-uction2.f. 

13. FAA 118(c) and (d). ."Does the.NA 

project comply witJ the onenvironmuental procedures set
forth in AID Regulation 16? 
[Joes the project or program
take intorconsideration the 
problem of the destruction of 
tropical forests? 

14. FAA 121 (d). If a Sahel 
project, has a determination 
been mnadeithat the host 
government has an adequate
systr- for accounting for and 
controlling receipt and 
expenditure of project funds 
(dollars or local currency
generated therefrom)? 

Yes 

N/A 

N/A 

15. FY 1985Contitijir' Resolution 
'Sec. 536. Is disbursement of 
ht--t-- -ance conditioned 

solely on the basis of the 
policies of any multilateral 
institution? 

N/A 

B. FUNDING CRITERIA FOR PROJECT 

1. Development Assistance 

Project Criteria 
. 

a. FAA Sec. 102(b), 1ll, 
113, 21 (a). Extent to 
which activity will 

(a) The project focuses on increased 
productivity in the industrial 
and commercial sectors of the 
economy. 



:~5 f, 4. paoes 

(a) effect.ively Avolve 
~pomv n..development, by
oextending access toeconomy.
Llocal level nceasing, 

at 

.the, 

7',77 .. ..4 e e o c o ea"v s :: . :.-

'abr,ntensiveproduction and 
the use of appropriate:. . .. . . - ."7 

investment-out frovcities to 
small towns Oanderruralsareas, 
and insuring wide participation 
of thepoor in the benefits of 
development on a sustained 
basis, using the appropriate
U.S. institutions; b help 
develop cooperatives, 

(b)'N/A 

especially by technical 
assistance, to assist rural and 
urban poor to help themselvestoward better life, and 
otherwise encourage democratic 
private and local governmental
institutions; (c) support the
self-help efforts of developing
countries; Wd promote the 
participation of-women inthe 

Project beneficiaries will 
share Project costs. 

(d) N/A 
national economies of 
developing countries and the 
impro' mont of women's status; 
and (e) utilize and encourage 
regional cooperation by
developing countries? 

(e) N/A, although there is a 
strong possbilityof this 
as a ripple effect. 

b. FAA Sec. 203, 103A, 104,
1 05, tec.o'Oes the project
fit the, riteria for the type
of fundsmfulnctional account)
being used?, Yes 
c. FAA Sec. 107. Is 
emphasis on use of appropriate
technology (relatively smaller,
cost-saving, labor-using
technologies that are generally
most apprb'priate for the small 
fams, small businesses, and 
.smal I. incomes 'of the poor)? 

Yes and N/A 

7...:
.
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d. FAA Sec. 110(a). Will
 
the recipient country provide 
at least 25% of the costs of Yes, i.ncludt host .ountry
the program, project, or government and private sector 
activity with respect to which contributions 
the assistance is to be 
furnished (or is the latter
 
cost-sharing requirement being
 
waived for a "relatively least
 
developed" country)? 

e. FAA Sec. 11O(b). Will
 
grant capital assistance be
 
disbursed for project over more
 
than 3 years? Ifso, has
 
Justification satisfactory to
 
Congress been made, and efforts
 
for other financing, or is the 
recipient country "relatively

least developed"? (M.O. 1232.1 N/A

defined a capital project as
 
"the construction, expansion,
equipping or alteration of a 
physical facility or facilities 
financed by AIU dollar 
assistance of not less than
 
$100,000, Including related 
adviso y, managerial and 
training services, and not
 
undertaken as part of a project
of a predominantly technical 
assistance character."
 

f. FAA Sec. 122(b). Does 
the activity give reasonable 
promise of contributing to the
 
development of economic
 
resources, or to the increase Yes
 
of productive capacities and 
self-sustaining economic growth?
 

g. FAA Sec. 281 (b). The project will contribute to in-
Describe extent to which creased productivity and, in turn, a 
program recognizes the more competitive market environment 
particular needs, desires, and and reduced foreign exchange loss

capacities of the people of the through importing oil. The project
country; utilizes the country's will draw heavily on Philippine
Intellectual resources to intellectual/technical resources 
encourage institutional and will make an important contri

bution to institutional development,

especially in the private sector. 
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development; and supports civil 
education and training in 
skills required for effective 
participation ingovernmental 
processes essential to 
sel f-government. 

2. Development Assistance ProJect 
Criteria (Loans Only) 

a. FAA Sec. 122(b).
Information and conclusion on 
capacity of the country to 
repay the loan, at a reasonable 
rate of interest. 

Available 

b. FAA Sec. 620(d). If 
assistance is for any
productive enterprise which 
will compete with U.S.
enterprises, is there an 
agreement by the recipient 
country to prevent export to 
the U.S. of more than 20% of 
the enterprise's annual 
production during the life of 
the loan? 

N/A 

3. Economi • Support Fund Project 
Criteria 

N/A 

a. FAA Sec. 531(a).
Will this assisrance promote 
economic or political
stability? To the extent 
possible, does it reflect the 
policy directions of FAA 
Section 102? 

b. FAA Sec. 531(c). Will 
assistance under this chapter
be used for military, or 
paramilitary activities? 
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c. FAA Sec. 534. Will ESF
 
funds be used to finance the
 
construction or the operation
 
or maintenance of, or the
 
supplying of fuel for, a
 
nuclear facility? If so, has
 
the President certified that 
such use of funds is
 
indispensable to non
proliferation objectives? 

d. FAA Sec. 609. If 
commodities are to be granted 
so that sale proceeds will 
accrue to the recipient
 
country, have Special Account 
(counterpart) arrangements been
 
made? 
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5C(3) - STANDARD ITEM CHECKLIST 

Listed below are the statutory items 
which normally will be covered
 
routinely inthose provisions of an
 
assistance agreement dealing with its
 
implementation, or covered inthe
 
agreement by imposing limits on certain
 
uses of funds.
 

These items are arranged under the
 
eneral headings of (A)Procurement,

B) Construction, and (C)Other
 

Restrictions.
 

A. Procurement
 

1.FAA Sec. 602. Are there
 
arrangements to permit U.S.
 
small business to participate Yes - Commodities
 
equitably inthe furnishing of
 
commodities and services
 
financed?
 

2. FAA Sec. 604(a). Wil all Procurement can be from the U.S.,

procu'Iment be from the U.S. 
 the Philippines and Code 941
 
except as otherwise determined countries.
 
by 	the President or under 
del,.gation from him?
 

3. 	FAA Sec. 604( t). Ifthe
 
cooperating country

discriminates against marine
 
insurance companies authorized
 
to do business in the U.S., Yes
 
will commodities be insured in
 
the United States against

marine risk with such a company?
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4. FM Sec. 604(e); ISDCA of 1980 
Sec. 705(a). Ifoffshore 
procurement of dgricultural
commodity or product is to be 
financed, is there provision 
against such procurement when
 
the domestic price of such 
commodity is less than parity?
(Exception where commodity 
financed could not reasonably

be 	procured in U.S.) 

5.FAA Sec. 6L204(. Will 
construction or engineering
services be procured from firms 
of countries otherwise eligible
under Code 941, but which have 

attained a competitive 
capability in international
 
markets in one or these areas? 

6. 	FAA Sec. b03. Is the shipping 
excludedf compliance with
requirement in section 901(b)
of the Merchant Marine Act of 
1936, as amended, that at least
 
50 	per centum of the gross
tonnaSe of commodities 
(computed separately for dry

bulk carriers, dry cargo

liners, and tankers) financed
 
shall be transporte on 
privately owned U.S. flag
conmercial vessels to the
 
extent that such vessels are
 
available at fair and 
reasonable rates?
 

7.FAA Sec. 621. Iftechnical
 
assistance is financed, will
 
such assistance be furnised by

private enterprise on a 

contract basis to the fullest
 
extent practicable? Ifthe
 
facilities of other Federal 

N/A
 

N/A
 

No
 

Yes 
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agencies will be utilized, are 
they particularly suitable, not 
competitive with private
enterprise, and made available 
without undue interference with 
domestic programs? 

N/A 

8. International Air Transport.
Fair Competitive Practices Act 
19/4. It air transportation 
of persons or property is 
financed on grant basis, will 
U.S. carriers be used to the 
extent such service is 
available? 

Yes 

9. FY 1985 Continuing Resolution 
Sec. 504. Ifthe U.S. 
Government isa party to a 
contract for procurement, does 
the contract contain a 
provision authorizing
termination of such contract 
for the convenience of the 
United States? 

Yes 

. Construction N/A 

1.FAA Sec. 601(d). Ifcapital 
(e.g., construction) project,
will U.S. engineer;ng and 
professional servics be used? 

2.FAA Sec. tl1(c). Ifcontracts 
for construction are to be 
financed, will they be let on a 
ompetitive basis to maximum 
extent practicable? 

3.FAA Sec. 620(k). Iffor 
construction of productive 
enterprise, will aggregate 
value of assistance to be 
furnished by the U.S. not 
exceed $100 million (except for 
productive enterprises in Egypt
that were described inthe CP)? 
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C. Uther Restrictions 

1. FAA Sec. 122(b). If 
development loan, is interest 
rate at least 2% per annum 
during grace period and at 
least .3%per annum thereafter? 

Yes 

2. FAA Sec. 301(d). If fund is 
establ ished solely by U.S. 
contributions and administered 
by an international 
organization, does Comptroller 
General have audit rights? 

N/A 

3. FAA Sec. 620(h). Do arrange
ments exist to insure that 
United States foreign aid is 
not used ina manner which, 
contrary to the best interests 
of the United States, promotes 
or assists the foreign aid 
projects or activities of the 
Communist-bloc countries? 

Yes 

4. Will arrangements preclude use 
of fi;,.ncing: 

a. FAA Sec. 104(f); FY 1985 
Continuing Resolution 
Sec. 525: (1)To pay for 
performance of abortions as a 
method of family planning or to 
motivate or coerce persons to 
practice abortions; (2)to pay
for performance of involuntary
sterilization as method of 
family planning, or to coerce 
or provide financial incentive 
to any person to undergo
sterilization; (3)to pay for 
any biomedical research which 
relates, inwhole or part, to 
methods or the performance of 
abortions or involuntary 
sterilizations as a means of 
family planning; (4)to lobby
for abortion? 

N/A 



'"''a*'~~~~~1 a ,t.aaa 

'~a~~ b. 'aFAA Sec. 620(g).a To 
compensateiowners for
 

,:" w -... expropried nationalized 


7a7aa. cn F S .6 . o prov de 
training ortadvi or provide 
any financial suppor for 

Rpolice$ risons, or otherlaw 
aenforcement forces, except for 

eprograms?'.,,:Tpnarcotics
d. FAA Sec. 662 For CIA 
ac ti se7 ese eYes 

e. FAA Sec. 636M. For

purchase,. sale, long-term 
lease, exchange or guaranty of 
the sale of motors vehicles' 
manufactured outside U.S.,
 
unless a waiver is obtained?
 

f. FY 1985 Continuing

Resoultion. Sec. 503. To pay
pesos ani!s retirement 

S cpay, oor adjusted service 
compensation for military
persc-inel? 

g. FY 1985. Continuing
 
Reso 505.ecU~
To pay
 

eueuej;toarrearages or 

dues?
 

h. FY 1985 Continuing
 
Resolution,Sec. 506. To., 

carry out provision of FAA 

section 209(d) (Transfer of FAA
 
funds to multilateral
 
organizations for lending)?
 

a i. FY 1985 Continuing 
Resolution, Sec. 51U. To 

r 	 faiance the exportof nuclear
 
equipment, fuel, o r technology 

or to train foreign nationals
 
in nuclear,,fields? 

j" FY 1985 Continuing 
Resolution, Sec. bll. Will 
assistance be pr~~vided for the
 
purpose of aidirj the efforts 

of the government of such 

country to repress the
 

'l3of 14 pages.: 
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Yes 

Yes 

. . 

. ..... a 

Yes 
a.s 

Yes 

Yes 
a 

Yes 
. "a. 

( 

Yes 
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a
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legitimate rights of the 
population of such country
contrary to the Univer3al 
Declaration of human Rights? 

k. FY 1985 Continuing 
Resolution, Sec. 515. To be 
used for publiclty or 
propaganda purposes within U.S. Yes 
not authorized by Congress? 
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10REPUBLIC O0 TE PHIU IN Anxi 
B .'-.NATIONAL ECONOMIUC AND DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 

N'7a;asig, Aber Avenue 
anig Metro Man&l' 

9 Cabk Addnw NEDAPHI L' 
P.O. Box'410. Greirhills 

FD Tls.673-50-31 to 50 

04 September 1984 

Mr. Frederick W. Schieck 
Director, USAID Mission 
M a n il a 

DIV AC 
OD ( Dear Mr. Schieck, 

PE 
PidL 

I wish to refer to the Project Paper for the Technology
Transfer for Energy lanagement Project. 

TD) 
EQ
"E.4. 

Following consultation with the Ministry of Energy, this
Office endorses tlv project paper subject to incorporation
of the changes indicated in the attached sheet. 

CS 
R 
0 

This Office also ,eby requests for a $10.0 million USAID 
assistance con''ist ng of $2.0 million grant and $8.0 million 
loan for the aforecited project. 

D, Sincerely yours, 

Miise of Eomi1'aing 
D E Director-General 

Enclosure: a/s 

A-., 
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U.S. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
 
Manila, Philippines
 

Ramon Magsaysay Center Building
 
1680 Roxas Boulevard, Manila Telephone: 521-5116
 

CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO SECTION 611 (e)

OF TIE FOREIGN ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1961, AS AMENDED
 

I,FREDERICK W. SCHIECK, the principal officer of the Agency for
 

International Development in the Philippines, having taken into account,
 

among other things, the maintenance and utilization of projects in the
 

Philippines previously financed or assisted by the United States, do
 

hereby cercify that in my judgment, the Philippines has both the
 

financial capability and the human resources to effectively maintain and
 

utilize the proposed Technology Transfer for Energy Management Project.
 

This judgment isbased upon the project analyses as detailed in the
 

Technology Transfer for Energy Management Project Paper and is subject to
 

the conditions imposed therein.
 

Frederic- W.- Schieck )

Director, USAID/Philippines
 

/ Vate 
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PHILIPPINE ENERGY SITUATION, GOP PROGRAMS
 
AND AID ENERGY STRATEGY
 

This Annex presents an overview of the Philippines' current energy situation
 
and highlights the key features of the strategy being implemented by the
 
Government of the Philippines (GOP) to reduce its dependency on oil imports.
 
Next, it relates the AID energy assistance strategy to the problems that the
 
country faces in developing its rural and modern sectors and finally, it
 
summarizes the specific AID/Philippines energy assistance initiatives.
 

A. The Energy Situation 

The Philippine energy situation is characterized by two factors. First, the
 
Philippines iscomposed of over 7,000 islands, 11 of which constitute 95% of
 
the total land mass. Thus, the country will always depend on dispersed and
 
small scale power generating systems on all but the largest islands. Second,
 
the Philippines remains a mainly agrarian society, with one-half of its labor
 
force engaged incrop growing and per capita energy consumption still
 
substantially below that of countries with similar income levels.
 

This section first reviews the current and prospective energy supply situation
 
in the Philippines. Next, it looks at sectoral energy demand. Then, it
 
briefly reviews the current institutional and organizational framework for the
 
energy sector. Finally, it places the Philippines' energy situation in
 
perspective.
 

1. Energy Supply
 

The Philippines is [.chly dependent on energy imports, primarily crude oil.
 
In 1983, these oil i,-dports represented almost 65% of its primary enerqy

requirements. Indigcncus energy sources accounted for about one-thiro of
 
primary energy requirements in 1983, although this share has grown
 
significantly in recent years (see Table Fl).
 

2. Energy Demand
 

In 1983, the industrial sector accounted for approximately 63% of total energy
 
consumption, including noncommercial energy and 57% of all commercial energy
 
use (see Tables F2 and F3). It is the largest consumer of oil, with 49% of
 
the total and by far the largest consumer of electricity with 64% of the total
 
(on a primary energy basis). Industrial oil consumption is summarized by
 
sector and firm size inTable F2. The table indicates that most Philippine

firms are relatively small oil consumers. For example, about one-half have a
 
total firm consumption of 2,500 KL/yr or less (which implies an annual oil
 
bill of $600,000/year or less).
 

In the transportation sector, there has been a dramatic shift since 1972 from
 
gasoline to diesel engines. The reasons for the shift are the higher fuel
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Table Fl 
Primary Energy Consumption, 1981-1983
 

(Inmillion barrels of oil equivalent (MBOE))
 

Percent of total
 

1981 1982 1983 1981 1982 1983
 

OT 	 68.53 68.20 68.19 73.3 71.4 69.2
 

Iported 67.16 65.25 63.54 71.9 68.4 64.5 
ocal 1.37 .195 4.65 1.4 3.0 4.7 

Nn-mil 	 24,94 27.26 30.28 26.7 28,6 30.8 

Tromrc ial 

Coal 	 0.9 1,. 11 3.54 1.9 1.2 3.6 
Geothermal 4.75 6.25 7.03 5.1 6.5 7.1 

Renewabl e 

Nonconventlonal 0.34 0.08- 0.07 0.4 0.1 G.1
 
Iydro 6.38 6.65 5.12 6.8 7.0 5.2
 

Agro-Indutri al
 
Waste 6.34 5.82 9.05 6.8 6.1 9.2
 
Bagasse 6.22 7.35 5.47 6.7 7.7 
 5.6
 

Total 	 93.47 95.46 98.47 1.00.0 100.0 100.0 

Source: Bureau of Energy Utilization.. 

Nate-	 Reliable data on traditional fuels (fuelwood and charcoal) are not 
available. 



Table F2 
1963 Sectoral Distribution of Primary Energy Use 

(Tnousand Barrels of Fuel Oil Equivalent) 

Sector 

Irdustrial 2 / 

Transport 

Commercial and 
Residential 

Oil 

23,674 
21,763 

2,862-

Coal 

3,538 
-

Norcon-
ventional 

-

65 

Bagasse 

4,959 
-

-

Agro-Waste 

8,998 
-

-

Elec
tricity A/ 

20,932 
-

11,681 

Total 

62,101 
21,763 

14 606 

Total 48,299 3,538 65 4,959 8,998 32,613 98,472 

Source: Based on data from Ministry of Energy.
Energy losses in electric power gereration are allocated to 
end-use sectors on a pro rata basis. 

I/ Includirg hydro and geothermal.
Z/ Includes agriculture. 

-JCf-'-n 

a') 
mn 



Table F3 
Industrial 011 Consumption (1980) 

Estimated 
consumption Estimated Percent of totalNumber of companies having annual consumption between: (KL/yr) of reportingp.u- .o- a.i- iU.I- a.1- ou.u- iuu.u- over 1980 sector sector consLurptioncumpanit consumption represented by report-
Sector 2.5 
 5.0 10.0 25.0 50.0 100.0 250.0 250.0 Total L) .I 
 (KL) Ing companies
 

Power generation 3 6 3 6 3 1 1 4 27 2.709,047 2.713,812 99.8
Minnn 
 8 1 2 5 2 
 1 -- 2 21 1.389,011 1,393.635
Petroleum refining 9g.?
..-- -- -- 1 2 1 4 648,243 648.243 100.0Cement 
 I -- 2 5 8 2 .. 18 534.558 534,558Paper processlng 5 4 3 IGO.O
2 .. .. 1 -- 15 237,461 254,241 93.4Construction 
 14 9 
 1 1 1 .. -- 26 126.295 228.801
Loggfng/waod products 27 9 5 2 55.2
 
.. .. .-- . 43 137,689 222.123 62.0
Sugar 20 2 3 
 2 .. .. .-- . 27 164,185 185.553 88.5
Coconut and vegetable oil 12 3 5 
 1 .. .. .-- . 20 95,194 163,134 58.4
Textile mills 
 20 8 -- .. . -. . 29 131.672 149.460 88.1Steel 9 4 3 2 1 .. .-- . 19 102.651 124.656Glass manufacturing 4 3 1 1 82.3
 
.. .. .. 
 .. 9 03.581
Food processing 10 3 4 --

111,618 74.9
1 .. .. 18 220.132 2 99.534 221.2
ChemicAls 
 13 4 1 -.. .. .. .. .. 18 64.399 g.se4 70.3
Ceramics 
 10 2 -- --.. .. ... 
 12 36.285 2 32.436Rubbt; and tires 111.91 1 2 -- 4 16,560 28.461 
 58.2
Tobi.cco 
 I - I -- .. . .. 2 12,537 14,310 86.2
Fertilizer 
 -- I -- -- -- . 2 32,199 78.705 
 40.9
 

Total 158 60 36 28 15 5 4 
 7 315 6.741,499 7,074.864 
 94.6
 
Percent of industry 

79.07 82.97

Percent of country 53.03 55.60 b 

Source: Bureau of Energy Utilization

1All firs having consumption ot 1,000 KL/yr or greater are required to report consumption to the Bureau of Energy Utilization.2Data include consumption of plants belonging to other sectors but not identified in the company reports. 
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mileage achieved by diesel engines and government policies that heavily tax
 
gasoline but not diesel fuel. Between 1972 and 1980, the population of cars,
 
jeepneys, buses and trucks nearly doubled, and the share of diesel-powered
 
vehicles increased from 11.2% to 17.5%. The shift to diesel engines explains
 
energy demand's low growth rate in the transportation sector--l.3% annually
 
between 1973 and 1978.
 

The commercial sector relies overwhelmingly (almost 90%) on electricity. Air
 
conditioning accounts for about 40% of electricity use, air handling for 27%,
 
and lighting, elevators, equipment, and other uses for the remainder. There
 
is little possibility of reducing electricity's share of commercial sector
 
energy use, but there is significant potential for reducing the total
 
electricity demand through proper building design, new technologies, and
 
maintenance of electricity-using equipment.
 

Most Filipino households still rely largely on noncommercial fuels firewood,
 
charcoal, coconut wastes. The nature of residential energy use is poorly

documented and rapidly changing, however, because of the government's
 
aggressive plan to achieve 100% electrification throughout the residential
 
sector by 1987. Under this plan, the proportion of households supplied with
 
electricity has grown from an estimated 28% in 1973 to about 53% in 1982.
 

Despite the rapid growth of commercial energy consumption in the past two
 
decades, pir capita energy consumption in the Philippines is still estimated
 
to be 20% to 40% below the consumption of countries with similar income
 
levels.!!. Thus, there is scope for major increases in energy demand, which
 
could severely strain the economic and political structures of the country.
 

3. Institutionrl Setting
 

One of the government's major responses to the energy problems of the 1970s
 
has been to consolidate and strengthen the institutional and organizational
 
framework of the energy sector. The Ministry of Energy (MOE) was created in
 
1977 to formulate and implement government policies, plans, and programs on
 
energy resource development. Two MOE bureaus have specific tasks: the Bureau
 
of Energy Development is responsible for the development of the country's
 
energy resources; and the Bureau of Energy Utilization (BEU) formulates and
 

1/ These statistics must be used with care. For example, a 1978 household
 
survey indicated that nonconventional energy consumption might be 100%
 
greater than estimated in official statistics. Furthermore, an overvalued
 
exchange rate has inflated dollar per capita incomes over the last decade
 
so the correct comcarison might be with countries of lower per capita
 
incomes.
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implements the country's energy conservation programs, collects and interprets

energy statistics, and regulates certain energy-related activities. To
promote policy coordination and integration with sectoral programs, several
 
agencies and organizations have been attached to the Ministry, including the
Philippine National Oil 
Company (PNOC), the National Power Corporation 8NPC),

the National Coal Authority, the Philippine National Alcohol Conmission, and

the Emergency Petroleum Operations Board. The rural electrification program

is the responsibility of an autonomous agency the National Electrification
 
Administration which receives general policy guidance from the Ministry of
 
Human Settlements.
 

The GOP relies on the private sector for high technology in aroas such as
offshore petroleum exploration and development. At present, the private
sector is Invulved in the exploration and production of oil, coal, uranium,

and geothermal energy as well 
as the development of nonconventional energy

resources. The government, however, controls all electricity production.
 

4. Magnitude of the Problem
 

The Philippines is estimated to have consumed the equivalent of 98.5 million

barrels of oil 
in 1983 of which 63.5 million barrels were imported oil. The
 
Philippine oil import bill was $2.1 billion in 1982, and despite a 
13.20

increase in the volume of oil imports in 1983, the oil bill for that year was
 
still about $2.1 billion due to a decrease in crude oil price from $34/bbl. 
to
 
about $29/bbl.
 

Until 1972, oil imports never accounted for more than 12' of total imports.

By 1983, they accountec for 26'. Consequently, the country had to allocate
 
nearly 42% of its 1983 xpvrt earnings to pay the fuel bill (see Table F4).

Previously, the Philippi,-cs had little trouble obtaining sufficient financing
 
.or its imports, which exceeded its exports. However, the picture changed

dramatically when a commercial debt moratorium was declared on Octcber 17,
1983. Now, financing for imports is not only costly but difficult to obtain.
 

The fundamental energy problem facing the Philippines now is how to finance
 
investment programs that will 
reduce the country's oil dependence while
 
maintaining essential levels of oil imports for immediate needs. 
 Given the
 
present severe shortage of foreign exchange, the country can ill afford
 
increased oil imports. 
Thus, any increases in energy use, which a resurgence

in the country's eceinomic growth implies, must come from domestic resources or
 
must be offset by greater efficiency in the overall use of energy.
 



Table F4 
Balance of Trade and Ol Importation 

(CIF in million -JS $) 

Total exports 

Total Imports 

Balance of trade 
011 imports 

011 imports as % 
of total imports 

1973 

2.097 

1.790 

307 
231 

12.9 

1974 

2971 

3,468 

(497) 
681 

19.6 

1975 

2,608 

3,776 

(1,168) 
833 

22.1 

1976 

2.964 

3,953 

(989) 
917 

23.2 

1977 

3,739 

4,270 

(531) 
1,040 

24.4 

1978 

3.946 

5,143 

(1.197) 
1,034 

20.1 

1979 

5.291 

6,613 

(1,322) 
1,.97 

24.1 

1980 

6,555 

8,295 

(1,740) 
2.516 

30.3 

1981 

6,557 

8.475 

(1.908) 
2,534 

29.9 

1982 

5.830 

8.263 

(2,433) 
2,151 

26.0 

1983 

5.005 

7,487 

(2.482) 
2,116 

28.3 

Sources: Economic Research - International, Central Bank; BEU 

-a -

U,n*I 

"C, 
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B. The Philippine Energy Program
 

Given the importance of the energy sector to the country's development

prospects, the government has made energy planning a key element of its 
development planning since the early 1970s. To formulate a comprehensive
 
energy resource development and use policy and program, the GOP established a
 
National Energy Plan which is reviewed and updated periodically. Inthe
 
1983-1987 Five-Year Plan, the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is targeted by the
 
GOP to grow by 1.4% annually. Energy consumption is expected to grow by 2%
 
annually (see Table F5). This slower growth rate will be consistent with the
 
sluggish growth in industrial output over the same period. Although total
 
energy consumption is expected to rise between 1983 and 1987, imported oil's
 
share of that consumption will decrease from 64.5% to 40%. This is in line
 
with the energy program thrusts directed towards increased use of non-oil
 
energy sources, as crude oil remains prohibitive for the economic system. In
 
comparison, from 1978 to 1982, energy consumption grew by 1.8€ annually, (down

from 3.7% annually in the 1973-80 period) despite an annual GDP growth rate of
 
5.1%. Much of this reduction in energy growth is believed to be due to the
 
GOP's policy, instituted in 1980, of passing on most price increases to
 
consumers. The Five-Year Plan growth rate reflects the pressure of
 
urbanization and industrialization and an aggressive electrification program.

Moreover, future conservation efforts will be more costly, as many of the
 
inexpensive efficiency improvements are expected to have been made, and thus
 
fewer will be implemented. Although total energy consumption is expected to
 
rise between 1983 and 1987, imported oil's share of that consumptiun will
 
decrease. The GOP seeks to reduce oil imports by more than 5% annually to
 
shrink the share from n-early 61% to 38%. Recent economic developme'nts

indicate, however, that real GDP growth during this periou will be
 
considerably less than targeted. Consequently, the growth in energy
 
consumpticn is likely to be lower than expected.
 

Under the Philippine Structural Adjustment Program of the World Bank,

initiated in 1980, the government is currently reviewing its policies and
 
investments in the energy sector. An action program is expected to be
 
formulated to adjust the structure of power tariffs and to make appropriate
 
changes in retail and ex-refinery petroleum product prices. The Program's
 
success will be strongly influenced, particularly in the near-term, by the
 
country's economic situation. This section briefly summarizes the
 
government's most recently published resource development and supply policies
 
and its energy demand management policies, including pricing. Then it
 
discusses the policies' accomplishments to date and some of the remaining
 
chal 1enges.
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Table F5 
Primary Energy Consumption, 1983 and 1987 
(InMillion Barrels of Oil Equivalent) 

A. Oil 


1. Imported 

2. Domestic 


B. Non-oil
 

1. Commercial
 

a. Nuclear 

b. Coal 


Imported 

Domestic 


c. Geothermal 


2. Renewable
 

a. Nonconventional 

b. Hydro 
c. Agrowaste 

d. Bagasse 


Total 


Target 
Actual for 
1983 1987 

68.19 46.41 

63.54 42.63 
4.65 3.78 

- 6.07 
3.54 11.77 

2.63 10.62 
0.91 1.15 

7.03 10.51 

0.07 1.43 
5.12 13.88 
9.05 9.95 
5.47 6.37 

98.47 106.39 

Compounded
 
annual growth
 

rate (%)
 
1983-87
 

(9.2)
 

(9.5)
 
(5.1)
 

-
35.0
 

41.8
 
6.0
 

10.6
 

112.6
 
28.3
 
2.4
 
3.9
 

2.0
 

Source: Energy Targets for NEDA's Update of its 5-Year Plan.
 

/'
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1. 	Resource Development and Supply Policy
 

To achieve a reduction in oil imports, the government has articulated an
 
aggressive domestic energy resource development program. Between 1983 and
 
1987, coal production is targeted to grow by 35, annually, hydro power by

about 28%, geothermal by ll%, and nonconventional energy supply by I12.6% (see

Table F5). 
 However, it is not certain that sufficient investment resources
 
will be available to achieve these goals.
 

The major elements of the Philippine resource development and supply policy
 
are:
 

o Diversification of the origins of petroleum supply including the
 
intensification of domestic oil and gas exploration programs.
 

o Accelerated diversification to alternative sources of energy, with 
emphasis on indigenously abundant and renewable forms. The
 
Energy Development Program places major emphasis on coal, which is
 
expected to become the country's second largest energy source, after
 
oil, by 1987.
 

o 
 Establishment of a logistical support infrastructure to enable
 
efficient handling, storage, distribution and marketing of traditional
 
and new energy sources, particularly coal.
 

o 
 Widespread application of appropriate decentralized energy
 
technologies for use in rural 
areas. These technologies will be based
 
on dendro-thermal, minihydro, and fuelwood/charcoal energy sources.
 

o 	 Establishment f adequate energy stockpiles to protect against

possible supp'l, disruptions.
 

o 	 Promotion of research and development of indigenous energy sources,

particularly those that are rural-based, renewable, and compatible
 
with countryside needs.
 

2. 	Demand Management Policy
 

The 	GOP strategy on energy consumption iscontained in the following policies:
 

o The use of fiscal measures to reflect the real economic and social
 
costs of energy while taking account of political timing sensitivities.
 

o 	 Government rationalization of supply in times of emergency; the power
industry has resorted to load suppression and rotation in the past,
and the petroleum industry has used fuel allocation and rationing in
 
emergencies.
 

o Direct governmen intervention to accelerate development of certain
 
markets for no.-uil fuels, e.g., fuel substitution using indigenous
 
coal and renewable resources.
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o 	 Institutionalization of energy conservation in the industry,
 
transportation, and commercial sectors through regulations requiring
 
energy managers in major energy-consuming facilities, through free
 
industry energy audits, through the development of energy performance

standards, and through the provision of energy conservation training
 
programs.
 

o 
 Incentives for use of energy conservation technologies, including a
 
10% tax credit on local content and a 50% or 100% forgiveness of
 
import duties and taxes, depending on the innovativeness of the
 
technology.
 

3. 	Accomplishments and Challenges
 

The success of the country's resource development and energy demand management
 
policies is indicated by the following achievements:
 

o 	The ratio of total energy consumption to gross national product has
 
declined by as much as 14% since 1973 (see Table F6).
 

o 
 Non-oil energy has increased its share of total energy consumption

from an estimated 8% in 1973 to 31% in 1983. In the same period,

domestic energy (including agro-waste) increased its share of total
 
energy consumption from an estimated 8% to 35%. Dependence on
 
imported oil decreased from 92% in 1973 to 65% in 1983. The coal
 
conversion program aims to increase coal consumption from 1.11 million
 
barrels of oil equivalent (MMBOE) in 1982 to 3.54 MMBOE in 1983.
 
Geothermal power, which began large-scale commercial production in
 
1979, already ranks as the fourth largest source of energy.
 

o The government has generally moved quickly to adjust domestic fuel

prices in line with changing world oil prices. It has also imposed

selective taxes to further discourage oil consumption (e.g., the land,
 
air, and water transport taxes). Since 1973, the weighted average

price of petroleum products has registered a sevenfold increase.
 

o 	 Energy savings ranging from 1 to 15% have been reported by

205 industrial and commercial establishments being monitored by the
 
BEU.
 

Although the GOP has been praised for its energy program by international
 
energy authorities, multilateral banks, and bilateral assistance agencies,
 
much remains to be accomplished.
 

Energy conservation investments present the GOP with one of the quickest and
 
cheapest opportunities for relieving the foreign exchange problem. This
 
potential, however, has not yet been tapped on a large-scale basis. The most
 
important constraints appear to be: management's requirement for very short
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Table F6
 
Ratio of Total Energy Consumption to Gross National Product 

GNP at Total energy Total
 
1972 prices consumption energy per GNP 

Year (inNP) (inMBOE) (inBBL/PlOOO)
 

1973 60,881 69,790 1.146
 
1974 64,735 75,185 1.161
 
1975 68,530 79,352 1.158
 
1976 72,718 83,878 1.153
 
1977 77,162 89,731 1.163
 
1978 81,995 94,135 1.148
 
1979 88,736 97,420 1.098
 
1980 92,597 96,875 1.046
 
1961 96,070 93,474 0.973
 
1982 98,679 95,462 0.967
 
1983 100,043 98,472 0.984
 

paybacks (particularly given the current unsettled economic situation);

management's lack of understanding of potential savings and the resultant 
absence of consistent rressure by top management to ensure implementation of
 
conservation opportunities; a lack of reliable technical information and
 
support on energy conservation technologies; and a lack of expertise required
 
to evaluate, design, install, and operate the technologies. Inaddition, 
major energy conservation investments are difficult to finance, for several 
reasons: financial institutions are unable to properly evaluate the economic 
performances of technologies; it is difficult to obtain foreign exchange to 
finance the foreign portion of the investment (since many of the energy 
conservation technologies must be imported at present); and there is a lack of 
alternative capital investment vehicles such as shared-savings ventures. 

In the power sector, the level and structure of both wholesale and retail
 
tariffs need revision. The current tariffs are inconsistent with the
 
government's stated objective that prices reflect the real economic and sccial 
costs of energy. Without adjusting the tariffs (primarily increasing them),
it is likely that the National Power Corporation will be unable to meet its 
investment program which accounts for more than one-half of the country's
 
energy investments in this decade. Presently, the country is in the process

of developing an electric power rate structure to meet World Bank lending

requirements. This new structure may resolve these inconsistencies.
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The country's conventional and renewable energy resource development programs

require substantial inveztments. Unfortunately, the current economic and
 
political problems are likely to slow down many of these programs until the
 
country is able to establish its credit rating with international lending

institutions. In addition, the government needs to concentrate on encouraging
 
the private sector to participate in developing and disseminating information
 
on nonconventional energy applications.
 

Other sectoral problems include: overcentralization of decision making and
 
program design; a shortage of well-trained or experienced middle managers;
 
interagency jealousy that impairs information transfer and cooperation; a lack
 
of familiarity with appropriateness of many technologies to the Philippine
 
situation; weakness in disseminating technical information (both technologies

and systems management) to end users; and difficulties in balancing energy

demand and supply, particularly in the coal sector.
 

C. The AID Assistance Strategy in Energy
 

USAID's overall assistance strategy in the Philippines is to foster sustained
 
and more productive employment for the rural poor to reduce poverty. Help in
 
increasing energy availability and production in rural areas at reduced costs
 
will be a factor in alleviating rural poverty, The modern sectorl! commands
 
a substantial portion 3f direct and indirect oil resources ana thus the
 
financial resources needed to pay for the oil. Assistance in reducing the
 
modern sector's need for oil-related resources will free up financial
 
resources that can be used in rural development and thus increase employment

in rural areas.
 

The USAID strategy is to assist the Philippines in meeting its objectives of
 
making energy more available and more affordable. The strategy has two
 
elements: a rural sector energy strategy and a modern sector energy strategy.
 

1. The Rural Sector Energy Strategy
 

In the rural sector, shortages of conventional fossil fuels continue to have
 
an immediate adverse impact on food production costs and on the lives of the
 
poor, thus diminishing the prospects for increasing food production and
 
alleviating rural poverty. It isbecoming increasingly clear that alternative
 
energy technologies and systems, based on renewable resources, s-ill be key to
 

1/ The modern sector is composed of those firms or groups in the economy that
 
provide goods and services using equipment and processes comparable to
 
those in the major developed countries. The moaern sector covers such
 
activities as manufacturing, commercial establishments (e.g., hotels,
 
department stores, office buildings), transportation, and electricity
 
generation and trarismission. The modern sector includes firms of all
 
sizes.
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the 	development of the rural sector. Such development seeks to improve
employment and income levels, productivity, health standards, and living
conditions. In the rural sector, however, the demand for wood and charcoal is 
outstripping natural regrowth and reforestation efforts, resulting in 
deforestation, soil erosion, reduced upland water storage capacity, and
 
siltation of reservoirs and coastal waters. Thus, care must be taken that 
development of renewable resources such as wood does not worsen this problem. 

Four projects have been initiated under the rural sector energy strategy. The 
purpose of the Nonconventional Energy Development Project, which was started
 
in 1978, is to identify, field test, and evaluate nonconventional energy 
technologies that could be adapted and dpplied in the Philippine rural
 
sector. Eleven technology subprojects were completed or are being
 
implemented. Two others have been approved to begin by January 1984 and two
 
more were expected to start by February 1984. The project is funded at
 
$7.1 million.
 

The second project under the rural sector energy strategy is the Rural Energy 
Development Project, which is composed of three components. The Wood-fired 
power pants component calls for the construction of three 5 MW wood-fired 
power plants, together with the development of the tree farms an related 
facilities needed to fuel the plants. The plants will be operational in early 
1986. The second component, gasiflers for irrigation, seeks to help convert
 
diesel engine pump sets to producer gas/diesel fuel operations at 495
 
irrigation installations. Gasifiers have been installed at 125 sites already;
 
approximately 200 units will be installed in the next 12 months. The third
 
component is the charcoal production project. Its objective is t6 produce
 
readily available charcoal for industrial, commercial, and household use,
 
primarily in rural areas. The program includes the development of 19,500
 
hectares of tree farms, the construction of road networks, and the
 
znstructia. of 575 charcoal kilns. Twenty-one tree farms (2,000 hectares)


have been started. Pending an amendment under preparation, the project will be
 
funded with $38 million in economic support funds.
 

The National Energy Plan focuses on two critical factors for controlling this 
sector's demand: first, the ability to develop the country's coal resources 
ana to substitute coal for oil use in the industrial and power sectors and, 
second, the ability to control energy demand and thus limit per capita oil 
consumption to less than one barrel by 1987.1/ USAID's strategy in this 
sector supports the National Energy Plan with three projects. 

l/ 	In 1980, per capita oil consumption was 1.5 barrels; in 1983, it was
 
estimated to be 1.25 barrels.
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The purpose of the Energy Technology for Fisheries Project, which is scheduled 
to start in late FY194, is to increase the income and socioeconomic security 
of municipal fishermen. The project will introduce improved production 
methods and handling practices while using biomass energy to reduce costly
fossil fuel consumption and reliance on outside fuel sources. The project 
will be DA funded at $9.8 nillion. 

2. The Modern Sector Energy Strategy
 

The modern sector of the Philippines is the principal consumer of imported

fuels and electricity, accounting for approximately 90% of the nation's total
 
commercial energy consumptioq.
 

The Managing Energy and Resource Efficient Cities (MEREC) pilot project is an
 
attempt to reduce energy and resource consumption in rapidly growing cities
 
through better planning. During the first phase of the project, which started
 
in 1981, an energy and resource conserving strategy was developed for Tacloban
 
City, Leyte. The purpose of the second phase is to demonstrate the
 
effectiveness of the MEREC strategy to other Philippiie cities. This project
 
is centrally funded at $350,000 (S&T Bureau).
 

The purpose of the Technology Transfer for Energy Management project, which is
 
the subject of this Project Paper, is: to promote and accelerate the adoption

of energy er-icient technologies, equipment, proCesses and improved management
 
systems by the modern sector; and to improve the institutional capabilities of
 
the government and private-sector groups to implement energy conservation
 
initiatives. The project will be DA funded inFY 1984 at $10.0 million,
 

The Rural Energy Technical Assistance Project provides technicai consultants,
 
field research and skills training in support of the Rural Energy Development

Projet:L. Te project is funded with $2 million in economi(; support funds.
 
Finally, the Technical Assistance in Coal Development project, which is also
 
in the preparation state, is designed to accelerate coal development from
 
extraction and preparation to logistics and conversion. The project's primary

focus will be to provide technical assistance to ensure proper timing between
 
supply availability and coal demand. This project iscentrally funded at
 
$2.8 million.
 

3. Training
 

Each of the USAID projects contains a training component which promotes

institutional development and skills training. The kind of training and level
 
of effort is tailored to project goals and beneficiaryneeds. Inaddition, the
 
USAID has made and will continue to make considerable use of centrally funded
 
training projects in the areas of energy planning and management, resource
 
(coal and oil) exploration, development and management, alternative energy
 
systems development, ccnservation, electricity systems management, and
 
financial management inenergy production and use.
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SELECTION OF TTEM SUBPROJECT TARGETS
 

This Annex describes the selection of an initial set of energy technology
demonstration subprojects and their demonstration targets for the Technology
Transfer for Energy Management (TTEM) Project. The following sections present 
the general guidelines, constraints, and assumptions that apply to the
 
selection process, and summarize the subproject technologies. The Annex also
 
presents detailed descriptions, cost and benefit estimates, and subproject

demonstration requirements for each technology. 

A. General Guidelines, Constraints, and Assumptions
 

This section summarizes the general guidelines, constraints, and assumptions
 
with respect to target sectors, project financing, user priorities, and GOP
 
priorities that were taken into account in selecting demonstration targets.
 

1. Target Sectors 

The TTEM project seeks to reduce energy use, particularly imported petroleum,

in the industrial, commercial, and transportation sectors. The electric
 
utility sector was not addressed because it is the focus of other studies and
 
financing programs by organizations such as the World Bank and the Asian
 
Development Bink, and because the funding available to the project
 
($10 million) was not enough to effectively address its problems. The
 
agricultural sector was not included because it is addressed in other
 
USAID-funded projects as well as in projects of other international aid
 
organizations.
 

In the industrial, ccimnercial, and transportation sectors, no effort is being

made initiallv to strictly target small- and medium-scale Philippine

enterprises to the exclusion of larger energy users, because the GOP wishes to
 
encourage the maximum energy conservation as quickly as possible. Although a
 
recent ADB project involving .industrial energy audits and training was aimed
 
at large consumers, it by no means filled the full need for conservation in
 
this group of industries; on the contrary, it produced tangible evidence of
 
the need for financing assistance and produced information on a number of 
promising conservation measures that can be implemented through the TTEM
 
project. Small- and medium-scale enterprises will, however, benefit most from 
demonstration activities, as they are more likely to need the information and 
training that are part of the demonstration than are large enterprises.
 

Finally, in its initial phase, the project will focus on the industrial and
 
commercial sectors. The subprojects suggested for the transportation sector
 
are not considered suitable for the initial phase because: they require
 
significant research and development (such as lightweight vehicles or more
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efficient motors); they have already been demonstrated; the reasons for
theirlack of use stem from economic and similar problems that cannot be
resolved by a simple demonstration (such as coco-diesel and alcogas motorfuels); or the costs of a full-scale demonstration are beyond the project's
resources (such as major mass-transit system modifications). 

2. Project Financing 

The TTE project has total funding of $10 million, of which $7.66 million is

available for loans and grants to stimulate energy conservation investments.
 
Compared with the total energy conservation investment needs of Philippine

energy users, the funding level is relatively low. For example, a recent

study sponsored by the Ministry of Energy's Bureau of Energy Utilization (BEU)and the Asian Development Bank (ADB) on the energy conservation potential inthe industrial sector indicated that potential energy conservation investmentrequirements were nearly $1.2 billion, exclusive of major plant modifications 
to make industrial processes more energy-efficient (See Table GI). Thus, the

project must focus on identifying and demonstrating high-payoff technologies

and then stimulating users and financing institutions to finance and implement

that technology with their own funds or funds provided by other international
 
aid organizations such as the ADB or the World Bank.
 

Because of its limited funding, the project will focus initally on relatively

low-cost technologies with total installed costs of less than $200,000. This
limitation will rule out major boiler conversions, medium and large
cogeneration systems, and major process changes. 
 However, many technologies

that have the potential to significantly reduce Philippine industrial- and

commercial-sector energy consumption will qualify for consideration. In
addition, users will be expected to fund a significant portion of the
installed cost themselves (25% or more). Inthis way, the project will be

-le to fund more subprojects and ensure that users have a significant
rinancial interest in the subproject's success. Subproject loans will be
 
channeled through participating private banks to give them experience in

financing energy conservation efforts, develop their understanding of the
technologies' role inconservation, and to encourage them to make more of

their own funds available for this purpose.
 

TTEM subprojects will not only demonstrate energy conservation technologies,

but will also demonstrate new financing vehicles for these technologies. For

example, the loan repayments can be set at a fraction of the actual savings

until the principal and accrued interest are paid off, which guarantees that
 
the user realizes immediate savings. Alternatively, Philippine venture 
capitalists might raise the money for the technology, install it,and operate
it. The user would pay them a fee based on use, and the venture group would 
guarantee the user a net reduction in overall energy costs. 
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Table GIEnergy Conservation Savings Potential 	 e 

nal-on 
Conservation Measures ($Millions ) ($Millions) 

-Anua l--Natjo, Na o. 
. . 

A., 	Industrial Boilers
 
I,. Combustion con rol 51.3 
 '20.8 

2. 	Flash steam-,condensate 

reoeyeooies9.7 27.00
3.Insulation, 	 steam 16.0p9.

repair leaks 	 1. . 
Fuel switching (oil to
 
coal),, 	 42.0 142.0
 

5. Fuel'switching (oil to
 
waste) 53.0 156.0
 

Subtotal 	 172.0 354.8
 

B. Utilit Sector ~
 
.T BOi Ier/turbogenerators
 

upgrade 	 36.0 55.0 
2. Turbogenerators: achieve 

desitjifi Ieat rates . 35.0 0.2 
3. 	Combustion control 3.6 0.6
 

Subtota 1 	 74.6 55.8 

C. 	Heaters including uncs 
Ti ns ders 
1. 	Combustion control 27.8 
 0.3
 
2..-? High temperature heat
 

recovery -recuperators,

heat exchanges 21.0 60.0
3. 	Low temperature heat
 

recovery-waste heat
 
boilers, lowtemperature:
 
heat exchanges 	 0.4 0.4
 

Subtotal 	 49.2 60.7
 

D. 	 Electric Enerqy 
11.1Cogeneration 	 127.0 730.0
 
2. Self generation-diesel,
 

steam, electric ener'y use 70.0 
 3.0
 

Subtotal 	 197.01 733.0
 

Grandtotal 	 492.0 1,204.0
 

TSource: 
p 	 . .F" . . , '; "~ BEU/ADB 

k.. 'r ... . . .. . . ..- . .. . . . .s 


"r ' " . ... ' ' ...- . O U'e
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To encourage, pa~tticipation, the ntet loan terms: to, -the user would, be', set.slightly 1lower/Ithan current markt term, 'in order to compensate Athe users forcosts" associated with-monittbr1 n' sit iiti onf! obevrInomto 
, 

_____n dismnain requ ireuen t, and. risk.- At prset, arket :rates for straight
n-- "224rn~ 5V(pendi ngonth-teri0) I*~ ll~~eat 181.": The Iengthft, eTEla~wl~ :6F-'lfraUo 5ears,'

compared the IlIessathan 1year usual ly,aVailbe loans -witha Iobe'Frwih:reIpayme nts r'ti ed .a'to s'avings3 'the rate will be 5%higher to cover theIincrealsedrisk to-the lenders 'and the term will be variable 'depending on the actualsavings. "The loan principal and inter-est repa)1uents (or '"reflowsu) will bereinvested in additional energy conservation loans, grants, studies, and 
tainilng programs. 

The Asian Development Bank has indicated that it is interested in making up toa"lOmillionavailable for energy conservation investments ma the Philippines,if aa way can be found toprovide the money in a single loan and ensure-that itIs'tIsed effectively. The TTEI'tproject offers a vehicle for such arloan, as it'provides technical evaluations and a loan fund with established channelscomercial banks. The TTEM project could evolve' similarly to the 
to 

Industrial
-Guarantee and Loan Fund -(IGLF), which was established inthe Philippines by
SADto finance industrial development and received a substantial increase in
funding from the World' Bank. a 

a User Priorities
 

Discussaions with energy users, equipment vendors, 
 service finns, and 'financinginstitutions have identified several factors that will affect the design of 
a the;TTEM demonstrations. 
 First, the major constraint to energy conservation


investments isa financidi one. 
 Inthe current economic crisis, loan
7funds -- partIcularly foreign exchange--are often not available to other thanthe most creditworthy firms. When funds are available, t~iey bear high
.1rost ratcs. Borrowers are particularly. reluctant to take on foreign
exchange debt because of the risk of a major currency devaluation. Thus,
energy conservation investments must pay off very quickly, preferably, in ayear or less. Review of 66 energy conservation investments made by the food
industry provided by BEU showed that 83% had paybacks of I year or less, andonly 4 had paybacks greater than 2 years. 
A second constraint isan institutional one. 
 Senior Philippine executives are
reluctant to invest inenergy conservation because' they do not understand thetechnologies, they do not'believe that their personnel can properly evaluate,install, operate, and maintain thesystemns, and they do not'believe cost andsavings estimates provided' by' vendors. 
 Thus, they view energy conservation as
 acomnparatively "rsky" investment, and do not give energy matters the
 
required attention.
 

1 
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A final constraint is a technical one. Many energy-conserving technologies
 
are not used because of a lack of awareness of them or the inability of plant
personnel to properly evaluate system costs and benefits or properly operate

and maintain the technologies. In some cases, vendors cannot provide the 
performance information needed, or the reliability of their data is 
questioned. If a system isinstalled, .,nitoringequipment may not be 
available to inform management of the improvement in performance. 

Inlight of these constraints, energy users give highest priorities to
 
conservation investments with quick paybacks, adequate accompanying technical
 
assistance and training, and clear evidence of technical viability. The TTEM
 
project will provide all three.
 

GOP Priorities
 

The major priority of the GOP isto reduce energy imports and thus save
 
foreign exchange. There islittle concern about where the savings come from; 
thus, TTEM funds need not be targeted on small- and medium industry, rural
 
areas, or specific energy-consuming sectors.
 

However, an initial GOP preference leans towards projects that substitute
 
indigenous resources or improved manufacturing capabilities for imports. 

Inaddition, the GOP does not want the program to be perceived as a "giveaway"
 
to private industry. Thus, loans must be made at close to market rates.
 
Moreover, because the GOP is responsible for repaying the loan to the United
 
States, the GOP must have the decisive voice in setting TTEM project policies 
and financing terms. 

inally, thruu.i tht Bureau of Energy Utilization (BEU), the GOP wishes to use 
the TTEM efforts to leverage its own efforts in encouraging energy

conservation. Such leverage will be achieved through training efforts aimed
 
both at private-sector energy users and the BEU staff, and through joint
 
information dissemination efforts.
 

B. Major Subprojects
 

Discussions with Philippine energy users, vendors, service firr.s, and
 
government organizations have yielded a large number of suggested
 
subprojects. The problem, in fact, isnot one of identifying potential

subprojects, but rather of selecting the most attractive from among those
 
proposed. This section summarizes the demonstration strategy and identifies 
subprojects recommended for the first phase of project implementation. 

The project will be implemeited in three phases. In the first phase, expected 
to last up to two years, tt;; project team will establish itself and develop a 
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performance record. Subprojects will be of relatively low risk, of broad 
application, and the numbers will be limited to avoid overextending the team's
 
and cooperating group's capabilities. In the second phase, projects with
 
higher risks and more specialized applications will be undertaken, and the
 
number will be significantly expanded. In the final phase, demonstration will 
continue and increased efforts will be made to stimulate additional funding
 
from other aid organizations (such as the Asian etelopament Bank, the World
 
Bank and the Philippine private sector) as well as comercial lenders.
 

The initial demonstration subprojects will be proposed by users, vendors, and 
TTE4 staff members based on information collected during the project design 
phase. The demonstrations will serve to develop user and vendor wareness of
 
project efforts and to stimulate them to propose their own demonstrations.
 
These demonstrations were developed from:
 

Discussions with users, vendors, and energy experts to det~emine what
 
the major energy conservation problem areas are and what types of 
technologies could be most effectively demonstrated. 

- A questionnaire sent by the Energy Management Association of the 
Philippines (ENMAP) to plant energy managers to determine what types
of technologies they would like to see demonstrated. 

A review of recent extensive studies- on industrial and commercial 
sector energy use and energy conservation opportunities conducted by
BEU and other organizations. 

- Analyses of the costs and benefits of specific technologies. 

These sources indicated that Philippine energy users could ach'ae significant

savings by applying energy-conserving technologies and specific demonstration
 
efforts were selected on the basis of:
 

- They are not now extensively used in the Philippines. Less than 25% 
of the potential facilities are using the technology, based on 
estimates provided by users, vendors, and studies. 

- They have low technical risk. The technologies have all been used 
successfully in other countries and equipment is readily available, 
but they are not well known in the Philippines. 

- They provide short simple payback periods, based on analysis using 
real-world market assumptions, not the more favorable terms available
 
for TTEM financing. The simple paybacks to the user or in foreign
 
exchange are 6.2 years or less. Payback for most of the technologies
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- is 1 year or less. 

They have wide applicability. The technologies are useable in
a

number of industrial or coumnercial subsectors and their use is not
confined to a few firms or plants. 
 This insures the greatest

potential savings per demonstration dollar. 

Table G2 summarizes the major demonstration subprojects (Annex H presents
detailed descriptions of subprojects). Each demonstration subproject includes
 
the following steps:
 

- Technical evaluation. This evaluates the applicability of the 
technology to a particular site and develops estimates of the capital

and operating costs and energy savings. 
 Nomally, this will be done
by the project sponsor (e.g., user or vendor) often with technical
 
assistance from the TTEM Staff. 
And reviewed by a TTEM staff

engineer. For certain complex projects, the TTEM staff may take a
 more active role or hire outside consultants to prepare the technical
 
evaluation.
 

- Economic/financial evaluation. This determines the economic
 
feasibility of the project and appropriate financing mechanisms.
Normally, this will be done by the project sponsor and participating

banks, with review and assistance by TTEM staff. Again, complex
projects may require more TTEM staff involvement and possibly outside
 
assistance.
 

- Performance monitoring. To develop a reliable and credibie estimate
of actual savings, the process or building energy consumption must be

monitored before and after the installation of the equipment.

Normally, the TTEM project will pay for these efforts. 

- Information dissemination. A major effort will be made to disseminate

demonstration results through presentations, workshops, seminars, and
publications. 
 This will be done with the user, with trade

associations (particularly PCCI and ENMAP), and with the BEU. 

The specific technologies proposed for demonstration are described in detail
 
In Annex H. They include:
 

- Combustion monitoring and control systems. These systems improve

boiler and furnace efficiency by allowing more precise control of
combustion air. Increased use of such systems was 
the recommendation
 
of a major BEU/ADB energy audit study. 
 These low-cost systems, with
paybacks of less than 2 weeks to users, are economically very
 



Table G2
 
Potential TIEN Demonstration Projects
 

•Capital Investmnent Annual Operation ALnnual 
Annual Savings Foreign Exchance Benefit 

Technology 
(Single Ir.stallation)

"Equlpmen Insa, aRt n F 
£Niiindenanc 

5 1 
energ!

S.v.ings Value (F) 
Net (F)
Savings Payback Cost 

Tm 
Net 

Payback 

Combustion monitor-
Ing and control 
.system 

Small 
Large 

S 340 
$ 5.100 

-
1960 

22.500 
22.500 

V 1,400 
14.400 

2.500 
12.5001/ 

235.000 
1.150.000 

P233.600 
1.136.000 

6 days 
10 days 

240 
3.500 

13.800 
67,600 

I week 
19 days 

Flue gas heatrecovery systens 151,000 V60,000 3.000 3.000 2.4841/ 231.000 228.000 3.1 years 30.000 13.836 2.2 years 
Increased use of 
insulation in industrial processes P4.000 P1.000 - - 4601/ 40,800 40.800 1.5 mot. 50 2.562 1-2 weeks 

Power factor controlequipment S72.300 M50000 2,400 - - 2.037.800 2,035.400 6 mos. 51.000 321,200 1.9 ms. 

Steam distribution 
system maintenance
procedures V23.800 P600 10.000 - 11.030-1/ 1,021.000 1.021.000 2 weeks 1,200 12.300 1.2 mos. 
Outside air temp.rature 
compensation forchiller systems V12,000 P60,000 30,000 - 33.OOO / 39.600 36,600 6.2 years 8.400 2.000 4.2 years 

Building energymanagement systems £17.000 $36.000 4.800 - 189.300-./ 227,160 222.360 1.2 years 12.000 11,600 1 year 

Increasing roofinsulation In exist- g • 
Ing buildings V47.500 P22.600 1491/ 17,400 17.400 6.9 years 700 900 9 mos. 

0= 

1/ Million British Thermal Unit. 0 
2/ Kilowatt Hour. 
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attractive, but are not used extensively because of a lack of
 
knowledge of their existence and a lack of expertise in their
 
operation. The demonstration will focus on showing the savings
 
possible and developing training programs for boiler operators in the
 
proper use of these systems.
 

Flue gas heat recovery systems. These systems reduce fuel use by

recovering energy from flue gases that would otherwise be wasted.
 
These systems typically offer users paybacks no more than of 3.1
 
years, and often less. The major hindrance to their use has been
 
their proper design, selection, and installation. The main thrust of
 
the demonstration is to indicate the proper design and selection of
 
these systems and illustrate the potential savings.
 

Increased use of insulation in industrial processes. Insulation
 
reduces energy losses from boilers, steam pipes, tanks, and similar
 
equipment. Properly designed and installed, it offers paybacks of
 
2 months or less. However, there is a lack of expertise in designing
 
economically optimal systems. Therefore, the focus of the
 
demonstration is proper selection and design of insulation.
 

Pnwer factor control systems. Such control systems reduce wasted
 
electrical power and thus utility oil consumption. Properly designed
 
systems can pay back in 6 months or less. However, there are many

technical and economic trade-offs in the system design which require

expertise to evaluate, which is not always available. This
 
demonstration will emphasize the proper selection of capacitor banks
 
and their optimization in plant electrical systems.
 

Steam distribution system maintenance procedures. Proper maintenance
 
reduces energy losses through steam and traps. Interviews with users
 
and vendors indicate that few plant personnel understand how these
 
should be properly designed and maintained, thus resulting in
 
significant energy waste. This demonstration will include training
 
courses that emphasize proper procedures and show savings (e.g.,

paybacks of implementing such a program can be as short as 2 weeks)

that can be realized.
 

Outside air temperature compensation for chillers. These
 
compensation devices raise the chiller water temperature when the
 
oLtside air temperature is less (i.e., when the cooling load is
 
less), thus reducing the commercial building electricity demand.
 
These systems appear marginally attractive in the Philippines, with a
 
payback of 6.2 years. The focus of this demonstration will be the
 
proper design and application of these systems and the likely level
 
of savings.
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Building energy management systems. These systems use a variety cf
 
technologies, from simple time clocks to elaborate computers, to
 
reduce energy demand. They are becoming very common in industri-alized
 
countries, although few have been applied in the Philippines because
 
of a lack of expertise in design, intallatton, and operation. They

offer a payback of 1.2 years. This demonstration will focus on the
 
proper design, selection, Installation, and operation of the system

and indicate the level of savings achievable.
 

Increased roof insulatfon. Such insulation reduces the heat loss 
through roofs, a major source of loss in commercial buildings. Ithas 
not been extensively used because of generally marginal economic 
perfo.mance (payback of 6.9 years) as well as a lack of expertise in
economic design optimization. It provides an interesting
demonstration of a techn',l'Y that is unattractive to potential users
 
because of the long payback, yet offers a very attractive foreign

exchange payback (9months) because the insulation is available
 
locally.
 

Table G3 summarizes the estimated costs for monitoring and disseminating the
 
information for the first set of proposed demonstrations.
 

Table G4 provides total estimated costs (i.e., capital investment plus

monitoring costs) for the first set of proposed demonstrations. All of these
 
are between $60,000 and $250,000.
 

Evaluation of the replicability of these demonstrations is difficult because
 
no comprehensive data base is available on industrial boiler inventory or
 
commercial building inventory. Rough estimates, however, can be made using

irformation provided by BEU.
 

Combustion monitoring, flue gas heat recovery, and steam distribution
 
maint~qance can be applied to all active oil-fired boilers. 
A BEU/ADB

study, estimates the number of these in the Philippines to be 964, with
 
another 264 inactive (i.e., standby or cycling duty). Four hundred to five
 
hundred industrial heaters can use combustion control, while one hundred to
 
two hundred can also use waste heat recovery.
 

I/Industrial Energy Audits and Conservation Program for the Philippines

Draft, "prepared for Philippine Ministry of Energy's Bureau of Energy

Utilization and the Asian Development Bank by Arthur D. Little, Inc., Broken
 
Hil Proprietary Company Ltd.; Engineering Corporation of the Philippines;

September 1983.
 



Table G3 
Summary TTEM Demonstration Monitoring Costs (P)
 

Technology 


Combustion Moni toring
and Control System 


Flue gas heat recovery
systems 


Increased use of insu
lation in industrial 
processes 


Power factor controlequipment 


Steam distribution
 
system maintenance
 
procedures 


Outside air temperature

compensation for
 
chiller systems 


Building energy 
management systems 


Increasing roofinsulation in 
existing buildings 

Number of 

demonstration 


6 


4 

4 


4 


4 


4 


8 


Equipment 


1,680,000 

1,120,000 


810,000 


168,000 


840,000 


560,000 


112,000 


4 560,000 


Manpower 


80,000 

60,000 


180,000 


60,000 


60,000 


60,000 


100,000 


60,000 


Information
 
dissemination 


20,000 

240,000 


30,000 


20,000 


20,000 


20,000 


20,000 


20,000 


Total
 

1,800,000 
($130,000) 

1,200,000
 
($86,000)
 

1,200,000
 

($74,000)
 

248,000
 

($17,000)
 

920,000
 

($66,000)
 

630,000
 

($45,000) > 

0M 
232,000
 
(16,600)
 

( go 

630,000
 

$,
 

V 



Table G4
 
Summary TTEh Dcmo,stratlon Costs 11000)
 

Total Net Capital Monitoring and 
Number of Capi ta! Investment rUm Inforuatin Dissei- Total TTEN

Technology Demonstrations IivestAent1/ ITEM Project - nation cost 3/  Obligation 

Combustion moni tor|ing and controlsystem 6 V 19.2 14.4 
 130.0 144.4
 

Flue gas heat 
recovery systems 4 221.2 165.9 86.9 251.9
 

Increased use of
 
Insulation In In
dustrial processes 4 1.4 1.1 74.0 75.1 

Power factor control 
equipment 4 292.1 219.0 17.0 219.1 

Steam distribution
 
system maintenance 
procedures 4 
 7.0 5.2 66.0 71.2
 

Outside air temperature 
compensation for 
chiller systems 4 17A1 12.9 45.0 57.9 

Building energy 
management systems S 156.6 117.4 16.6 134.0 

Increasing root " 
-o 

Insulation In exist-

Ing buildings 4 20.0 15.0 45.0 60.0
 

1/ Capital Investment in dollars and pesos for 1 project times the number of projects.
,7 Loans and grants assumed to be 75% of total capital Investment.
_1 Loans, grants "3 adinistrative. monitoring, and information dissemination costs. 
it/ Three large and three small Installations. 
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No good estimates are available for power factor control potential. If 3/4 of
 
the large industrial firms reporting to BEU can utilize it
as equipment

vendors suggest, then potentially 216 firms could install it, many at several 
plants.
 

No comprehensive inventory of the existing commercial building stock exists.

Data provided by the National Census and Statistics Office (NCSO) shows 
approximately 27.7 million square meters on non-residential facilities

constructed since 1966, with ar average size of about 500 square meters 
(compared to an average U.S. non-residential building size of 1,200 square

meters). If the size distribution of the Philippine buildings relative to the
 
average size is similar to the United States, a rough estimate of the square

footage and number of building in each size range can be made. This is

summarized inTable GS. If it is assumed that buildings over 800 square

meters (8,600 square feet) can use the suggested conservation options, then
 
more than 6,650 commercial and industrial buildings in the Philippines are

candidates for building energy management systems, roof insulation, and
 
outside air chiller temperature controls.
 

The project's initial training activities will focus on providing training 
courses with wide applicability. The greatest need expressed by energy users
 
and vendors was for courses which provided "hands on" practical experience

with actual systems, rather than simply theoretical classroom work. These

workshops and seminars will emphasize this; for example, an idle boiler at an
industrial p:ant may be rented for a few days for the trainees to practice

with.
 

Specific training courses suggested by users and vendors included:
 

- Industrial boiler operations 
- Industrial energy auditing 
- Commercial building "housekeeping" practices 
- Commercial building controls
 
- Commercial building energy auditing. 

Table G5 summarizes the estimated development and presentation costs of these 
courses.
 

The final type of subproject is specific studies geared to developing
information needed by the project to identify or evaluate energy conservation
options. The results of these studies will be made available to energy users,
equipment vendors, service firms, business and professional associations and 
government agencies to help them make decisions on energy conservation 
investments or policies. Two studies are suggested for the initial phase of
 
the project, one for the industrial sector and one for the commercial sector.
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Table G5 

Estimated Philippine Building Size Inventory 

Percentage of Estimated Estimated 
total floor num~er ofSize range (m2) 	 total floor
areal area (O00m2) buildings 

less than 400 19.8 5,488 45,800 

400- 800 17.0 4,712 9,200 

800-1,600 15.0 4,158 3,600 

1,600-3,200 15.1 4,186 1,850
 

over 3,200 33.0 9,147 1,200
 

Total 	 100.0 27,719 61,650 

I/ 	 Estimated from building size distribution data provided by U.S. Department
of Energy/Energy Information Administration, and renormalized to average
Philippine building size of 500 m2 by assuming the fraction of floor 
space in each size range relative to the average size (for example, from
 
1.0 	to 2.0 times the average size) was the same in both countries.
 

2/ 	Based only on construction from 1966 to first quarter 1983. This does not
 
include buildings outside Metro Manila and 32 chartered cities constructed
 
prior to second half of 1976. Thus, the actual inventory is larger than 
this. 
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Table G6
 
Training Courses
 

Initial One-Time 
Development Presentation 

Course cost (0OO) cost (OO) 

Industrial boiler operations 130 30
 

Industrial energy auditing 160 80 

Commercial building "housekeeping" 110 30
 

Commercial building controls 110 30 

Commercial building energy auditing 110 30
 

The industrial sector study will develop estimates of energy consumption in
 
various industrial processes in plants around the world, and compare them with
 
consumption of similar plants in the Philippines. This will allow sectors
 
having significant conservation opportunities to be identified and will also
 
help identify specific technologies for demonstrations. Information on
 
Philippine consumption is now bei,,q collected by BEU. Data on plants in other
 
countries isavailable from various governmental agencies in the U.S., Japan,

and Europe, from trade associations in various countries, and possibly from
 
multinational corporations which collect energy data from their various
 
plants. This isa continuing effort requiring 1/4 to 1/3 man-year per year.
 

The second study is a two-phase effort combining a study of building energy

analysis programs with training for Philippine building designers in their
 
use. Itwill compare the program predictions with actual consumption to help
determine the "best" programs for use. Itwill also provide specific research 
studies to estimate the savings possible through improved building design and 
constructi on practices. 

Other studies, not tied to specific demonstration subprojects, will address 
public policy issues related to constraints on wide adoption of energy
conservation measures and potential ways to overcome them. 
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POTENTIAL TTEM SUBPRUJECTS AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
 

The TT'EM Project will fund subprojects consisting of technology
 
demonstrations, training programs, technical assistance, and studies.
 
Although the specific efforts will be developed after the project's startup, a
 
number of potential efforts in the industrial and commercial sectors have been
 
identified which are representative of the types of subprojects TTEM will
 
implement. Table Hl summarizes the demonstration subprojects and their user
 
paybacks, foreign exchange paybacks, and subproject costs, and detailed
 
descriptions follow. Please note that these descriptions do not directly
 
estimate the additional energy conservation investments and measures which
 
will be stimulated by successful demonstrations, training programs, and
 
technical assistance.
 

These descriptions and summaries should be used in conjunction with Annex M
 
"TTEM Project Reflow Analysis". That annex summarizes the expected cash
 
reflows of the TTEM Project. It shows that the reflow funds should be
 
sufficient to easily repay the USAID loan under very conservative
 
assumptions. Benefits accruing the Philippine economy from other replications
 
of the technologies not funded by TTEM will be in addition to those estimated
 
here.
 

Assessments of Industrial and Commercial Sector
 
Energy Conservation Measures
 

Presented below ar. detailcd assessments of specific energy conservation
 
technology measure, recommended for use in the initial stages of the TTEI4
 
Project. The meast.es are based on several site visits of industrial
 
facilities and commercial buildings by the project design team and represent

the knowledge and experience gathered by other teams and local energy
 
managers. These measures accurately reflect real situations. Each assessment
 
contains a description of the measure, an estimate of the potential energy
 
savings resulting from a single application, an estimate of the possible

foreign exchange payback, an estimate of the potential aggregate energy

savings to the Philippine economy (where possible), replicability of
 
application, and the requirements for demonstrating the technology.
 

Key assumptions that were used to develop these assessments include:
 

o The peso/dollar exchange rate is 14/1
 

o Philippine labor rates:
 

- skilled = P120,000/year
 
- semi-skilled = P 60,000/year
 
- unskilled = P 30,000/year
 

http:meast.es


Table HI
 
Potential TTE Demonstration Projects
 

Capital Investment Arrual Operation Annual Energy 
(Single Irstallation) ard Mainterarce Savinas Annual Savings

Equip- Instal.- I/ Har- 1/ sumetu or 2/ Net 3/ 4/
._nt lation Votal- power Simolies Total- KLE Kwh Value (P)- Saviros- Pavoack-

A. 	Irdustrial equip
mert 
Combustion moni
toring and control 
system 

Small 	 $340 - P6.290 P22,500 P1.850 P24,35J 68 2,500 P230,000 P205,650 11.2 days 
mmwtuLarge 5,100 9%- 95,310 22,500 $1,000 41,000 337 12,500 1,150,000 1.109,0W3 31.4 days 
mrrtu 

Flue gas heat 51,000 60,000 1,003,500 3,000 - 3,000 6a3 2,484 228,528 225.528 4.4 year3
recovery systems mid3tu 

Increased use of
insulation in inlus- P4,000 1,000 5,000  - - 12 460 mr~tu 42,320 42,320 1.5 months 
trial processes
 

Power factor con- $ 72,250 10,000 1,346,625 2,400 - 2,400 - 192,600P 2,037,800 2,035,400 8 menths 
tral equipment 

Steam distribution 
system mainte- 1,700 600 42.050 -  - 11,030 1,014,760 1,014,760 15 days
narce procedures * 10,000 mmatu 

8. 	 Buildirg system 
saintenarce 
Rrocedures 
utsida air tem

perature comPensation for chiller 12.000 60,000 282,000 3,000  3,000 - 33,000 Kwh 37,950 34,950 8.1 yearssystems 

Building energy 17,000 36,000 350,500 4,800 -4,800 - 189,300 Kwh 217,695 212,895 1.6 years 
management systems
 
Increasing roof
 
insulation In 115,200 5,000 120.000 
 - - 14,500 Kwh 16,675 16,675 7.2 years
existing buildirgs 
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o 	Fuel oil costs = P3.404/liter (December 1983)
 

o 	Fuel oil foreign exchange costs = $5.57/mmBtu (equivalent is
 
$32.30/bbl, which is the average 1983 acquisition cost).
 

A. 	Industrial Equipment
 

1. 	Combustion Monitoring and Control Systems
 

Application Sector- Industrial
 

Description
 

Efficient combustion requires careful monitoring of the air-to-fuel
 
ratio. If the ratio is too low, incomplete combustion occurs, which
 
is indicated by smoking and high carbon monoxide content in the flue
 
gas. If the ratio is too high, incomplete heat transfer from the
 
products of combustion to the boiler occurs, which is indicated by

high oxygen content in the flue gases. Both situations result in low
 
overall boiler efficiency and thus a waste of fuel.
 

On boilers and other combustion systems, the air-to-fuel ratio is 
generally controlled manually. In the Philippines, proper manual
 
adjustment is impeded by a lack of instrumentation that indicates when
 
the optimum ratio is achieved. Thus, in most boiler operations, the
 
air-to-fuel ratio adjustment is generally based on the system
operator's perception of proper flue gas temperature and the degree of 
smoking.
 

According o the authors of an Asian Development Ba'k/'3EU,* in the 
sample of oil-fired boilers that they tested, the excess air in the
 
boiler was about 75%, corresponding to a flue gas oxygen concentration
 
of 9% by volume. As a result, boiler efficiency was less than it
 
could have been with an optimal air-to-fuel ratio. With proper

instrumentation, manual control could be improved, reducing excess air
 
to 10-15% or 2-3% oxygen by volume. Combustion efficiency would thus
 
increase from approximately 75% to 82%.
 

Industrial Energy Audits and Energy Conservation Program for the
 
Philippines", Arthur D. Little, International, Inc.; Broken Hill
 
Proprietary Company Ltd.; Engineering and Development Corporation of the
 
Philippines; September 1983.
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The instrumentation used to achieve these efficiency increases canvary from a simple, portable, wet-chemistry flue gas analysis kit
(such as the Bacharach Fyrite) to an electrochemical oxygen analyzermounted in the flue. In both case, air-to-fuel ratio adjustmentswould be made manually by the system operator, based on instrument 
readings.
 

The choice of instrumentation (wet chemistry or electrochemical)
depends on the type of boiler application. The wet chemistry method
is rather time-consuming, requiring about 15 minutes for each
analysis. Because of the need to test a boiler before and afterair-to-fuel ratio adjustments, the amount of time required for
 
testing may be excessive in a boiler system that undergoes many

changes in loading during the operating day. The electrochemical
system yields virtually instantaneous measurement information; and

thus is more practical in boilers with fluctuating loads. In

general, fixed instrumentation (electrochemical) is used in larger
boilers, while the wet chemistry method is used with smaller or less 
frequently used boilers.
 

Energy Savings (Single Application)
 

- Assumptions and Data
 

o Average Philippine boiler flue gas oxygen content: 
 9% oxygen

by volume, equivalent to 75% excess air.
 

o Opti',um flue gas oxygen content: 2 to 3% oxygen by volume,

equi~alent to 10 to 15% excess air.
 

o 
Boiler combustion efficiency improvement achieved by reducing
 
excess air: increase of 7%, from 75% to 82Z.
 

o Annual boiler utilization: 6,000 hours.
 

- Example of Savings 

For a small 100-hp boiler operating 6,000 hours per year and
 
producing saturated steam at 125 psig from 180oF feedwater, savings
 
are estimated as follows:
 

Enthalpy added to feedwater = 1,045 Btu/lb 

Fuel required by average Philippine boiler = 1,393 Btu/lb 
(75% efficiency) 
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Fuel required with properly adjusted boiler 1,274 Btu/lb
= 

(82% efficiency)
 

Fuel savings owing to increased efficiency = 119 Btu/lb 

Annual savings in fuel a 

(119 Btu/lb) (34.5 lb/hp) (100 hp) (6,000 hr/yr) (10-6) • 2,5U0 
mmBtu/yr (68 KLOE*/yr). 

The 2,500 mmBtu/year isworth V230,000.
 

The cost of a 
Bacharach Fyrite chemical analyzer kit is approximately

$200, exclusive of duties and taxes. Shipping, duties, and taxes
 
(estimated at 7U% of purchase price), are another $140. The annual
 
cost of spare chemicals, gaskets, tubing, and other expendable parts

for upkeep of the Fyrite kit isestimated at $100.
 

The annual labor cost is estimated at V22,500, based on an hourly
 
rate of P30 for semi-skilled labor, and an estimated labor
 
concentration of 3 hours per day (one hour per shift). 
 The actual
 
cost to the plant owner will probably be less, because a large

portion of these additional duties can usually be added to the boiler
 
operator's normal responsibilities at little or no additional
 
marginal cost.
 

The simple payback period is estimated as follows:
 

Cost of equipment 

Annual savings 

Increased manpower costs 

Annual maintenance cost 

Net annual savings 


V 6,29U
 
P230,000
 
P 22,500
 
P 1,850
 
V205,650
 

The simple payback period is thus 11.2 days.
 

For a larger 500-hp boiler, the annual savings would be 337 KLOE/yr.
 
or 12,500 mmltu, with a value of P1.15 million. The cost of a fixed
 
oxygen analyzer isestimated to be $3,000. Shipping charges, duties,
 

*KLOE = thousand liters of oil equivalent. 
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and taxes are estimated at 70% of the purchase price, or $2,100. The 
installation, including calibration, requires 16 man-hours of skilled
 
labor (16 hours) at V60 per hour, or V960. 

The annual cost of oxygen analyzer upkeep is estimated at $1,000,
 
including periodic replacement of the oxygen sensor and other 
expendable parts.
 

The annual labor (operating and maintenance) cost is estimated at 
P22,500, based on an hourly rate of V30 for semi-skilled labor, and
 
an estimated labor concentration of 3 hours per day (one hour per
shift). 

The simple payback period is estimated as follows: 

Cost of equipment P 95,310
 
Annual savings P1,150,000
 
Increased manpower requirements P 22,500

Annual maintenance cost P 18,500

Net annual savings V1,109,000
 

The simple payback period is thus 31.4 days.
 

Foreign Exchange Payback
 

The foreign exchange payback period is calculated as the ratio of the
 
foreign exchange component of the initial investment to the net
 
annual foreign exchange savings.
 

For the Fyrite kits, the foreign exchange component of the investment
 
cost (material cost plus shipping) is estimated at $240, with
 
additional foreign exchange material costs of $100/yr. The foreign
exchange component of the net savings is represented by the foreign

exchange cost of the fuel saved, less the annual foreign exchange
portion of the maintenance cost (e.g., for equipment spares). The 
annual foreign exchange savings would be $12,425 (= 2,500 nntu/yr x 
$4.97/mmBtu) or a net foreign exchange savings of $12,325. Thus, the 
foreign exchange payback period is approximately 1 week.
 

For the fuel electrochemical oxygen sensors, the foreign exchange 
component of the investment cost is $3,600. The annual foreign
exchange savings are represented by the fuel savings ($62,162), less 
the annual maintenance cost ($1,000) or a net foreign exchange

savings of $61,162. Hence, the foreign exchange payback period for
 
the electrochemical oxygen sensors is about 3 weeks.
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Replicability of Application
 

Combustion monitoring and control with instrumentation can be applied 
to all active oil-fired units in the Philippines. 

According to the Asian Development Bank/BEU report, 964 oil-fired 
boilers with a 
capacity of 125,375 hp are active in the Philippines.

The report estimates that 25% of the existing oil-fired boilers have
 
adequate instrumentation and control. Thus, 723 boilers with an
 
aggregate capacity of 94,000 hp can benefit from improved control.
 

Using the same assumptions and data previously presented, annual
 
savings are estimated to be:
 

(119 Btu/lb) (34.5 lb/hp) (94,000 hp) (6,000 hr/yr) (10-6)
 
= 2.3 million mmBtu/yr = 63,000 KLOE/yr.
 

The 2.3 million mmBtu/year is valued at V211.6 million in 1984.
 

In addition to oil-fired boilers, the control strategy outlined above
 
may also be applied to: 

o Boilers fired by fuels other than oil
 
o Kilns
 
o Dryers
 
o Industrial furnaces
 

Because there is no census of the above types of equipment, aggregate
 
savings cannot be estimated. However, there is little or no

technical risk in transferring the control systems for oil-fired
 
boilers to other types of equipment.
 

Demonstration Requirements
 

To demonstrate monitoring and control of combustion, select between 6
 
and 12 boiler sites that represent a variety of Philippine

industries, boiler sizes, and regions. The boilers should be at
 
least 100 hp incapacity and should operate primarily at more than
 
50% of rated capacity. The annual boiler operating hours should be
 
at least 50% of facility operating hours.
 

Next, conduct a comprehensive energy audit of the boiler plants. The 
purpose of the audit is two-fold. First, it is intended to identify
operating problems other than those related to the air-to-fuel ratio 
and combustion efficiency. These problems may mask any improvements 
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achieved through air-to-fuel ratio control, and if significant, would
eliminate the particular facility from participation in the
demonstration program. The second purpose of the audit is to
determine the boiler plant baseline performance in terms of fuelconsumption and plant efficiency. At the same time, the audit will
also identify operational factors that affect fuel consumption (e.g.,
production level, operating difficulties, scheduled and unscheduled 
plant downtime). 

The next step isto determine the optimum boiler performance levels

and estimate the fuel savings possible by improved combustion 
control. Inaddition, at this point a choice must be made between a
 
wet chemistry system or an electrochemical analyzer. If the
 
estimated savings do not Justify participation inthe program, select
 
another site. 

Then, select, procure, and install the equipment. Where necessary,
 
procure and install additional meters and data collection

equipment--such as steam metering or feedwater metering equipment,

fuel oil metering equipment, and thermometers or thermocouples--to

verify savings. Inaddition, train boiler operators inthe proper

operation of the equipment. 

Once the equipment is operationl, track boiler performance on a per
shift basis, or more often ifboiler operating changes occur
 
frequently. Institute a regular data logging procedure and analyze

t e 
logged data on a regular basis (at least weekly) to determine

savings achieved. Determine and log boiler combustion efficiency

every time a boiler test is performed. 

The final step of the demonstration program is information
 
dissemination, which can be done through papers prepared for trade
 
association meetings, trade association publications, and personal

contacts with senior executives. Inaddition, develop training
courses for plant engineers and boiler operators on the proper
design, installation, operation, and maintenance of control systems.

The training will be accomplished with the assistance of BEU, ENMAP,
 
and PCCI.
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The 	cost of the demonstration at six sites (exclusive of control
 
equipment) is estimated as follows:
 

Monitoring and metering equipment P1,680,000 
(P280,000 per site, Installed)
 

Skilled TTEM staff engineer 	 P 80,000
 
(2man-month plus 1 man-month per site) 

Information dissemination p 	 20.000 

Total 
 P1.78 million
 
($ 96,216) 

2. 	 Flue Gas Heat Recovery Systems 

Application Sector: Industrial
 

Description: 

Hot flue gases formed as a product of combustion are generally vented
 
to the atmosphere without any attempt to recover the heat. 
 These
 
gases range in temperature from several hundred degrees Farenheit 
(for boilers and small combustion systems) to over l,O00OF for some 
high-temperature furnaces and kilns. The heat contained in the gases 
may be recovered with metal or ceramic heat exchangers (depending on
 
temperature and gas composition) and used to preheat fuel boiler
 
water or combustion air.
 

Energy Savings (Single Application)
 

-	 Assumptions and Data
 

o 	 Boiler has combustion control implemented (82% combustion
 
efficiency)
 

o 	 Boiler feedwater temperature can be increased from 180OF to
 
200 	OF by flue gas heat recovery. 

-	 Example of Savings 

For a 500-hp boiler, 20 Btu/lb of steam are added to the feedwater by
heat recovery from the flue gas, which reduces the fuel requirements
by 20/0.82 = 24 Btu/lb of steam. 
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The annual savings a 

(24 Btu/lb) (34.5 lb/hp) (500 hp) (6,000 hr/yr) 10- 6) - 2484 
mmBtu/yr (68 KLOE/yr). 

The 2,484 mmtu/year is valued V228,528 or $12,353 in 1984.
 

The cost of the heat exchanger and piping is estimated to be $30,000 
(exclusive of taxes and duties). Shipping charges, duties, and taxes 
are estimated at 70% of purchase price, or $21,00U. Field erection 
is estimated to require the equivalent of 1,000 man-hours of skilled 
labor, at 760 per man-hour or V60,000. The annual cost of upkeep of 
the system is estimated at 50 man-hours of labor or P3,000. There
 
are no imported parts or materials required. 

The simple payback period is thus 4.4 years. 

Foreign Exchange Payback
 

To determine the foreign exchange payback period, divide the foreign
 
exchange investment ($36,000) by the annual foreign exchange savings
(2,484 mm8tu/yr valued at $12,191). The result is a payback period
of 3.0 years. 

Replicability of Application
 

Flue gas recovery can be extended to all active oil-fired boilers as 
follows:
 

According to the ADB/bEU report, of the 964 active oil-fired boilers 
in the country, 30% of the units with capacity above 100 hp--7b
boilers with a capacity of 29,370 hp--can employ waste heat recovery. 

The annual savings potential for these oil-fired boilers is then:
 

(24 Btu/lb) (34.5 lb/hp) (29,370 hp) (6,000 hr/yr) (10-6) 
= 146,000 niBtu/yr (4,000 KLOE/yr) valued at P1,343,200 in 1984. 

The flue gas heat recovery equipment may also be applied to:
 

o Boilers fired by fuels other than oil 
o Kilns 
o Dryers 
o Industrial furnaces. 

\A 
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The recovered heat may be used for:
 

o Boiler water preheating
 
o Combustion air heating
 
o Raw material preheating
 
o Fuel oil preheating.
 

Because there is 
no inventory of kilns, dryers, and industrial
 
furnaces, it is difficult to estimate aggregate savings through waste

heat recovery. However, there is little technical risk in applying
flue gas waste heat recovery techniques to these types of equipment.

The economics of such applications will vary, depending on such
 
factors as the temperature of the waste gas source, the target

application of the waste heat, the cleanliness of the flue gas, and
 
the equipment's hours of operation.
 

Demonstration Requirements
 

To demonstrate the efficacy of flue gas waste heat recovery, select
 
three to six sites that represent a variety of industry sectors and
equipment sizes. 
 In the early phases of the TTEM Project, boiler

applications should be emphasized. 
 The boilers should have a
capacity of at least 100 hp, and should operate at least at 50% of

rated capacity. 
Annual boiler operating hours should correspond to
 
at least 50% of facility operating hours.
 

After selecting the sites, conduct a comprehensive energy audit of
 
each boiler plant to identify operating problems that may mask
 
savings achieved through waste heat recovery and thus eliminate the

facility from participation in the demonstration program. The audit
is also used to determine baseline performance in terms of fuel
conserved and plant efficiency, and to identify operational factors
that affect fuel consumption (e.g., production level, operating
difficulties, scheduled and unscheduled plant downtime). 

The next step is to size the economizer system and determine the
 
savings possible through heat recovery. If the savings do not

justify participation in the program, select another site. 

Then, select, procure, and install the equipment and train the boiler
 
operators in its use. Where necessary, install metering and data

collection equipment to verify the savings achieved (e.g., steam,

feedwater, and fuel and metering equipment, thermometers/
thermocouples). 

V 
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Log the performance of the economizer system on a regular basis,
preferably hourly. The logged data should be analyzed on a regular
basis (at least weekly) to determine savings achieved and identify 
any operating difficulties with the economizer system. 

The final step of the demonstration program is to disseminate 
information and develop training progrms in the design, installation,
 
and use of these systems. This step will be carried out in
 
conjunction with BEU, ENMAP, and PCCI.
 

The cost of the demonstration at four sites (exclusive of heat
 
exchangers) is estimated as follows:
 

Monitoring and metering equipment 
 Vl,120,000
 
(P280,UO per site, installed)
 

TTEN staff man-power V 60,000 
(2man-months plus 1 man-month per site)
 

Information dissemination 
 P 20,00U
 

Total P1.20 million
 
($64,865)
 

3. Increased Insulation in Industrial Processes
 

Application Sector: Inaustrial
 

Descri pti n: 

The use of thermal insuilating materials to reduce heat loss is well
 
known. However, discussions with energy users and insulation vendors
 
indicate that Philippine industry has been slow to use these
 
materials because of a lack of information and practical experience

in two main areas: selection of the optimum thickness, based on
 
economic corsiderations. The purpose of the demonstration program
 
will be to provide this type of information.
 

Insulating materials provide a barrier to the flow of heat between a
 
heat source (ahot object) and a heat sink ( cooler object).

Generally, insulation is applied to pipes, boilers, furnaces, kilns,

and process equipment such as tanks. Insulation is available in a
 
number of materials, depending on application and the temperatures
involved. Fiberglass insulation is generally useful in applications
 
up to 500oF, with sppcially produced Fiberglass insulations
 
effective up to 800o . Above these temperatures, other types of
 
insulating materials must be used, as indicated in the table below:
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Insulating material Maximum operating temperature (OF)
 

Fiberglass 500-800 
Mineral wood 1,500
Vermiculate 1, 00 
Calcium silicate 2,000
 
Refractory fiber 2,600
Insulating castables 2,800 
Insulating firebrick 3,200
Dense firebrick 3,3GO 
Dense castables 3,3U
 

Energy Savings (Single Application)
 

The energy savings that could be achieved by implementing this
 
measure are illustrated by the following example of a bare 2-inch
 
steam line, 100 feet long. With 125 psig steam, the pipe temperature

is about 3500F. Assuming ambient temperatures of 900F, the heat
 
loss per linear foot of pipe is about 680 Btu/hr. At 6,000 hours per
 
year of operation, the total heat hiss through the bare pipe is 408
 
mnBtu/yr. Insulation will reduce the loss by 90%. Assuming a boiler
 
combustion efficiency of 80%, insulation will save about 460 mnBtu/yr 
or 12 KLOE/yr. Annual cost savings would be approximately P42,320. 

The cost of the insulation (based on quotations from ACI Fiberglass)
 
is estimated as follows:
 

Pipe insul Lion = P130.54/meter 

(2 inch diameter, 2 inch thick)
 

Installation = P 30.JO/meter 

Subtotal cost = P160.54/meter 

Total cost (100 feet, or 31 meters) P 5,000. 

The annual cost of insulation upkeep is negligible. At net annual
 
savings of P42,320, the simple payback period is estimated to be 1.5
 
months.
 

Foreign Exchange Payback
 

The foreign exchange payback period is calculated as the ratio of the
 
foreign exchange component of the investment cost to the foreign

exchange component of the net savings.
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Inthe case of Fiberglass insulation, which isgenerally the most
 
applicable, there is a Philippine manufacturer--ACI Fiberglass. This
 
manufacturer iscurrently operating at about two-thirds of plant

capacity and is exporting over half of the insulation produced. As

nearly all the materials and lzbor entailed in this measure would be
of Philippine origin, the foreign exchange cost is minor, between $40 
and $90 or an average of $65. With annual savings of $2,286 (a 460 
inBtu/year savings x $4.97/mmBtu), the resultant foreign exchange
payback period is 10.4 days. 

Replicability of Application
 

Thermal insulation can be applied almost universally--with low
 
technical risk--where there is
a heat flux, but the economic
 
performance may vary considerably from site to site. In the absence
 
of statistics on the utilization of insulation in existing plants,

the Philippine savings that could be a~.hieved by using the optimum

economic thickness of insulation cannot be estimated. However, ACI
Fiberglass estimates that much less than 1/4 of Philippine industrial
 
facilities are properly insulated, because plant managers are not 
always aware of the benefits of insulation, are unable to specify the 
proper types of insulation, and cannot determine the economic 
thickness.
 

Demonstration Requirements
 

The purpose of the demonstration program is to illustrate the
 
economic benefits of insulation and to disseminate information to
 
potential users. 

The 	demonstration program proposed here consists of three elements:
 

o 	 Preparing and disseminating materials on the proper selection and 
application of insulation
 

o 	 Disseminating techniques for determining the economic thickness
 
of insulation. 

o 	 Demonstrating the actual savings possible in two to six
 
industrial sites.
 

First, prepare technical data on insulation, describing the types and
 
suggested applications. These data will also include case studies
 
outlining the successful application and documenting the savings

achieved. Much of this information can be obtained directly from
 
Philippine vendors such as ACI Fiberglass and Philippine
 
Insulation). Diring project design interviews, vendors indicated a
 
willingness to participate in this effort.
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Next, assess and make available techniques for selecting insulation
 
based on economic criteria. In some cases, the vendors can provide

these techniques, but their capabilities are limited. In the United
 
States, the Thermal Insulation Manufacturers Association (TIMA)
provides--at a nominal cost ($110)--a computer program that
calculates the economic thickness of insulation, based on fuel rates, 
Insulation costs, and the characteristics of the Insulation
 
proposed. Other computer programs are also avillable for hand-held 
calculators. The TTEM staff will collect and evaluate these and
 
select or adapt the most appropriate ones for Philippine users. For
 
complex installations, the TTEM staff, BEU, or ENMAP will provide 
computer programs and technical assistance for use by industrial
 
companies. Plant energy engineers will complete data entry forms and
 
send them to BEU/ENMAP, who wi: 1 conduct a computer analysis of the
 
data and send a report back to the plant engineer. This report will
 
identify the optimal insulation type and thickness and will estimate
 
the expected economic performance.
 

This part of the program should also be supported by insulation
 
vendors, who will provide insulation cost and technical data.
 

Finally, for the demonstration, select two to six sites covering a
 
variety of industry sectors and applications. Audit these sites and
 
install portable monitoring equipment to provide objective "before"
 
and "after" comparisons of energy use.
 

The cost of the demonstration (exclusive of thermal insulating
 

materials) isestimated as follows:
 

I. Preparation and Dissemination of Information
 

Senior engineer/technical writer (4man-months) P 40,000
 
Clerical (3man-months) P 15,000
 
Information dissemination costs P 10,000
 
(assumes significant additional' help 
provided by BEU, ENMAP, and vendors).
 

II.Computer Program Evaluation
 

Senior TTEM staff engineer (4man-months) P 40,000
 
Junior TTEM staff engineer (4man-months) P 20,000
 
Clerical ( man-month) Y 5,000
 
Software acquisition and supplies P 10,000
 
(assumes microcomputer available).
 

III. Demonstration (at 4 sites) 

Monitoring equipment (P200,000 per site) Pb00,000
 
Senior TTEM staff engineer (6man-months) P 60,000
 
Information dissemination P 20,000
 
(V1O,000 per site) 

The total cost will be P1.02 million or approximately $55,135.
 

\A 
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4. Power Factor Control Equipment* 

Application Sector: Industrial 

Description 

The power factor is expressed as the ratio of actual electrical power
(measured in kilowatts) to apparent power (measured in kilovolt
amperes). 
The actual power relates to the power actually needed to
 
perform useful work, while the apparent power relates to total system

power, which includes both the actual power and the reactive power

(power that dces no work) needed to overcome circuit inductance. If

the power factor is equal to 1.0, no power is lost to reactive loads;

if it is less than 1.0, power is being lost to reactive loads.
 
Reactive loads occur when devices such as electric induction motors,

transformers, and fluorescent lighting ballasts form a 
magnetic

field. Alternatively, they can result from such equipment operating
practices as lightly loaded induction motors or unloaded distribution
 
transformers. 

If a facility's power factor is low, the electric utility must have

additional generating capacity and transmission and distribution
 
capability. Thus, in many areas utilities impose a power factor
 
penalty in their rates to recover the cost of providing such capacity

and capability.
 

The Manila Electric Company (MERALCO) incorporates a power factor 
penalty and incentive in its General Power (GP.7) rate schedule. Its
normal 
rates assume an average monthly power factor of 850. For
 
average power factor above or below this average, the kilowatt-hours
 
metered are multiplied by the following constants:
 

Power factor 
 Constant
 

0.951-1.000 
 0.951
 
0.901-0.950 
 0.965
 
0.851-0.900 
 0.981
 
U.801-0.850 
 1.000
 
0.751-0.8U0 
 1.023
 
0.701-U.750 
 I.U50
 
0.651-0.7U0 
 1.0835
 
0.601-0.650 
 1.1255
 
0.551-0.600 
 1.1785
 
0.501-0.550 
 1.2455
 

less than 0.500 1.335
 
Thus, increasing the power factor effectively reduces the cost of
 
electric energy. 

* The only update done on this section is the re-estimation of th,
 
equipment cost based on the new exchange rate of P18.50/$l. This
 
change is reflected in the computation of the Simple Payback

Period. (See Page 20 of this Annex).
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In addition to its electricity cost savings, a plant that controls

its power factor realizes other minor benefits. A high power factor
 
reduces the current required to meet a particular demand, which in
 turn reduces the line and equipment losses and increases the power

delivery capacity of the plant's existing electrical system.
 

The power factor may be improved in two ways. The first entails
 
improving the operation of plant equipment. As mentioned previously,
certain types of plant equipment operate at a low power factor under
 
certain conditions (induction motors at low loads, unloaded
 
distribution transformers). The power factor can be improved by

ensuring that operation of equipment does not contribute to a low
 
power factor. The second method of power factor correction entails
 
the use of capacitors to balance the inductance in the electrical
 
system. Capacitors are rated in kilovolt-amperes reactive (KYAR) and
 
are available in standard sizes. 
 Table H2 shows how to estimate the
 
capacitance that must be added to a circuit to raise the power factor.
 

Energy Savings (Single Application)
 

The energy savings that could be achieved by installing capacitors
 
are illustrated by the example below. The savings will depend on the

method of installation. Capacitors can be installed in three ways.
One way is to connect all capacitors together at the service entrance
 
switch gear. While this is the least costly method, it does not
 
remove the reactive current circulating between the capacitors and

low power factor loads, thus reducing the realizable savings.
 

The second method, which is the one usually employed, is to divide
 
total capacitor requirements into groups and connect each group

around the plant's major electrical subcircuits. This option is

sometimes carried out in conjunction with the third option. 

The third option requires placing a properly sized capacitor at each
 
motor, and switching the motor-capacitor as a unit. While this

method achieves the greatest power factor improvement, it is the most

expensive of the three options, and is seldom justified economically.
 

The following example indicates the cost savings that can be achieved
 
by power factor improvement. A manufacturing plant uses about 1.2
 
million kilowatt-hours per month, with a peak monthly electric power
demand of 2,800 KW. The average monthly power factor is 65%, and the 
plant wants to increase it to at least 91%. Using table H2, the KVAR 
factor is 0.713 x 2,800 = 1,996 KVAR, or roughly 2,000 KVAR. 

Assuming that the capacitors are to be installed in five groups of
 
400 KVAR each, with each bank consisting of eight 50-KVAR capacitors,

the capital cost will be approximately $42,500, including protection

and switchgear. Shipping, duties, and taxes are estimated at 7U% of
 
capital cost, or $29,750. Total capital cost is thus $72,250 or
 
V1 ,336,625.
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Installation cost isestimated at P10,000, based on an installation
 
time of 30 man-days using a skilled electrician.
 

The annual operating cost is estimated at P2,400, based on 40
 
man-hours per year of skilled labor.
 

The annual savings are calculated as follows, u:ing MERALCO rate
 
schedule GP-7.
 

Cost of Electricity Without Power Factor Correction
 

Billing kwh = 1,200,000 x 1.1255 = 1,350,600 kwh 
Demand charge = 2,800 kw x V12.60/kw = P 35,280.00 
Billing KW = 2,800 KW. 

Energy charge:
 

First 200 hours x 2,800 KW x P0.270 (560,000 KWh) = P 151,200.00

Next 200 hours x 2,800 KW x V0.260 (560,000 KWh) = P 145,600.00

Next 200 hours x 2,800 KW x P0.250 (80,000 KWh) = P 20,000.00 

Total = 
 P 352,00.0U 

bulk sales discount (12.52%) = (P44,080.42) 

Net Energy Charge = P 307,999.58 

Purchased power adjustment (PO.8556/kWh) P1,155,573.36
Exchange rate adjustment (8.6%) V 26,487.96 

Total net annual bill = P1,489,860.90
 

Cost of Electricity with Power Factor Correction
 

Billing kWh = 1,200,OOU x 0.9b5 1,158,000.00
Demand charge = 2,800/KW x P12.60/KW = P 35,200.00 
Billing KWh = 2,800 kW. 

http:35,200.00
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Energy charge:
 

First 200 hours x 2,80U KW x P0.270 (560,000 KWh) a P 151,200.00
 
Next 200 hours x 2,800 KW x VP.260 (560,000 KWh) - P 145,6U.00
 
Next 200 hours x 2,600 KW x P0.250 (80,000 KWh) a P 9,500.00
 

Total - P 341,580.U0 

Bulk sales discount (11.24%) x (P38,393.59) 

Net Energy Charge - P 303,186.41 

Purchased power adjustment (PO.856/kWh) P 990,784.80
 
Exchange rate adjustment (8.6%) P 26,074.03
 

Total net annual bill - P1,320,045.24
 

Savings
 

Monthly Savings P lb9,815.66
 
Annual Savings P2,037,800.00
 

Simple Payback Period 

The simple payback period is estimated as:
 

Cost of equipment plus installation V 1,336,62b
 
Annual savings P 2,037,800 
Annual operating tust P 2,400 
Net annual savings P 2,U35,400 

The simple payback period is 8 months.
 

The payback period for a power factor correction project is very 
sensitive to the amount of power factor correction required. 

Benefit to Electric Utility 

Improved power factor will benefit the electric utility as follows:
 

To provide 2,800 KW of real power to an industrial client at a power

factor of 65%, the utility must be able to provide (with three-phase,

480 volt service) 

(2,800) x (1,000)/(1.737) x (480 volts) x (0.65) = 5,lb7 amps.
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Ifthe power factor isincreased to 90% (as inthe example above),
 

the current in the circuit is reduced to 

(2,800) x (1,000)/(1,737) x (480) (0.90) - 3,731 amps. 

This reduced current draw reduces heating inall elements of the
 
power system upstream of the load, thereby reducing the utility's

requirement for layer generators, transformers, switchgear and
 
transmission and distribution conductors. Because heating is
 
proportional to the square of the amperage, the relative heating is 
cut in half. As a result, the distribution system's capital and O&M 
costs are reduced and its reliability is improved.
 

Foreign Exchange Payback
 

Improving the power factor requires the use of capacitors and switch
 
gear that are not produced in the Philippines. While there is at
 
least one capacitor manufacturing facility, itmainly assembles
 
capacitors from imported components, and has a limited product line. 
Thus, the foreign exchange cost for capacitors for the factory in the 
example above would be $51,000 (Including shipping at 20% of capital 
cost). 

The foreign exchange savings come from two sources: a reduction in
 
the amount of oil burned by the utility to meet demand, and a 
reduction in the imported equipment needed for power conditioning,
transmission, and distribution. The oil burned by the utility is 
directly related to the KVA required by the load. Thus, an 
improvement in the power factor from 0.65 to 0.91 reduces the oil 
consumption by approximately 29%. If the factory in the example used 
1,200,000 kWh/month and had a marginal utility heat rate of 11,0OO 
Btu/kWh, its monthly savings would be 4,800 mmBtu. With an oil 
foreign exchange cost of $4.97/mmBtu, the annual savings would be
 
$286,272. Assuming a foreign exchange cost of $51,000 (including 2U% 
shipping), the foreign exchange payback period would be 2.2 months. 

Yl 
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With power factor improvement, the utility company can provide
improved service to its customers and reduce the need for
 
foreign-source generating capacity and associated power conditioning,

transmission and distribution equipment. Thus, it can serve existing
loads more efficiently and reliably. No estimate was made of the
foreign exchange value of the utilities' improved service, as it would
require a detailed evaluation of each utility that was beyond the
 
resources of this study.
 

Replicability of Application
 

Power factor corrections can he made in any large injdustrial facility

that has significant inductive loads such as motors and fluorescent

light ballasts. Inaddition, the local utility must have a power

factor adjustment in its rate schedule if the facility is 
to realize

savings. because it
was not possible to collect aggregate data on
actual power factors of industrial facilities, no estimates were made
of the number of facilities able to use power factor correction.

Vendors, utility personnel, and users, however, estimate that less

than one-quarter of the facilities that could benefit from power

factor correction systems currently use them.
 

Demonstration Requirements
 

The demonstration program will illustrate the benefits of power factor

correction for the customer.
 

The first step is 
to select two to six industrial facilities for the

demonstration program. 
 Each plant should be subject to a power factor

penalty by its electric utility. Next, conduct a comprehensive

electric service audit of the plant to develop an inventory of 
electricity consuming equipment and its respective rated and actual
 power consumption and power factor. 
As a result of the audit, a low
 
power factor may be traced not to the inherent power factor

characteristics of equipment, but rather to poor operating practice

(such as grossly oversized induction motors or unloaded distribution

transformers). 
 In such a case, the plant may not be a good candidate

for this demonstration unless replacement or modification of these
types of equipment is intended. 
 The audit will also serve to identify

locations at which the power factor correction capacitors should be
applied (e.g., 
at the main service entrance, at plant distribution
 
circuits, at individual pieces of equipment, or at a combination of
these locations). 
 Next, conduct an analysis to determine optimum

power factor correction and select, procure and install the capacitors.
 

Finally, provide training to plant operators in the proper use and
 
maintenance of the capacitor systems.
 

7 
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The remainder of the demonstration entails monitoring and reporting

the results of the project. To monitor the results, use fixed
 
amperage and power factor metering and recording instruments at the
 
incoming service point (just downstream of utility meter) and portable
 
current and power factor test equipment to test individual pieces of
 
equipment and circuits.
 

The cost of the demonstration at four sites (exclusive of the
 
capacitor systems) is estimated as follows:
 

Monitoring equipment P168,000
 
(V42,000 per site; 2/3 fixed, 1/3 portable)
 

Skilled TTEM staff engineer P 60,OOU

(2man-months plus 1 man-month per site)
 

Report reproduction and dissemination P 10,000
 

Total 
 V238,000
 

($12,865)
 

5. Steam Distribution System Maintenance Procedures
 

Application Sector: Industrial
 

Description
 

Regular inspection and maintenance of steam distribution systems can
 
result in immediate and significant savings in energy with little or
 
no capital investment. These savings are achieved primarily through
 
proper maintenance of steam traps and repair of steam leaks.
 

The main function of a steam trap is to remove steam condensate from
 
the steam distribution system while preventing the escape of live
 
steam to the atmosphere. There are a number of different types of
 
steam traps, each with its own operating principles and maintenance
 
requirements. The major types are open bucket traps, inverted hucket
 
traps, fluat and thermostatic traps, disk traps and thermostatic traps.
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While the steam trap's primary purpose i% not to save energy, 
improper maintenance can result in significant energy waste. For
 
example, if a steam trap falls in the open position, live steam will
flow directly through the trap, which can cause a pressure buildup in 
the condensate system and lead other steam traps to fail. If the 
trap exits to the atmosphere, steam will be released directly to the 
air, resulting inwasted energy, Just as a steam leak would. If the
 
trap fails in the shut position, it stops the flow of steam in the
 
system. Condensate and gases build up, causing corrosion and/or a
 
loss of heat to the process. Severe damage can occur if"water

hammer" results from the shut trap. 

A proper steam trap maintenance program will reduce or eliminate the
 
incidence of failure and thus save energy as well as prevent damage 
to the steam system. Such a program should include visual 
inspections of valves, joints, seals, etc. for steam leaks on a 
weekly or monthly basis. In addition, more detailed inspections
involving partial disassembly of traps should be made to remove dirt 
and foreign material deposited in strainers, steam traps and in the 
bottom of steam heated equipment. For new installations, these 
inspections should be performed frequently, at least every 3 months. 
For older systems, semi-annual or annual inspections are sufficient, 
depending on the operation of the system. 

Energy Savings (Single Application)
 

The following table indicates the extent of steam loss for various
 
size orifices at four steam prefzsures:
 

Steam loss (Ib/hr) at orifice site
 
Steam pressure (psig) / 1/4' 3/8 //2_ 

15 18.7 75 168 300
 
50 40.8 163 368 653
 

100 72.4 290 652 1158
 
150 104 416 936 1663
 

Source: ITT Fluid Handling Division
 

The energy savings that could be achieved through maintenance of
 
the steam distribution system are illustrated in the following
 
example. Assume that a steam trap with a 1/4 inch orifice has 
failed to open. Steam is generated at 100 psig from feedwater at 
100°F. The boiler operates for 6,000 hours per year, at 820
 
efficiency.
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The table indicates a loss of 290 pounds of steam per hour The
 
annual fuel used to generate the steam is:
 

(1040 Btu/lb) x (290 lb/hr) x (6,000 hr/yr)/(0.82) x (106)
 

- 2206 mmBtu/yr (60 KLOE/yr)
 

The 2,206 mmBtu/year is valued V202,952.
 

If the plant identifies five such leaks per year, the annual savings
 
would be 11,030nmBtu/year and valued PI1,14,760.
 

The cost of the steam system maintenance program is estimated as
 
follows:
 

Skilled labor for survey P10,000
 
(1man-month per year)
 

Trap replacement cost (5traps) P31,450
 
trap cost $200 each
 
shipping = $40 each
 
duties, taxes = $100 each
 

Total = $1,700
 

Trap installation cost P 600
 
(5 traps at 2 man-hours per trap)
 

Total P42,050
 

The simple payback is estimated as follows:
 

Annual cost of survey equipment and installation P42,050
 

Annual savings P1,014,760
 

The simple payback period is thus 15 days.
 

The example above assumes complete replacement of malfunctioning steam
 
traps. Replacement parts for steam traps and rebuilt steam traps are
 
available, reducing investment costs and hence the payback period.
 

Foreign Exchange Payback
 

The foreign exchange cost for imported steam traps is approximately
 
$1,200/year per installation (5 traps at $240/trap for materials and
 
shipping). The foreign exchange savings are $10,964 for imported oil
 
(2,206 mnBtu/year x $4.97/mmBtu). The foreign exchange payback period
 
is thus 1.3 months.
 

http:hr/yr)/(0.82
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Replicability of Application
 

Itis difficult to extend the analysis to encompass all industrial

plants, because of the differences in plant operating conditions.
However, a rough estimate can be made of the potential savings from a
natiomdde steam trap maintenance program. 

The AGB/BEU report cited a total of 964 active oil-fired boilers and
100 active boilers fired by fuel other that, oil in the Philippines.
If one-third of the boilers are in multi-boiler installations, there 
are a total of 700 installations. If one-third of these Installations
already have inspection programs, savings can be achieved in 47U of 
the installations. If the savings ineach installatir,., are comparable

to the facility in the example, the annual savings could be 140,000
KLOE/yr, or approximately P473 million annually. Discussions with 
steam trap veridors indicate these cost estimates are probably
conservative, and that the potential savings are probably much greater. 

Demonstration Requirements
 

The first step is to select two to six facilities that do not now have 
a steam system maintenance program inplace. Next, conduct a

comprehensive steam system survey (including boiler, steam
 
distribution, and condensate return system) of the facility. 
 At this
 
time, identify steam and condensate leaks and malfunctioning steam
traps. Also, institute a training program for plant personnel in the
 
techniques and instruments needed to identify malfunctioning traps.

Steam trap vendors have indicated a willingness to assist the TTEM
 
Project develop such a program.
 

Then, identify the magnitude of steam losses and estimate savings.

Next, select, procure and install the replacement steam traps, steam
 
trap components, valve seals, pipework and other replacement parts.
 

The final step is to monitor, report and disseminate the program

results. This step will require the installation of monitoring

equipment (as appropriate) to include fuel, steam flow, feedwater and
 
makeup water meters.
 

The additional cost of the demonstration at four sites isestimated as
 
follows: 

Skilled engineers 
(2man-months plus 1 man-month per site) 

P 60,000 

Monitoring and metering equipment V840,000 

Report reproduction and dissemination P 20,000 

Total P920,000 
($49,730) 
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6. Training. Technical Assistance and Study Programs 

Application Sector: Industrial 

Description 

One of the major reasons for energy inefficiency is a lack of trained 
industrial personnel in the energy-related areas. While BEU and ENMAP 
have provided energy audit training to ENMAP members in response to 
GOP legislation, their training appears to be mostly of the classroom 
type, with little hands-on training. The current EfiAP/BEU courses 
appear to be targeted at the plant engineer level; there are no 
identified training programs geared to plant operating personnel.
 

Inaddition, there is a need for technical assistance on an "on-site"
 
basis provided by foreign experts who can share their experience with
 
Philippine industry. Finally, the project will need to conduct
 
specific studies to develop a data base on energy use in Philippine
 
industry which can be used to identify high potential opportunities
 
for energy conservation. Discussions with energy users and vendors
 
indicate a need for the following types of technical assistance and
 
training programs.
 

a. Training Program
 

Boiler Operations. The purpose of this program is to instruct boiler
 
opera ors in the energy efficient operation of boilers, steam
 
distribution and condensate return systems. This program is very
 
practical, with a minimum of class room instruction and a maximum of
 
hands-on instruction with actual boilers. The course should cover, at
 
a minimum:
 

o Principles of combustion
 
o Boiler combustion efficiency testing and adjustment
 
o Maintenance of boiler burners
 
o Survey and maintenance of steam distribution system
 
o Proper operation and maintenance of steam traps.
 

The course presentation will require I to 2 weeks each time it is
 
given, depending on the background and experience of the
 
participants. The participants or their corporation will be expected
 
to provide for their own expenses. In addition, they may be required
 
to pay a nominal fee to cover the course costs (from V500 to P1,500
 
per student). The costs of this training program are estimated as:
 

j72
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Course Development Costs 

Consultants, engineers and academics 
 F100,000

Typing, editing and graphics 20,000 
Materials 
 10,000
 

Total
 

Course Presentation Costs (1 week course) 

Instructors (including expenses) 
 V10,000

Materials and facilities (30 students) 20.000
 

Total 
 73,0
 

Energy Auditing. The purpose of this program is to transfer the
 
classroom training provided by BEU/ENMAP to practical applications.

This transfer involves the instrumented energy audit of a

participating industrial plant under the supervision of experienced

auditors/instructors. The course would be geared to plant energy
 
managers, and would cover details of the following plant systems:
 

o Boiler and steam distribution systems
 
o Refrigeration and distribution systems
 
o Lighting and HVAC systems
 
o Building envelope
 
o Process systems
 
o Electrical systems.
 

The course vould also cover the identification and economic analysis

of energy conservation projects in each of these areas. 
 A similar
 
program is currently being implemented under USAID auspices in Sri
 
Lanka.
 

An opportunity exists here to develop a joint effort with the UNIDO
 
energy audit training program that is currently helping to train BEU

personnel in energy auditing techniques. Initially, the course will
 
require approximately 3 weeks to cover the necessary material. 
 If

possible, it should include one or two plant visits to illustrate the

techniques being taught. 
The course would be followed by an audit by

participants of their plants and a I- to 2-week follow-up course
 
during which the participants' audits are discussed and advanced
 
techniques are introduced.
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The costs for this program are estimated as:
 

Course Development Costs
 

Consultants, engineers and academics P120,0OU

Typing, editing and graphics 25,000
 
Materials 
 15,000
 

Total 
 716U,00
 

Course Presentation Costs (1week course)
 

Instructors (including expenses) P30,UO0
 
Materials and facilities (30 students) 50,000


Total 
 V800U
 

b. Technical Assistance Programs
 

Technical assistance programs can provide industry-specific expertise
 
to the Philippines. These programs involve the use of primarily U.S.
 
technical personnel to provide on-site expertise in the following
 
areas:
 

o Energy audits, especially process-oriented audits
 

o Analysis of industrial plant operating practices
 

o Establishment of plant maintenance programs
 

o 
Detailed analysis of complex energy conservation
 
investments (including process modifications)
 

o Analysis of cogeneration or on-site generation projects.
 

Generally, the technical personnel will be recognized experts in their
 
particular industry sector. Normally, they require 2 
to 6 weeks
 
in-country for each assignment, plus I to 3 weeks additional for
 
preparation. Because of the wide variety of assignments which will be
 
performed and the resulting wide variety of requirements, no estimate
 
is made of the costs of this. Normally, this assistance will be
 
provided by the U.S. contractor, and will be funded from the grant

portion of the project.
 

c. Study Program
 

The TTEM Project will also fund specific studies to identifyand

evaluate energy conservation opportunites. The information developed

will be used for TTEM program planning purposes, and the data will be
 
made available to users, vendors, and service organizations to help
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them identify applicable technologies and procedures. In addition,
 
these studies will serve to train TTEH staff, and provide a "baseload"
 
of work to cushion the "peaks and valley" workload of demonstration
 
subproject development. At this time, the specific studies to be
 
undertaken have not been identified. 

One example of the type of study which would be undertaken is 
comparative analysis of industrial energy use in specific industrial
 
processes in various industrialized and industrializing countries.
 
This will allow Philippine industrial energy users to determine what
 
their energy consumption is relative to other plants around the world
 
and thus indicate specific areas for improvem.,nt and the amount of
 
improvement which is possible. Such data is currently being developed

by the World Bank and similar organizations. In addition, many

nmultinatiional corporations provide their Philippine subsidiaries with
 
periodic comparisons of the energy consumption of the corporation's

plants around the world. Some may be willing to share this
 
information. The study itself will be a continuous effort to develop 
and update this data base, and will require approximately 1/4 to 1/2 
man-years each year. 

B. Building System Maintenance Procedures
 

1. Outside Air Temperature Compensation for Chiller Systems
 

Application Sector: Commercial Buildings
 

Description
 

Chiller systems filled with basic controls produce water chilled to a
 
single temperature, typically 450F. In milder weather, these
 
systems use too much energy, as building cooling load requirements

could be satisfied with water chilled to a temperature above 450F.
 
However, automatic controls can be used to reset the chilled water
 
temperature based on the outside air temperature. These controls are
 
relatively inexpensive and operate in conjunction with existing
 
chiller controls.
 

Automatic reset controls operate by sensing outside air temperature
 
and loading or unloading the chiller(s) in stages. The chilled water
 
temperature is generally determined by an algorithm that computes the
 
difference between the "hottest day" outside air temperature and the
 
current outside air temperature, and then adjusts the chilled water
 
temperature on some predefined basis, using the "hottest day" chilled
 
water temperature as the minimum.
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Energy Savings (Single Applicaion) 

The energy savings that could be achieved by implementing this
 
measure are illustrated by the following example. 
Assume that a
 
chiller is adjusted to produce chilled water at 440F when the

outdoor temperature is 950F, at an input power of 117 kW. 
 If the
 
out-door temperature is 850F, the building cooling load could be met
by raising the chilled water temperature to 480F, which will reduce

the input power to 106 kW. 

If the chiller plant operates 10 hours a day, 5 days a week, 50 weeks
 
a year, and consists of three units, and if the chilled water
 
temperature can be raised to 48OF for 40% of the operating hours,
 
the savings will be:
 

(3)x (117-106kW) x (lOhr/day) x (bday/wk) x (50 wk/yr) x (0.4) 
= 33,000 kWh/year. 

Using a marginal cost of electric energy of P1.20 per kwh (the

November 1984 MERALCO commercial rate, including purchased power

adjustment and exchange rate adjustment), the annual cost savings

will be V37,950.
 

The cost of the control package is estimated at $12,000, including

70% of the purchase price for shipping, taxes, and duties.
 

Design and installation charges are estimated at P60,00, 
 based on
 
the use of 1,000 man-hours of skilled labor.
 

The annual labor cost of system maintenance is estimated at P3,000,

based on the use of 50 man-hours of skilled labor. 

The simple payback period is estimated as follows: 

Cost of equipment and installation P282,000 

Annual savings P 37,9b0 

Annual operating cost V 3,000 

Net savings P 34,950 

The simple payback period is thus 8.1 years. 
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Foreign Exchange Payback
 

The foreign exchange cost (controls plus charges of 201 for shipping) 
is approximately $8,470. The electricity savings are 33,000 
kWh/year. At a marginal utility heat rate of 11,000 Btu/kWh, the 
annual fuel savings are 363 mBtu. At $4.97/mbtu, the annual 
foreign exchange savings are approximately $1,804. Thus, the foreign
exchange payback period is 4.7 years. 

Repli bility of Application
 

Reset chiller controls can be applied to any reciprocating,
 
centrifugal, or screw compressor type electric chiller. These
 
controls can also be fitted to steam absorption refrigeration 
systems, although discussions with vendors and architects did not 
indicate the use of these systems in any commercial buildings in the 
Philippines. There may be an opportunity to extend this technology 
to the industrial area, for use in controlling process cooling

equipment. No information is available on the extent of potential

application in this area. However, industrial refrigeration

requirements are generally "steady-state" in nature, which may limit 
the application. 

Demonstration Requirements 

The demonstration should be structured to include the foll owing

activities. First, select two to six facilities of various sizes and 
types (e.g., hospitals, hotels, office buildings). Each facility 
chosen should have at least a 200-ton chilled water plant, with
 
multiple compressors capable of being sequenced. The chillers shoud
 
operate to supply the same chilled water system.
 

Subject the chilled water system and air conditioning system of each
 
building to a comprehensive energy audit, The purpose of the audit
 
is two-fold. 

First, it serves to identify other potential HVAC* system problem 
areas. Any facility that suffers from improperly functioning 
controls on air handling units should riot be part of the
 
demonstration, since any savings achieved by chiller control may be 
masked by the malfunctioning controls. The second purpose of the 
audit is to develop an estimate of baseline energy consumption from
 
which savings may be identified.
 

* MIVAC - Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning 
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The next step of the demonstration program is to select, procure, and
 
install the controls. In addition, building engineers must be
 
trained in the proper use of the equipment. Monitoring and data
 
recording equipment will also be required for the demonstration,

including watt-hour meters for electric chillers, and temperature
 
sensors and recorders for all chilled water and outside air.
 

The final step of the demonstration program is to report and
 
disseminate the results. This step will be carried out in
 
conjunction with existing professional and trade organizations such
 
as the United Architects of the Philippines, the Philippine Institute
 
of Architects, the Philippine Association of M-chanical Engineers,

PCCI, ENMAP, and BEU. The cost of the demonstration at four sites
 
(exclusive of reset chiller controls) is estimated as follows:
 

Monitoring and metering equipment P74U,000
 
($10,000 per site)
 

Skilled engineers (3man-months plus 1 man-month P 60,000
 
per site)
 

Report reproduction and dissemination P 20,OOU
 

Total 
 V820,000
 
($44,324)
 

2. Building Energy Management Systems
 

Application Sector: Commercial Buildings
 

Description
 

An energy management system (EMS) is composed of microprocessor-basea

devices that control and optimize energy use in a building or
 
facility. An EMS is capable of on-site programming by building

operating personnel, and can provide some or all of the following
 
control strategies:
 

o Time of day on/off control
 

o Time of day duty cycling
 

o 
 Time of day duty cycling with temperature compensation
 

o Peak electric demand control by load shedding or cycling 

o Optimum start/stop
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o 	 Chilled water reset
 

o 	 Temperature control/night setback/night set/onward 

o 	 Energy usage reporting. 

In general, the cost of an EMS, and the energy savings achievable with
 
its use, increase with the capability of the system. Some specific
 
uses for EMSs during project design are:
 

o 	 Time-of-day on/off control. Such control is manual at present,

and may thus result in an unnecessary use of equipment. This
 
applicat-cn should be coupled with optimum start/stop.
 

o 	 Optimum start/stop. By monitoring indoor and outdoor conditions, 
an EMS will start equipment as late as possible and shut down 
equipment as early as possible while still allowing comfort 
conditions to be maintained in the spaces served by building HVAC 
equipment.
 

o 
 Time-of-day duty cycling with temperature compensation. This
 
function, which may be possible in some buildings, will help to
 
reduce building peak demand and electric energy use. However,

this strategy may not be effective where air conditioning is
 
needed for humidity control.
 

o 
 Peak electric demand control by load shedding or cycling. This
 
option, while not necessarily cost effective under present utility
 
rate schedules (which tend to have low demand charges), may become
 
more attractive as utility rates increase and/or rates are
 
restructured to include higher demand charges.
 

Other EMS functions such as chilled water reset or temperature control
 
are not included because they can be accomplished by other, less
 
expensive means. For example, reset controls can be used to
 
compensate for outside air temperature. Temperature can best be
 
controlled by recalibrating and refurbishing existing HVAC controls
 
and instruments.
 

By eliminating the need for some control functions in an EMS, its
 
first cost, installation cost, and maintenance cost can be kept to an
 
acceptable level.
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Energy Savings (Single Application)
 

Experience with energy management systems in the United States and

other countries indicates that they can save between 5 and 50% of the 
energy used inbuildings. For example, assume that a 15-story office

building has a total of 18 air handling units, tons of400
refrigeration, and an area of about 110,000 square feet (10,800 square
meters). A typical Philippine office building of this size consumes 
about 1,893,000 kilowatt-hours annually, at a cost of Vl,833,000. If
 
energy usage can be cut by 10% by using the EMS to reduce HVAC unit
 
operating hours, the annual savings would be 189,300 kWh. 
 At a
 
marginal cost of P1.15 per kWh, the annual 
cost savings would be
 
V217,695. 

The cost of the EMS is estimated at $10,000 inclusive of all sensors
 
and electrical hardward, plus $7,000 for shipping, taxes, and duties.
Design and installation would require 600 man-hours of skilled labor,

for a cost of V36,000.
 
The annual system maintenance cost (80 man-hours per year) is
 

estimated at V4,800.
 

The simple payback period isestimated as follows:
 

Cost of equipment ($17,000) V314,500
 

Design and installation cost 
 P 36,000
 

Annual savings 
 V217,695
 

Annual operating cost 
 P 4,800
 

Net annual savings 
 V212,895
 

The simple payback period is thus 1.6 years.
 

Foreign Exchange Payback
 

The foreign exchange cost (materials plus 20% for shipping and
 
handling) of a typical EMS is $12,000. With annual foreign exchange

savings (189,300 kWh times $O.U62/kWh) of 11,737, the foreign exchange

payback period would be 1.02 years.
 

Replicability of Application
 

Energy management systems can be used in office buildings, hotels,

hospitals, apartment buildings, and large retail 
stores of shopping

centers. 
 The selection of EMS capabilities is very site-specific.

For instance, similar office buildings may use significantly different
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control strategies, depending on the equipment in the facility. In
 
addition, a single building may require different control strategies
 
for different areas. For example, because of health codes and
 
regulatilons, certain areas in hospitals may not be shut down even
 
when they are unoccupied (e.g., operating rooms). Thus, the use of
 
duty cycling depends on the degree of air handling unit oversizing and
 
the number of air changes per hour required. Similarly, the use of 
duty cycling in the public areas of hotels depends on the nature of
 
the area. For instance, cycling would probably be possible in lobbies 
and vestibules, but not in occupied banquet halls where an optimum 
start/stop strategy would be more suitable. In guost rooms,

Individual detectors that control the air conditioning unit (which is 
usually a fan coil unit) are generally more cost-effective than
 
central control.
 

Demonstrati on Requirements 

Because of the wide variety of building types and possible 
performance, select six to ten facilities for demonstration. Each
 
facility should have about 30 units or groups of units to be 
controlled and should require no more than b analog sensing points.

The facility should operate on a regular schedule, with only 
occasional departures from that schedule, and have no operable

automatic controls in place that correspond to an EMS. 

Conduct a detailed energy audit of the facility to determine the
 
actual units to be controlled and the control strategy to be
 
employed. The audit will also determine the baseline energy
 
consumption with which to measure savings and will indicate the
 
savings possible by use of an EMS.
 

Next, select the EMS on the basis of the building control
 
requirements, and procure and install it. Then, train building
 
operating personnel to program the EMS. A "break-in" period of about
 
1 month will be required to fine-tune the EMS programming and verify

that controlled equipment is operating according to the program.
 

No additional monitoring equipment is required, as all savings will be
 
reflected in the utility billing. If desired, portable watt-hour
 
meters can be used to verify the operation of selected equipment.
 

The final step in the program is to report and disseminate the
 
results. This step will be carried out through trade associations.
 
BEU, and ENMAP. 

\l
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The cost of the demonstration at eight sites (exclusive of energy 
management systems) is estimated as follows: 

Monitoring equipment (optional)
(4portable sets at $2,000 per set) P148,000 

Skilled TTEM staff engineer (2man-months 
plus 1 man-month per site) PIO0,O00 

Report reproduction and dissemination 
(accomplished through sponsoring company,
BEU, and ENMAP) 9 20,000 

Total P268,000 
($14,486) 

3. Increasing Roof Insulation in Existing Buildings
 

Application Sector: Commercial Buildings
 

Description
 

The use of roof insulation in Philippine commercial buildings was not
 
a wide- spread construction practice prior to the mid-1970s. 
Most

buildings used simple single concrete slab roofs, which offer little
 
resistance to solar heat gain and heat transfer through the surface.

This measure would demonstrate the benefits of retrofitting roof
 
insulation.
 

Enerp.Savings (Single Application)
 

The energy savings that could be achieved by implementing this measure
 
are illustrated by the example of an office building with a

7,500-square-foot uninsulated slab roof. 
The heat transfer
 
coefficient of the uninsulated roof is about 0.25 Btu/hr/sq ft/OF.

ihe use of 50 mm (2 inches) of roof insu- lation under the deck will
 
decrease the heat transfer coefficient to 0.08 Btu/hrsq ftOF.
 
Assuming an average cooling load temperature difference of 45OF
 
(including insulation) over the year, and operation of the cooling

system for 10 hours/day, the reduction in heat transfer is computed as
 

Q = U x A x dT = (0.25-0.08) x (7,500) x (45) = 57,375 Btu/hour
 

where
 

U = heat transfer coefficient (Btu/hr/sq. ft./OF)
 

A = roof area (sq. ft.) 

dT = temperature difference (OF).
 

http:0.25-0.08
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Over the course of the year, this reduction amounts to 

(57,375) x (10 hour/day) x (5 day/week) x (52 week/yr) x (10-6) 

a 149 m.tu/year. 

With an air conditioning system coefficient of performance (COP) of 3,
 
the savings are about 14,500 kWh per year. At a marginal rate of
 
V1.15 per kWh, the cost savings are P16,675 per year.
 

Fiberglass vendors estimate the cost of fiberglass insulation at 
P140.65 per square meter (P13.32 per square foot), and installation 
costs at V30 per square meter (F2.04 per square foot). The installed 
cost of insulation would thus be P120,200. Annual maintenance is
 
negligible. 

The simple payback period is estimated as follows: 

Cost of insulation and installation P120,200 

Annual savings P 16,675 

The simple payback period is thus 7.2 years. 

These savings estimates are based on the reduction of heat transfer
 
into the conditioned space only when air conditioning systems are
 
operating. The application of insulation will also reduce the rate at
 
which the space heats up overnight and on weekends, which may reduce
 
the amount of time needed by the air conditioning system to cool down
 
the building prior to normal occupancy, and may also permit shutdown
 
of the cooling system before occupancy of the building ends for the
 
day. These additional savings will further reduce the payback period.
 

Foreign Exchange Payback
 

The foreign exchange.cost of this measure is very small, as fiberglass
 
insulation is manufactured in the Philippines and thus little is
 
imported. If the average foreign exchange component is 10% of the
 
Fiberglass cost (Pl4.1 per square meter), the foreign exchange cost in
 
the example above is about $540. At foreign exchange savings of about
 
$899 (14,500 kWh times $0.062/kWh), the foreign exchange payback
 
period is about 7.3 months.
 

Replicability of Application
 

Thermal insulation can be used in commercial buildings as a retrofit 
project or part of the original building design. In addition, to 
increase the thermal integrity of the building, itmay be economically 
advantageous either to replace existing insulation or add to it. 
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Underslab insulation--which was discussed in the example-.is generally
 
not economically justified in retrofit applications. However, its
 
application to walls in new construction can be very attractive.
 
Insulation can also be applied to air conditioning ductwork (either

internal or external), parti- cularly when the ductwork passes through

unconditioned spaces (e.g., mechanical rooms), and itcan also be
 
applied to chilled water pipework.
 

Demonstration Requirements
 

First, select the buildings to demonstrate roof insulation. The
 
buildings selected should be multi-story, air conditioned, with no
 
existing underslab roof insulation, and with reasonable access to the
 
underslab for the retrofit. Each roof area should be 6,000 to 15,0OU
 
square feet (550 to 1,450 square meters). Two or four buildings
 
should be selected.
 

Next, conduct a comprehensive energy audit of the buildings to
 
determine baseine energy use and identify structural problems that
 
may mask the savings achieved by insulation.
 

Prior to the installation of insulating materials, estimate heat
 
transfer through tihe slab roof by using temperature sensors to record
 
four variables.
 

o Outside air temperature
 
o External roof surface temperature
 
o Internal roof surface temperature
 
o Conditioned space temperature.
 

Inaddition, estimate verage solar insolation ifcloud cover
 
statistics are known; these statistics should be available from a
 
local meteorological station.
 

Then, determine the type of insulation required and specify, procure,
 
and install it. Add another temperature sensor at the internal
 
surface of the insulation, and continue the monitoring program for
 
heat transfer estimation. The net savings achieved by the insulation
 
should be reflected in electric uitility billings.
 

Finally, report and disseminate the project results, using trade
 
associations, BEU, ENMAP, and PCCI.
 

The cost of the dzmonstration at four sites (exclusive of insulation)
 
is estimated as follows:
 

http:example-.is
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Skilled TTE14 staff engineers (2 man-months 
plus 1 man-month per site) P 60,UO 

Multi-channel temperature recorder and sensors 
($10,000 per building) P740,000 

Report production and dissemination P 20,000 

Total 
 P820,000
 
($844,324) 

4. Training, Technical Assistance and Study Programs 

Application Sector: Commercial Buildings 

Description 

Training programs and technical assistance in this area must be geared
 
to hands-on training, particularly for operating personnel. In
 
addition to the training programs, a need exists for on-site technical
 
assistance provided by foreign experts and for specific studies in
 
commercial building energy use.
 

a. Training Programs
 

Housekeeping for Energy Efficiency. The purpose of this program is 
to
 
instruct building operating personnel in the principles and practices

of maintaining equipment to achieve maximum energy efficiency. The
 
program will cover:
 

o Proper operation and maintenance of chillers and air handling units
 

o Selection and maintenance of high-efficiency lighting systems
 

o Proper maintenance of HVAC controls and temperature maintenance
 

o Improved performance of building envelope (e.g., through 
weatherstripping, sealing, keeping doors closed)
 

This course will typically require 1 week. Itwill include hands-on 
operation of equipment in a typical building, perhaps the one inwhich 
the course is held. 

Controls. This program covers building HVAC controls in depth to
 
provide a working knowledge of the implications of control
 
adjustments. The program is a sequel to the previous course, with
 
emphasis on advanced systems and hands-on operation. It will require
I week. 
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Building Energy Auditing. The purpose of this program is to translate 
the 	theory presented inthe BEU/ENMAP classroom sessions into

practical applications. This translation involves an instrumented 
audit of participating commercial buildings (office buildings, hotels,

hospitals, large retails stores) under the supervision of experienced
auditors/instructors. 
The 	program will cover detailed examinations of

such building systems as chiller and chilled water distribution
systems, the HVAC system, lighting systems, the building envelope,
domestic hot water systems, and electrical systems. Itwill include
 
the identification and cost benefit analytis of energy conservation

projects. This course will require 1 to 2 weeks, depending on che
 
background and experience of the participants.
 

The 	costs for each of these training programs are estimated at:
 

Course Development Costs
 

Consultants, Engineers, Academics 
 P 8U,000

Typing, Editing, and Graphics 20,000

Materials 
 10,000


Total "f10,06
 

Course Presentation Costs
 

Instructors 
 9 10,000 
Materials and Facilities (30 students) P 20,000 

Total 

b. 	Technical Assistance Programs
 

These programs are designed to provide specific expertise inareas of
 
interest to the Philippines, using experts in specific technologies

and applications. Among the areas where expertise may be required are:
 

o 
 Design and analysis of building energy management systems
 

o 	Analysis of complex energy conservation projects (including

commercial building cogeneration projects)
 

o 	Principles of energy-efficient building design for architects and
 
mechanical engineering contractors.
 

As in the industrial technical assistance programs, each assignment

will typically require 2 to 6 man-weeks in the Philippines and 1 to 3
 
man-weeks additional for preparation.
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c. 	 Study Programs 

The TTEN Project will also fund study programs which will be used for 
program planning purposes and to help identify attractive technologies 
for users, vendors, and service organizations. These studies will 
also be used to train TTEN staff and to help balance the workload. 
While the specific studies to be performed have not yet been
 
identified, an example in the comercial energy sector would be a 
study to evaluate microcomputer-based building energy analysis
 
programs. 

The 	use of these models in the Philippines has been limited by the 
lack of knowledge of the computer programs available and a lack of 
experience among the architectural/engineering sector in running 
them. The purpose of this study is to make these computer programs 
more available for use in the Philippines, demonstrating their utility 
and giving building design personnel experience in their use. 

The use of computer models to simulate building energy performance has 
been a common practice in the United States for about 10 years. These 
models generally allow "side-by-side" analysis of unmodified buildings 
and those modified in structure, orientation, or building energy-using 
systems and schedules to dztermine the effects of the changes on 
building energy use. The models accept actual weather data fur the 
location being examined and perform calculations on a monthly or 
hourly basis (or even a finer increment) to provide a comparative
 
simulation of the performance of the building and building energy
systems. While the models initially were developed for use with 
mainframe computers, more recent versions have been developed for use
 
with microcomputers.
 

These models provide a means of determining the most energy-efficient
building configurations and allow an economic analysis of the various 
options. Among the options that can be examined with these programs
 
are:
 

o 	 The effect of different levels of insulation on building
 
construction and operating costs
 

o 	 The costs and benefits of higher-efficiency building systems
 
(e.g., pumps, lighting, air conditioning, motors)
 

o 	 The effect of building orientation, different glazing systems, and
 
other building envelope variations on energy consumption..
 

Studies in the United States made for the Building Energy Performance 
Standards (BEPS) program have indicated that 20 to 400, of estimated 
building energy consumption can theoretically be saved, with little or 
no additional costs, when building energy performance is analyzed 
using simulation models. 
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The demonstration program for building energy analysis programs
consists of a combination of evaluations, training, and building

simulation studies.
 

The evaluations and training involve selection of building energy

analysis programs and training of Philippine users in required data
collection and set-up procedures. The programs will be selected from
 
among a number of programs developed primarily in the United States
 
for use on microcomputers. Large programs designed for mainframe
 
computers will not be chosen because of their complexity and the lack

of access to large computers by Philippine architects.
 

The successful use of these microcomputer programs depends to a great
extent on the skill of the building analyst responsible for collecting
and formatting the input data; therefore, intensive training in the 
use of the program will be made available, preferably by hav:ing the
 
program developers conduct seminars in the Philippines in program 
use. 
Each analyzer will model actual buildings with each of the

selected programs and compare the results with the actual building

consumption. Programs will be rated on ofthe basis of their ease use
and accuracy, and the results made available to the architectural

design community. If desired, the programs can be sligltly modified
 
to make them more appropriate for Philippine climatic conditions,

construction practices, and regulatory requirements. The Philippine

architectural and engineering participants will be expected to
contribute their time and expenses. Computers can be rented for the 
duration, although participants will be strongly urged to buy their 
own. 

The cost of the demonstration program is estimated as follows:
 

Program acquisition costs (4 programs at
 
$1,500 each) P111,000 

Skilled TTEM staff engineers (8man-months) P 80,000 

Program developer seminars (4 seminars at 
$5,000 each) V370,000 

Computer rental (10 computers for 2 months 
at $400 each) P 74,000 
IrLformation dissemination P 20,000 

Total V575,00U 
($31,081) 

The simulation study phase of the demonstration program will focus on
 
research into the effects of buildiig design modifications on building

energy consumption, using the program or programs that were judged

best in the first phase.
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Among the types of studies that may be undertaken are: 

o 	 Effects of alternative glazing types and glass areas on building 
energy consumption 

0* 	 The use of natural ventilation rather than forced ventilation air 
conditioning systems 

o The effect of building envelope materials and site orientation on 
building energy consumption 

o 	 A life-cycle cost benefit analysis of higher-efficiency building
systems, different construction materials, and different building 
designs. 

The results of these studies will be used to educate building owners, 
architects, and engineers about the types of energy savings that can
be realized through careful building design and construction.) 

The cost of each of these studies is estimated as follows: 

Skilled manpower (e.g., engineer, architect,
professor) (8 man-months per study) P 80,000 

Semi-skilled manpower (e.g., junior engineer,
student) (12 man-months per study) P 60,000 
Measuring and monitoring equipment 
(ifnecessary) ($10,000 per study) P185,000 

Information dissemination P 20,000 

Total P345,000 
($1:,649) 
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C. 	 Economic Internal Rate of Return 

The 	Economic Internal Rate of Return (EIRR) of the proposed demonstration
 
projects is estimated in Table H3. To calculate these values, the 
following assumptions were developed with the assistance of AID economists:
 

o 
 The economic value of foreign exchange purchases (equipment and 
energy) is 100%of the equipment market value, plus an additional 
20'0 for shipping and handling 

o The 	 ratio of the economic exchange rate to the market exchange 
rate is 14.0/16.8, or 0.83
 

o 	 The ratio of economic value to market value of domestic labor for
 
installation and O&M is 0.66. This is equal to the economic co3t
 
of semi-skilled labor (80% of its market value) times the exchange
 
rate ratio (0.83)
 

o 
The ratio of economic value to-market value of local materials is
 
0.83, the exchange rate ratio
 

o 
 Annual savings escalate at 2%per year for both oil and electricity 

o The economic value of oil savings is equal to its foreign exchange
 
cost of $4.57/mmBtu (based on an average 1982 crude oil
 
acquisition cost of $32.30/bbl) plus 20% for local processing and
 
handling, for a net value of $5.48/mmBtu
 

o The economic value of electricity savings is 90% of its market 

value, or $0.077/KWh
 

o 	 The system operating life is 15 years.
 

With these assumptions, the EIRRS of the projects varl from 8% to over
 
5,300% (see Table H3). The projects having the extremely high returns are
 
primarily "housekeeping" projects having little capital investment but
 
with high savings. Two projects, Outside Air Temperature Compensation for

Chillers and Building Roof Insulation, have relatively low returns of 8
 
and 9% respectively. This isbelow the opportunity cost of capital in the
 
Philippines which AID economists estimate to be 2M, and thus would
 
probably not be undertaken without more detailed study to determine if the
 
actual EIRR is in fact much higher than that estimated in these
 
preliminary analyses. 
The other projects have EIRR estimates of 30% or
 
greater, and thus appear very attractive.
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FOREWORD 

This manual sets forth the policies of the Technology Transfer for Energy
Management Fund established under the TTE1 Project Agreement between the 
Government of the Philippines and the United,States Agency for International

Development. The TTEM Project ii new and thus it is likely that over its five 
year life the policies set forth in this manual will be revised to reflect the 
experience gained in administering the loan fund and the changing. needs of the 
market place. 

We have reason to believe that this program will stimulate investments in
 
energy conservation on a large scale basis. 
.We are thus optimistic that this 
project will reduce commercial energy consumption, reduce oil imports (thus
improving the balance of payments situation), increase productivity and 
improve economic growth prospects for all Filipinos. 

Orlando Galang
 
Chairman
 
TTEM Steering Committee
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Objectives and Legal Framework 

1.01 	 The Technology Transfer for Energy Management (TTEM) fund has been 
established to promote and accelerate the adoption of cost-effective 
energy conservation measures in industry, buildings and 
transportation. The adoption of these measures -- i.c., equipment, 
processes and improved management systems, will reduce commercial 
energy consumption, reduce oil imports and thus the balance of payments 
situation and improve productivity and economic growth prospects. 

The central piece of the TTEM project is a demonstration program aimed 
at supporting actual commercial scale applications of energy 
conservation technologies that are not widely used in the Philippines.
Eligible projects may receive financial assistance from TTEM. A number 
of financial intermediaries serve as conduits in channelling TTEM
 
financial assistance to the various project sponsor.
 

1.02 	 The operation of the TTEM loan fund is guided by the following legal

documents: 

(a) Project Agreement, dated
 

This agreement between the Government of the Philippines and 
the United States Agency for International Development (USAID)
 
defines the operation of the TTEM project and loan fund.
 

(b) List other legal documents, if any. 

Management
 

1.03 	 The Fund is owned by the Bureau of Energy Utilization (BEU) of the
 
Ministry of Energy and is administered by the Central Bank (CB) under a
 
Master Agreement concluded between the two government agencies.
 

A Steering Committee created under the terms of the Project Agreement 
provides overall policy guidance and administrative oversight to the 
project. The Steering Comittee is composed of a representative each 
from the BEU, the Central Bank, the Board of Investments of the 
Ministry of Trade and Industry, the Ministry of Finance and the 
National Economic and Development Authority. The private sector is 
represented by the Philippine Chamber of Comerce and Industry, the 
Energy 	Management Association of the Philippines (ENMAP) and the 
Bankers Association of the Philippines. The BEU representative serves
 
as chairman of the Steering Committee. 
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1.04 	 A Subproject Selection Committee composed of the Project Director and 
selected technical personnel from the BEU, ENMAP and USAID provides

day-to-day management of the Project. This committee has primary 
responsibility for the selection of demonstration projects, subject to
 
final approval by BEU. 

II. GENERAL POLICIES
 

Lending Policies
 

2.01 	 The TTEM financial assistance is provided in the form of a grant, a 
straight loan or as a loan with repayment tied to energy savings. The 
loan may be extended with or without guarantee coverage. A combination 
of these financing investments may be used on a single project. The
 
TTEM Steering Committee may from time-to-time change the type of
 
financial assistance provided and the terms and conditions of the 
assistance. 

(a) Grants and Straight Loans
 

These financing instruments are the simplest form of
 
assistance available. Straight loans must be repaid

regardless of the level of energy savings achieved. 

(b) Loans with Repayments Tied to Energy Savings
 

This financing system ties the loan repayment to the actual
 
energy savings which accrue from the project. The savings are
 
split between the project sponsor and the TTEM in a proportion

equal to their respective capital contribution. For example,

if the project contributes 40% of the capital, it will also 
receive 40% of the value of energy savings. The TTEM loan 
carries a fixed interest rate but the repayment will vary with 
the size of the energy savings. One hundred percent of the
 
TTEM share of the energy savings will be applied to the
 
amortization of the accrued interest and outstanding principal
 
until the loan is fully paid off.
 

2.02 	 TTEM assistance is available to existing and new industrial and
 
commercial enterprises without any restrictions on the scale of their
 
operations. Priority is however given to those establishments which
 
consume imported fuels, particularly oil. 
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2.03 	TTE loans are exempt from the following Central Bank Circulars/
 
Government Regulations: (List applicable regulations, if any)
 

2.04 	 In order to ensure maximum accessibility to the TTEM fund and at the
 
same time develop private sector banking capabilities in energy

conservation financing, TTEM uses financial institutions as 
intermediaries. Participating financial institutions such as commercial 
banks, savings and mortgage banks, non-bank financial intermediaries and 
leasing companies are required to be accredited by the Central Bank
 
before being eligible to apply for TTEM financial assistance. During
the first 2 or 3 years of the project, only a limited number of private 
financial institutions (no more than 4) will be accredited. As 
experience is gained with the project, particularly with demonstration 
financing, the number of accredited banks will be increased. 

2.05 	Loan Purposes
 

(a) Eligible Projects 

TTE provides financial assistance to demonstrate the 
applicability on a commercial scale basis of energy
conservation technologies and management practices that are not
 
widely used in the Philippines. TTEM provides project sponsors

with an indicative but not all inclusive list of demonstration
 
projects eligible for financing assistance. Sponsors of
 
projects included in the list may or may not qualify depending
 
on the project's ability to meet TTEI requirements.
 

(b) Application cf TTEtI Funds 

Proceeds from TTEM financial assistance are to be utilized for 
the acquisition of fixed dssets and/or installation and related
 
construction and engineering expenditures. Eligible 
expenditures may include the following:
 

(to be 	completed by BEU/CB)
 

Project Evaluation Criteria
 

2.06 	Only projects which are likely to stimulate other similar energy

conserving investments by the private sector and where the project 
sponsor is willing to freely share information resulting from the
 
demonstration are eligible for TTEM assistance. In determining the
 
validity of projects the following types of criteria dmong others are
 
used:
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(a) Project Costs and Benefits
 

- What is the technology's technical and economic
 
attractiveness to potential users?
 

-
 What are the foreign exchange implications of use of the
 
technology?
 

(b) Risk
 

- Will the technology work reliably and demonstrate energy 
savings? 

- Can it be shown to be cost-effective? 

- Will regulatory or social factors adversely affect it?
 

(c) Economy Wide Costs and Benefits
 

How many replications of the technology will the
 
demonstration stimulate, and what are the resulting overall
 
national savings?
 

What indirect costs and benefits to the nation will result,
 
such as potential for local manufacturing, exports, and
 
rural development?
 

- Are replicatiors financially sustainable at unsubsidized 
commercial lending rates? 

- Is the proposed investment economically viable using shadow 

pricing of all inputs and outputs?
 

(d) TTEM Costs and Benefits
 

- What are users or vendors willing to contribute?
 

- What are the expected energy savings per TTEM investment?
 

(e) Inaddition to the above criteria, the project must also comply
 
with any applicable government regulation, such as pollution

control and zoning.
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Lending/Guarantee Terms 

2.07 (a) Most loans/grants will have a foreign exchange component as
 
well as a peso component, at least during the initial years of 
the fund. The full amount of all loans will be repayable in a 
fixed mount of pesos regardless whether or not a portion of 
the loan includes comodities purchased with foreign exchange. 
In the event the loan includes a foreign exchange component,

the borrower will repay pesos equivalent to actual foreign

exchange costs converted to pesos at the official rate of
 
exchange (as determined by the Central Bank (CB)) on the date 
of the foreign exchange payments. For example, a loan approved
inJanuary 198x may include the purchase of offshore equipment
 
which would be ordered in February 198x, but not shipped and 
paid for with foreign exchange until May 198x. The borrower 
would repay the peso equivalent of the foreign exchange payment
converted at the official rate of exchange on the date of 
payment in May 198x, plus any pesos borrowed under the peso 
component.
 

(b) Limits of Grants 

A maximum peso equivalent of P1 million is available as grant
 
per 	eligible project. The grant will not exceed 50% of the 
total project cost. 

(c) Limit of Loans
 

A maximum of P3 million is available as loan per eligible
 
project. Straight loans will not exceed 75% of the total 
project costs.
 

(d) Interest Rates 

The 	financial institution shall charge its average prime rate
 
over the preceding four weeks less s15 (6)percentage points
 
(this includes a bank service charge/l) on straight loans and 
the prime rate less one percentage point on loans with 
repayments tied to energy savings. The financial institution 
is allowed a one time loan application filing fee (including 
loan origination fee) of 1% of the principal amount of the loan 
and 	1/2% of the amount of the grant. No repayment of service
 
charge or escalation of interest during the life of the loan is
 
allowed.
 

I/ 	Service charges refer to commissions, premiums and other service charges,
 
not including application filing and loan origination fees.
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(e) Financial Institution Spread
 

If he financial institution assumes 100% of the business and
 
credit risks associated with this projectit will be allowed an

increased spread of 4 percentage points on straight loans and 5
 
percentage points on loans with repayments tied to savings over 
the 	no-risk situation. Thus, the institution would earn one
 
half of the loan rate less one (1) percentage point
,espectively for the CB and the Ministry of Finance (LR/2-2).
In the event the participating financial institution assumes 
none of the risks the spread will be reduced 4 and 5 percentage
points respectively (i.e., LR/2-6 and LR/2-7). A financing

institution may choose, however, to share th, ri;i 
 with TTEM.
 
In this case the spread is adjusted accordingly.±/
 

(f) Maturity Period 

(i)Maturities of straight loans may not exceed five (5)years,
 
inclusive of a grace period for principal repayments up to 
a maximum of one (1)year. 

(ii)Loans with repayment tied to savings will have variable
 
maturities depending on the size of the annual savings and
 
thus how quickly the principal and accrued interest are
 
Paid off. However, the maturities of these types of loans
 
will never exceed seven (7)years.
 

(g) Penalty Charge 

Participating financial institutions shall be levied a penalty
 
charge of 5% p.a. on straight loan amortizations in default
 
which may be passed on to the borrower if the borrower is also
 
indefault.
 

(h) 	Mode of Repayment
 

Repayments to the Fund will follow the same schedule as
 
repayments by the borrower to the financial institution, in
 
equal monthly or quarterly amortizations. When a project gets

in financial difficulty, the participating financial
 
institution may recommend restructuring the loan. If
 
justifiable on project grounds, itmay be granted by TTEM. In
 
cases of rescheduling, graduated repayments with variable
 

1/ 	Refer to Attachment 1 for a tatle of the spread allowed at various levels
 
of risks when the prime rate is assumed to be 24%.
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amortizations may be considered. The participating financial 
institution is required to repay TTEM in accordance with the 
original approved or restructured amortization schedule. If 
the financial institution has not received the corresponding
repayments from the subborrower, the Central Bank may allow 
deferment of payment of borrowers in default or experiencing
difficulties, provided the financial institution submits a 
realistic repayment plan. 

III. ACCREDITATION PROCEDURES 

3l.0. 	 Eligible financial institutions have to be first accredited by the
 
Central Bank before they can apply for TTEM financing under the USAID
 
TTEM Project.
 

Accreditation Criteria 

3.02 (a) Connercial Banks/Savings and Mortgage Banks/Stock Savings and
 
Loan Associations (to be determined by CB) 

(b) Mon-Bank Financial Intermediaries (to be determined by CB).
 

3.03 (a) Application - Where to file 

Applications for accreditation shall be filed at the Department 
of Loans and Credit, Central Bank Head Office, A. Mabini, 
Ermita, Metro Manila. 

(b) Papers required 

(To be determined by CB) 

IV. APPROVAL OF LOAN APPLICATIONS AND TTEM RELEASES 

4.01 1a) Approval of Loans 

The accredited financial institution is responsible for the 
proper financial appraisal of the proposed demonstration 
project and the organization sponsoring it. (To be determined 
by CB). 
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(b) Release of Funds
 

At the time of submitting applications for loans, the financial
 
institution will submit a reasonable schedule of release it

desires from TTEM. TTEM will commit to the release of funds 
according to such schedule, except in case of a resource gap,

inwhich case, TTEM will advise the financial institution of an
 
alternative schedule of release at the time of approval.

However, funds will not be released until the financial
 
institution has complied with the pre-disbursement 
documentation requirement. 

V. PROJECT SUPERVISION RESPONSIBILITY
 

5.01 TTEM financing follows the concepts of the supervised credit scheme.
 

(a) The accredited institutions are responsible for the close 
supervision of the financed projects. They will undertake the 
initial and subsequent periodic inspections of these projects
to ensure that loan proceeds are utilized properly for the 
purposes(s) for which the financing had been extended and that 
the projects are attaining their objectives as stipulated in 
the project appraisal report. During performance reviews of
the financial institutions, TTEM staff will conduct
 
supervision/end-use verification surveys of TTEM financed
 
projects.
 

5.02 The financial institution is responsible for ensuring that: 

(a) the corresponding subloan isused exclusively for the project
 
for which the loan was granted and appropriate documentation
 
exists to certify that the proceeds of the TTEM loans have been
 
utilized for the purposes intended;
 

(b) the borrower firm complies with all conditions of the TTEM loan; 

(c) the borrower firm, in case of medium industries, submits
 
audited financial statements not later than four (4)months
 
after the end of each calendar year.
 

(d) the borrower has obtained at least three quotations for the
 
procurement of machinery and equipment, except in special cases
 
where equipment to be supplied is available from a single
 
source only. Appropriate documentation will be maintained in
 
this regard by the financial institution.
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VI. PERFORMANCE REVIEW 

6.01 	 An accredited financial institution must at all times meet the foregoing
criteria to maintain its accreditation in good standing. After initial
accreditation, the Central Bank will undertake a review of the
Performance of each accredited institution at least once within a 
12-month period to ensure that the criteria are met. Using the same
standards and procedures as used for initial accreditation as set forth
in paragraph 3.02, TTEM will send the performance reports to USAID aon 
quarterly basis. Institutions which are not quite active will be
advised to improve their activity under the TTEM program within a
certain period. If they are still not active after a given period,
their 	accreditation status will be suspended. When these institutions

have renewed their interest in the TTEM Program, a full accreditation 
evaluation is required. 

6.02 	 During such performance review TTEM will conduct a supervision/end-use

verification survey on a sample basis (tne size of the sample to be 
based on the size of TTEM portfolio in the financial institution). 

6.03 	When notified by the appropriate supervisory departments, external 
auditor of the financial institution, or there isa reason to believe 
that the financing institution isinserious financial problems, or 
there isa diversion of funds on TTEM approved projects, a special
performance review will be conducted by TTEM including an appropriate
end-use verification survey of some projects. 

VII. DEFAULT IN AMORTIZATION PAYMENTS 

7.01 	 In case of default, the demand deposit account of the financial 
institution concerned with the Central Bank and/or that of its duly
designated depository bank isdebited for an amount equivalent to the
amortization in default, plus the corresponding interest due thereon,
provided that such debit does not result inoverdrawings. Sufficient
deposit according to the scheduled amortization is required. 

7.02 	A financial institution isconsidered to be indefault upon failure to
 
pay the amortization on its TTEM loan and subsequent failure to submit 
to the Central Bank within 45 days from the due date thereof, a specific

proposal for deferment/restructuring/plan of payment, or to indicate 
legal 	action being taken, ifany. Ifany of the above actions have been
 
taken 	by the sponsoring institution, itcontinues to be eligible for
 
TTEM financing.
 

\~j
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VIII. VIOLATIONS BY THE FINANCIAL INSTITUTION/TTEH BORROWER 

8.01 	 Any violation or infraction of TTE regulations, including loan 
diversion and misrepresentation in the application, is sufficient basis
for recall of the TTER loan or cancellation of the guarantee within
 
thirty (30) days from receipt of notice, and/or the imposition of
 
administrative sanctions provided for under existing laws, rules and

regulations insofar as these are applicable. 

IX. REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
 

9.01 	 The Central Bank, as administrator of the TTEM fund, closely monitors 
the progress of the program and its impact on the economy. To this end 
the participating accredited financial institutions are required to 
periodically provide certain relevant information. The financing

institutions should submit quarterly reports to TTEM on the progress and
 
current status of each project financed, as well as a general report on
 
the overall operation of the institution as TTEM may reasonably request.

Failure to submit the required reports on time will temporarily

disqualify the financing institution from the rediscount window of the

Central Bank and/or their applications for TTEM loans held in abeyance

until 	the required reports are subiitted. 

9.02 	The participating financial institutions will be required to have their
 
TTEM portfolio audited by independent external auditors satisfactory to
 
TTEM and submit the audited statements to TTEM not later than 90 days

after end of each calendar year.
 

X. USAID APPROVAL OF THE OPERATING POLICIES
 

10.01 	Any change in the Manual will be subject to USAID approval and the
 
participating financial institutions will be notified in advance of such
 
change.
 

cky
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Attachment 1 
Illustrative Spread Schedule 1/ 

Interest Earnings of Financial'Institutions 
Based on Various Allocations of Credit Risk 

Maximum Allowed Spread to Financial Institutions (%,

%of Loan Principal 
Guaranteed by TTEM 

Straight 
Loan 

Loan with Repayments 
Tied to Savings 

0 7 9.5 
5 6.8 9.25 

10 
15 

6.6 
6.4 

9.0 
8.75 

20 6.2 8.50 
25 6 8.25 
30 
35 

5.8 
5.6 

8.0 
7.75 

40 5.4 7.50 
45 5.2 7.25 
50 5 7.0 
55 4.8 6.75 
60 4.6 6.50 
65 
70 

4.4 
4.2 

6.25 
6.0 

75 
80 
85 

4 
3.8 
3.6 

5.75 
5.5 
5.25 

90 
95 

3.4 
3.2 

5.0 
4.75 

100 3 4.50 

1/ The table assumes that the prime rate is 24% and that the automatic
 
interest adjustment mechanism isbeing implemented.
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GUIDELINES FOR TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AND DEMONSTRATIONS--CASE STUDIES
 

To assist in formulating guidelines for the structure and operation of the
 
Technology Transfer for Energy Management (TTEM) program in the Philippines,
 
the 	project design consultants reviewed the programs of six countries for
 
providing financial assistance to private firms to conduct energy-related
 
research, development, and demonstration (RD&D) projects. The six countries
 
included the Federal Republic of Germany, France, Japan, Sweden, United
 
Kingdom, and United States. Unfortunately there is no record of such
 
experience indeveloping countries from which to draw; the TTEM project should
 
be observed and well-documented as a pioneering effort for LDCs. Nonethelers,
 
tli; revie.w of selecLed industrialized countries, may provide useful lessons 
for 	the structure and operation of the TTEM program in the Philippines.
 

Initial surveys were performed in late 1981/early 1982. Inpreparing this 
Annex, the design team updated these surveys with information from published 
sources and acquired additional current information on the program; of the 
United Kingdom and United States. However, it must be recognized that energy 
conservation is a dynamic field and therefore the programs for these countries 
may now be different in some respects from the descriptions contained in this 
Annex. In France, for example, a new "superagency" has recently been formed 
to coordinate all energy conservation efforts. Nevertheless, the general 
philosophies and assumptions guiding the efforts are still in force and will 
provide insight on how the TTEM program might be structured most effectively.
 

Inconducting this review, the team examined the following aspects of each
 
program:
 

o How do firms or persons apply for financial assistance and how are 
project funding decisions made?
 

o What criteria are used in deciding whether or not to award financial
 

assistance for a project?
 

o 	What form(s) of financial assistance is (are) used?
 

o 	 To what extent and how do government agencies provide assistance to
 
applicants for, or recipients of, financial support?
 

o 	 How do government agencies manage and monitor the performance of
 
funded projects? 

o 	 How are the results of RD&D projects disseminated to firms and persons 
that may benefit from the experience gained in a project? 

R/q 
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After separately reviewing each country's program(s), the programs were 
compared to identify common characteristics that may be appropriate for 
inclusion in TTEM. 

The level of detail in the six countries is not uniform across countries 
(e.g., there is less information available on the Japanese and Swedish 
programs than on the French, United Kingdom and United States programs). 

On the basis of this review, the following observations regarding the general
characteristics of the RO&D support programs sponsored by the six countries 
can be made (see Table Jl). 

Project Appl ication 

Most countries use a system in which firms or persons may submit a proposal
for financial assistance at any time .ollowing initiation of the assistance 
program. Although not provided inthe same degree by all countries, the
 
provision of technical assistance for the preparation of proposals is a
 
favorable characteristic of several programs. Such technical assistance
 
promotes a broader market of potential recipients and reduces the likelihood
 
that high-quality technological opportunities will be refused support because
 
of the inexperience of the proposer in preparing requests for assistance. The
 
agencies of several countries receive assistance from academic or other
 
technical experts inevaluating proposals for assistance.
 

This kind of technical assistance islikely to be far more necessary and
 
important indeveloping countries. Ina 1980 report on energy in the
 
developing countries, the World Bank cited the lack of well-prepared project

proposals as a major barrier to energy project financing in the developing
world. 

Project Selection Criteria 

The selection process insevcr l countries is specifically oriented at small
and medium-sized firms, which are less likely than large firms to have the 
financial capability of undertaking projects on their own. Also, the programs
are often aimed at promoting near-term, low- to medium-risk technological
development and demonstration opportunities. The near-term, low- to 
medium-risk focus ensures a high practical benefit from the assistance 
programs. Other criteria which are used for evaluating proposals include:
the ability to demonstrate a need for public sector support; the potential 
energy savings or alternative energy production that may result from a 
technology, considering both the expected performance efficiency at an
individual installation and the aggregate market penetration potential of the 
technology; the expected economic performance of the technology (sometimes
measured by such concepts as expected internal rate of return); the 

\C\
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Table Jl
 
General Characteristics of Industrial
 
Energy Conservation RD&D Programs


InSix Selected Countries
 

Project Application 

o 	 Technical, economic, and administrative assistance is provided to
 
applicants in preparing proposals
 

o Academic and other experts may assist proposal evaluation
 

Projoct Selecticn Criteria (developed with industry representatives)
 

o 	 Size of firm (with small and medium-sized firms preferred) 

o 	 Technical risk (with near-term, low- to medium-risk technologies
 
preferred)
 

o 	 Demonstrated need for public-sector support to overcome market barriers 

o 	 Potential energy savings or alternative energy supplies resulting to
 
the national economy
 

o 	 Financiil performance of technology (e.g., internal rate of return)
 

o 	Probability of project success
 

o Contribution to economic development
 

Forms of Financial Assitance
 

o 	 Grants and cost-sharing
 

- limited to 25 to 50% of project costs 
- government bears cost of monitoring, measuring, and reporting 
- made primarily in higher-risk projects 

o 	 Loans
 

- limited to 70 to 80% of project cost
 
- loan payments may be contingent on actual savings

- loan may be forgiven if savings do not materialize
 
-	 primary funding vehicle for low-risk, projects 

o 	Government has no equity interest
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Table J1 (Continued) 

Implementation Assistance 

o 	 Support can begin during proposal preparation 

o 	 Technical assistance may be provided by private or government
 
laboratories or experts at government expense
 

Project Management and Monitoring 

o 	 Primary responsibility with award recipient 

o Recipient agrees to perform specified activities to a schedule
 

o -Government may pay for independent review
 

o Glvernment may assist in project direction ifmajor difficulties arise 

Dissemination of Project Results 

o 	 Financial award requires free, open access by government
 
representatives to project site
 

o 	Recipients must provide data on project design, engineering,

constrvction, and operation
 

o 	Government ispermitted to freely disseminate results
 

o 	Normally, there is a formal dissemination procedure, such as
 
publications, conferences, and on-site inspections
 

o 	Goverment bears information dissemination costs
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probability of project success; and the expected contribution to economic
 
development, including increased employment, industrial production, and export

opportunities. Industry representatives often participate in setting program
guidelines, priority areas for technological assistance, and project selection
 
criteria. 

Forms of Financial Assistance 

The programs we reviewed use a combination of financial assistance mechanisms,
 
including low interest loans, loan guarantees, grants and cost-sharing.

Grants and cost-sharing tend to be provided in limited cases for the somewhat
 
hiohcr risk categories of projects, while loans and loan guarantees are used
 
for the larger number of lower risk projects. Inmost loan-related programs,

there is a 3- to 5-year deferral of loan payments and the amount of loan
 
payment may be contingent on the value of energy savings or alternative energy

production realized in a project. In some programs, a loan may be entirely
 
forgiven if a project is not commercially successful. The typical ceiling on
 
grants and cost-sharing isbetween 25 and 50% of project costs. Loans or loan
 
guarantees may be extended to a higher fraction (e.g., 70 to 80%) of project
 
costs. Except for certain high-risk feasibility studies, the award recipient

is required to have a substantial economic interest at risk in undertaking a
 
project. Accordingly, the recipient is expected to finance independently his
 
economic contribution to the project; if this involves a cash outlay that
 
must, in part, be debt-financed, there may be a problem in obtaining credit
 
from fiaancial institutions that are not accustomed to evaluating the 
credit-worthiness of energy-related investments. Finally, tht government
usually bears the complete cost of any monitoring, measurement, or reporting
activities that are a requirement for participation in the financial 
assistance program. 

Implementation Assistance
 

Some form of technical assistance is usually provided to applicants for, or 
recipients of, financial assistance. The extent of assistance varies by 
program with the United Kingdom perhaps providing the most assistance with
 
support beginning during preparation of a proposal: Insome programs,

technical assistance may be provided at the government's expense from national
 
laboratories or independent engineering firms if an award recipient is
 
encountering difficulties in performing the project. 

Project Management and Monitoring 

The responsibility for technically directing and managing a project remains 
with the award recipient as the government retains no equity interest in 
projects funded under the programs we reviewed. However, as, part of the 
agreement for receiving assistance (particularly for grant and cost-sharins 
assistance), the recipient agrees to perform specified activities according to
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schedule. Reports are periodically filed with program administrators 
indicating the award recipient's progress in performing the proposed project.
In several programs, the government pays for an independent review of project 
progress and measurement of project results (e.g., measuring the energy
savings performance of a conservation project). The administering agency may
take a stronger role in project direction if technical difficulties are 
encountered or if an award recipient fails to perform its project obligations. 

Disseination of Project Results 

All of the programs reviewed provide some method of disseminating project
results to interested parties. The financial assistance agreement generally
requires that an award recipient provide free, open access by agency
representatives and other persons to the physical site of a project. 
Recipients must also provide project design and engineering information, and 
data on the results of a project. The government is permitted tn freely
disseminate this project information to interested parties. In most programs,
there is a formal prucedure for disseminating project information through 
government or private-sector publications, workshops and conferences, and
 
inspection days, in which interested persons may visit the site of a supported

project. The government bears the cost of disseminating project information
 
and results. 

The following sections present a summary review of the financial assistance 
programs sponsored by the six countries. For each country, the procedures for 
applying for and receiving ass., tance; the criteria used to evaluate requests
for assistance; the form of financial a.sistance; the nature of technical 
assistance to applicants and award rec 4?)ients; the procedures for 
administering funded projects; and the iethods for disseminating project
results are described. 

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 

The programs of the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) for providing assistance
 
to energy-related RD&D projects are implemented under the direction of the 
Bundesministerinm fur Forschung und Technologie (BMFT Ministry of Research 
and Technology). Inaddition, another ministry, the Bundesministerium fur
 
Wirtschaft (BMWi Ministry of Economic Affairs) provides leadership in energy
 
policy and occasionally funds RD&D activities. The RD&D support program is
 
managed by a national research laboratory, the Kernforschungsanlage (KFA)
 
Julich, on behalf of the sponsoring ministries. The structure and operation
 
of the BMFT/KFA Julich program are described below.
 

16 
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Project Application
 

In accordance with the policy guidelines and program funding levels specified
 
by BMFT and BMWI, KFA Julich manages the overall process for soliciting

proposals for assistance, deciding on assistance requests, managing ongoing
 
projects, and disseminating project results. With regard to the project

application and selection process, KFA Julich publishes guidelines indicating

the 	RD&D areas that BMFT arid BMWi have expressed interest in supporting.
These guidelines reflect the FRG's Energy Research Program, which is prepared

from time to time inconsonance with the FRG's overall energy policy agenda.

Industry assists BMFT and BM'i in establishing the areas of RD&D that should
 
receive emphasis (and which are subsequently embodied in the RD&D program

gui 	c ,;es); aGrdIa~y, industry participates indirectly in the decision
 
process for granting financial assistance.
 

In response to the published guidelines, firms may submit proposals for
 
financial assistance at any time. Occasionally, KFA Julich may initiate
 
project discussions with one or more organizations on an RD&D subject that has
 
been identified-as important but on which firms have not submitted proposals.

KFA Julich is responsible for making decisions on whether or not to grant

financial assistance for a proposed project.
 

Project Selection Criteria
 

The RD&D proje:ts supported under the BMFT/KFA Julich program tend to
 
emphasize short- to medium-term development opportunities involving
 
traditional supply technologies and conventional energy management processes.

Longer-term, higher-risk RD&D efforts are more often undertaken by the
 
national labs. Funding awards tend to be oriented to small- to medium-sized
 
companies. The criteria that are considered by KFA Julich in making funding

decisions are:
 

o 	 Demonstrated need for public sector support. That is,at the same 
time that projects must have a relatively high expectation of success, 
sufficient uncertainty and risk must also be present to prevent

private-sector organizations from undertaking the projects on their
 
CK,, 

o 	 Extent of contribution to meeting national energy requirements in an 
economical manner. The evaluation with respect to this criterion may

consider the cost of the energy conservation activity or alternative
 
energy supply technology, and the extent to which the technology may
 
contribute to reduced reliance on energy imports.
 

o 	 Environmental acceptability 

o 	Ability to promote German industrial development and competitiveness
 
inworld markets
 

o 	 Potential for relieving strains in international energy markets.
 

i/oi 
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Forms of Financial Assistance 

Financial assistance may be provided in two forms. The primary method of 
assisting energy-related RD&D projects is through a cost-sharing contract in 
which the government will typically not bear greater than 50% of total project
costs. In addition, financial assistance may be provided through low-Interest 
loans. 

Imolementation Assistance
 

SiFT 	sponsors an advisory and information program on energy efficiency
improvement opportunities for small- and medium-sized firs. In this program,
the Soerrrnent will pay between 25 and 75% of the audit and engineering costs 
associated with identifying energy conservation opportunities. Recipients of
 
this 	assistance may apply for financial assistance for undertaking energy

efficiency improvement projects. 

Project Management and Monitoring 

As part of the cost-sharing agreement, the recipient agrees to conduct 
specified activities according to schedule. KFA Julich requires periodic

reports from funding recipients on their progress in fulfilling the terms of 
the cost-sharing agreement.
 

Dissemination of Project Results
 

As part of the cost-sharing agreement, the recipient of financial support must 
provide KFA Julich with free access to the project and all data and technical 
information related to the project. KFA Julich may publish this information 
or conduct seminars and training programs to disseminate project results to
 
industry.
 

FRANCE
 

The principal programs of the French government for supporting energy-related

RD&D are administered by the Agence pour les Economies d'Energie (AEE--National

Energy Conservation Agency) and the Agence Nationale de Valorisation de la 
Recherche (ANVAR--National Technology Development Agency).!/ The programs
administered by these agencies are similar in the criteria used for project
selection and in their focus on near-term (e.g., 3 year application)
technology development and deployment opportunities. Moreover, the programs
 
are linked in that representatives of both agencies participate jointly in the 
project approval process and proposals that are turned down by one agency may
be recommended for acceptance to the alternate agency. 

1/ 	Since our original survey, a new "super" energy conservation agency has 
been created: the Agence Francaise pour la Maitrise de 1 'Energie. 

/
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Project Application
 

Both ANVAR and AEE develop and publish guidelines on the nature of RD&D
 
projects which the agencies wish to support. Industry representatives assist
 
in the formulation of the policy and program directions for RD&D support
activities. Following publication of program guidelines, firms may submit
 
proposals for financial assistance at any time. The proposal review
 
committees for each agency include at least one representative from the
 
alternate agency, thus enhancing the coordination of the two programs.
 

Project Selection Criteria 

Projects that receive financial support from ANVAR or AEE typically do not 
involve a high degree of risk and may generally be completed within a 2 to 3 
year period. Both programs emphasize the development and demonstration of 
technologies that have the potential of being broadly disseminated within 
industry (or other sectors) in a short timeframe. As an illustration of the 
near-tenm, nearly demonstrated technology focus, over 75% of funding provided
by these programs has been for so-called demonstration projects rather than
 
research or development efforts.
 

The 	criteria considered by AEE and ANVAR inmaking project support decisions
 
are:
 

o 	Ability of the development and demonstration activity to provide an
 
example for French industry as a whole. That is,the project should
 
represent the first application of a technology in France or the first 
use of French-manufactured equipment in the application of the 
technology. 

o 
 Extent to which the project wil'; contribute to economical conservation
 
of energy or the economical supply of alternative energy resources 

o 	 Aggregate potential for energy savings, considering the national 
market for use of the technology 

o 	 Extent to which the project may contribute to the development of 
French industry and the improvement of e.,port opportunities. 

Because of the different forms of financial assistance provided by AEE and 
ANVAR (discussed below), AEE tends to be more stringent in its evaluation and 
is more likely than ANVAR to refuse support of a project. 

Forms of Financial Assistance 

AEE and ANVAR provide different forms of financial assistance. AEE provides
grants for project support. The extent of grant that may be provided by AEE 
depends on the characteristics of the project: up to 70% of the equipment 
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costs of a development project may be provided; up to 50% of the cost of a 
demeistration project may be provided; and 100% of the costs of measuring
project performance and energy savings will usually be provided. In addition 
to providing direct grants, AEE also assists In structuring innovative 
arrangements for financing energy conservation projects (e.g., leasing and 
shared-savings financings). ANVAR provides low-interest loans for RD&D 
projects; loan terms typically provide a 3 to 5 year deferral of repayment
requirements. Only small- to medium-sized firms are eligible for there loans. 

If a project is refused by either agency, it may be recommended to the other 
agency for consideration. Apparently, ANVAR frequently extends low-interest 
loans to projects that AEE has rejected on the grounds that privat.. industry 
shouid not need as extensive a subsidy as that provided by a grant.
 

Implementation Assistance 

Both ANVAR and AEE offer various forms of technical assistance. ANVAR offers 
assistance to prospective developers or deployers of technologies in assessing
 
the potential market for the technology. AEE has undertaken intensive
 
efforts(by direct mail, personal contact and public forums) to advise industry
of its willingness to assist in conservation activities. Inaddition, AEE 
publishes technical guidebooks un oppovtunities for energy conservation and 
provides instruction programs for plant managers on the evaluation and 
implementation of energy efficiency improvement programs. 

Project Management and Monitoring 

As a condition for receipt of financial support by AEE, the project developer
must agree to permit an AEE-certified engineering firm/consultant to review 
project implementation activities and measure project performance and energy 
savings. AEE bears the full cost of such evaluation and measurement 
activities. In addition, the recipient of an AEE grant enters a contract to
 
perform specified activities according to a schedule. Compliance with the
 
terms of the contract is required for retention of the AEE grant. 

JAPAN 

The Japanese programs for providing financial assistance for energy-related

RD&D projects are principally administered by three separate agencies. The 
Small and Medium Enterprise Agency (SMEA), a component of the Ministry of 
Industrial Trade and Industry (MITI), provides financial support for smaller 
firms in undertaking energy-related RD&D projects. A second agency within 
MITI, the Agency for Industrial Science and Technology (AIST), also supports
RD&D activity; however, to a large degree, AIST support is for larger scale, 
higher-risk activities that are typically undertaken by government-owned 
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national laboratories. The third agency, the New Energy Development

Organization (NEDO), is a Joint public/private program that sponsors research
 
oriented to longer-tern, higher-risk technological opportunities. The
 
following discussion focuses on the RD&D support activities provided by SMEA.
 

Project Application
 

SMEA publishes guidelines for the submission of proposals for financial
 
assistance. Firms may submit proposals in response to their guidelines at any
 
time.
 

Project Selection Criteria
 

As previously mentioned, the SMEA program is oriented to smaller organizations

(i.e., no more than 300 employees). Inaddition to meeting the size
 
requirement, proposals are evaluated with respect to the following criteria:
 

o 	 Extent to which the technology is approaching the practical
 
utilization stage
 

o 	 Presence of risk and uncertainty that prevents the private sector from
 
undertaking a project alnne 

o Expected contribution of the technology to economically meeting the 

nation's energy requirements 

o 	 Expected contribution to reducing oil imports
 

Forms of Financial Assistance 

The SMEA program provides three forms of financial issistance. Cost-sharing 
grants may be provided for certain higher-risk projects. The maximum level of 
grant varies with the size of the organization and may not exceed 50% of 
project costs for smaller firms and may not exceed 25% of project costs for
larger firms. In addition to providing grants, SMEA provides loans and loan 
guarantees for supporting lower-risk RD&D projects.
 

Implementation Assistance
 

A major source of technical assistance for firms that are contemplating energy
efficiency improvements is the Energy Conservation Center (ECC), a joint 
project of MITI and industry. ECC provides small- and medium-size
 
organizations with training and advice on energy management and conservation
 
opportunities. ECC also sponsors energy audits for small firms and conducts
 
symposia, conferences, and exhibitions on energy conservation technology and
 
SMEA-supported energy RD&D projects.
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SWEDEN
 

The government of Sweden provides limited financial support to the private

sector for-undertaking energy-related RD&D projects. The Swedish programs areadministererd by the National Swedish Energy Board and the Government EnergyResearch Coanission (GERC). Funds are provided for conservation activities
 
out of the Oil Substitution Fund.
 

Project Application
 

The GERC publishes guidelines for the submission of requests 
 for financial 
assistance. 
Proposals submitted to GERC are reviewed by a joint committee ofGERC and industry representatives to develop support decisions.
 

Project Selection Criteria
 

To receive financial support, applicants must demonstrate that a technology

will be developed and commercially deployed at a significantly greater rate
with government support than if 
no support is received. Historically,

government funding for energy projects has more often been provided forconservation and new/alternative energy supply technologies than for

theenhanced or augmented develoment of conventional supply sources. The
criteria applied by GERC in making funding decisions relate to the following

Swedish energy policy objectives:
 

o Reducing consumption of oil 

o Reducing reliance on nuclear energy
 

o 
 Promoting the use of solid, indigenous fuels
 

o Promoting the use of renewable, indigenous sources of energy
 

o Avoiding adverse environmental impacts 

o Assisting industry in technological innovation
 

Form of Financial Assistance
 

The Swedish assistance program provides loans/grants that must be repaid only

if the project becomes commercially successful. Loan terms provide for
interest rates at approximately 4 percentage points above commercial primerates; loan repayment may be deferred for up to 3 years. Loans may not exceed
50. of the cost of a project. 
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Implementation Assistance
 

Sweden provides an information and counseling service for industrial and
 
commercial energy users. 
 The service assists finns in identifying

opportunities to save energy or reduce consumption of oil and in assessing the
 
economic attractiveness of undertaking such opportunities. A free/low-cost

audit service is provided for small- and medium-sized firms. 

Dissemination of Project Results 

The results of supported projects may be presented as part of the government's 
program for providing information and counseling services to industrial and 
commercial users of energy. 

UNITED KINGDOM
 

The principal programs of the United Kingdom (UK) for supporting

energy-related RD&D efforts are the Energy Conservation Demonstration Projects

Scheme (ECUPS) and the Support For Innovacion Scheme, which are administered
 
by the Departments of Energy (DEn) and Industry (DOI). Both programs are 
similar inconcept and structure with the exception that the Support For

Innovation Scheme applies to other categories of projects in addition to 
energy conservation. The following discussion focuses on the ECDPS program.
 

Project Appl 2ation
 

The ECDPS program ismanaged for DEn and DOI by the Energy Technology Support

Unit (ETSU) of the National Engineering Laboratory at Harwell. ETSU publishes

guidelines for prospective applicants for financial assistance under the ECDPS
 
program. These guidelines provide detailed information on proposal
requirements and the criteria that a project will have to meet to receive 
funding. Applicants may propose for financial assistance at any time;
proposals are not called for a one-time, competitive submission basis. ETSU 
reviews proposals and may work with an applicant to correct defects or 
weaknesses in the proposal. Following a review and preliminary approval byETSU, proposals are submitted to the Interdepartegital Committee for Energy
Conservation Research and Development (ENCORD). 
 ENCORD includes
 
representatives from DEn, DOI, the Depa;'tment of Environment, the Ministry of
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, and industry. ENCORD makes the final
decision on whether or not to support a proposed effort. 

Project Selection Criteria 

ETSU and ENCORD apply the following criteria in deciding whether or not to 
support a project: 
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o The 	national energy savings potential, which reflects the energy
efficiency improvement of the technology and its aggregate market
 
potential 

o 	 The national cost effectiveness, which is based on a cost-benefit 
analysis in which the government's financial contribution is used as
the 	measure of cost 

o 
 The 	expected economic viability of the technology at current prices
 

o 	 The degree of uncertainty about the potential success or performance
efficiency of the technology; the lower the uncertainty, the more
favorably ETSU and ENCORD will view the proposal 

o 	 The potential for benefit to UK industry through increasing 
employment, exports, and economic output 

o 	 The RD&D content of the project; that is, will the project contribute 
to reducing uncertainties that inhibit technology development and 
adoption? 

o 	 The extent to which the project may be receiving financial support
from other public sources 

o 	 The experience value of the project; that is, if the project is in an 
area currently receiving little interest from industry but which 
ENCORD and ETSU believe is important, then the project may receive

assistance even though it does not fully satisfy other criteria. 

Forms of Financial Assistance 

The 	ECDPS program provides three forms of financial assistance:
 

o Grants may be provided for up to 25% of the equipment and materials
 
costs-of a project
 

o Reimbursable cost-sharing support may be provided for up to 50% of the
 
cost of a project; the government's outlay is recoverable with 
interest and is returned as a fraction of the value of energy savings
achieved by the project 

o 
 Grants may be provided for the full cost of higher risk feasibility

and engineering studies.
 

In addition to these support mechanisms, the ECOPS program will also bear 1001
 
of the expenses that result from the program's requirements for proect
monitoring and measurement of energy savings and technology performance. 
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Implementation Assistance 

ETSU assigns sponsors to work with prospective applicants for financial

assistance inpreparing their proposals. 
ETSU also works closely with
 
support recipients in devising and implementing procedures for monitoring
project performance and measuring energy savings. ETSU may provide advice on
technical problems confronted during the conduct of a project.
 

Project Management and Monitoring 

As a condition for recelvlnn financial support under the ECDPS program, ETSU
requires periodic reportin%, n project performance and measurement of energysavings. The monitoring and measurement function is typically performed by an

inaependent engineering firm or consultant approved by ETSU. 
ETSU bears the
 
full cost of the monitoring and measurement activities.
 

Dissemination of Project Results 

ETSU requires that recipients of financial support grant free and open access
to the project facilities for inspection and review by interested parties. Inaddition, the government retains the right to publish, or pay for publication
of, detailed information on the project and its results. ETSU regularly
reports on sponsored projects in its energy management newsletter and

atconferences and other public forums. 
 Finally, ETSU encourages project
applicants to submit plans for disseminating project results as part of their
 
proposals.
 

UNITED STATES
 

The United States Department of Energy (DOE), Office of Industrial Programs
(OIP), provides financial support for energy-related RD&D projects in the 
industrial sector.
 

Project Application
 

Propos3ls for financial assistance in undertaking an RD&D activity may be
 
submicted by firms or persons on an unsolicited basis or in response to an
advertised solicitation (Project Opportunity Notice 
PON). Proposals

requested under a PON must be submitted for a specified area of RD&D, and willnormally be in competition for a limited number of support awards or a
limited dollar amount of support. Such proposals must be submitted in a

specified format and only at the time a PON is announced. Unsolicited
 
proposals may be submitted for any topic and at any time; however, theseproposals are apparently viewed less favorably than those submitted in 
response to a PON. Proposals are reviewed by OIP staff to develop a 
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preliminary appraisal of whether DOE should consider supporting the project.
Staff may request technical azsistance from the National Engineering
Laboratory in Idaho and occasionally from academic experts in evaluating the
technical merits of a submission. After the preliminary review by OIP staff,
support recommendations are submitted to a Project Review Board composed of
OIP 	management. The Project Review Board makes the 	final decision on whether 
or not 	to grant support for a proposed project. 

Although there is no formal procedure for soliciting industry advice or
recommendations in evaluating proposals, OIP staff may hold informal
discussions with industry representatives to gain further Insight as to thevalue of a project to industry. In addition, OIP staff engage in infomal 
discussions with industry and trade association representatives to assist in

fomulating program strategy and in setting support priorities. 

Project Selection Criteria 

Project selection criteria are not formally specified and may vary over RD&D
 
areas or among PON solicitations. However, the evaluation of a proposal will
 
generally involve the following criteria or considerations:
 

o 
 Potential energy savings, considering both the energy efficiency

effect of the technology and its potential market
 

o 	 The rationale for why the private sector cannot undertake the project
 
alone
 

o 	 The potential public-sector or broad social benefits of the project
 

o 
 The extent to which the basis for financial assistance is
 
well-defined; the adequacy of financial responsibility assumed by the
 
proposer (i.e., 
does the proposer bear a fair and well-defined share 
of the project's cost?) 

o 	 The extent of overlap with other agency efforts (both within and 
without DOE) 

o 	 The likelihood that the project will be successful 

o 	 The market penetration potential of the technology.
 

For 	some projects, it is possible to apply quantitative evaluation criteria
 
that are based on the potential economic return from a project and the 
probability of achieving specific returns. 
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In recent yearsOIP has endeavored to ensure that its funding programs have 
not substitutedafor i duplicated'outlays that would occur inthe private
Ssector indc endent of ORP activities. ae t, .s.thefocusofIfunding

bebe-oine t-I n'rtm hrr sk--projects Sti 11,,-theaency
~strives tb Oniure that the projects itsupports havepractical 'value to U.S. 

Form of Financial Support 

OIP provides financialsupport through cost sharingon RDD projects. Cost

sharing is provided on a percentage basis for up to 60% of the budgeted costof a project. The average level of supportAin recent years is about 20 to
2-6. Projects range in, sizefrom $100,000 to $10,000,000 and average about
$500,000. The government often pays the identifiable, out-of-pocket cash 
expenses associated with a project (e.g., materials and equipment) while the
firm is responsible for labor and project overhead. The level of support is 
an element of negotiations and involves such considerations as the
identifiability and certainty of the firm'scost responsibility.
 

Implementation Assistance
 

OIP may provide technical assistance to a project applicant or recipient of 
support through the expertise of its own personnel, through consultation

provided by~the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, and occasionally
through independent consultants retained by OIP. Assistance from

externalsources ismore likely to be provided if difficulties are being
encountered in the completion of a project. 

The Idaho National Engineering Laboratory manages ongoing projects. 
As a

condition of receiving financial assistance, a project applicant must prepare
a schedule of activities to be undertaken in the project. The Idaho lab

monitors the performance of the project with respect to the activityschedule. If a firm experiences technical difficulties, cannotmaintain its
schedule, or fails to meet OIP and the Idaho lab mayits budget, redirect the
project to ensure that some value isreceived from the RD&D efforts. 

Dissemination of Project Results 
 . 

A recipient of OIP support must prepare a report documenting the RD&D project
and its results. These reports are made available to interested persons
through the National Technical Information Service, a government publications
agency. In addition to disseminating project results through these formal
reporting procedures, OIP also participates in workshops, conferences, andother public fora in which it presents the results of RD&D projects. 
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As~~~~~~~~~ einefrsfrteTcnlg~ pato h ranserfor :Energ~ ~ Management 

resuls'i,thee ::interv#iews :were :used":"..... to ievaIuatre :the!abil ity o0f: PhilIi"pp ine ' : 
i~! :.i!i:..::.:::iiorganizatin toiplement an :effectlive energy conservat ion: program, ilto obtain 

.!:: ;::/; their iviews on the proposed TTEM; Proj!ct, 'and :to. identi fy organizations that: ' 
:- coul.d :hel..:p- wit .h , 'the projeet;. : : . 

Intefollowing :sections, the results of the interviews ar~e summarized and ,
 
- "... then the organizations that can assist the 41T:EM Project are described'.
 

Results of Interviews 

The organizations interviewed included energy users, equipment and.service
 
suppliers, financial institutions, trade associations, .government ",

institutions, and internatioa aid organizations. These: organizations and

their expected responsibilities in the.TTEM Project are summarized in :
Ke.
 nTable 

~1. Energy Users ' a
As parConst ints on Consumer Activities in EnergyTConservation 


Industrial and commercial energy users are the primary target of the TTEMProject. Interviews representative users and a review of Philippineewth 


industry sector energy conservation studies indicate several factors that
 
adveiely affect the rn~rgy conservation efforts of th'is group-. /First, thereis a large dsparity en the abilitybof Philippine energy usersto evaluate,
design, finance, and implement energy conservation measures, which has
 

resulted in a. two-tier marketplace for energy conservation technologies. One : : 
small group: of companies,is technically, sophisticated and .in general c".'n

evaluate and implement conservation measures without significant assistance.
Many of these companies are parto large mult'inationai enterpisesthat that. 
mnitorenergy:cosumption in all thei rplants worldwide, providehpllapt energy
S hmanagersup-to-date on their energy use compared with tat ofwith information 
plants in other countries, and offertechnical assistance in analyzing and
Prjc.Itriw ihrpeettieuesadarve €fPiipn
 

S.reducing this use. Not all multinational corporations, however, poie hs
services.
 

A second, fartslarger group appear to have major problms in analyzing and 
implementingaenergy conservation measures. The reasons or their difficulties

complex, the 
institutional factors. The most e factors short 

tare and are resultof interactingofinancial, technical, and 
important appear tobe very 
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payback requirements, a lack of top management support, financing

difficulties, and a lack of reliable technical information and support. A 
major problem with implementing many energy conservation projects suggested to 
Philippine companies is the short payback requirement. The interviews
 
indicate that payback requirements of 1 year or less is preferred. Until 
recently energy has not been a major production cost factor, and thus has
 
received little management attention. Consequently, energy conservation
 
investments required more attractive returns than traditional investments in,

for example, capacity expansion or the development of a new product line.
 
This attitude appears to stem from a lack of understanding among top
 
management of the potential for savings through energy conservation measures,
 
as well as from skepticism about the ability of their personnel to properly

iln,,,t thse mieasurc.. Inaddition, this is al-z the result, in part, of 
the unsettled political and economic situation, which affects all investment.
 

A related factor is a lack of top management support for energy conservation
 
measures. Experience in both industrialized and industrializing countries
 
indicates that significant energy savings are available through low-cost 
"housekeeping" measures such as proper steam trap maintenance. However,
 
realizing these savings requires consistent, continuous pressure by top
 
management to ensure proper maintenance on a regular schedule and employee

alertness to conservation opportunities. The discussions and observations
 
indicate that such management commitment is generally absent in the
 
Philippines. For example, although corporations consuming over 2 million

lit.-rs of oil )er year are requirpd by government regulations to have energy 
managers, inmany cases this requirement ismet by giving the duty to a plant

engineer inaddition to his other responsibilities. Thus, the responsible

individual may have only minimal energy training, and energy efforts are given
 
a low priority compared to his other responsibilities.
 

In addition to these idclors, major energy conserwvdtion investments may be 
ifficult ta finance for several reasons: the inability of many financial 

institutions to properly evaluate the economic performances of technologies,
the difficulty in financing the foreign exchange portion o: the investment
 
(since many of the technologies must be imported), the lack of alternative
 
capital investment vehicles such as shared-savings ventures, and high

effective interest rates (22-35%). Thus, what capital is available to the
 
company isearmarked for critical investments the company absolutely must
 
make, while energy conservation investments are deferred.
 

Finally, there is a widespread feeling among those interv'iewed that additional 
technical support is needed in evaluating and implementing energy conservation 
measures. Such support is needed both on energy housekeeping measures and on
 
major investments such as process changes or cogeneration. Energy users are
 
looking for an independent, objective source of reliable information on energy

conservation technology performance and costs, and technical assistance in 
designing, installing, and operating such systems within their facilities. 
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A final comment of those interviewed concerned the structure of the proposed
TTEM Project. Many interviewees felt it extremely important that the private
sector have a major and highly visible voice in setting policy and dis
seminating the results. This is important if the project is to be credible to

senior Philippine corporate executives. The nost credible government agency

for this effort, according to the energy users interviewed, is the Bureau of

Energy Utilization (BEU) of the Ministry of Energy, because of its past

involvement in energy auditing and conservation activities and its record of
 
cooperation with private firms.
 

Role of Energy Users in TTEM Project
 

Energy rrnsumers are, of course, the principal clientele of the project; they

will also contribute a critical element to its success by their cooperation in
 
replicable cnservation measures.
 

Energy users will participate in the TTEM effort by suggesting attractive
 
projects, assisting in their evaluation, providing financing and technical
 
assistance, implementing and monitoring the projects, and disseminating the
 
information. Those interviewed were favorable to the TTEM concept, and
 
indicated their willingness to participate in specific subprojects directly by

providing sites for the demonstrations, through their representatives in trade
 
associations such as the Philippine Chamber of Commerce and Industry (PCCI)

and the Energy Management Association of the Philippines (ENMAP) and through
membership on the advisory panels. The 
 exact terms of their participation, of 
course, will depend on the characteristics of specific subprojects.
 

The discussions, as well as the experience of other countries in such
 
demonstration programs, indicate that it is important for the users to have a
 
strong financial 
interest in the success of the project. Thus, for low-risk
 
projects, TTEM should focus on financing or funding only the costs that a

diyonstration would incur inexcess of a normal application of the technology,

such as monitoring and information dissemination costs. The Philippine user
 
could be responsible for financing all peso costs, with TTEM helping to

finance the foreign exchange portion of the investment at "market" interest 
rates.
 

A final factor mentioned by users was a fear of incurring any debt denominated 
in foreign currencies (i.e., dollars) because of possible currency
devaluation. Thus, any program that required such debt would present major
obstacles to user participation.
 

2. Suppliers of Energy Conservation Equipment and Services
 

A second group interested in the TTEI4 Project consists of suppliers of energy

equipment and services, including manufacturers, distributors, and
 
architectural/engineering firms. 
 Relatively few energy conservation
 
technologies are manufactured in the Philippines; most are imported from
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" Egope ,Japanor. the United States. 
provide a , slla i nd/or 'maintenance rvicels to the stomer. 

r' Local.Philopine distribution fi s 'then 
, sse 

-. ,The-'di.scussitonesfwitsserspendicote-mthat-the 'loa ndiated'i t a tu, 
a wyskbaavenkthe,tchnica1capability ,to gsie 
sltan hriftedi& 7b;the4. 7 
properdsig dnture caprtaloperativon'.of complxt eih' oloaanpogles; 'which slows their
use.i a bLes commonly, Pilippine subsidariesnOeforeign. manufacturers will'supply'the local service's need&d; however, thePhilippinearket isusually 
too small to make this lattr9 p except in afew isolated cases., 
Discussions with representatves'ofsupplier firms indicate that they perceive
the same problems with implementing energy conservation measures as those .mentioned by 'users.' To help resolve these problems andJ uncertainties, they
ai! t, i it w thi TiTEwProject *4nd .;,ovfde zontributions of::L~~le usee s mmerycnaiolyeuo Phcbs:.thpersonnel, equipment, or funds to 'assist in the demonstration, training, anddissemination efforts. 'Several suppliers, for example,,indicated that under 
certain circumstances they would be willing to donate technical design

services and equipment to a demonstration.ou
 

'nd. 3. Financial Institutions
 

Financial institutions'such as commercial banks, rural banks, thrift'banks,
specialized, •'enture and banks are 9ortantcapital firms government-owned i to 
the use of energy conservation equipment and'processes because their

'procedures and rates often' determinewhether capital will be availableto fund
 
the energy corservatlon investments. These institutionsh1influence on capital

availability isespecially'p-rontunced in the case of highc'apital cost tech
nologies such as cogeneration systems. The interviews with representatives of
these organizations focused on commercial banks and venture capital fi ms,

which-together control 'nearly three-quarters of'the capital that could be

available' to industriil 
fi ms for energy conservat inn loans These interviews

indicate that financii.n .:fenergy conservation in'stments entails several.
 
problems. Fi,st, while many institutions would like to become more aggressive

in financing energy conservation, they are unwilling to do-so because they do
not believe that they'understand the technologies well enough to evaluate the 
costs, performances, and risks. Thus, 'they tend to apply the most 'con
servative lending standards to such investments. Inaddition,: lending by
commorcial banks tends to be overwhelmingly short-term (i.e., less than I 

yaor "demand"). A'1980. study by the World Bank indi'cated that over 98% of
commercial loans 'inthe Philippines were of this type. As a result, loan
 
repayments were very high, and itwas unlikely that the, savings'for energyconservation investments having paybacks of more than 2years would cover
these payments while the loans were being repaid.
 

Finally, effective interest rates are very high, typically 22-280c on short
term loans and' 32-35% on long-term loans (up to 5years), iflong-term money,
isavailable at all. 'At one point during the visit of the study team to
 
Manila, the' interbank overnight rate exceeded 50%, an indication of a general
 

http:demonstration.ou
http:Phcbs:.th
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liquidity crisis that is forcing banks to make lofns only to their best
 
customers and credit risks. As a result, this soui ce of capital 
is
 
effectively dried up for other firms. 

The TTEM Project will help to reduce these problems in two ways. First, it 
will provide lenders with objective, verifiable data that they can use to
 
properly evaluate the economic performance of a particular technology.

Several representatives of financing institutions indicated that the data
 
developed by the TTE4 demonstrations would show that energy conservation
 
investments have significant beneficial side effects which make the borrower 
more creditworthy by reducing his costs, improving his cash flow, and making

his products more competitive. Second, it will provide a vehicle for
 
demon--;tir, innovative financing techniques such as shared savings (inwhich
 
the financier and users share the savings from the technology) or savings
correlated loans (inwhich the loan repayments are a fraction of the measured
 
savings, guaranteeing the user an investment that will cost less than his
 
current practices).
 

Private financial institutions will participate in the TTEM Project through

the Banker's Association of the Philippines (BAP). In addition, two to four
 
private banks will participate in the early years of the TTEM Project as lead
 
banks to channel TTEM funding; other banks are expected to begin participating

later. The BAP will provide one member of the Steering Committee, while it or
 
individual banks may provide members for the advisory panels. They will
 
assist in develc ing financing mechanisms for the subprojects and, where a

financing innovation is being demonstrated by a subproject, in designing and
 
implementing that subproject. Finally, they will provide credible channels
 
for disseminating the results to the financial community.
 

The major private banks thit those interviewed suggested for inclusion in the
 
TTEM Project are the Far Eas-Jt Bank and Trust Company, the Bank of the
 
Philippine Tslanrs, PCI Bank, and Private Development Corporation of the
 
Philippines. 
 These banks are the major private lenders tu the industrial and
 
comrs.rcial sectors and have reputations as leaders in developing new financing

vehicles. Several private firms also expressed interest developing venture
 
capital vehicles for financing energy conservation measures. One--Sycip,

.'crres, and Vela o (SGV)--is the major Philippine accounting firm, which also
 
offers project development and venture capital services. Another firm that
 
indicated significant interest in helping to finance TTEM efforts is Ventures
 
in Industry and Business Enterprises, Inc. (VIBES). This is a venture capital
 
subsidiary of the First Philippines Holdings Corporation that focuses on
 
financing small and medium-scale businesses. It is owned by PCI Bank (a

private subsidiary of First Philippines Holdings Corporation), the Land Bank
 
of the Philippines (a government bank), the Development Academy of the
 
Philippines (agovernment institution), the First Philippines Holdings

Corporation (a private corporation), and the International Finance Corporation
 
of the World Bank.
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4. Trade Associations
 

Trade associations also have a major role to play in the TTEM Project. In
 
general, these associations are the best avenues for communicating quickly and
 
inexpensively with energy users, equipment vendors, financial institutions,

and other firms because of their established communication networks and 
general credibility among their membership. A wide variety of such orga
nizations exists in the Philippines, including general business associations
 
such as the Philippine Chamber of Commerce and Industry (PCCI), associations
 
focusing on specific issues such as energy management or research, and
 
associations focusing on specific sectors such as textiles or commercial
 
buildings.
 

The interviews indicate that three trade associations could make significant

contributions to the TTEM effort: PCCI, the Energy Managenent Association of
 
the Philippines (ENMAP), and the Bankers Association of th? Philippines (NAP).
 

Philippine Chamber of Commerce and Industry (PCCI)
 

The Philippine Chamber of Commerce and Industry (PCCI) was formed 6 years ago
through the merger of the two major established business associations to
 
provide a single voice for Philippine industry. The PCCI currently has
 
approximately 1,050 corporate and association members, with a full-time staff
 
of 29. It recently hired a full-time Director General to give the
 
organization a more activist orientation and to enable it to properly handle
 
its increasing responsibilities.
 

PCCI offers credibility among senior industrial- and commercial-sector
 
executives, some experience inanalysis and development of energy policies, an
 
organizational structure that might assist the TTEM staff during ftLs initial
 
setup, administrative xpertise, and well-developed information dissemination
 
-hannels.
 

The PCCI's work is carried out through committees staffed mainly by

volunteers. Sectoral committees focus on problems of specific sectors such as
 
food, agriculture, services, trade, and small and medium industries.
 
Functional coar;ittees provide a "counterpart government" to review and make 
suggestions on government ministry policies and activities (e.g., taxation,

tariffs, energy, national planning) and conduct normal PCCI activities (e.g.,
public relations, conferences, magazine). Regional committees include 50 
affiliated local Chambers of Commerce that use the PCCI as a national 
spokesman and draw on its resources. The PCCI has an energy committee that 
has become increasingly active in the past few years. For example, it 
recently developed a comprehensive report on energy pricing policy for the 
Ministry of Industry that represented a consensus business viewpoint. 
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The PCCI convenes task forces to address specific problems as they arise.
 
Recently, it sponsored a joint task force with the Ministry of Trade and 
Industry, which developed a package of energy conservation proposals designed

to save $400 million in oil imports annually. These proposals included
 
amending regulations to allow longer working hours and thus shortening the
 
work week to 5 days, gasoline rationing, commercial building energy use
 
standards, and regulations on jeepney and bus operations. Ithosts an annual
 
conference in conjunction with the other chambers (e.g., the American,

Japanese, and Australian Chambers of Commerce), and in many cases acts as 
their spokesman also. The PCCI also publishes a monthly magazine, "Philippine
 
Businessm.
 

The PU! is becoming much more active in developing courses and seminars on
 
current business topics for its members. It is planning a course next year on
 
quality circles, cost reduction, corporate strategy development, export
 
manpower, services and financing, productivity, institutional development, and
 
other topics. It is strengthening its programs for small and medium-sized
 
industries, expanding its services in the provinces, and giving more attention
 
to international affairs through tie-ins with Chambers of Commerce in other
 
countries.
 

PCCI is playing a major role in another USAID project in the Philippines, the
 
Small and Medium Enterprise Development (SED)Project. It is serving as an
 
umbrella organization by providing office space and some administrative
 
assistance. It is hiring staff for the project, assisting with workshops,

seminars, and other training efforts, providing project monitoring assistance,
 
and assisting with the organization and strengthening of regional small
 
business associations.
 

The PCCI ismoving its headquarters to Makati, Metro Manila, anJ has regional

offices in major cities throughout the Philippines. Itappears to be the only

broad-based organization having a significant number of private-sector

industrial and commercial energy users and equipment vendors among its
 
members. Nearly all of the private-sector interviewees, when asked to
 
indicate an organization that was credible to them and that they believed
 
could represent their interests, mentioned the PCCI.
 

The PCCI will serve as the primary communication channel to senior Philippine 
private sector executives. Itwill recommend one individual to serve on the 
project's Steering Committee, probably the head of its Energy Committee or a 
member of its Technology and Productivity Committee. Itwill also recommend 
experienced individuals to serve as project staff. These staff members will
 
be involved in all aspects of demonstrations, technical assistance, training,

and special studies. Specific activities of the PCCI or its personnel will
 
include the identification of attractive energy conservation subprojects
 
(primarily by polling its membership), the evaluation of specific proposals

(primarily economic and institutional factors), the development of financing
 
alternatives, the implementation and monitoring of demonstrations, and
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assistance in disseminating results to potential private-sector users. It
 
will also provide important feedback on TTEM Project effectiveness from the
 
private sectov's viewpoint. 

The PCCI contact is its Director General, Dr. Quintin Doromal. 

Energy Management Association of the Philippines (ENMAP)
 

The Energy Management Association of the Philippines (ENMAP) is the major

Philippine organization involved in the technical evaluation and imple
mentation of energy conservation measures. Founded 4 years ago with the
 
assistance of the Ministry of Energy's Bureau of Energy Utilization (BEU), it
 
nc.. '; 368 mei-,ers. ENMAP's members are primarily corporate and plant energy
 
managers and engineers, most of whom have completed a BEU-sponsored course in
 
energy management.
 

ENIAP does not yet have a high degree of visibility among senior corporate

executives, probably owing to its relative youth and emphasis on technical
 
matters. Inaddition, many of its organizational procedures are still
 
evolving, and its ability to quickly and effectively disseminate information
 
on new technologies has yet to be proven.
 

ENMAP's major constraint is its lack of a full-time staff. However, ithas
 
performed quite effectively over the past 5 years, using volunteers and paid

consultants for specific efforts. It is confident it should have no problems

meeting its responsibilities; in fact, several firms contacted by ENMAP have
 
offered to detail energy managers to the project on a short-term basis. In

addition, the project will have funds to pay short-term ENMAP consultants,

where they are required for specific subprojects. Finally, both DEU and the
U.S. consultant will be providing technical personnel to 3ssist with specific

projects, which can serve as a backup to ENMAP.
 

Inshort, the TTEM Project will assist ENMAP in developing a greatly enhanced
 
capacity to provide its members and their employers with energy management

advice, technical information, and access to engineerng and consulting

services both during and after the project period.
 

ENMAP has seven regional chapters (Northern, Central, and Southern Luzon;
 
Eastern and Western Visaya, and Eastern and Western Mindanao) and four

subregional chapters (Cebu, Davao, Bataan, and Baguio). 
 Itis setting up

sectoral committees focusing on specific industry sectors, including steel,

cement, textiles, mining, and transportation (air, sea, and land). The

organization of these committees is currently being finalized through
discussions with the principal trade associations in these sectors and the
 
chairmen and membership are being selected. In addition, ENMAP is setting up

a committee on energy use in small and medium-sized industry in conjunction

with the University of the Philippines' Institute for Small Scale Industry

(ISSI).
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At present, ENIAP is negotiating with the Philippine Licensing Board to

develop professional requirements and an examination for licensing energy
 
managers and engineers. It is also developing a series of workshops and
seminars on energy use in various industry sectors and computer use 
 in energyconservation, and it Is developing energy auditing courses for regional ENNAP 
chapters. 

ENNAP will provide the TTEN Project with a key person to serve as a member ofthe Steering Committee. In addition, it will recommend staff members who can
provide technical subproject evaluation and assist with the other key stafffunctions of subproject identification, implementation, and monitoring. It
has identified firms that are willing to loan key employees to the TTEM 
Project for a 
period of time and share some of their expenses. Itwill help

identify attractive demonstrations, technical assistance, and training efforts
 
through its membership and use its information channels to disseminate the
 
cost and performa,ce information resulting from the demonstrations. 

The ENMAP contact is its president Mr. Greg Gonzales. 

Banker's Association of the Philippines
 

The Banker's Association of the Philippines (BAP) was formed in 1949. 
 Its 35
 
members include all the major Philippine-owned commercial banks and
 
subsidiaries of foreign banks in the Philippine Islands. 
 Itdoes not,

however, include the major government-owned financial institutions such as the
 
Philippine Natior.al Bank and the Development Bank of the Philippines. The

designated representative of each bank is that bank's president, executive
 
vice president, general manager, or equivalent.
 

The BAP serves as the spokesman for the Philippine private banking sector. It 
appears before legislative and executive bodies and works with the CentralBank or other entities to consider, formulate, amend, or alter any laws,
regulations, or practices related to banks or banking. In addition, it serves
 
as a forum in which the banking community can discuss matters affecting it,

and it circulates information likely to be of interest to its members.
 

The BAP conducts its business through 14 standing committees and 12 sub
committees composed of bank representatives. Inaddition, it has repre
sentatives on committees and working panels created by other government,

private, or international organizations that are of interest to the Philippine

banking community. The BAP sponsors a number of workshops and seminars aimed
 
at raising the professional expertise of its member banks' employees. 
 It also
 
sponsors an annual meeting.
 

1 1I 
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The 	 BAP will be represented on the TTE1 Steering Committee and will be an
effective contributor to project success by encouraging banks' participation

in financing demonstration subprojects. 
Through its ongoing dialogue with the
 
GOP on laws and policies affecting banking, it can help to create a favorable
climate for investment in energy conservation measures that will outlast the

project peirod and reach well beyond the initial loan recipients to a large

segment of the industrial and commercial sectors.
 
The 	contact person is Mr. Manuel Morales, the Association's acting president
 
and 	the president of Equitable Banking Corporation.
 

.Government
Institutions
 

Philippine government institutions also have a major role to play in

encouraging the use of energy conservation technologies through their control

of energy pricing and energy technology import policies. Government insti
tutions are interested both in stimulating the use of the technologies through
demonstrations and information dissemination and in using the technical and

economic performance results to set policies and priorities on energy

management, such as foreign exchange priorities and import duties for
 
conservation equipment, pricing and tax incentives.
 

The primary government institutions involved in the TTEM program will be the

Ministry of En..rgy's Bureau of Energy Utilization (BEU), the National Economic
 
and Developmen Authority (NEDA), the Ministry of Trade anc 
Industry's Board
 
of Investment (BOI), the Central 
Bank (CB) and the Ministry of Finance (MOF).
 

Bureau of Energy Utilization of the Ministry of Energy
 

The 	Bureau of Energy Utilizatio, (BEU) is the focus of the Philippine

Government's efforts in this project. Created in 1978, BEU is
one 	of the two
major subdivisions of the Ministry of Energy and is responsible for developing

and implementing a 
national program for energy conservation. The BEU has 142
 
employees and an annual budget of nearly ?7 million. 
 Its 	activities include:
 

o 
 Collecting and analyzing energy consumption data from firms using more
 
than I million liters of petroleum products per year;
 

o 
 Offering general training courses in energy management and specialized
 
courses such as energy conservation, energy auditing, and boiler
 
maintenance;
 

o 	Providing energy audits to industrial plants and commercial buildings;
 

o 	 Developing energy performance standards for buildings, industrial
 
processes, vehicles, and appliances.
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The first two activities are well established and are generally considered 
successful. In addition to its own training activities, BEU also supports

similar ENMAP activities, which were discussed previously. The BEU has been 
providing free energy auditing services to industrial and commercial 
establishments since 1979, anti has just com.pleted its first full-scale 
independent audit for a Philippine textile firm (December 1983). These 
auditing services were recently assisted by the Asian Development Bank (ADB)

and the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO). The ADB
 
recently funded an extensive program (now completed) of energy audits of 
70 Philippine industrial plants conducted by outside contractors, who also
 
trained BEU staff in energy auditing techniques. The UNIDO is currently

funding a program that provides long-tern consulting services for the 
develor-n-t of energy audit and other energy conservation training programs

within BEU. The energy standards activities are currently ongoing for room 
air conditioners. Plans to expand these activities to other appliances as 
well as to commercial bt0lding operations and standards are currently underway. 

BEU will provide the primary GOP budgetary inputs to the TTEM Project. It 
will be responsible for the GOP contribution of $1.1 million, primarily by
providing key staff, office facilities, and similar "in-kind" services. The 
staff members, who include some of BEU's most experienced personnel, will 
assist in identifying attractive subprojects, particularly in the early phases
of the TTEM Project when they can use the results of existing BEU audits and 
studies. They will provide technical project evaluation and assist in 
economic and institutional/regulatory evaluations. BEU will also be 
responsible for disseminating the results of TTEM efforts through its training 
programs and newsletters. 

The BEU will be represented on both the Steering Committee and the Project

Management Committee; the BEU Director will serve on the former aod be its 
first chairman, and the Chief of the Conservation Division on the latter. In
 
adiJtion, the BEU will have authority for final GOP authority for approval of 
demonstration subprojects, clearing the way for disbursement of funds. Since
 
BEU will be an active participant in all earlier phases of subproject
 
development, analysis and review, this final approval will simply formalize
 
the results of these activities leading to implementation.
 

A constraint on BEU's effectiveness has been a lack of detailed technical
 
expertise among its staff. This is rapidly being alleviated through training
 
programs funded by BEU, AID, ADB and UNIDO. However, additional progress

remains to be made. The TTEM Project will address this constraint by
 
providing training programs for project staff in the Philippines and the
 
United States. Inaddition, a significant portion of the U.S. contractor's
 
effort will be providing consultants with specific expertise in energy
 
technologies, financing, and program planning and implementation to buttress
 
and provide on-the-job training to BEU staff.
 

The key contacts at BEU are Mr. Orlando Galang, Director, and Mr. Benjamin
 
Li,., Chief of the Conservation Division.
 

/1 
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The Central Bank of the Philippines
 

The Central Bank (CB), founded in 1939, manages the monetary, credit, banking,

and foreign exchange systems of the Republic of the Philippines in a manner
 
similar to that of other central banks around the world. It is organized into
 
five major functional sectors, each of which is subdivided into operating

departments. Three of these departments, External Debt, Current Imports and
 
Commodity Classification, and Loans and Credit, are of importance to the TTEM
 
Project. The Department of External Debt is responsible for coordinating with 
NEDA those national development programs and policies that involve foreign

exchange, and for setting up foreign exchange budgets to repay foreign loans. 
The Current Imports and Commodity Classification Department is responsible for
i--:rt commodity classification and assists in setting foreign exchange import
pri ori ties. 

The Department of Loans and Credit will administer the TTEM fund, probably

using one of the Industrial Guarantee and Loan Fund desks. The commercial
 
banks contacted in the interviews have worked with this program and this
 
Department, and they are comfortable with its procedures and requirements.
 

CB will not make loans directly to energy users, it will move the funds from
 
USAID to accredited banks that will make the actual loans. 
 To do this, tile
 
Ministry of Energy will establish an agreement with the CB to administer a
 
TTEM loan fund, with the concurrence of the Ministry of Finance. The peso
portion of the USAID contribution will be placed in this fund until the TTEM 
Project authurizes a disbursal to a participating bank. Inaddition, reflow
 
funds from the payment of principal and interest on TTEM loans will be placed
 
in the fund for investment and eventual relending. 

The Central Bank has extensive experience managing such funds and has earned
 
particular praise for its management of the highly successful Industrial
 
Guarantee and Loan Fund. This fund was originally set up by USAID and later 
expanded significantly by the World Bank. The World Bank now uses the IGLF 
format (and has used CB staff as consultants) as a model for introducing
similar programs in other developing countries. The CB's role in 
administering the TTEM loan fund will be similar to its role in managing the
 
IGLF program, and will be administered by the same CB office.
 

Therefore, funds administration will present no problems because of the Co's
 
impressive experience with the larger program. In addition, a separate loan
 
policy manual isbeing developed for this project (drawing on a manual for the
 
IGLF program) in order to assist private banks and end-users in understanding 
the loan fund's policies and loan and repayment procedures.
 

<1 
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The 	 CB will also provide other services, including accrediting the banking
institutions participating in the program, disbursing funds to the banks, and 
auditing the loans to ensure proper handling by the banks and proper use by
the 	borrowers. The CS levies an administrative fee of 0.51 to 1.0%of the 
outstanding loan balance to cover the costs of these services. 

The 	 CB will also have a representative on the Steering Comittee to provide
policy inputs and obtain information needed to develop rational energy
technology import and financing policies. The key contact is Ms. Cecilia 
Arguelles, Deputy Director of the Department of Loans and Credit. 

:::jistry of Finance 

The 	Ministry of Finance (MOF) is respons1ble for public finance administration 
including: administration and enforcement of customs laws; National Internal 
Revenue Code and other tax laws; treasury management; administration of 
special laws involving claims against the national government including 
management of public debts; and development and admiastration of securities 
market. The MOF will play an important role in formulating and recommending
financial policy measures as well as p-oviding ntcessary assistance to enhance
 
economic viability and expedite implementation of various energy conservation 
projects. The MOF will also assune the foreign exchange risk. The key 
contact at MOF isMr. Jose Javier, Plcnning Officer. 

National Economic and Development Authority 

NEDA is the primary Philippine Government planning. orclanization. It is 
responsible for the formulation of both short-term and long-term development
plans and for the identification and coordination of development policies and 
measures. 

NEDA was established by Presidential Decree in 1973, shortly after martial law
 
was declared. Its major functions include:
 

o 	Advice to the President on day-to-day decision-making on economic
 
matters;
 

o 	 Formulation of annual and long-term development plans and programs; 

o 	Coordination and implementation of national fiscal, monetary, credit,
 
tarrif, investment, production, price, trade, population, land use,
 
and other economic policies;
 

o 	Analysis, coordination, and if inecessary, implerentation of major
 
development projects;
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o Coordination and integration of foreign economic and technical
 

assi stance;
 

o 	 Coordination of statistical activities of all government agencies;
 

o 	Provision of general operational policies for those agencies under
 
NEDA's administrative supervision.
 

At the helm of NEDA is a policy board headed by the President, assisted by the
 
Prime Minister, and with Cabinet-level and other high executive officials as
 
members. This board reviews and recommends development plans, programs, and
 
policies, coordinates the development efforts of the various government
 
ag-4es, and formulates and implements policies to carry out its goals and
 
objectives.
 

Day-to-day operations are carried out by a technical staff headed by a
 
Director-General. There are four major offices: Planning and Policy, 
Programs and Projects, Statistical Coordination, and Operations. In addition,

there are regional offices that assist in the development and implementation
of plans at the regional level. 

NEDA has a number of agencies under its direct supervision, including the
 
National Census and Statistics Office, the National Tax Research Center, the 
Philippine Volunteer Servic.2 Coordinating Center, and the Tariff Commission.
 
Inaddition, it has a number of agencies and corporations attached to it for
 
policy and program integration and coordination, which is accomplished
 

imarily through NEDA representation on the organization's governing board. 
ese agencies and corporations include ten NEDA intergovernmental committees,
 

nine government corporations (such as the Philippine National Bank, which is
 
the largest commercial bank in the Philippines, the Philippine Veteran's Bank,
 
and the Development Bank of the Philippines), three regional development
 
authorities, and the National Productivity Commission.
 

Technically, NEDA becomes involved in a USAID funded project when a "project

paper" is submitted to it for review. In the case of the TTEM Project, this
 
review will be performed by the Industries and Utilities Division, which will 
make a general recommendation. Inaddition, an Investment Coordinating 
Committee review is also necessary for all projects involving foreign
exchange. Then, the approved project moves to the Ministry of Finance, which 
is responsible for negotiating terms and scheduling debt repayments. NEDA 
personnel have been involved in the TTEM Project design, and they indicate
 
that they see no potential problems in getting the necessary project approvals. 

NEDA will provide a member of the TTEM Steering Committee to ensure that it is 
aware of conservation opportunities identified by the project and can thus 
incorporate policy or regulatory changes identified as important to energy 

pl;
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conservation in future planning. Inaddition, it will provide TTEM with GOP

policies and priorities in areas such as subproject selection and financin
terms.
 

The 	key contact at NEDA is Ms. Remedios R. de Leon, Director of the Industry
 

and 	Utilities Division.
 

Board of Investments of the Ministry of Trade and Industry 

The Ministry of Trade and Industry's Board of Investment (BOI), together with
 
the Central Bank, is responsible for approving any projects that make use of
 
government incentives, require importation of foreign goods, cr entail foreign

inves'ment. B01's major respcnsibility is to provide "technical evaluations"
 
of the projects submitted. To do this, it may call on other agencies, such as
 
the 	Ministry of Energy, for technical assistance,
 

Currently, tho BOI offers the following incentives for energy conzcirvation
 
equipment:
 

o 	 "Pioneer" technologies (i.e., high risk, novel technologies which 
replace imported energy) may be imported tax and duty free. The 
current taxes and duties are about 10%. 

o Non-pioneer technologies which replace imported energy have 1/2 the 

taxes/duties forgiven.
 

o 	 Tax credits of 10% are available on net local content.
 

The 	general criteria for approval of projects and incentives include:
 

o 	 Payback in 5 years or less. 

o 	 Conversion from imports to local manufacture 

o 	 External benefits to country, which are loosely defined. These can
 
include rural development, employment opportunities, and other social
 
benefits.
 

In the case of energy conservation technologies, there are no procedures for
 
advance approval by BOI; each project application is reviewed individually in
 
a process that takes approximately 2 months. In addition, these technologies
do not now have foreign exchange priority, so it is possible that even if a 
user wanted to install e system, he may not be able to get the foreign
exchange to purchase it. Both of these factors were mentioned as problems

affecting the implementation of energy conservation technologies by potential
 
users.
 

qil~o 
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BOI will provide a representative for the Steering Committee to provide the 
Committee with a perspective on foreign exchange and investment priorities.
In addition, participation in the TTEN Project will provide BOI with an 
understanding of the impacts of energy conservation technologies, which may

help to speed the approval process for cases outside the project. 

The 	 key contact is Governor Hermingoldo Zayco. 

Overall GOP Roles and Relationships to USAID
 

The 	 GOP institutions described above are very supportive of the TTEM Project.
Indiscussions during project design, GOP spokesmen agreed on the following

points: 

o 	The GOP desires decision-making authority on such TTEM policies as
 
lending rates and annual budgets, as well as final approval on
 
subprojects.
 

o 	 USAID's project role, in the view of GOP spokesmen, should be
 
primarily managerial rather than directive. In practice, this means 
full USAID participation on the Project Management Committee (where

the major operational decisions will be made) and ex officio
 
membership on the Steering Committee.
 

o 
 Owing to the current severe GOP budget crunch, the Government's
 
contributions will be on an in-kind basis, through the BEU, rather
 
than a direct contribution of funds.
 

The 	first and second GOP points above reflect the Government's view that as
 
the 	party responsible for repayment of the USAID project loan, it has both the 
right and the responsibility to determine overall policies related to use of
 
the funds. These are viable arrangements, given the strong GOP commitment to
 
the success Gf the project. Effective project performance will require

ongoing consensus from all partners, both public and private, and it is in the 
interests of all the project actors to maintain that consensus.
 

6. 	International Assistar-e Organizations
 

Two 	 international organizations whose efforts will complement the TTEM Project 
are 	the Asian Development Bank (ADB) and the United Nations Industrial
 
Development Organization (UNIDO). The ADB is a major source 1f investment 
funds for Philippine development efforts. From 1967 to 1982, it invested 
approximately $1.6 billion in the islands. Inrecent years, the Bank has 
increased lendings in the energy sector to where these lendings now represent

almost 30% of total annual lendings, second only to the Agriculture and
 

Z/x 
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#~~~ Agro Indiustry sector's '321.- The'main thrust of these lendings has beeleOctric power .develo&pment, although increased emphasis is noW being placed on 
renewable resources andindustria-sectr energy, conservation' . 

The AD fisUcrrentlyfundertaking a nmber of t udeand and0programsin the-Philipp neen rgysector. DanduuWUVas,,t inetlsinifd an ener adit'it ,;.: ., 
conseIrvati'onotintial and4 'provided elnergy "auditttrai n ngfor~BEU:.personnelTh.res'ul tshof tisstudy are .being use ,d~to sg sItntilTE eosrto 
effort. 	, OtherADB energy studies ngthe Philippine include, arecently

'KK 	 completed study on bagasse ~utiflzation -for drying, cogeneration; -and small
 
power production; a study' of ASEAN''o'al 'potential ; a study of refinery

ratic ..2 ai- n a study of geothermal potential for electric power
 

the AD is very interested in financing energy conservation efforts if a way ' 
can befoundto fund them in one large package ratherthan dozens of small 
loans. 	 d h
The TTE4ProJectsprovides apossible way to do this,, similar to the 

f Industrial Guaranteeand Loan Fund (IGLF) effort. Inthe IGLF effort, USAID
 
funded a successful program starting in 1950 to provide funds and: oan
 
guarantees to small and medium industrial fims. The.World Bank then built on

the structure established by. USAID and vastly increased its funding.

Similarly, ADD may be able to make a single largeloan'to the central fund of
 
the TTEM Project that canbe relent for energy conservation investments 

through p.rticiprting banks. Discussions with ADD personnel indicate that as 

' "
 

much as $120 million may be made vailable for such loans. The ADB will be
 
kept current of TTEM efforts,, and will advise the TTEM Pryoject team on Ab,

interests and unfonation.requirements..
 

The United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO)it head
quartered in Vienna. Its 1983 budgetwa's $145.5 million, of which' $49 million
.sfor adrni~ifstratlon and research and $95'.5 million Was for programs. Theadministrative and research costs are funded from the regular UN budget; the
 
program costs are funded by various UN and participating government funds. Of
these program costs, 70% ($65.4 million)' comes from the United Nations

"Development Programme (UNDP)'; UNOP's funds'are contributed by, member states

~and allocated to particular countries up to a predetermined amount called the

indicative planning figure (IPF).
 

UNIDO has a mandate to promote and accelerate the industrialization of

developing countries by p~oviding technical expertise and cooperation inall
aspects of industry. This assistance includes consultation oil developing an

industry sector, establishing training centers inmarketing, Imanufacturing,

and finance$ providing expert advice on new technologies, performing

techno-economic studies of particular ventures, conducting personnel training,
and providing international expert groups meetings and workshops.
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UNIDO-is currently financigan energy ning program or staff 
androe6stabl i shi ng et nan oratoryon a ,3dyearn, 1 llion'e ffot.,

S ee a g rten :the; BEU, and sENMAPOeffort d tn 
pivae sector Pene d' tie 16uallyionpl ryI,to a t 4a s 
eis qui tegsible-thiti ecosnomies of scale' c be reali y' 
sharing instructinal'.ania1trials andi i Programs andmseminars.-
Thus, UNIDO will pabticipate~through'the"Advisory Panels by keping the TTEMI
staff cognizant of -UNIDO p'rograms' and'ifonnati on needs, '1sponsoring joint
banki na cntos-cths.,TTE Iti cre"e dtwad'training programs,' and using TTEMPdemonstration's to';identify proceduresihec and 

. t. ii ; 1technologies that can betransferred to and from other developing countries to
 
promote energy conservation.to
 

7. Private Commercial Banking Institutions e 
Four commercial banking organizations are expected to be the initial private 
banking participants in the TTEM Project. The choices were based on the 
recommendations of energy conservation system users and vendors and on' 
discussions with the banks themselves. Thebanksare Bank of the Philippine

Islands (BPI), Philippine Commercial International' Bank (PCI), the Far East
 
Bank and Trust Company, and the Private Development 'Corporation of the
 
Philippines (PDCP).
 

BPI is the largest privately powne'd commercial bank intilePhilippines, with 
total assets an of theend of 1983 of10.6 billion pesos ($760 million at the 
current officiai exchangerate). It has 127 branch offices throughout the 
Philippines, and offers its customers afull range of services from commercial,
banking to investment banking to leasing. It is very interested inthe 'field 
of energy conservatiorn, and has installed computer-based energy conservation 
management systems init-, headquarters. Itisalso very interested in" 
developing' new firiancit.y L.hicles, such as loans with repayments tied to 
savings, t. fT'lrnce energy conservation. The contact person isB~enito R. 
Araneta, Executive 'Vice President. ' 

PCI Bank isthe fourth largest privately-owned commercial bank, wi1th over 
6.0 billion pesos in'assets at theend of 1982. It i~s owned by the Ma'ila 
Electric Company,(MERALCO),, and the bank's president isalso chairman of the 

'board of MERALCO. , PCI Bank is particularly interested in energy conservation 
because' MERALCO (which does not generate power) has extrejiely lo,, reserve 
margins and thus .suffers from frequ'ent planned and unplanned Jbrowniouts. An 
'affiliated company, PCI Management Consultants, conducts free energy audit
 

Sservices 
 for MERALCO customers with the assistance of MERALCO engineers. PCI
 
Bank and its affiliated companies indicated that they are very interested' in;

cooperating with the TTEM Project in a variety of ways "from assistance in
'financing toenergy a'udits to participation inactual demonstrations. The 
contact person isAntonio H,.Ozaeta, President. 

http:conservation.to
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The Far East Bank and Trust Company is the country's seventh largest private
banking institution, with 1982 combined assets of 6.2 billion pesos. Ithas 
52 branches throughout the Philippines, and provides a full range of com
mercial banking services both domestically and internationally. The main 
contact is Mr. Wilfredo V. Vergara, Executive Vice President. In 1981, Far 
East acquired PDCP, an organization formed by international lending orga
nizations as a development finance institution that would provide capital for 
equity and for medium and long-term debt to ventures strategic to the growth
of private industry and to the development of the national economy as a 
whole. PDCP had 1982 assets of 1.7 billion pesos (inaddition to those of Far 
East). The contact person is Robert S. Orose. Both organizations are very
interested in and enthusiastic about the TTEN Project and its goals, and are 
willirr to assist in a variety of ways, from acting as an agent for TTEM loans 
to devising innovative conservation financing vehicles such as shared savings 
ventures. 
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ORGANIZATIONS INTERVIEWED
 

This section summarizes the organizations and persons interviewed in designing

the TTEM Project.
 

Industrial and Commercial Energy Users 

Organization/Address 


Benquet Corporation 

2250 Pasonj Tamo Ext. 

Makai, Metro Manila 

Borden International Philippines, Inc. 

1001 Filipinas Life Bldg. 

Ayala Avenue, Makati, Metro Manila
 

Carrtf i Fhlippines 
Corner Reliance and Pine Streets
 
Mandaluyong, Metro Manila
 

Engineering Equipment, Inc. (EEl)

391 J. Rizal, Namayan 

Mandaluyong, Ik:tro Manila 


Erma Industries, Inc. 

115 N. Bay Boulevard 

iJavotas, Metro Manila 


Firestcne Tire & Rubber Co. 

of the HiHippines 

Barrio Posadas, Mungtinlupa

Metro Manila 


International Oil Factory 

19 F. Manalo Street 
San Juan, Metro Manila
 

National Development Company
377 Buendia Avenue Extension 
Makati, Metro Manila 

Person/Position
 

Jose E. Briones, Manager
 
Marcelino C. Reyes, Manager

Power & Energy Development
 

Francisco A. Manalo
 
Production and Engineering Manager
 

Manuel Lara, Plant Manager
 

Johnny 0. R. Cardenas
 
Group Manager, Materials Movement
 
Group
 

Ernesto B. Marcelo, President
 
Salvador C. Fernandez, Marketing
 
Manager
 

Ernesto Formanes, Engineering Manager
George R. Laxamara, Plant Engineering 
Manager 

Richard J. Roney, Factory Manager 

Ramon dela Rosa, Mechanical Engineer
 

Fernando Vicente
 
Assistant General Manager
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Industrial an~d Comercial Energy Users (Continued) 

O,~rganiain/Address .,~ Person/Position6; 

cif c.-Activa dCabon-Co. ..Inc . .Hern M.- Montenegro Presi 

235alcdo~4 Lgaspi Village
makati, Metro Manila ;j 

Pilipinas Kao, Inc. (PICI)
110'Legaspi Building~
110 aLegaspi Street 
Makati, Metro Manila 

Hide Akzohl, Sinfor Vice President 
wakaoski Hgahi,.Chief Chemical 

'Engineer 7 

Tokusaburo Kubota, Plant Manager
Alfreda 0'..Yniguez, Jr., Executive 

Vice President/Of rector 

. 

Pilipinas Nissan, Inc. 
222 E. Rodriguez-Sr. Boulevard 
Quezon City, Philippines 

Antonio, A. G-menez 

Philppin 
1351 U.N. 

Refining Company (PRC)
Avenue, Manila 

Ju::a Cesar J. Locsin: 

Planters Products 
Fertilizer Plant 
P.O. Box 3447, Manifla 

.. 

. '. 

Victor T.Fresnoza, Jr.. 
Production Manager 

Republic Glass Corporation (RGC) 
Barrio Pinagbuhatan, Pasig.
Metro Manila 

Adolfo B. Rosel, Jr. 
Senior Manager, Manufacturing 
Servfces Group 

Resins Incorporated 
E. Rodriguez Jr. Avenue 
Pasig, Metro.,Manila 
P.O. Box 2534, Manila 

Meneleo Carlos, 
President 

Jr. 

V 

P, . ,f'.-IIs Tnvestment & Management Corp. 
Ortigas Bldg., Ortigas Avenue 
Pasig, Metro Manila 

Jose S. Roque, Jr., Engineer 
AVP, Technical Departrent 

Saniwares Manufacturing Corporation
Barrio Santolan, Pasig, Metro Manila 

, Eduardo L. Valenzuela 
Manufacturing, Manager 

Scott Paper Philippines 
Bisa, Quezon City 

Gerardo Izon 
Plant Operation Manager 
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Industrial and Comiercial Energy Users (Continued) 

Organization/Address 
 Person/Position
 

TOA Industries, Inc. 
 Sergio R. Ortiz-Luis, Jr.
 
Omega Industrial Inc. 
 President
 
117 N. Bay Boulevard
 
Navotas, Metro Manila
 

The Regent of Manila Demitrius T. Advincula

Roxas Boulevard, Manila 
 Chief Engineer
 

Financial Associations
 

Organization/Address 
 Person/Position
 

Bank of the Philippine Islands Benito R. Araneta
 
Ayala Avenue, 8 Paseo de Roxa: 
 Executive Vice President

Makati, Metro Manila
 

Development Bank of the Philippines 
 Ben Hur M. Manalo
 
Green Room, Penthouse 
 Executive Office for Research
 
DBP Building
 
Buendia Avenue Extension
 
Makati, Metro Manila
 

Equitable Banking Corporation Manuel Morales, President
 
Equitable Bank Building
 
Juan Luna Street, Manila
 

Far East Bank and Trust Company Wilfredo V. Vergara

5th Floor, Beneficial Life Bldg. Executive Vice President
 
Intramuros, Manila 2801 
 Edilberto V. Javier
 

First Vice President
 

National Development Company Fernando Vicente
 
377 Buendia Avenue Extension Assistant General Manager

Makati, Metro Manila
 

Philippine Commercial International Antonio H. Ozaeta

Bank 
 President
 

1 PCI Bank Towers, Makati Avenue
 
Makati, Metro Manila
 

,-L7j)
 



Financial 

Organization/Address 

Philippine National Bank 
Escolta, Manila 

Private &,velopment Corporation 

of the Philippines (PDCP) 


PDCP Building 

6758 Ayala Avenue 

Makati, Metro Manila 

Ventures In Industry and Business 
Enterprises, Inc. 


Landbank Building, 5th Floor
 
Buendia Avenue Ext., Makati
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Associations (Continued) 

Person/Posi ti on 

Gerardo Agulto, Jr.
 
Senior Vice President 

Renato D. Sarmiento
 
Vice President, Trust Department
 

Roberto S. Orosa 
Executive Copsuicant 

Exequiel Villacorte, Jr. 
Vice President, Business 
Development 
(now President, Banco de Oro) 

Thomas T. Paterno
 
President
 

Trade Associations
 

Organization/Address 


Bankers Association of the Philippines 

c/o Equitable Banking Corporation

Equitable Bank Building

Juan Luna Street, Manila
 

Council of Technology and Applied

Science of the Philippines (COTASP) 


Philippine Association of Mechanical 

Engineers (PAME) 


1438 San Marcelino St. Ermita, Manila
 

Philippine Chamber of Commerce 

& Industry 


Person/Posi tion 

Manuel Morales, Acting President
 

Adolfo Benavides, President
 
Pedro M. Carino, Past President
 

Pedro M. Carino, President
 
Antonio R. Herrera, Past President
 

Dr. Quintin Doromol, Director
 
General
 

Herman M. Montenegro, Chairman, 
Energy Committee (Pacific Activated 
Carbon) 

Meneleo Carlos, Jr., Member, Pro
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Trade Associations (Continued) 

Organization/Address Person/Position 

ductivity and Technology Committee 
(Resins Inc.)

Federico S. Puig (Kimberly Clark) 
Jim Moorhouse (C.I.G.I.)

Ricardo P. Guevara (Maria Christina
 
Chemical Industries)
 

Ceferino L. Follosco (Alpha 
Machinery)


Reynaldo Adriano (Borden 
International Philippines)

Pablo P. Gabriel (Tin Can Manufac
turer's Association of the 
Philippines)
 

Philippine Institute of Architects 
 Carlos A. Santos-Viola
 

Philippine Wood Products Association Santiago P. de Guzman, President
 
3rd Floor, LTA Building (Insular Lumber Company)

118 Perea Street
 
Legaspi, Philippines
 

Energy Management Association Greg Gonzales, President
 
of the Philippines (ENMAP) (Philippine National Bank)


BEU Office, PNOC Complex Norberto L. Villarama
 
Merritt Road, Fort Bonifacio (Fil-Hispano Ceramics)

Makati, Metro Manila 
 Edgardo Villavicencio
 

(Universal Cement)
 
Rene Banares (San Miguel Corp.)
 
C. F. Carlos (Ford Philippines)

Gonzalo 0. Catan, Jr.
 

(MAPECON Philippines)

Antonio Gimenez (Pilipinas Nissan)
 

Textile Mills Association of Benedicto V. Dakanay

the Philippines, Inc. Executive Vice President
 

Legaspi Village,
 
Makati, Metro Manila 

United Architects of the Philippines Geronimo V. Manahan, Principal
 
(Planning Resource & Operations
 
System)
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Vendors, Service Organizations 

Organization/Address 


ACI Fiberglass 

Gamboa Street 

Legaspi Village, akati 


AMC Associates 

6th Floor, 8F Topman Cpnter Building 

Ayala Avenue, Makati, Metro Manila
 

AG&P 
Air Conditioning &Refrigeration Div. 
2306 Pasong Tamo Extension 
Makati, Metro Manila 

Avesco Marketing Corporation

San Francisco Del Monte 

Quezon City, Metro Manila 


EMB Industries 

15 N. Bay Boulevard 


Navotas, Metro Manila
 
Economic Development Foundation 

8th Floor, Bankmer Building 

Ayala Avenue, Makati, Metro Manila
 

Konserv, Inc. 

Suite 2-0, Padilla Building 

Emerald Avenue, Pasig, Metro Manila
 

A. Mateo Engineering 

& Consulting Services 

44-E Rizal Avenue Extension
 
Caloocan City, Metro Manila 

PCI Management Consultants, Inc. 

15th Floor, No. I PCI Bank Towers
 
Makati Ave., cor. H.V. de la Costa St.
 
Makati, Metro Manila 

Person./Position
 

Stevern Shedden, General M.anager
 
Jose Servanda, Marketing Manager

Jesus Lopez, Sales Manager
 

Angel de la Cruz
 
Principal Architect
 

Jose A. Hilario, Vice President
 

Jimmy Y. Yang, President
 
Jose Yu Lim, Manager, International
 

Division
 
Ernesto V. Payonagayong
 

Marketing Manager
 
Reuben Abante, Engineer
 

Salvador C. Fernandez
 
Marketing Manager 

Cesar N. Sarino, President
 
Purita M. Festin
 

Sahson R. Tivkinltoy
 
Engineer
 

Dr. Antonio F.Mateo, President
 

Arthur N. Aguilar, President
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Vendors, Service Oranizations (Continued)
 

Organization/Address 


Philippine Industrial Energy Co., Inc. 

2242 Pasong Tamo Extension
 
Makati, Metro Manila
 

Philippine Insulation Company 

Metro Bank Building
 
Ayala Avenue, Makati, Metro Manila
 

RN Ferrer & Associates 

Padilla Building

Ortigas Commercial Center,

Pasig, Metro Manila 3130 

Tootal Textiles Limited 

56 Oxford Street 

Manchester M60 I HJ
 

The SGV Group 

105 De la Rosa Street 

Makati, Metro Manila 


Spirax Sarco Philippines, Inc. 

8435 Mayapis Village 

Makati, Metro Manila
 

Person/Position
 

Frederico T. Cortez
 

Garry L. Abaca, Sales Executive
 

Rodolfo N. Ferrer, Principal
 

Hugo McCorkell
 
Philippine Project Manager
 

Washington Sycip, Chairman
 
Rufo Colayco, Managing Director
 
Antonio Saplala Yap, Principal
 
Tomas F. Molina, Staff Consultant
 

Charles G. Moody
 
General Manager, Philippines
 

Philippine Government Institutions
 

Organization/Address 


Board of Investments 

Industry & Investment Building

Buendia Avenue Extension 

Makati, Metro Manila
 

Ministry of Energy 

Merritt Road, Fort Bonifacio 

Makati, Metro Manila 


Person/Position
 

Herminigildo Zayco, Governor
 
Agapito Kalingking

Ramon Rosales
 

Benhur Salcedo, Controller
 
Mar Tecson, Legal Counsel
 
Ramona Ang, Budget Director
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Philippine Government Institutions (Continued) 

Organization/Address 	 Person/Pos i tion 

Ministry of Energy/Bureau of Energy Gregorto V. Kilayko
 
Devel opment Officer-i n-Charge


Merritt Road, Fort Bonifacio
 
Makati, Metro Manila
 

Ministry of Energy/Bureau of Energy Orland Galang, Director
 
Utilization Benjamin P. Lim
 

Ministry of Energy Building Chief, Conservation Division 
Merritt Road, Fort Bonifaclo Marcial F. Ocampo, Section Chief 
Metro Manila Buildings & Transportation

Wilfredo S. Toledo, Section Chief 
Industry 

Central Bank of the Philippines Cecilia Arguelles 
5th Floor, Multi-Storey Building Deputy Director -- Department of 
A. 	Mabini, Manila Loans and Credit 

Angellna L. Tiangco 
Director, Management of External
 
Debt and Investment Accounts
 

R. M. Alvarez
 
Dolores Faylonia, IGLF 
Leandro A. Almendrol, IGLF
 
Neilo T. Altre, IGLF
 
Joan M. Carter, IGLF
 

Ministry of Finance 	 Jane V. Tambanillo 

Ministry of Human Settlements Eligio J. Tavanlar, Sr.
 
Technology Resource Center
 
Buendia Avenue Extension
 
Makati, Metro Manili
 

Ministry of Trade & Industry Quintin G. Tan, Director, Bureau of
 
385 Buendia Avenue Extension Small and Medium Industries
 
Makati, Metro ManIla Francisco G. Valenzona, Jr.
 

Regional Manager, Snall Business
 
Assistance Center
 

Zoile B. Pedro
 
Ministry of Transportation and Jose P. Dans, Jr., Minister
 

Communication Roger R. Vitasa, Acting Head
 
Ortigas Avenue, Pasig Executive Director
 
Metro Manila
 

~~iV 
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Philippine Government Institutions (Continued)
 

Organization/Address 


National Tax Research Center 
4th Floor, Banco Filipino Condominium 
Aduana Street 

Intramuros, Manila 

National Economic and Development 

Authority 


NEDA Building, 2nd Floor 

Amber Street, Pasig

Metro Manila 

Technology Transfer Board 

4th Floor, Industry & Investments Bldg.
 
385 Buendia Avenue Extension
 
Makati, 3117, Metro Manila
 

Person/Position
 

Angel Q. Yoingco, Director 
Vicente G. Quintos, Deputy Director 
Dante Sy, Fiscal Incentive Branch
 

Remedios R. de Leon, Director
 
Industry and Utilities Staff (HUS)

Senen Recasio, Asst. Director, IUS 
Zita C. Gotauco, IUS 
Rafael B. Cinco, IUS 
Erlinda Ortega, External Assistance 
Staff (EAS)


Antonio L. Ampil, Policy
 
Coordination (Staff (PCS)

Renato A. Sabado, Infrastructure 
Staff (IS) 

Lilia S. Sarmenta, Asst. Director 
Project Economics Staff (PES)


Ms. Ester A. Cebuma, IUS
 
Arturo Cebuma, IUS
 
Sylvia Reyes
 
Fiologo Pante, Jr.
 
Vicente D. Salazar, Jr., EAS
 
Rafael B. Carlos
 
Zita C. Gotanco
 

Rowena L. Paguio, Chief Specialist
 

Other Organizations
 

Organization/Address Person/Position
 

Asian Development Bank V. V. Desai
 
Energy Planning Kari J. Nyman
 
2330 Roxas Boulevard
 
Pasay City, Metro Manila
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Other Organizations (Continued) 

Organization/Address 

Dangroup 
28 Teknlkerbyen 
DK-2830 Virue-Copenhagan 
Denmark 

Manila Electric Company 
eralco Center, Ortigas Avenue 

Pasig, Metro Manila 

PCI Bank Towers 
Makati Avenue, lakatl, Metro Manila 

UNIDO 

106 Amorsol o Street 
Legaspi Village 
Makati, Metro Manila 

Polytechnic University of 

the Philippines 


Polytech Institute of Technology
79 Atis St., Sta. Mesa, Manila 

Person/Post ti on 

Jasper Krogh Jensen 
Chief Planning Engineer 

,7sus P. Francisco 
VI; President, Engineering 

Antonio H. Ozaeta 
Chairman of the Board 

Ivan E. Pluhar, Senior Industrial
 
Development Field Advisor 

P. R. Srinivasan
 
Chief Technical Advisor 

Romulo M. Ricafranca
 
Dean of Engineering
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TTEM PROJECT FUND REFLOW ANALYSIS
 

The first generation reflow funds from loans from the TTEM Project were
 
estimated to determine the moneys available for additional projects and
 
whether a sufficient cash flow could be generated to repay the U.S.
 
dollar-denominated loan as it falls due. 
This analysis was conducted because
 
the GOP wanted assurance that the TTEM loan fund could be totally self
 
sustaining. It does not mean, however, that the reimbursement of the USAID
 
loan by the GOP is tied tu the financial viability of the TTEM loan fund. In
 
this annex, the project characteristics that influence the cash flows are
 
briefly reviewed.
 

TTEM Project Characteristics
 

To e,iuate the cash flows for the TTEM Project, assumptions must be made
 
about the total funds available, the repayment terms, the length of the

project, and how the funds will be used. 
Of the $5 million allocated by USAID
 
to the TTEM Project, $3 million is a loan that must be repaid (see Table Ml).

The terms of this loan include a 10-year grace period followed by a 30-year

repayment period. During the grace period, interest accrues at 2% per year;

uiring the repayment period, at 3% per year. Of the $3 million loan, $340,000
 
will be used for project expenses and will not be available for relending to
 
users..
 

The TTEM Project has a targeted life of 5 years. During this time, the USAID
 
loan will be used in three ways: straight loans, loans with repayments tied
 
to savings, ard non-revenue-generating uses such as grants. Approxmately 50%
 
of the a.,j-,!ate funds are expected to be used for straight loans at interest
 
rates aL Lhe favorable end of the range of current commercial rates, and with
 
longer repayment terms than are normally available to Philippine borrowers, to
 
give borrowers an incentive to participate in the program. At present,

commercial loan terms are 33 to 40% for terms less than 1 year and longer term
 
funds are generally not available at all).
 

The cash flow analyses dssumed the TTEM subproject straight loans will have a
 
1-year "grace" period to allow detailed design, ordering of parts, and
 
construction, followed by a 4-year repayment period. These comparatively

long-term loans should allow the users to realize immediate improvements in
 
their cash flows from the energy conservation investment. An interest rate to
 
the borrower of Manila Reference Rate (currently 24%) plus 3 percentage points

has been targeted for these loans, which is more favorable than
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Table Ml
 
Sources and Uses of USAID Funds
 

Forthe TTEM Project

($O00s) 

Grant $ 2,000 

Technical Assistance 
Studies/Trai ning/Infonmation
Commodities 
Project Evaluation 

$1,289 
566 
50 
75 

Loan 3,000 

Technical Assistance 218 
Studies/Training/Information 
Commodities 
,1uje-t Loans and Grants 

72 
50 

2,660 

Total 15,000 

generally available on the market yet not too concessionaryj/ Discussions

with commercial banks indicate that they require a 3% spread for loans in

which the TTEM fund accepts all the risk. If the commercial bank accepts the

risk, their return will need to be much higher; about 7%. If the risk is

split betvje.n tne commercial bank and the TTEM fund, the spread will be
 
adjusted accordingly. For example, a 50/50 split would result in
a 5% spread

to the commercial bank. 
 The Central Bank receives a fee for its services,

assumed here to be 1%. The TTEM fund will then realize a return of 10% to
14%, depending on the risk it accepts. The targeted borrower cost of MRR plus3%, plus the lcnger repayment terms, should make the loans attractive to users 
while generating funds that the TTEM Project can reinvest in additional energy
conservation projects. (These additional funds generated by principal and

interest payments are termed reflow funds.) Finally, to ensure that users

have a strong financial stake in the successful outcome of their investment,

at least 25% of the total subproject cost should be borne by them.
 

I/ For purposes of analysis of project financial viability, the 1983 average

MRR of 15% has been used as the lowest MRR likely to occur as Philippine

economic conditions return to normal in coming years.
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The second application of funds is loans with repayments tied to savings. 
 In

this type of loan, the actual energy savings resulting from the investment
 
will be monitored, and the value split between the lender and the user untilthe loan, plus accrued interest, ispaid off. Because of the higher risk
(compared with a straight loan) and higher costs (because of monitoring

requirements), the lender should realize a higher return of at least

5 percentage points. 
Thus, the net return from loans with repayments tied to

savings would be at least 23%. 
If the TTEM fund takes the loan risk, the
 
commercial bank's spread should be 4.5%, because the loan will have more
complex administrative requirements than a straight loan and the project does
 
want to provide them an incentive to participate in this type of loan, at

least in the early years. If the bank is willing to take the loan risk, its

spread should be much higher, about 9.5%. Ifthe risk is !;hared, the return
 
should be split proportionally. For example, a 50/50 sharing of risk should
 
result in a 7% spread to the commercial bank. Again, the Central Bank

receives a fee of no more than 1%, and the user will be expected to :ontribute
 
at least 25% of the initial project costs. This strncture results in a return
 
to the TTEM fund of 12.5 to 17.5%, depending on the level of risk it
assumes.
 
This type of loan is expected to account for 25% of available TTEM funds.
 

The final application of the TTEM funds is in non-revenue-generating

activities such as direct grants to subprojects, technical assistance,

studies, training courses, information dissemination, project monitoring, and
 
so forth. These grants--which are separate from the funds made available by

USAID as a direct grant--will represent about 25% of the funds available.
 

We also assumed that the commercial banks will receive from the borrower a

of 1% of the loan amount and 1/2% of the grant amount for credit assessments

fee
 

and administrative expenses. 
These financing terms are summarized in Table P12.
 

Base Case Analysis
 

In conducting a "base" analysis, the first step is to estimate the funds

needed to repay the USAID loan. Next, assumptions on TTEM project revenues

and expenditures are developed. 
Finally, actual cash flows are estimated and
 
a determination ismade as to whether they are sufficient to repay the loan.
 

The loan portion of USAID funding is denominated in dollars and has a 10-year

grace period during which the loan accumulates interest at 2%, followed by a
30-year repayment period with biannual payments, during which the loan carries
 
a 3% interest rate. For analysis purposes, the loan is expected to be drawn
 
on according to the following schedule:
 



Table M2 
Proposed First Year Financing Terns1 / 

Spread (percent) 

Who takes TTEN Commercial Central Loan rate-Type of Firancing risk? fund Bank Bank to borrower 

Grant - - -

Straight Loan Bank 10 7.0 1.0 18.0 


TTEN Fund 14 3.0 1.0 18.0 


Shared 12 
 5.0 1.0 18.0 
(50/50)
 

Loan with repay- Bank 12.5 9.5 1.0 23.0 
ments tied to
 
savings
 

TTE fund 17.5 4.5 1.0 23.0 


Shared 15.0 7.0 1.0 
 23.0 

(50/50)
 

1/ These terms can be adjusted at any time by the TTEN Project Steering Committee 
2/ This is also limited to 50% of the total subproject cost. 
'3/ This is also limited to 75% of the total subproJect cost. 

Loan 
origination 

fee (M), 

0.5 

1.0 


1.0 


1.0 


1.0 

1.0 


1.0 


Maximun 
mount 

$ 75,00Q2/ 

200,90002I
 

200,000-I
 

/
200,000-3


200,000-/ 

200,00Q./ 

200,OO0 /
 



Table M3 
Revenue Realized from Loans With Repayments Tied to Savings 

Investment Yearly Revenue (Fraction of Initial Loan Amount) ./

Payback (years) 1 


1 0.0000 
2 0.0000 
3 0.0000 
4 0.0000 
5 0.0000 
6 0.0000 
7 0.0000 

Weighted Return:2 /  0.0000 

2 3 4 5 


0.0000 1.1000 0.0086 0.0000 
 0.0000
 
0.0000 0.5500 0.6050 0.0143 0.0000
 
0.0000 0.3667 0.4033 0.4437 
 0. 0211 
0.0000 0.2750 0.3025 0.3328 0.3660 
0.0000 0.2200 0.2425 0.2662 0.2928
 
0.0000 0.1833 0.2017 0.2218 0.2440
 
0.0000 0.1571 0.1729 
 0.1901 0.2092
 

0.0000 0.4200 0.3418 0.2448 0.1261 

l/ Assume energy prices escalate at a I0 per year rate 

2/ Using the following weights: 

Investment
 
Payback (yrs) 


1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 


Weight
 
0.10 
0.20
 
0.30
 
0.15
 
0.15
 
0.00
 
0.10
 

6 
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Loan Amount 
Year ($C Oo) Percentage 

1 
2 

140 
1,161 

5 
38 

3 1,699 57 
4 
5 -

Total 3,000 100 

The future value of the loan stream compounded at 2% to year 10, is 
$9,393,446, which is the total amount that must be paid back inbiannual
 
payments over the next 30 years. At 3%, each semi-annual loan repayment is

$238,532. To repay the loan, it is assumed that an annuity fund is 
established at the beginning of the repayment period. Itthe fund earns Y%
 
unnually, the initial amount of the annuity must be $5,950,109. An earned
 
interest rate of 7% isconserv{itive; currently, rates on U.S. government

securities are about 9% on short-term instruments and 10 to 11% on long-term
 
instruments.
 

This analysis assumes that the peso-to-dollar exchange rate will remain
 
relatively stable from the time of loar release to the end of the subproject 
loan payment period. 

To determine the fund cash flow, a number of assumptions must be made about
 
the applications of the funds, the amount of bad debt, and the reinvestment
 
strategy that the fund will follow. Inthis conservative "base case"
 
scenario, approximately 50% of the funds will be allocated to regular loans 
and 25% each to loans with repayments tied to savings and to non-revenue
generatinj activities such as grants and technical assistance. The straight

loans have an estimated return to the TTEM Project of 12%. These loans have a
 
!-year grace period and a 4-year repayment period. The revenue stream 
(principal and interest payments) from such a loan is:
 

Year Principal and interest payment
 

1 0.0000
 
2 0.3687
 
3 0.3687
 
4 0.3687
 
5 0.3687
 

"Ii
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The revenue stream from loans with repayments tied to savings depends on the
 
interest rate realized and the characteristics of the investments. This
 
analysis assumes the risks are on average split 50/50 between the commercial
 
bank and the TTEM fund, resulting ina net return to the TTEM fund uf 12%. 
To
 
simplify the calculation, no fees for intermediaries such as banks are
 
included. The realized cash flows to the TTEM Project from a 
portfolio of

investments with paybacks based on energy savings of 1 to 7 years are shown inTable N3. For this loan, 25% of the investment is provided by the user, and 
75% by the project. There is a 1-year grace period for engineering, pro
curement, and construction, and the loan repayments continue for a maximum of
 
5 years thereafter. After 5 years of payments, any remaining loan balance is
 
forgiven.
 

The composite loan revenues from the composite of 2/3 regular loan and 1/3

loan with repayment tied to savings are shown in Table M4. 
 Also indicated are
 
the revenues that the TTEM Project will actually receive once allowances are
 
made for bad debts. For the base case analysis, bad debts were assumed to be
 
equal to 10% of the outstanding loan balance per year, which is high relative
 
to experience in other loan programs. The Industrial Guarantee and Loan Fund
 
(IGLF), for example, claims to have a 2% bad debt experience. However, as
 
this project is primarily a demonstration program rather than a loan program,

the higher estimate provides a cushion for problems that may arise and thus a
 
more conservative estimate of the actual cash flows.
 

Finally, to calculate the cash flows, the investment strategy to be followed
 
by the TTEM Project in the base case must be defined. The principal
 
assumptions are:
 



Table M4
 
Expected Loan Revenues
 

Yearly Revenue (Fraction of Initial Loan Amount) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

Regular Loans (12%) 	 0.0000 
0.0000 0.3238 0.3238 0.3238 0.323a

Savings-Related Loans (]q%) 0.0000 0.0000 0.4200 0.3418 
0.2448 0.1261
 
Composite Loan Revenue -J 
 0.0000 0.0000 0.3298
0.3559 0.2975 0.2579
 
Expected TTEM Loan Revenuel/ 0.0000 0.0000 0.2883 0.2404 0.1952 0.1523 

1/ 	2/3 Regular Loan; 1/3 Loans with repayment tied to savings
 

2/ 	Assuming 10% per year bad debt.
 

o The project will operate for a 5-year period, after which it will 
cease to function. It is assumed that no additional funds will be
made available from USAID, the Asian Development Bank, or other
 
sources.
 

o 	 During the period of activity, all moneys received from the USAID loan 
and from reflow funds--user loan principal and interest payments--will
be allocated as follows: 50% to regular loans, 25% to loans with 
payments tied to savings, and 25% to non-revenue-generating activities. 

o 
 After the TTEM Project has ended, the loan principal and interest
 
payments will be put 	into a fund that invests in secure finance
 
instruments, with a view to eventually repaying the USAID loan.
 

Given these assumptions, the cash flows for the TTEM Project are sunmmarized in
Table M5. 
 During the 5-year period of the project, loan repayments will
 
contribute approximately $1,867,000 to the funds made available from the USAID

loan. Approximately $2,993,500 are made available in addition to the USAID
 
grant and the GOP contribution for non-revenue activities such as grants,

technical assistance, training courses, and test and monitorirg equipment

purchases.
 

The loan principal and interest repayments received after the project has
 
ended will be put into a special fund to set up an annuity at the end of the

10-year grace period to pay off the USAID loan. 
 Under the conservative base
 
case assumptions, the annuity fund would produce a 
modest surplus of $840,200

that the Philippine government could use for other purposes.
 



Table M5 
SuMuary of TTE4 Project Cash Flows: Base Case!1/ 

U.S. AD Loan 766.0 

-25 

1,915.0 2,681.0 

Y 

1,532.0 

E 

5 

766.0 

A 

6 

-

R 

7 10 

Principal agq Interest Repayments 
fromn (Js ' 

Total TTEW Fund:s 

Non-Reh.inue Activities A/ 

_--

766.0 

191.5 

192.9 

2,107.9 

527.0 

6-96.0 
3,3-77.0 

844.2 

1,444.9 
2,976.9 

744.2 

1,980.4 
2,746.4 

686.6 

2,287.3 
2,287.3 

-... 

1,691.0 
1,691.0 

1,017.9 
1,017.9 

473.5 

473.5 
48.5 

48.5 

Loans to Users 

Funds Available to Repay AID Loan 

Future Value of Repaymer*,/ 

574.5 1,580.9 

- -

2,532.7 2,232.7 

-

2,059.8 

-

-... 

2,287.3 1,691.0 1,017.9 473.5 48.5 

Amount Needed to set up Repayment 

Anruity 

Surplus (Deficit) 840.2 

840.2 

1/ All nbers are in $000. 
2/ includes both straight loam at 1M and loans with savirgs tied to repaymert at 15U. Bad debt losses 

were llg of Outstandirg loan balance per year. 

3/ 2% of total TTEW Funs. 

4/ Assu irg Repayrrit Furds are invested at 7%. 
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FINANCIAL TABLES 

Table Ni
 
Preliminary Budget for U.S. Technical Assistance Contractor
 

($OOs)
 

Y E A R S 
1 2 ' Total 

Persa.nnl (U.S.)I' 

1. Long-term consultant (1) 110 118 126 135 144 
2. Short-term consultants (.5) 94 101 106 115 123 
3. Home office support (.25) 26 28 30 32 34 

Subtotal 230 247 284 282 301 1,324 

Personnel (Filipino) 1 

1. Project director (1) 17 18 20 - 
2. Senior project officers (2) 17 18 20 
3. Senior financial analysts (1) 9 9 10 
4. Short-term consultants (2) 37 40 42 -

Subtotal 80 85 92 257 2/ 

Travel/Per Diem
 

1. International 3)/ 41 44 46 49 52
 
2. Domestic 2 3 4 4 4 

Subtotal 43 47 50 53 56 249
 

Lon-Term Consultant Expenses ! 

1. Living allowance 12 13 14 15 16 
2. Furniture moving/storage 10 2 3 3 13 
3. Family transportation/leave 13 - 15 17-

Subtotal 35 15 32 18 46 
 146
 

Grand Total 388 394 438 5 403 7 2/
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Footnotes to Table NI 

Note: 	 Peso excharge rate to dollar = 14.0 to 1. 
All first year costs escalated 7%anually. 

1/ 	 NWber in ( ) indicates am number of full-time equivalent staf'f on an 

anmual basis. 

2/ See Table N2 for sources of funds. 

3/ Assumes 11 round-trips (at $2250) and 20 days per diem/local 
trailsportation per trip (at $75/day). 

4/ Assumes four family members. 
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Table W2
 
Estimated Project Expenditures by Type of Irput
 

($OOOs)
 

AID 	 Allocation to 
Total Grant Loan GOP Reflow Project Outputs
 

U.S. (Project Implementation) 

o long-term consultant )
(1) 	 63 633 
 - - ) 75% to technical 

) assistance: 25% to 
) studies/trainino short-term consultants )

(.5) 	 541 541 )
)

o 	 home office support )
(.25) 150 150 - - . ) 

/
Subtotal 	 1,324 1,3242_


U.S. 	(Project Evaluation) 75 75
 

Counterpart 

o Project director (1) 

o Senior Project 
Officers (3) 

o Senior Financial 
Analyst (1) 

o Junior Project 
Officers (6) 

o Technical Assistance 

78 

108 

39 

92 

-

-

-

-

552/ 

552-/ 

28 / 

-

-

31 

-

192 

23 

22 

11 

-

)
) 
) 75% to technical 
) assistance; 25% to 
) studies/training 
)
) 
) 

Consultants 126 - 89/ - 71 100% to TA 
o Studies/Training 

Consultants 

o Support staff (10) 
o Project Management (1) 

255 

62 

88 -

78 

-

30-/ 

-

-

-

99 

142 

281 

-

-) 

) 100% to studies/ 
) training 
) 100% to 
operations 

Subtotal 848 78 2579/ 273 240 
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Table N2 (Continued) 

AD Allocation to 
Total Grant Loan GOP Reflow Project Outouts 

TRAVL/PR DIEN 

Domestic 	 )
) 

o U.S. contractor2/ 17 17 - - -	 ) 
o 	 Counterpart 29 - - 29 - ) 75% to technical
 

) assistance; 25% to
 
Interrational ) studies/training

) 
o U.S. coitractor' 232 232 - - -	 ) 
o Counterpart 46 - 33 - 13 	 ) 

Subtotal 	 324 249 33 29 13 

COM4ODITIESI/ 

o 	 Microcomputer and 
accessories (3) 40 - 23 (1) - 17 (2)) 

o Auditing Equipment (19) 125 22 (2) 11 (1) - 92 (16)) 
o Programmable calcu- )

lators & accessories 	 ) 
(9) 	 4 4 - - - )

o Vehicles (2) 	 20 20  - - ) i00% to camodities 
o 	Electric type- )

writers (3) 3 - 3 - - ) 
o 	 Monitorirg Instru- ) 

ments 91 - - - 91 ) 
o Miscellareous Office )

Equip. & Furniture 20 4 13 3 - ) 

Subtotal 	 303 50 50 3 200 
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Table N2 (Continued) 

AID 	 Allocation to 
Total Grant Loan GOP Reflow Project Outputs
 

OPERATING EXFENSES 

o U.S. Long-teF 	 ) 75% to technical 
consultant' 146 146 - - - assistance; 25% to 

) studies/trainirg 

o 	Rent & Utilities )

(400 sq/m) 177 - - 177 - ) 100% to operations
 

o 	Vehicles (operations ) 75% to TA: 25% to
 
& maintenance) 21 - - 21 - ) studies/training
 

o Communications 99 - - 99 - ) 100% to operations 

o 	Printing & Information ) 100% to studies/infor
dissemination 125 78 - 26 21 ) mation dissemination 

o 	Office supplies; steer- ) 
committee, advisory ) 100% to operations
Panels & other meet- ) 
ing experses 104 - 104 ) 

Subtotal 	 672 224 - 427 21 

/
TOTAL4_	 , 200 340 732 474 

Note: Peso ex.chage rate to dollar = 18.50 to 1 

1/ Number in ( ) indicates the number of full-time equivalent staff on an annual 

basis. 

2/ See Table N1 - Preliminary Budget for U.S. Technical Assistance Contractor 

3/ Number in ( ) indicates the number of commodities. 

4/ Before demonstration expenditures of $2,660,000 (AID loan), $1,393,000
 
(reflow), $1,352,000 (private sector) and $190,000 in additional private

sector contribution to studies, training and information dissemination.
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Esti 

AID 
Grant Loan 

Table N3 
TECHNOLOGY TRANER FOR ENERGY AMAGEHENT 

tated Annual Project Experditure by Scurce and Type of Irput
($ooos) 

Year 1 

Prirate AID 
GOP Retlow Sector Total Grant Lo_n 

Year 2 

ertl 

6 of a paw 

Private 
Sector Total 

FERSONEL
U.S. Cortractor 
Counterpart (staff) 
Counterpart (consultarts) 

230 
-
8 

-
43 
37 

-
46 
-

-

-
-

1s 

230 
89 
70 

247 
-
36 

-.. 

46 
40 

49 - -
15_9_ 

247 
95 

Subtota 248 80 _4. - 15 389 283 _6 4..9 15 433 

TRVELIfP DIE 
U.S. Contractor 
Courterpart 

Subtotal 

43 
-

43 

10 

10 

-

5 

5 

-

-

-
-

-

43 
15 

58 

47 
-

47 

11 
-

3 
- - 47 

16 

63 
CO*MJITIES
Microcamluters 
Auditing Equipmert
nordtorirg Instruments 
Other 

12 
22 
.... 

12 

-
U 

39 

-
-

3 
-

-

-

-
12 
33 
-. 

54 

1 
..-

.... 1 
-

Subtotal 46 50 3 - _ 99 1 1 

OPERATING EXFENSE5
Lorng-Term U.S. Consultant 
Irformation Dissemination 

Other 

Subtotal 

35 
16 

51 

-

-

-

-

-
-

3 

36 

-

-

-23 

-

23 

-

35 
39 

36 

110 

15 
39 

-

54 

.... 
-

-

-

88 

88 

- 362 

23 

13 

8s 

165 
DEMONSTRATION 

EVALUATIO1N . -

1.064 

-

-

- -

355 

-

.1 

-

TOTAL 1]40 9 1 56 -~~~~9---- 3. 5 1.1 
.-. O--
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Table N3 (Continued)
TEC*NOLOGY TRMI&ER FOR ENERGY MANAGEMENT 

Annual Project Expenditure by Source and Type of Input 

7 of 8 pages 

($oos) 
AID 

Nrant Loan 

Year 3 

GOP Reflow 

Private 

Sector Total Grant 

AID 

Loan 

Year 4 

Q fPReflcw 

Private 

Sector Total 

U.S. Contractor 
Counterpart (staff) 
Counterpart (consultants) 

Subtotal 

264 
-
24 

21 

-
49 
42 

9as1 

-
54 

5 

-

15 

264 

1 

4 

282 
-

_ 

2 2 

-
-

988 
- -

15 
280322 
13 
0395 

TRAVEL/FR 0IEM4U.S. Contractor 
Counterpart 

Subtotal 

2 
50 
-

50 

-
12 

12 

-
6 

6 

50 
s18 

68 

53 

53 

-
6 

6 

-
12 

12 

- 53 
18 

71 
CMJ44DITIESMicrocomputers 

A.uditirg Equipment 
bnitorirg Instruments
Other 

I 

-

-
-

-
-

-
-

16 
44 
37 -

17 
44 
37 

1 
-
-- - - -- - - -

Subtotal 

OPE ATING EXPENSES 

1 97 9 I -

Lorg-Term U.S. Consultant 
Inrtoration Dissemination
Other 

32 
23 

-

-
-

w 
7 

9t 
-
22 
-

-
23 32757-91 

18 
- 19 23 50 

Subtotal 

040GTRATION 

55 

-

-

1,596 

98 

-

22 

165 

23 

587 
196 

2.348 
18 - 102 

-

19 23 

94 

162 
13 

EVALUATION - _ 

TOTAL 3 U5 284 625 3 354 7 L923 



- -

---

PERSONEL
 

U.S. Contractor 

Counterpart (staff) 

Counterpart (con;ultans)
SCutotat 


TRAVEL/FER OIEN-
U.S. Contractor 

Counterpart 

Subtotal 


CO" DITIES 


Nicrocomputers 
Auditing Equipment 
Monitorirg Instruments 
Other 

Subtotal 


OFERATING EXFENSES
 
Lorg-Term U.S. Consultant 

Irfonation Dissemination 
Other 

Subtotal 


DE4ONSTRATION 


EVALUATION 

TOTAL47 

Table N3 (Continued) 
TEosxOGY TRNFER FOR ENERGY WWAGE4ENTEstimated Annual Project Expenlture by Source and Type of Irput($0005)
 

AID Year 5 Private AID 
Urant 
 Loan 	 GOP Rerflo Sector Total Grant Loan 

301 	 301 1,324 - - 65 67 - 132 - 138 
- -- -5- 92 15 -Z107 78f -M119 

56  -
 56 249 

- - 7 13 - 2 - __ 

56 - 7 13 - 76 249 33 

116 
- 2U 



-
-. 	 1 

-50 	 50-


46 -  - - 46 146 - - 10 - 23 33 78 	 

-
 -
 -
 - 93 -i 

46 - 103 - 23 172 224 
- 5 222 887 2.
- .bca 

75 . 75 75 . 

- X175 837 2602. "75* 

at a ITT taPri 

Q)P Reflon 

273 	 131 

180
-

-

29 
-

25 

29 25 

-	 16 
-

37 
7 


3 97 

25 	
-

1 
402 

427 1 

1.393 

- -

72321 .6 


AI#EX N 
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ria
 

Sector Total 

- 1,324 
- 542 
75 42-7
 

249 
- 87 

336
 

- 32 
- 77 
- 37 
- 4, 

200
 

- 146 
1:5 259 
_ -


115 so' 

35 5, 405 

. 75
 

9.14"1
A 
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RESPONSE TO APAC PID REVIEW CABLE]./
 

1. Role of BEU
 

(a) Role of BEU Versus Private Sector Participants. 

The BEU will be an active and critical participant in the project in
 
that it is the lead government agency for the GOP, but its role will
 
not impede the extensive private sector-participating built into the
 
project design. 
It is through the BEU that the GOP's financial
 
contribution to the project will be made. The Director of the BEU 
will serve as the first chairman of the Project Steering Committee;

in addition the Chief of the Energy Conservation and Utilization
 
Division will represent the BEU on the Project Management Committee.
 
The BEU will also assign some of its most senior and capable staff to
 
the project.
 

A Project Director, to be specifically hired (most likely from the
 
private sector) for this project will have the primary responsibility

for day-to-day operation of the project. He will be assisted by a
 
Project Management Committee composed of four members, two from the 
private and two from public organizations, of which the latter are
BEU and USAID. Thus, BEU's involvement in the operation of the 
project will be limited. The BEU will, however, as the agent for the 
GOP responsible for repayment of the USAID project loan, have the 
final GOP authority for approval of demonstration subprojects, and
 
clearing the way for disbursement of funds by the Central Bank.
 

The project organization focuses primarily on improving private
sector capabilities in energy conservation by involving
systematically and directly A/E firms, technology suppliers,
financing Institutions and private sector trade associations (e.g.,

ENMAP, PCCI) in all phases of the demonstration process from project

selection to project engineering, construction and financing.

Philippine A/E firms will be responsible for engineering work
 
associated with demonstrations. They will receive technical
 
assistance from the TTEM project staff. 
 The TTEM loan funds will be 
channeled from the Central Bank to the borrowers through a limited 
number of private commercial banks. Neither the BEU nor any other 
GOP agency will receive money from the project. It is quite possible
that the TTEM project organization may eventually evolve into a 
private entity offering technical and financial services to 
Philippine companies; it is even more likely that, once fully

trained, the project staff will move into comparable positions with
 
Philippine companies (e.g., A/E, banks) to capitalize on the expanded

Oemand for conservation-related services which will have been
 
triggered by this project.
 

1/ A copy of the cable is attached to this Annex.
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For more details on the role of the BEU and other project parti
cipants refer to Section VI, Project Organization and Management and
Annex K, Assessment of Institutional capabilities. 

(b) Pol icy Reforms Coming From the Project 

The two major policy problems constraining the full-scale development

of energy conservation in the Philippines are (1) tariffs for 
electric power and (2) lack of foreign exchange priority for 
conservation technologies. The National Power Corporation is in the 
process of developing a new wholesale and retail electric power rate 
structure to meet World Bank lending requirements. The new tariffs 
will reflect the real economic and social costs of energy. The TTEM 
project will thus focus its attention mostly on overcoming the 
barriers associated with the foreign exchange priority and existing

fiscal policy for conservation investments. The participation on the
 
Steering Committee of the Board of Investments (responsible for
 
government incentives and foreign exchange priorities) and the 
Ministry of Finance (responsible for the government's tax policies)
will greatly facilitate the policy dialogue with the GOP.
 

For more details refer to Section VI, Project Organization and
 
Management and Annex K, Assessment of Institutional Capabilities.
 

(c) Specific Plans for Developing an A/E Capability in Audits
 

To date the BEU and ENMAP have conducted over 40 audit training
sessions in which nearly 2000 engineers from energy-using
establishments and A/E firms have participated. 
 The TTEM project

will supplement the classroom training provided by BEU and ENMAP with
 
practical hands-on in-plant training leading to applications in
 
industrial 
facilities and commercial buildings. This training will
 
involve instrumented energy audits under the supervision of
 
experienced auditors/instructors. (Asimilar program has been
 
successfully implemented by AID/S&T/EY in Sri Lanka).
 

For more details on the energy auditing training program refer to
 
Annex H, Potential TTEM Subprojects (Industrial Energy Auditing and
 
Building Energy Auditing).
 

(d) Structure of Demonstrations to Stimulate Further Private Investments.
 

Careful attention has been given to structuring a demonstration
 
program which will lead to replication of the technologies demons
trated. Among the steps taken to ensure further investments by the

private sector are: (1) participation of the private sector in the 
management of the demonstration program including the subproject
 
selection process; (2)use of subproject selection criteria which
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take replicability clearly into account by minimizing technological

risk and concomitantly required management sophistication; (3)

evaluation of the economic performance of each subproject based on 
conservative real-life market conditions; (4)on-going technical 
assistance and training programs for investors and (5)on-going
participation of the private sector (e.g., A/E, private banks,
technology suppliers) in the implementation of each subproject thus 
ensuring their familiarity with the technology. 
For more details, refer to Section VI(C), Subproject Management and
 
Annex H, Potential TTEM Subprojects. 

2. Role and Beneficiaries of Private Sector
 

(a) Project Replication Within Funding Proposed
 

Approximately $7.7 million of the USAID loan will be dedicated to

financing demonstration projects. Assuming that on the average a
 
demonstration project will cost $150,000 (of which the project
 
sponsor will contribute 250), approximately 65-70 projects will be
 
funded--45-50 in the industrial 
sector and 20-25 in the building
 
sector. This number of subprojects will allow TTEM to demonstrate on
 
site and at commercial scale numerous technologies with wide
 
application in the Philippines. The structure of the demonstrations
 
as discussed above under l(d) should ensure replication. In
 
addition, reflow funds from loan repayments are expected to be
 
available for additional project activities including demonstrations.
 

(b) Role of Private Sector Organizations.
 

As discussed under 1(a) above the project is being implemented

,rimarily through private organizations: the Philippine Chamber of
 

Commerce and Industries, the Energy Management Association of the 
Philippines and the Bankers Association of the Philippines are key

members of the Steering Committee; the permanent project staff
 
including the Project Director will 
come from the private sector; the

financial assistance will be channeled to the private sector users
 
through a number of private-sector financial institutions; and the
 
project engineering will be carried out by private-sector A/E firms.
 
Thus the principal actors and beneficiaries of the TTEM projet will
 
be private sector organizations.
 

For more details refer to Section VI(B), Institutional Arrangements
 
and Annex K, Assessment of Institutional Capabilities.
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(c) Sectoral Focus and Criteria to Select Eligible Firs 

The analysis conducted during the project design phase led to the
 
conclusion that many opportunities for demonstrations were broadly

applicable across several Industrial and commercial subsectors.
 
Combustion control systems, .l.u. 
 gas heat recovery systems, and power
factor control equipment are examples. The project will thus focus 
initially on those technologies which are the most widely applicable
to fims 4n many sectors. Once these opportunities have been 
demonstrated, the project will start focusing its efforts, with the

assistance of industry advisory panels, on specific sectors. 
 The
 
transportation, electric utility and agricultural sectors are not

included in the initial targets because the funding available to the
TTEM project was not enough to meaningfully address their problems
and/or they are the focus of studies and financing of other AID 
projects and programs by organizations such as the World Bank and the
 
Asian Development Bank.
 

No effort is being made initially to give special emphasis to small

and medium scale enterprises because the GOP wishes to encourage the
 
maximum energy conservation as quickly as possible. However, it is

probable that the small and medium scale enterprises will benefit
 
most from the demonstrations, as they are most likely to need the

information, training and financial assistance that are part of the
 
demonstrations. The demonstration projcts will be selected strictly

on their merits using the selection criteria and procedures developed

and agreed upon with private and public sector participants. Refer
 
to Section VI(C), Subproject Management for a discussion of the
 
selection criteria and evaluation procedures.
 
For more details refer to Annex G - Selection of TTEM Subproject
 
targets and Annex H - Potential TTEM Subprojects.
 

(d) Constraints Addressed by the Project
 

The project components -- technical assistance, training, studies,

information dessimination, policy analyses, and demonstrations -- and
 
the project organization and management address the main existing

constraints to improving energy conservation in the Philippines,
 
particularly:
 

- energy-consumers' lack of awareness of technologies for energy 
conservation; 

- skepticism about the economic (and technical) performance of
 
conservation technologies;
 

-
 access to capital and foreign exchange;
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lenders' reluctance to undertake what they often pecelve as
 
high-risk loans
 

a shortage of demestic suppliers of both equipment and services
 
needed to implement conservation measures.
 

3. Justification for Equipment Loans
 

(a) Justification for Loans 

One of the key constraints to investments in a cost control
 
investment is generally management's reluctance to allocate
 
(particularly in the current economic situation) scarce capital
 
resources (internally generated or borrowed) for non-revenue
 
generating investments. This traditional reluctance is,in the case
 
of energy conservation, strongly reinforced by the fact that 
management lacks proper understanding of the magnitude of the
 
potential savings (and concomitantly the positive impact itmight

have on their firm's bottom line) and is often skeptical about the
 
economic and technical perfomance of conservation technologies. The
 
only way to overcome this reluctance is to demon:strate on site and at
 
commercial scale the viability of such investments. This problem is 
compounded by lenders' reluctance to undertake what they often
 
perceive as high-risk loans.
 

Many industrialized countries which have implemented demonstration
 
programs have emphasized grants (up to 100% of the total 
demonstration prujtct costs in some case) to induce participation in
 
their prograi,is. Ihis emphasis was needed because of the nature of
 
the technoloics being demonstrated: first-of-a kind, unproven and
 
technically very risky. The TTEM project, on the contrary, will
 
(emunstrate the application of proven low risk technologies which are
 
not used or are being used inonly very limited cases in the
 
Philippines. Clearly, grants are not justified except in some
 
exceptional cases. The only mechanism thus left to overcome the
 
scarcity of capital is to create a loan fund.
 

(b) Justification for Loan Rates
 

Lending terms must be close to market interest rates since the
 
projects must be financially viable under normal market conditions to
 
insure their wide scale replication. The TTEM lending rates will
 
therefore be at rates only slightly lower than market rates. At
 
present effective market rates for straight loans range between 22%
 
and 35% p.a. The TTEM loan rate will be at 18% to 23% p.a. This
 
differential is required to encourage participation in the project
 
and compensate b:;.rrowers for the increased risks, project monitoring

and information lissemination costs they will incur. The steering
 
committee will : in a position to adjust the TTEM loan rate from
 
time to time Lo reflect changing market conditions. See Section
 
VI(C), Subproject Management.
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4. Loan Fund, Financial Arrangements
 

(a) Role of BEU and Lending Institutions in the Loan Fund
 

The fund will be administered by the Central Bank on behalf of the
BEU in accordance with a Master Agreement between the BEU and the
CB. The procedures will be modelled after the successful Industrial

Guarantee and Loan Fund (IGLF) also managed by CB. The C8 willaccredit several private financial institutions to channel the funds 
to borrowers.
 

For more details, refer to Section VI(B), Institutional Arrangements,

Annex K, Assessment of Institutional Capabilities and Annex I 
- Draft
 
TTEM Loan Fund Manual.
 

(b) Financing Terms and Conditions
 

Various types of financing instruments will be used during the

project's life. During the initial period of the project three types
of financial assistance will be available: grants, straight loans and 
loans with repayments tied to savings. A maximum of P1.0 million
(approximately $ 75,000) is available as grant per eligible project
not to exceed 50% of the total project cost. (Only relatively

higher-risk projects will be eligible for grant funding). 
A maximum

of P3 million (app. $200,000) is available as loan per eligible

project, up to 75% of total project costs for straight loans and 100%

for loans with repayments tied to savings. Participating financial

institutions will charge a 
maximum rate of 18% p.a. on straight loans
 
and 23% p.a. on the other type of loans. The financial institution

will be allowed a 7% p.a. spread on straight loans and 10% p.a. on
loai,- tied to savings if it assumes all the business and credit 
risks. If the risk is shared with TTEM (guarantee coverage) then the 
spread is adjusted accordingly. 

Refer to Annex I, Draft TTEM Loan Fund Manual, for more details.
 

(c) Reprogramming of Loan Fund Reflows
 

A detailed analysis was conducted of the first generation reflow
 
funds from the TTEM project. The reflows will accrue to the TTEM
 
fund and will thus be available for financing additional project

related activities including technical assistance, studies,

Information dissemination and additional 
subproject demonstrations.
 
Note, however, that the success of the project will not depend on the
 
availability of the fund reflows.
 

For more details, refer to Annex M, TTEM Project Reflow Analysis.
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5. Relationship to Agency Energy Policy and Strategy, Philippine CDS,
 

and Other Donors.
 

(a)Agency Energy Policy and Strategy
 

As final drafting of the paper (TTEM) nears completion, the Agency

Enfrgy Policy is undergoing revision and the Energy Strategy remains 
in draft. However, through S&T/EY participation in project design the 
Mission has kept abreast of developments in both processes and has 
been assured that the TTEM project's emphasis on improving energy
 
efficiency through conservation technologies and practices is fully

consistent with the Agency's priorities. Energy efficiency has been a
 
primary energy-sector goal since 1981. 

(b)CDSS
 

Complete review of the Mission's overall Strategy has been deffered to
 
January 1985, and a "lines of inquiry" study of the energy sector will
 
contribute to that process. However, energy will be a core program in
 
the future Strategy and activities in energy will continue to follow
 
the current two-pronged rural and modern-sector approach. Inthe
 
modern sector the objective of the mission Energy strategy is to
 
increase productivity and reduce oil imports and associated foreign

exchange outlays. This is also the objective of the TTEM project.
 

(c)Other Donors
 

The TTEM project iscomplementary to and non-duplicative of activities
 
funded by other donors. Itwill benefit directly from the results of
 
a UNIDO program of energy audits and training and a survey of energy

conservation potential in the Philippines supported by the Asian
 
Development Bank. Extensive discussions with the ADB, UNIDO and the
 
World Bank have contributed to project design and to prospects for
 
excellent inter-donor coordination and communication during project

implementation. Given this cooperative environment, prospects are
 
excellent for the TTEM project to leverage significant follow-on
 
investment in Philippine energy conservation. The ADB has, in fact,

already indicated strong interest in supporting a continuing loan
 
program built on the TTEM project model and experience.
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1., SUMMARY: 

1! ON.OCTOBER 7, '1983', REVIEWED PID FOR ITECHNOLOGY 
Aa.YR 1OR, ENERGY MANAGEMENT PROJECT -,.ITHUSAID. 

REPRESENTATIVES, M. XILGOUR AND L. ERINt IN ATTENDANC s.
APAC -,SUPPORTED' PID CONCEPT, OF PROMOTINIG IPRIVATE. 
ENTERPRISE SOLUTION.ANDR-NCOURAGRD TPROJECT DEVELOPMENT' 
TO ENSURE 'PROPER ROIE OF 'BUREAU OiF ENERGY UTILIZ-ATION IN
ACHIEV'ING~THIS.OBJECTIVE. 'CONCERN*,HOWEVER, WAS
EXPRESSED OVER (1 ) rOCUS,AND ,l 'NEFICIARIES 07 PROJECT 
ACTIV.ITIES(BOTE.PULIC AND-IPRIvATE)',,(2) 'LENDING 
INSTITUTIONS; AND (3) PROJECT'SCONTRIBUTION 
(PARTICULARLY'GIVEN LIMITED RESOURCES)'TO GOP ENERGY
CONSERVATION STRATEGY,. AA/ASIA HAS GIVEN APPROVAL TO 
PROCEED WITH 'PROJCTDESIGN., AUTHORIZED 
]REPRESENTATIVE(S) SHOULD APPROVE, AUTHORIZE PROJECT AND 
St(' ' ACBEEMEN7. APAC COMMENTS AND UDNEFRP 
LEv LA)PMENT FOLLOWS BELOW. DDDNEFRP 

-' 

2. ROLE OF BEU 

+APAC ASEDTHAT PP CLEARLYr IDENTIFI THE ROLE OF THE
BDREAU OF ENERGY UTILIZATION (DEU). 

-WE ARE CONCERNED THAT WHEN PROJECT IS IMPLEMENTED,
BEU. WILL1 VIEW' THEIR ROLE AS MORE OPERATIONAL,(I.E.lDOING
TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATIONSENE.GY AUDITS;ETC.) INSTEAD Or'V DEVELOPING' THE .A B LIT07 THE LENDING INSTITUTIONS ORITHE A:AND E,xCOMMUNITY TO CARRY OUT TB!'OPERATIONAL!,SIDE 
0FTHE :PROJBCT. 

~ 'WE, -UNDERSTAND, THAT, BEU.'S ROLE -WILL BE, FOCUSED. ON..-,
POIIcTREFRM ND NFOMATION DISSEMINATION. THEREFORE,.

PP SHOULD INDICATE (l)-WHAt:POLICTREFORMS iE.G:..'GOP 
~ TA,.AD;FICAL OLICY =COECTIONJS -TO ENCOURAGE

lNFRGY .EFFlC IENCT,) ,WTLL<-'OM'E, FROM'..PROJECT -SUPPORT,, TO.1
PEU~ (2('ON A ANi;;;E~lCAPABILITY.,
IN ,ENERGY AUDITS ," AND (3) 'HOW, DEMONJSTRATIONS WILL BE
STRUC-TURED TO STIMULATE- FURTHER PRIVATE INVESTMENT. .-----

I 

' 
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'~ 
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3. ROLE AND BENEFICIARIES OF PRIVATE SECTOR:
 

- APAC NOTED VARIANCE BETWEEN THE PROJECT'S SMALL AMOUNT

OF FUNDING AND ITS GOAL TO PROMOTE THE ADOPTION OF
 
INGERY EFFICIENT TECHNOLOGIES. THEREFORE, APAC ASKING
 
THE FOLLOWING:
 

- PROJECTDEVELOPMENT SHOULD ADDRESS HOW PROJECT
 
ACTIVITIES WILL ACTUALLT LEAD TO WIDE-SCALE INVESTMENT
 
IN MORE EFFICIENT TECHNOLOGIES WITHIN THE FUNDING
 
PROPOSED.
 

PP SHOULD DESCRIBE THE STRATEGY INTENDED TO ACHIEVE
 
DESIRED RESULTS INCLUDING ROLE OF ORIANIZATIONS OTHER

THAN BEU (E.G. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND OTHER PRIVATE
 
ASSOC IATIONS ).
 
-- PROJECT DEVELOPMENT SHOULD PROVIDE FOR NECESSARY
 
YOCUS AND CRITERIA TO SELECT ELIGIBLE FIRMS IN KEY

SECTORS (I.E. TRANSPORTATION, INDUSTRY BUILDING, AND
 
COMMERCIAL SECTOR 'S),
 
-.-
PROJECT DEVELOPMENT SHOULD ADDRESS TFE RANGE OF

CONSTRAI14TS TO IMPROVE ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN SPECIFIC
 
INDUSTRIES WITHIN ONE OR MORE SECTORS.
 

PP SHOULD CLEARLY STATE WHICH INDUSTRIES WILL ,E

TARGETS FOR DEMONSTRATIONS.
 

4. JUSTIFICATIONS FOR EQUIPMENT LOANS:
 

- PP SHOULD GIVE GOP'S JUSTIFICATION FOR PROVIDING LOAN 
FUNrS (AND AT PREFERLNTIAL RATES) TO FIRMS FOR 
DEMONSTRATION PURPOSES AND FOR GENERAL ACQUISITION.
-- WE SUGGEST JUSTIFICATION SHOULD BE DEVELOPED FROM 
REASONS GIVEN BY USAID REPRESENTATIVES DURING APAC. OUR
UNDERSTANDING IS THAT LOANS ARE CATAIYST TO (I)

INTRODUCE BUSINESSES TO OTHER USES OF LIMITED CAPITAL TO
 
PhOMOTE GROWTH, (2) CREATE DEMAND FOR ENERGY

CONSERVATION EOUIPMENT TO ENCOURAGE SUPPLIFRS TO BUILD
 
QUALITY EOUIPMENT, (3) ENCOURAGE CONSERVATIVE BANKERS TO
 
USE EXISTING LENDING PRACTICES FOR EQUIPMENT PURCHASES,

AND (4) DEVELOP A AND E CAPACITY TO PRFPARE AND

[IHPLEMENT CONSERVATION PROJECTS. 

5. LOAN FUND, FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS:
 

- APAC IS UNCLEAR ABOUT WHAT PART BEU AND LENDING
 
INSTITUTIONS WILL PLAY IN THE PROPOSED LOAN FUND FOR

ON-SITE DEMONSTRATIONS OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND GENERAL
ACOIS ITIONS BY BENEFICIARIES. 
-- CONSEQUENTLY, PP SHOULD STATE (1) TERMS OF GOP FUNDS 
MADE AVAILABLE TO SUBLENDLRS, (2) TERMS OF SUBLENDER
LOANS TO ULTIMATE USERS, AND (3) USE OF FUNDS GENERATED
IROM INTEREST SPREAD. IN CONSIDERING THESE ITEMS, 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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POJECT.: DEVELOPMENT SHOULD ASSESS T E FOLLOWING: 

(A)-AOIPLACING7UNDUE--BURDENION INIG-NTTUIN 
(p)AVOD POVIINGUNDUE BENEFITS TO LENDING 

I1NSTITUTIONS, 

(C)DZFINE REPROGRAMMING 0F LOAN FUND REPLOWStAND 
 ~ 
(D) AVOID SUBSIDIES TO BORROWER( BUT I"EELOW !,ARET.
 
RATES ARE PROPOSED, PP SNOULDPROVIDE JUSTI7ICATION
 
LINKEDTO THE BROADER PROJECT PURPOSIS).
6. REIATIONSIP'TO CDSS AND SECTOR STRiTEGY:. 

- APAC RECOGNIZED THAT'PROJECT IS IN ADVANCE OF 
REVISED AID 'POLICTY-PAER- AND NEW 'ENIERG T SECTOR 
STRATEGY . APAC ALSO 'RECOGNIZEDTHE AMOUNT OF 
TNFORtMATION AVAILABLE AND THE ROLX*OTHER DONORS 
ARE PLAYING 'IN THE P;ILIPPINES ENERG T " 
CONSERVATION 1'IELD'*.': NEVERTHELESS9, . 'AP&C AGREED " 

TO PERMIT PNOJECTDVLN GOIIORWARD TO
AVO0 DELAY 'IEFORE USAID/MANILA.CDSS IS,, ' 

REVIEWED.. SEULTZ' 
' 
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